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From the West: Take the A14 round the 
outside of Ipswich, go over the Orwell 
Bridge. 
 

Continue on the A14 and take the turnoff 
onto the A12 towards Woodbridge. 
 

Barrack Square is opposite the BT Adastral 
Park Tower (a square-topped tower you 
will see from miles away) 
 

You will drive past the BT tower on your 
right. Double-back round the roundabout 
as per illustration. Now the tower will be 
on your left. 
 

52 Barrack Square is past the 3 war 
memorials. See back cover for a photo of 
our premises. Free parking in the area. 

 
 

COMPLIMENTARY TEAS & COFFEES AVAILABLE. BUFFET ON BOTH DAYS 
 

VIEWING ON THE AUCTION DAYS FROM 8.00am. 
 

When viewing on the auction days you will need to fill in a viewing list with your name and 
address once you have registered with Carly.  Staff will then provide items for you to see. 

 

We strongly recommend that those wishing to view many items attend viewing prior to the 
auction days, available from Monday 2nd September. 

 

We ask that customers wait until after 3pm Monday 16th before making post-sale enquiries. 
Information will be unavailable before that time. Invoices will be sent out in due course.  

 

We do not open on bank holidays. 
 

The Buyers Premium is 17.25% 
 

For our Bidders Terms see end of catalogue. 
 
 
 

Valuation Days 
 

We conduct special valuation days at venues all around the UK. No appointment is necessary at such events, and valuations 
are provided free of charge.  We look forward to meeting all our customers in person, and hope to see you soon.  We are 
always keen to consign goods to auction, or to make cash purchases. 
 

Many events will be scheduled throughout the year. Up-to-date details of events are  on our website www.lockdales.com 
 

Valuations are available at our Martlesham premises, please call first to make an appointment.  In the case of high 
value collections we are happy to send one of our representatives to visit you.  We will travel overseas to collect your goods 
if you have guaranteed that you will consign to our auction, or will accept a purchase offer agreed prior to travel. 
 
 

Returns Policy 
 

Please inspect thoroughly all lots purchased upon collection or postal receipt.  Returns can only be made within 7 days of 
receipt, with written explanation of the reasons why.  Items can only be returned if significantly mis-described, or if proven 
to be inauthentic when sold as genuine.  Bulk lots cannot be returned and thus we strongly advise viewing such lots in person. 
The nature of what constitutes a bulk lot is determined at Lockdales’ discretion.  Returned lots will only be accepted if 
returned in the same condition they were received in.  We seek to stress by these terms: that the practices and etiquette of 
sale by auction are different from those relevant to sale by private treaty. Items in our auction are not sold “on approval”. 
Bidders should be certain of the nature of each lot before bidding.  We do not refund postal charges. *We do not accept 
any returns on specifically German medals & militaria. These items are considered sold ‘as seen’ and should 
only be bought in full knowledge and acceptance of these terms. 
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Day 1 : Saturday 14th September 2013 
 

Two auction rooms: 
 

Page Room 1 Order of Sale (9.30am)  Lot Numbers 
   

4 Medals & Militaria 1 - 779 

 
 

Page Room 2 Order of Sale (10.30am)  Lot Numbers 
   

32 Weapons 780 - 996 
41 Sporting Programmes & Ephemera 997 - 1053 
43 Banknotes 1054 - 1195 
48 Exonumia (Tokens & Medallions) 1196 - 1339 
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Day 1, Room 1, 9.30am 
 

Medals & Militaria 
 

1 1914-15 Naval Officers trio W.S.A 1514 J.M.Hughes Skr 
R.N.R (Skipper) with boxes & envelope John Montadore 
Hughes was born 11th Dec 1883, joined RNR 1915, 
involved in a collision 11-7-18, lightly reprimanded by 
Admiral Dover Patrol, took part in a Ballot 27-12-18 
reason unknown, interesting papers with medals, which 
are NEF £100 - £120

2 1914-15 star SE-8645 Sjt R Beanlands AVC whose 
address was Buckingham Palace ! Shown as a domestic 
groom, appears as R.T.Beanlands on most census he 
died aged 43 in 1923, worthy of more research, GVF £30 - £35

3 1914-15 star & Victory, Memorial Plaque, 2253 Pte 
J.C.Folkes 3-Lond R who was Killed in Action Gallipoli 
28 November 1915, with the Royal Fusiliers, 3rd Bn 
London Regiment, remembered on the Helles memorial. 
  GVF £110 - £120

4 1914-15 trio 13734 Pte / A.Cpl W.Clark E.York R who 
was KIA or DOW 4-1-1916 with 8th Bn and is buried in 
Dickebusch Military Cemetery, came from Bridlington, 
GVF £130 - £140

5 1914-15 trio & Plaque to Maidstone, Kent casualty. 3265 
Rfn C.E.Pearson 9th Rifle Brigade he was KIA or DOW 
25-August-1916 on the Somme and is buried at Corbie 
Communal Cemetery, (Major Congreve VC is in same 
cemetery) he was from 2 Annington Terrace, Ditton, 
Maidstone. GVF-NEF £250 - £280

6 1914 dated Officers Hudson whistle, an Austrian 
smoking pipe bowl and 2x minor items. £40 - £45

7 1914 Princess Mary's brass gift tin complete with original 
packet of tobacco and packet of cigarettes with 1914 gift 
card. £180 - £200

8 1914 Princess Mary brass gift tin complete with M 
marked bullet pencil, card for holding pencil and 1915 
gift card. £130 - £140

9 1914 Star named to 3060 Pte James Neville Irish Guards, 
later served RFC with 190 Squadron. Born Kilmallock. 
Once lacquered GVF (1) £70 - £75

10 1914 Star to 9033 Pte Frederick Chaplin 2/W.York 
Regt. Killed In Action 24/2/1917, born Bank, Leeds. 
Buried Cambrin Churchyard Extension. EF (1) £80 - £90

11 1914 star trio with copy bar 13715 Pte H.C.Stevens 
R.Fus mounted as worn, mic states landed 19-9-14 
entitled clasp, later served Labour Corps, star heavily 
stamped naming in a couple of places. GVF £180 - £200

12 1914 Star Trio + Death Plaque to 10238 Pte Phillip 
Charles Williams 1st Bn K.S.L.I. Killed In Action 26th 
Feb 1915, born Bredon, Tewkesbury. Buried Y Farm 
Military Cemetery, Bois-Grenier. VF (4) £200 - £250

13 1915 casualty trio to j/43893 Able Seaman Walter John 
Potter died on 23-12-1917 on HMS Suprize lived Long 
Melford. Suffolk., commemorated Chatham Memorial. £130 - £140

14 1915 Star to 2262 Pte J McLean Lovats Scouts. Killed In 
Action 27/11/1916 with the 10th Bn Cameron 
Highlanders, listed on the Doiran Memorial. Born 
Kilmallie, Invernesshire. VF (1) £75 - £80

15 1915 Star Trio 9687 Gnr G E Higginson RFA (surname 
officially corrected on Star). EF (3) £40 - £45

16 1915 Star Trio and Death Plaque to 4247 Pte John Leslie 
4th Bn Gordon Highlanders att 154th Trench Mortar 
Bty. Died of Wounds 9/12/1916, buried Adanac 
Military Cemetery. VF (4) £170 - £180

17 1915 Star Trio and Death Plaque + photo postcard to 
426290 Pte Aubrey Thomas James 10th Bn Canadian 
Infantry, Died 15th June 1916, buried Lijssenthoek 
Military Cemetery. lived Bedford England. EF, plaque 
VF (4) £300 - £350

18 1915 Star Trio and Edward VII Naval LSGC Medal to 
PLY.5126 Pte Thomas Brown RMLI. GVF with repair 
to suspender on LSGC (4) £130 - £140

19 1915 Star Trio and GV GSM with bars Iraq and 
N.W.Persia, to 17767 Pte Denis Tilley Oxf & Bucks L.I. 
(5329322 A.Sjt D Tilley Berks Regt). Lived Carters 
Green, West Bromwich. VF (4) £200 - £250

20 1915 Star Trio to 1038 Pte W Huxtable Royal North 
Devon Yeomanry EF (3) £100 - £150

21 1915 Star Trio to 10414 Pte J McCue 1/Royal Scots. 
nVF (3) £60 - £65

22 1915 Star Trio to 11844 Pte Ernest George Adams 1st 
Bn Liverpool Regt, Died 14th May 1915, born Barham, 
Workingham. Buried Wimereux Communal Cemetery. 
GVF (3)  £160 - £170

 

 
 

23 1915 Star Trio to 12-513 Pte J Simpson Yorks L.I. 
together with certificates and medal awarded to Sarah 
Simpson Order of Ladies Glades. Lived Featherstone, 
Wakefield. £70 - £80

24 1915 Star Trio to 12140 Pte C G Hewitt Leic Regt GVF 
(3) £60 - £65

25 1915 Star trio to 12767 Pte H R West Manchester Regt 
with matching miniatures. EF (3+3) £60 - £65

26 1915 Star Trio to 1478 Sjt Herbert Waller "A" Sqdn 
Berkshire Yeomanry, Killed In Action 21st August 1915, 
remembered on the Helles Memorial. Born 
Wandsworth, London. EF (3) £300 - £350

27 1915 Star Trio to 2203 Pte B Hogbin East Kent Regt 
(tiny correction to Star), with a silver hallmarked Kent 
Education Medal. EF (4) £60 - £65

 
28 1915 Star Trio to 3049 Pte W H Smith Liverpool Regt. 

In original boxes of issue. EF (3) £80 - £85

 
29 1915 Star Trio to 48035 Dvr S J Larkin RFA. Mounted 

as worn VF (3) £50 - £55

 
30 1915 Star Trio to 82126 Spr J Taylor RE (later 3/22184 

North'd Fus), plus some original paperwork including a 
German letter to Prisoners £90 - £95

 
31 1915 Star Trio to 99 Pte F Brittian RAMC (pair named 

Brittain). EF (3) £60 - £65

 
32 1915 Star Trio to E.S.668 Harry Stead ENGN RNR. 

With copied service papers, Awarded the Meritorious 
Service Medal for services between 1st July and 11th 
November 1918. Born Hull. EF (3) £50 - £55

 
33 1915 Star Trio to M2-050189 Pte G A Hutchings ASC. 

VF (3) £40 - £45

 
34 1915 Star Trio to M2-052519 Pte F G Robinson ASC. 

VF (3) £40 - £45

 
35 1915 Star Trio to SE/8859 Pte J M Terry AVC. Badly 

tarnished (3) a/f £40 - £45

 
36 1915 Star Trio to S.S.4900 Ernest Richards AB RN. 

With copy service papers, born Hoxton, London. GVF 
(3) £50 - £55

 
37 1915 Star Trio + Death Plaque to 3-7435 Pte Horace 

Hammett 1st Bn Bedford Regt. Killed In Action 5th May 
1915, Born Luton. Listed on the Ypres Memorial. GVF 
(4) £180 - £200
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38 1915 Star Trio, Death Plaque, Casualty Scroll, Photo 
and Buckingham Palace plaque letter in original frame to 
10997 Sgt Andrew Hogg 6th Bn Gordon Highlanders, 
attached Kings African Rifles. Died of Wounds 7th Nov 
1917, Buried Iringa Cemetery, Tanzania. Born Borgue, 
Kirkcudbright. His only brother Henry Hogg was also 
DOW 16/10/1917. Both brothers are listed on the 
family memorial in Borgue Churchyard. A rare KAR 
Casualty. Frame a/f £400 - £500

39 1915 Star, Victory Medal to J.3032 H Marsh AB RN, 
plus an Arethusa & Chichester Training Ship Medal 
(silver hallmarked 1914) presented to Harry Marsh. GVF 
(3) £70 - £75

40 1915 Trio in frame with Oxen & Bucks hat badge, photo 
and soldiers details 6624 Pte J. O. Byrne Oxen & Bucks 
good copy all put together for display. £50 - £55

41 1915 Trio to K L Foxwell BNR 1613 on Star 14268 Sgt 
RAF on BWM & Victory served France from 5-10-16 to 
27-2-19 as fitter RFC - RAF. £100 - £110

42 1939-45 Stars - all originals (7) a/f £20 - £25

43 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal & 
War Medal with TEM named to 3712357 PTE. N. 
Fletcher Essex Reg ., comes with some research. £100 - £110

44 1939-45 War Medals - all originals (16) a/f £40 - £45

45 19th century double barrel percussion shot gun by G W 
Balles of Ipswich. £300 - £320

46 Adams family medals - BWM & Victory Medal 24244 
Pte J Adams Devon Regt, and BWM & Victory Medal to 
57900 Pte W J Adams Devon Regt (4) £70 - £75

47 Adolf Hitler Mein Kampf scarce English version printed 
1942. £20 - £25

48 Afghanistan Medal in silver (no bar) to 69B/1113 Pte J 
Dempsey 1/18th Regt (Royal Irish). Also entitled to 
Egypt Medal with Nile 1884-85 clasp. GVF (1) £200 - £220

49 Air Crew Europe Star with Atlantic bar. EF £150 - £200
 

 
 

50 Air Force Cross with original pre 1919 ribbon, in fitted 
Pinches case. EF £800 - £1000

 
51 Airmans ? / Motorcycle ? combined hat and goggles with 

makers label inside "A W Gamage Ltd, Referee, 
Holborn. Regd 98001". a/f £30 - £35

52 American Civil War era a set of modern commemorative 
buttons made from the original dies by Firmin & Sons 
England and a ribbon 1866-1870 Veteran, Richmond 
fair, this original. £40 - £45

53 ANZAC a scarce Tiptaft British made Australian cap 
badge in VGC £65 - £75

 

 
 

54 Arctic Medal 1857 high quality early silver miniature 
medal £180 - £200

55 Army LSGC Medal to 1167 Tp: Sgt Maj George 
Davidson 17th Lancers, with copied service papers, born 
Northumberland, entitled to the South Africa Medal 
with 1879 clasp. GVF toned (1) £230 - £240

56 Army LSGC Medal to 1490 Sergt G Selwood 17th 
Lancers, also entitled to the South Africa Medal with 
1879 clasp. nVF light edge bumps (1) £230 - £240

57 Army LSGC Medal to 6452 QrMr Sergt Henry Richard 
Fletcher Grenadier Guards. With copy service papers, 
photo, and original letters. Born Mary Abbotts, 
Kensington, London. £300 - £350

58 Army LSGC Medal to 7338 Sjt Major G Hodder 1st 
Grenadier Guards. Born Yeovil, Somerset. With copy 
service papers. GVF small edge bump £300 - £350

59 Army LSGC Medal to 861 Tp: Sgt Maj Harry John 
Salter Barrett 17th Lancers, with copied service papers, 
born near Worcester. Also entitled to the South Africa 
Medal with 1879 clasp. nEF (1) £230 - £240

 

 
 

60 Army of India Medal with Nepaul clasp named to Lieut 
H C Sandys 14th N.I. (only 505 bars awarded). Lieut Col 
Henry Capel Sandys war born Dublin in 1790, entered 
the Honourable East India Company in 1805 as a Cadet. 
Arrived India 1807, appointed Ensign in the 14th N.I., 
advancing to Lieut in 1812 and served in the Nepal War 
of 1815. During the Third Maharette War of 1817/18 he 
lead a storming party at the Capture of Chanda. 
Advanced to Captain in 1824 and to Major in 1830, he 
retired two years later with the honorary rank of Lieut 
Col.   VF with minor edge bruising, short hyphen reverse 
type, officially impressed naming. ex Glen Feb 1979, 
Spink July 2000. £1200 - £1400
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61 Arnhem 50th Anniversary Medals, cased (5) £50 - £55

62 Asia Thailand Order of the Crown Commanders neck 
badge minor enamel chip,   in GVF £40 - £45

63 ATS green jacket with makers label 'Jacket Serge ATS 
Size No 2, L. Harris Ltd June 1942'. Owned by N 
Williamson £20 - £25

64 ATS Pair WW2 medals with ATS soldiers service and 
pay book, release book etc to w/53441 Pte Hilda G W 
Marshal a cook with 443/130 (m) HAA Reg RA  £50 - £55

65 Australian WW1 Light Horse large portrait photo with 
two other WW1 officers portrait photos and officers 
commission scroll with set of framed military greeting 
cards. £60 - £65

66 Austro-Hungarian Empire WW1 10x medals all with 
triangular ribbons   VF £65 - £75

67 Autograph book WW1 with many interesting entries and 
a very fine pair of water colour cartoons of dugout scenes £80 - £100

68 Autograph book WW1 with many interesting entries and 
several with photos of the soldiers who wrote the 
messages £65 - £75

69 Aviation interest 6x mostly different aircraft dashboard 
dials inc Spitfire we understand from vendor mostly good 
condition £100 - £120

70 Badges 10x WW2 Plastic economy Corps badges mostly 
VF £40 - £45

71 Badges 2x brass s/titles T4 SUFFOLK & T6 SUFFOLK 
(one lug missing)   VF £40 - £45

72 Badges 2x WW1 shoulder titles T 5 YORK with backing 
plates, VF £35 - £40

73 Badges 4x brass s/titles T RE LONDON (2) & T RFA 
LONDON (2)    VF £65 - £75

74 Badges 4x brass s/titles T RFA LONDON, T RFA 
CITY of LONDON, T RFA HANTS, T RFA 
E.LANCASHIRE GVF £75 - £85

75 Badges 5x brass shoulder titles T RE WESSEX, T RE 
TYNE, 1 RE MIDDLESEX , T OTC LONDON, T 
RE HANTS GVF £80 - £100

76 Badges a BWI (British West Indies Regt) scarce brass 
s/title & Y RHA & Y Shropshire s/titles £30 - £35

77 Badges a Corps of Military Accountants GV and a 
Musketry Instructors cap badges. £30 - £35

78 Badges a mixed lot of cloth & metal badges. (quantity) £30 - £35

79 Badges a pair of brass s/titles T HERTS and a T RE 
EAST ANGLIA VF £40 - £45

80 Badges a pair of T 28 LONDON brass shoulder titles 
with backing plates   GVF   £40 - £45

81 Badges brass s/titles x3 T OTC INNS of COURT, 
BEDFORD OTC MODERN SCHOOL, CITY of 
LONDON, (1x lug a/f) £20 - £25

82 Badges brass s/titles x4 white metal T 14 COUNTY of 
LONDON, T 12 LONDON, T LONDON (2) mostly 
VF £55 - £65

83 Baltic Medal 1856 unnamed as issued, small edge bump, 
NVF (1) £120 - £130

84 Baltic Medal 1856 unnamed as issued. Medal has been 
gilt on the reverse with a brooch removed from the 
obverse. VF Sold a/f £150 - £200

85 BAOR and Berlin Airlift silver hallmarked medal in 
original box, named to 22546861 Cpl G A Grant 5th 
R.I.D.G. EF £55 - £60

86 Battledress blouse 1940 pattern by J J & J Mendes Ltd 
1946, still with all its cloth Royal Artillery badges. In old 
broken case. a/f £20 - £22

87 Bavaria King Ludwig Cross in blackened bronze, with 
Nazi 40 Years Service Medal, mounted as worn (2) £50 - £55

88 Bayonets to Lhasa by Peter Fleming book & also an old 
copy of The War in the Crimea by General Hamley 
KCB £20 - £25

 

89 Belt plate - 72nd Own Highlanders waist belt plate for he 
Duke of Albanys Own, brass, 4x belt studs. GVF £40 - £45

 

90 Birmingham Pals 3rd Battalion a Royal Warwickshire 
cap badge with extra scroll "3rd Birmingham Battalion" 
by Gaunt. £65 - £75

91 Birmingham Pals with a Royal Warwickshire Regiment 
2nd Bn Birmingham Pals extra scroll, by Gaunt, London, 
GVF £65 - £75

92 Book - The Great War Medal Collectors Companion by 
H J Williamson. The Definitive book of WW1 medals. 
Autographed by the author and numbered 1918 of 3600. 
As new £30 - £35

93 Books a box of books on aviation subjects mostly WW2 
(Buyer collects) £30 - £35

94 Books a box of books on military subjects mostly pre 
WW1 (Buyer collects) £30 - £35

95 Books a box of books on military subjects mostly WW1 
(Buyer collects) £30 - £35

96 Books a box of books on military subjects mostly WW2 
(Buyer collects) £30 - £35

97 Books mixed military related 25 books including WW1 & 
WW2 aviation and land warfare. Buyer collects £45 - £50

98 Box of inert ordnance items including US type grenade 
cannon rounds fuses etc £45 - £50

99 Boy Scouts cloth badges (approx 36) seem to date from 
the 1950's, noted 'Sandringham Park Royal Estate 1956 £20 - £25

100 BRCS WW1 medals attributed to Miss Agnes 
Wedgewood & 1x related badges (see website for details) 
mostly GVF £40 - £45

101 BRCS WW1 medals attributed to Miss M Bradshaw & 
5x related badges (see website for details) mostly GVF £55 - £65

102 BRCS WW2 era ladies cap by Scott & Co the Official 
BRCS suppliers.   GVF £20 - £25

103 British Legion Southwold non members badge in box 
scare with British legion East Anglia area sixth rally at 
Norwich Sunday July 7th 1935 souvenir programme. £35 - £40

104 British Union of Fascists BUF a scarce lapel badge by 
Gaunt of London.   GVF £30 - £35

105 Bugle - a chromed piece engraved 'Mary C. Broyd 1972' 
and 'T.S. Foxhound'. (Training Ship Foxhound) £70 - £75

106 Buttons a good variety of issues inc large & pocket size, 
condition varies   £20 - £25

107 Buttons a good variety of Victorian (mostly) issues inc 5x 
to Staffs, Madras Staff Corps, RA, Light Infantry etc   £40 - £45

108 Buttons all very good mixture of mostly civilian types inc 
Railways & Fire Brigade etc (quantity) £40 - £45

109 Buttons an interesting Naval selection inc Victorian 
Admiral & Kings crown Admiral (quantity) £30 - £35

110 Buttons over 50x nearly all different Regiments, all full 
size, mostly GVF £45 - £55

111 Buttons over 50x nearly all different Regiments, all full 
size, mostly GVF £45 - £55

112 BWM's WW1 - various Regiments, Corps and Naval 
odds, all named (9) some a/f £160 - £170

113 BWM named 2 Lieut J L Luck. John Lewis Luck Died of 
Wounds 6/9/1918 in the UK with the West Yorkshire 
Regt att 1/7th Bn. Buried Paddock Wood Old 
Churchyard, Brenchley. EF (1) £45 - £50

114 BWM to 23286 Pte Ernest Jenkins 6th Bn Yorks L.I., 
Killed In Action 16th Sept 1916, born Bedwelty, 
Tredegar. Remembered on the Thiepval Memorial. Disc 
only GVF (1) £25 - £30

115 BWM to 2337 Pte William Henry Faulkner 1/4 Bn Ox 
& Bucks L.I., Died of Wounds 30/12/1915, born 
Oxford, buried Louvencourt Military Cemetery. EF file 
mark to edge (1) £35 - £40

116 BWM to 2339 Tpr Albert Hodges Royal Horse Guards 
(latter Gds MGR). VF (1) £45 - £50

117 BWM to 330 Bombr H Goodchild Shropshire Royal 
Horse Artillery. GVF (1) Rare £40 - £45

118 BWM to 46410 Pte Alfred John Simmons 2nd Bn Rifle 
Brigade, Killed In Action 25th April 1918, born Blofield, 
Norfolk. Listed on the Pozieres Memorial. EF (1) £25 - £30

119 BWM to 9-7064 Pte James Platford 1/9th Bn Durham 
L.I., Killed In Action 13th April 1917, born Ludham, 
Norfolk. Buried Agny Military Cemetery. EF (1) £25 - £30

 

120 BWM to a Guernsey man who won the MM in WW1. 
29558 Sjt E Norman RA was awarded the MM 16-7-
1918 and the London Gazette is annotated "Guernsey"   
GVF £45 - £55
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121 BWM to Captain R W Watney, with matching 
Miniature Medal. Served as a Lieut with 1st and 3rd E. 
Surrey Regt, then as a Capt with S.A.R.O. ? Lived St 
Helens, Isle of Wight. EF (2) £45 - £50

122 BWM WW1 2602 Sjt E.C.Mudge 7 Lond R who wrote a 
book "Songs of a Shiny Serjeant" about his times in the 
Trenches and recovering in hospital which he dedicated 
to his old comrades in the 7th Bn. Mudge was a chum of 
Frank Dunham who wrote "Long Carry" and is 
mentioned by name in the book, He enlisted 14-9-14, 
landed France 18-3-15 and badly wounded 16-4-1916 
resulting in amputation of his left leg resulting in his 
discharge 21-8-17 with pension for life.    GVF £65 - £75

123 BWM & Mercantile Marine Medal to Archibald J. 
Maclure. GVF (2) £50 - £55

 
124 BWM & Victory Medal named 4163 Pte John William 

Mollitt 1/7th Bn W. Yorks Regt, Killed In Action 9th 
Oct 1917, lived Leeds. Listed on the Tyne Cot 
Memorial. EF (2) £60 - £65

 
125 BWM & Victory Medal named to 26125 Pte Stanley 

George Bigwood 10th Bn Gloucester Regt, Died of 
Wounds 5th Jan 1917, born Bellevue, Bristol. Buried 
Etretat Churchyard Extension. EF (2) £60 - £65

 
126 BWM & Victory Medal to 20141 Pte J Rudd York Regt. 

GVF (2) £30 - £35

 
127 BWM & Victory Medal to 2123 Dvr F T Cottey RA. EF 

(2) £24 - £26

 
128 BWM & Victory Medal to 240179 Pte H J Kenyon S. 

Lanc Regt, Died 11/2/1919, buried Ashton-in-
Makerfield Roman Catholic Church. With box of issue. 
EF (2) £60 - £65

 
129 BWM & Victory Medal to 24750 Pte Henry Pearce 7th 

Bn K.S.L.I. Died of Wounds 10th April 1917, Born St 
Martins, Hereford. Buried Duisans British Cemetery, 
Etrun. EF (2) £60 - £65

 
130 BWM & Victory Medal to 275486 Spr W J Passfield RE, 

with ribbon bar a photo in small fob £30 - £35

 
131 BWM & Victory Medal to 38780 Pte L C Chalk Rifle 

Brigade att 1/17 London Regt. (2) £30 - £35

 
132 BWM & Victory Medal to 53013 Dvr H Henderson RE. 

GVF (2) £30 - £32

 
133 BWM & Victory Medal to 6326 Pte R Turnbull 

14/London. GVF (2) £70 - £75

 
134 BWM & Victory Medal to 65400 Gnr R F Wenn RA. 

GVF (2) £24 - £26

 
135 BWM & Victory Medal to 6853 Pte H Gomm 

18/London Regt, plus good group photo. EF (2) £80 - £85

 
136 BWM & Victory Medal to 8047 Pte William Whelpdale 

1st Bn Dorset Regt, Killed In Action 12/13th Oct 1914, 
born Lambeth, Surrey. Listed on the Le Touret 
Memorial. (missing a 1914 Star). Oddly the Medal Card 
records him as 'Missing 31/7/15'. GVF (2) £60 - £65

 
137 BWM & Victory Medal to 863 Pte William Key 1st Bn 

Lincolnshire Regt, Killed In Action 1st July 1916. Born 
Stafford. Remembered on the Thielval Memorial. With 
box of issue and War Office Medal letter. EF (2) £400 - £450

138 BWM & Victory Medal to G-38668 Pte A Barber The 
Queens Regt (2) £30 - £35

 
 

139 BWM & Victory Medal to T4/039340 Pte W T Double 
ASC (2) £25 - £30

 
 

140 BWM & Victory Medal with Belgium Croix De Gurre 
awarded to 149839 Cpl Horrell Metcalfe RA. CdG L/G 
15th April 1918 (Overton, near Wakefield). EF (3) £60 - £65

 
 

 
 

141 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque and large 
original photo in superb original frames to 2855 Pte 
William Adams 4th Bn Suffolk Regt, Died of Wounds 
18th August 1916, born Grundisburgh, Suffolk. Listed on 
the Thiepval Memorial.  £140 - £160

 
 

142 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque and plaque 
folder to 26651 Pte Bertie Samuel Ford 11th Bn Ox & 
Bucks L.I. Died 1st Dec 1918, buried Kortrijk 
Communal Cemetery. Lived St James, Exeter. EF (3)  £140 - £150

 
 

143 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque to A-205383 Pte 
Jabez Radford 8th Bn Kings Royal Rifle Corps, Died of 
Wounds 21/3/1918, Born St Ives, Hunts. Listed on the 
Pozieres Memorial. GVF (3) £130 - £140

 
 

 
 

144 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque (holed at 12 
o'clock) to 77687 Pte Reginald Hickling RFC. Killed In 
Action 7/5/1917 while serving as an Observer in a B.E. 
2c of No 13 Squadron, his aircraft being shot down by 
German Ace and "Blue Max" holder Lieut Allmenroder. 
Hickling was born Lambeth Castle, Co Durham. Buried 
Albuere Cemetery. With copy papers VF (3) Ex DNW 
Sept 2012 £500 - £600
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145 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque (missing a 1915 
Star) to 20629 Pte Frederick Reuben Henry Hawkins 
11th Bn Border Regt, Killed In Action 10th July 1917, 
Born Kensington. Listed on the Nieuport Memorial. 
This lot comes with small brown leather case packed with 
original paperwork, photos, etc etc. Including Soldiers 
Small Book. (qty) Needs viewing £250 - £300

146 BWM & Victory Medal + Death plaque + plaque folder 
and letter to 9364 Pte Walter William Pigg Army Cycle 
Corps. Killed In Action 2nd July 1916 while serving with 
25796 1st Bn Cameronians (Scottish Rifles). Buried 
Gorre British and Indian Cemetery, Born Palmers 
Green, Middlesex. (1915 Star missing). EF £130 - £140

147 BWM & Victory Medal + Death Plaque, plaque folder, 
box of issue, etc. Medals named 205100 Pte Alfred James 
Davies 6th Bn Northampton Regt. (Plaque named Alfred 
James Davis) Killed In Action 22/3/1918, Born 
Woolmer Green, Herts. Buried Grand-Seraucourt British 
Cemetery. Medals EF, plaque tarnished (3) £140 - £160

148 BWM & Victory Medal + Defence Medal to 32755 Sjt G 
A Spick S.Staffs Regt. GVF (3) £30 - £35

149 BWM & Victory Medal + GVI Imperial Service Medal 
to 172427 Spr Charles Henry Benefield. EF (3) £35 - £40

150 BWM & Victory Officer Casualty 2.Lieut.J.Jeffery stated 
by vendor to be a unique rank / name he served with 
18th attached to the 9th Bn The Welsh regiment when 
he was Killed in Action 20th September 1918, buried 
St.Vaast Post Military Cemetery, mic confirms pair only, 
from Shortfield, Haywards Heath, enlisted RFC 2.3.16, 
Commissioned 1917, landed France April 1918, he had 
wanted to train as a Pilot, also served RNAS, with full 
papers, NEF £160 - £180

151 BWM & Victory pair & Plaque, 22043 Pte E Foster 
Durham Light Inf, served 15th Bn KIA 15-9-1916 from 
Nova Scotia, Chester-le-Street, Co. Durham, 
remembered on the Thiepval Memorial, GVF £130 - £140

152 Cambridge interest Memorial Plaque to Charlie Keep, 
unique name on CWGC, Charlie was Killed in Action 
1st July 1916 whilst serving with the 11th (Cambridge 
City) Bn of the Suffolk Regiment who attacked near the 
famous Lochnagar Crater at La Boisselle and The Glory 
Hole recently featured in a BBC programme. Charlie 
was from Bourn, Cambridge. NEF £220 - £240

 

153 Cambridgeshire Regiment a WW1 all brass economy 
issue cap badge & Bi-metal version this by Firmin, 
London. £30 - £35

 

154 Canada General Service Medal with Fenian Raid 1870 
clasp named to Pte T J C Rodden 3rd V.V.R. Toned EF £250 - £300

155 Canada WW1 a selection of cap badges, 19th, 12th, 
29th, 213rd,61st, Canadian MGC and a shoulder title 
dated 1915? £65 - £75

156 Canadian Cap Badges WW2 era, good range (approx 11) £30 - £35

157 Canadian Memorial Cross named to 1006411 L/Cpl A 
R Radford. Arthur Rowland Radford was born at 
Colchester, and joined the 228th Bn CEF. Lot includes 
copy Attestation Paper. EF no ribbon £80 - £85

158 Canadian Memorial Cross named to 229538 Pte J E 
Martin 1st Canadian Infantry Works Battalion, Died 
9/11/1918. Buried Denain Communal Cemetery. £60 - £80

159 Canadian Memorial Cross (no ribbon) cased, named to 
ONC/60131 Petty Officer William Henry Sarahs Royal 
Canadian Navy. Killed 7/7/1915 HMCS Niobe, buried 
Halifax Cemetery. Lived Stoke-in-Teignhead, Devon. (1) £100 - £120

160 Canadian MGC pair, 3131462 Pte W.T.Pring 
C.M.G.Bde scarce unit, he was a Barnardo"s home boy 
born in the UK, but was living in Windsor Ontario when 
he enlisted 8-1-1918. GVF £80 - £85

161 Canadian & Empire badges inc Natal Artillery with 
Royal Crown on wheel x14 £55 - £65

 

 
 

162 Candahar, Ghuznee, Cabul Medal 1842 with Ghuznee 
Cabul reverse, correctly engraved to Gunner Mathew 
Bradley 4th Company 2nd Batt Bengal Foot Artillery (38 
to Regiment) GVF (1) £400 - £450

 

 
 

163 Cap badge - The Royal Sussex Regt 2nd V.B. Scarce 
original badge £60 - £65

164 Cap badge collection of British Commonwealth 
including India, South Africa, New Zealand, Canada, 
Hong Kong, etc, housed in SAFE trays (approx 50+ 
some collars) 3 trays £150 - £200

165 Cap badges - a superb original collection in large 
shoebox, ranging from Helmet Plates to a few 
staybrights. Many better items noted. Unpicked and 
unsorted from a deceased estate (approx 430) Needs 
viewing ! £850 - £900

 
166 Cap badges - shoebox of various mixed mainly British 

Cap Badges, better noted (qty) £140 - £160
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167 Cap Badges and a few shoulder titles - a large selection 
with good variety, most look original, but some restrikes 
noted. Needs viewing (approx 175 items) £300 - £350

 
 

168 Cap badges and shoulder titles - mixed range on a board 
(approx 52 items) £140 - £160

 
 

169 Cap badges small mixed lot approx 18x £40 - £45

 
 

170 Cap badges & Buttons - large collection of various 
anodised aluminium badges (approx 70), and Buttons on 
original cards with tissue for the Scots Guards, 5th Dgn 
Guards, and Gren Guards (5 cards) (qty) £80 - £85

 
 

171 Cap badges, Royal Ordnance Factories, GVIR, War 
Dept Constabulary EIIR, RAF, NZ Womens Land Army 
(4) £30 - £35

 
 

172 Cap badges, Tank Corps, Military Police, Provost Corps 
GV and Army Cyclist Corps, mostly GVF £45 - £55

 
 

173 Captain C.A. Falconer 6th Gurkha Rifles. A George V 
silver rose bowl, Sheffield 1926, maker Walker & Hall, 
the body of octagonal form with scroll handle either side, 
and engraved with inscription 'Presented To Captain 
C.A. Falconer By the officers of the 6th Gurkha Rifles on 
the occasion of his marriage', raised on octagonal foot, 
with oak plinth, 29cm wide, 28oz. (Lockdales sold two 
related Gurkha Knives in their May 2013 auction) £200 - £250

 
 

 
 

174 Captain Edmund Fortescue 3rd Bn Rifle Brigade. Indian 
Mutiny with Lucknow clasp (Lieut), and India General 
Service Medal with North West Frontier clasp (Captain). 
Ensign 13/2/1855, Lieut 22/6/1855, Captain 
6/9/1861. Served in the Siege and Capture of Lucknow, 
affair of Koorsee, and taking of Fort Oomerea. Light 
contact marks VF (2) Ex Bonhams April 2012 £1000 - £1100

 
 

175 Captain Robert Geoffrey Fetherstonhaugh 4th Dragoon 
Guards. A superb and unusual lot in old display case. 
Wounded In Action 31/10/1914. Medals mounted as 
worn 1914 Star with Aug-Nov Clasp and Rosette, BWM 
& Victory Medal + MID. (Lieut on Star, Captain on 
pair). 1914 Mary Tin with contents, ID Tags, Pipe, 
various Badges, original paperwork. etc etc. 
Fetherstonhaugh was present at Audregnies on 24th 
August leading "B" Squadron along with Lieut Hickman. 
MID confirmed on Medal Card.  £1300 - £1400

 
176 Cavalry cap badges x7 inc Hussars, Yeomanry & Welsh 

Horse etc. £55 - £65

 
177 Cavalry cap badges, 21st Lancers,Victorian? 27th 

Lancers, West Somerset Yeo, Shropshire Yeo, Royal 
Horse Gds GV £120 - £140

 

 
 

178 CBE (Civil) in its original Garrad fitted Case (both fire 
damaged) plus Certificate named to Dudley Sinclair 
Marjoribanks Esq. L/G 8/1/1919 Local Director, 
Messers. Sir W G Armstrong, Whitworth & Co, Ltd, 
Vice-Chairman, Engineering Employer Advisory 
Committee. Lived Dunkirk House, Colbridge, 
Northumberland. Died 29th March 1929. Sold a/f (see 
also WW1 Officer Casualty Framed group) £50 - £60

 
 

179 Chaplains Peaked Cap, black / purple with Queens 
Crown enamel badge, four initials to sweat band (1) 
Scarce £40 - £45
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180 China Medal 1842 correctly named to A P Greene, 
Mate, HMS Cornwallis. Died 1842, buried China. Rare 
EF £1500 - £1600

 

 

181 China War Medal 1900 with Relief of Pekin clasp, 
named to 4769 L.Corpl G Watkins 2nd Rl Welsh 
Fusiliers. With copy medal roll. EF £350 - £400

 
182 Chinese Communist War Medals (approx 19) £50 - £55

 
183 City of Toronto Roll of Honour In Memory of Sgt 

Victor George de Havilland RCAF, Killed In Action 
15/9/1942, buried Toronto Cemetery (St Johns 
Norway). Framed £35 - £40

 
184 Cloth badges, shoulder titles, Div Patches, Trade badges, 

Silk Escape Maps, etc (qty) £40 - £45

 
185 Cloth Divisional patches, duplication (12 items) £70 - £75

 
186 Coldstream Guards an interesting Victorian shako badge 

and Pouch badge. VF £30 - £35

 

 
 

187 Cole family items, a very interesting lot including Medals and original named box of issue to F/Sgt A C Cole (CGM) RAF of 
North Hill, Highgate, London. 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star + Air Crew Europe clasp, France & Germany Star, Defence & 
War Medals, letter from the MOD 14/7/1994 to Mrs D Cole of Black Notley, Braintree, Essex, from Air Chief Marshal Sir 
Micheal Graydon re Coles Death. A C Coles CGM was sold bt Spink lot 545 18/3/1997. This Gazetted 27/10/1944, for 
Lancaster PD219-GI-L attacked by Heinkel 219 during a raid on Stettin. Together with an RAF Casualty Scroll named to 
1390924 Pilot Edwin Robert Cole RAFVR 616 Sqdn buried Edmondton Cemetery. Together with a leather flying helmet 
named to Hawthorne, goggles, and buttons.  A very interesting lot  (qty) £450 - £500

 
 

188 Collection of Belgium Military badges including scarce 
1st SAS. £50 - £55

 

 
 

189 Commander of the British Empire (CBE) Ladies issue on 
ribbon bow, with fitted case of issue £220 - £240

 
190 Compass 3 WW2 including two British and one German. £100 - £110

191 Concentration Camp interest a very thought provoking 
Teddy Bear wearing a camp inmates striped uniform 
down to a serial number and Star of David, it is well 
known that the Germans used Jews with tailors 
experience in the camps and the vendor believes this is 
how the Bear came to be dressed this way so a child did 
not think the uniform was out of the usual. Very worn 
and tattered, missing an ear, but appears to be old and 
original and a quite remarkable survivor therefore. £260 - £280

192 Crimea Medal with Alma clasp and named to A Flinn, a 
high quality early silver miniature medal £40 - £45

 
193 Crimea Medal with Sebastopol clasp and Turkish 

Crimea Medal 'La Crimea'. Both named, with the 
Crimea being Regimentally impressed to 2648 Private 
Patrick Canty 14th Regt, the Turkish Crimea is 
engraved. Canty served with No 7 Coy and is recorded 
as 'A clean and well conducted soldier in camp and in the 
trenches, where he was wounded' (1/11/1856). Toned 
VF with contact marks (2) £280 - £300

 
194 Crimea Medal with Sebastopol clasp impressed 'x 

MANIER x CONSTANTIN x'. NVF £280 - £300

 
195 Crimea Medal (no bar) engraved to P Mackinnon RMA, 

and Turkish Crimea Medal 'La Crimea' unnamed as 
issued, replacement suspender. F-VF (2)  £300 - £320
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196 Crimea pair to Private Joseph Pearce 3rd Grenadier 
Guards. Crimea Medal with bars Alma/Sebastopol 
regimentally impressed, with Turkish Crimea Medal 'La 
Crimea'. This Privately engraved '5888 Pte J Pearce 3rd 
Battn Gren Guards'. Born 1828 High Wycombe, 
Wounded at the Alma, died 19th June 1908. With copy 
service papers, and original letters to the regiment. 
Contact marks GF (2) £350 - £400

 

 
 

197 Crimea pair to Private Thomas Shergold Grenadier 
Guards. Crimea Medal with Alma clasp (engraved), and 
Turkish Crimea Medal (British issue, unnamed). Comes 
with copy service papers, Photo, original Soldiers Book + 
original letters to the Regiment. Born Salisbury 1830, 
served with 3rd Gren Grds, Lost his left arm by Gun 
Shot Wound at the Alma, died 1st April 1908. Mounted 
as worn on silver medal bar (new ribbons). VF with usual 
contact marks (2) £300 - £350

198 CSM with Northern Ireland bar to 25028345 Fus. J. A. 
Warning RWF mounted for wearing. £80 - £90

199 Cut down chrome Propellor July 1951, complete with 
various markings 'FR27693', plus 'DRGNOA67753 
ANGLES XI'. Heavy, buyer collects £100 - £120

200 Death Plaque and Victory Medal to 37554 Gnr William 
Harris 86th Bty RGA, Died 31st Dec 1916, buried 
Baghdad War Cemetery. Born Wood Green, Middlesex. 
(2) £50 - £60

201 Death Plaque to 202866 L/Cpl Reginald Ernest Griffen 
8th Bn Gloucester Regt. Killed In Action 15th Oct 1917, 
born Amberley, Glos. Buried Voormezeele Enclosure No 
3. (1) £45 - £50

202 Death Plaque to Captain Herbert Balfe Thompson 6th 
Bn Lincolnshire Regt. Killed In Action 18/9/1916, 
buried Aveluy Communal Cemetery, Somme. Lived 
Stone Cross, Woodhouse Road, Mansfield, Notts (1) 
Plaque pitted VF £180 - £200

 
203 Death Plaque to John Callaghan GVF £40 - £45

 
204 Death Plaque to S/14142 Pte Alexander Merson 9th Bn 

Gordon Highlanders, Died of Wounds 5th August 1917, 
born Boyndie, Banffshire. Buried Brandhoek New 
Military Cemetery. GVF (1) £45 - £50

205 Death Plaque to T4/249080 Dvr Cecil Wilfred Griffin 
3rd Horse Transport Coy ASC. Died of Wounds 
26/5/1917, born Stroud. Buried St Sever Cemetery 
Extension, Rouen. (1) £40 - £45

206 Death Plaque to Walter Daws (1) £40 - £45

207 Defence Medal and Voluntary Medical Service Medal 
(silver) named Miss Vera M. Hannah. Mounted as worn 
(2) £35 - £40

208 Defence Medals - all originals (17) a/f £80 - £90
 

 
 

209 Distinguished Flying Medal group to 565236 Sgt B C 
Wooldridge RAF. Bertie Charles Wooldridge Mentioned 
In Despatches, DFM L/G 9/7/1940 with 40 Sqdn. 
Killed In Action 18/9/1941 with 139 Sqdn, buried 
Teddington Cemetery. Lived Hampton Hill. Medals 
DFM GVI with MID, 1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe 
Star, War Medal. GVF-EF (4) £3800 - £4000

210 Dunkirk Medal (original issue), with a copy Air Crew 
Europe Star (2) £40 - £50

 

 
 

211 Eames family Medals - BWM & Victory Medal to G-
95419 Pte Herbert Eames 1/Middlesex Regt. With 
Malta Military Cross group - MC 1943, 1939-45 Star, 
Africa Star, Defence & War Medals to Lieut Eric Jack 
Eames RA. Originally recommended for the BEM, he 
was then awarded the MC, his citation reads 'In January 
1942 this officer was in command of a Light A.A. Troop 
at Isola Point with guns sited round a vulnerable position 
near the Dockyard. For a long time the Troop was in the 
thick of the bombing and he could always be seen at one 
or other controlling or assisting in the firing of his guns. 
He imbued all ranks of his Troop with the aggressive 
spirit that was in him. In February of the same year this 
officer was entrusted with the maintenance of telephone 
communications of Light A.A. Regiment which included 
the Dockyard, Delimara and Kalafrana in its area. 
Repairs to lines were necessary everyday throughout a 
prolonged period of intensive bombing and the work he 
was called upon to do was generally in the more 
vulnerable and dangerous positions. He was untiring in 
his work and never allowed bombing to interfere with 
him. It was entirely due to his efforts that the 
Commanding Officer could keep in touch with all his 
guns.'    This superb lot includes original MC case, 
named OHMS Medal box, (lived West Wickham, Kent.) 
Buckingham Palace letter, photos, letters, notes, 
telegrams, etc. Much copied research. £1800 - £2000

 

212 Earl of Chesters Imp.Yeo and two Glamorgan Imperial 
Yeomanry cap badges, one silvered VF £40 - £45
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213 East Surrey Regiment WW1 ? commemorative pin 
cushion £25 - £30

 

 
 

214 Egypt Medal 1801 (Honourable East India Company) in 
silver (48 mm) suspender as per British Battles and 
Medals. Fine £600 - £700

215 Egypt Medal dated 1882 no bar named to J. Rogers 
ORD HMS Eclipse. GVF £240 - £250

216 Egypt Medal dated 1882 with Alexandria 11th July clasp, 
and Khedives Star 1882 to J. Barter HMS Sultan (rank 
removed). The roll reveals he was a 'Stoker'. GVF (2) £240 - £260

217 Egypt Medal dated 1882 with Tel-El-Kebir clasp 
contemporary renamed 'GR.I.I. Burns RMA'. Pitted GF 
(1) £50 - £60

218 Egypt Medal undated with Suakin 1885 clasp to 6086 
Pte George Kent 2: Scots Guards. With copy medal roll. 
Usual contact marks, toned nVF £150 - £200

219 Egypt Medal undated, with Suakin 1885 clasp impressed 
to W. Tritton, STO. HMS Briton. With copy roll. GVF 
(1) £150 - £200

220 Enamelled Pin badge, reverse hallmarked silver 
(Edinburgh 1982), and stamped "For God and the 
Empire". £30 - £35

221 Family medals - QSA with Cape Colony clasp to 4085 
Pte W Craig 2nd Seaforth Highlanders Wounded In 
Action 11th Dec 1899. With BWM & Victory Medal + 
Silver War Badge to 138704 Gnr W Craig RE, badge 
259283. With some copied research EF (3+1) £150 - £200

 
222 Family Military paperwork for WW1 & WW2 in a 

shoebox. 10775 Pte Martin Collins 6th Bn Leic Regt 
Died 8th Nov 1918, buried Rocquigny Equancourt Road 
British Cemetery, born Wallsall. With WW2 paperwork 
to 4927453 Pte D Collins Yorks & Lancs (qty) No medals £20 - £25

 

 
 

223 Family / Brothers WW1 Casualty groups - 1915 Star 
Trio + Death Plaque to 19076 Pte James Henry Nutting 
2/Suffolk Regt, Killed In Action 9th August 1915, Born 
Tipton, Staffs. Buried Spoilbank Cemetery. 2nd group - 
1915 Star Trio + Death Plaque to 19134 Pte Charles 
Edwin Nutting 2/Suffolk Regt, Killed In Action 22nd 
Jan 1916, born Tipton, Staffs. Remembered on the 
Ypres Memorial. With some research. EF £440 - £460

224 Flying log books including Civil Aviation glider log 
books. flying licences, pilots notes on the Horsa glider etc, 
all relating to Ian Bedford Long. All post WW2 . £40 - £45

225 Fragment of one of 11 bombs dropped on Tiptree 
4/9/1917, with old ticket £20 - £25

226 France a scarce Merit Marine medal, cased, embossed 
lid, named to W.Duncan 1914, possibly gazetted and 
probably for Life saving at sea or war service. £75 - £85

227 France a Vichy 1944 dated Croix de Guerre with "Etat 
Francais" to obverse with double sided axe. Scarce, GVF £40 - £45

228 France a WW1 Croix de Guerre, 1870-71 Campaign 
medal, 3x misc medals, mostly VF+ £30 - £35

229 French Napoleon St Helena medal awarded 1821 for 
veterans who served for napoleon, nice example. £65 - £70

230 French WW1 large framed group of medals with 
certificate to Monsieur Clement Corftovid, Cpl in the 6th 
Regt (buyer collects) £100 - £120

231 Gasmask unusual WW2 pattern in bag with makers 
details Corman & co London £45 - £130

232 German 1939 Iron Cross Spange in silver, maker marked 
"L/16", in fitted case £100 - £120

233 German 1942 large award document with arm band £50 - £55

234 German 25 year faithful service medal with award 
document to august Unterberg . £50 - £55

235 German arm bands collection of 7 all different. £100 - £110

236 German Box of mixed items including arm bands, 
medals, badges photos, etc £80 - £85

237 German Coastal Artillery war badge. £70 - £75

238 German collection of SS badges, medal ,documents, etc 
may contain copies. £60 - £65

239 German Deutches Cross in silver, 4x rivet construction, 
shows light wear, GVF £400 - £450

240 German Doctor NCO Soldbuch to Anton Borr who 
served with Artillery units, was issued with a pistol in 
1943, and was given a "Hitler Gift" in 1944, photo, 
damp stained & poor, but with photograph. £30 - £35

241 German Dog Tag 2nd Mountain Fighter Regt No.139 £30 - £35

242 German firemans helmet of c.1947-c.1952, with chin 
strap and leather neck guard with label at top interior for 
Berlin and signed 'Thiele' £30 - £40

243 German General Assault badge in white metal, VF £40 - £45

244 German General Assault war badge. £90 - £100

245 German group mounted as worn - Iron Cross 2nd class, 
War Merit Cross with Swords, Honour Cross with 
Swords, 25 Years Faithful Service Medal (4) £90 - £110

246 German Herman Goring biography book with H J arm 
band and two German cloth badges. £50 - £55

247 German Hitler Youth Leader Party Badge, numbered to 
rear "BM 1/122" and maker marked "RZM", in original 
fitted case £120 - £140

248 German ID Tags 1st Grenadier Replacement Co No.131 
ground recovered & Infantry Rep't Bn No.311 2nd 
Company   £40 - £45

249 German Iron Cross 2nd Class Russian Front medal and 
wound badge in black with award documents to 
Obergefreiter August Blunck £100 - £120

250 German Iron Cross 2nd class with packet of issue. £60 - £65

251 German Knights Cross of the Iron Cross neck badge, old 
looking piece, maker L/12 marked with 800 silver stamp, 
VF £600 - £650

252 German leather Bayonet frogs x2, the first with Luftwaffe 
stamp, the 2nd maker marked "Gerb Dewald 1939 
Hachenberg". (2) £40 - £45

253 German Luftschutz NSDAP arm band with Luftschutz 
medal and old WW1 veterans cloth badge. £40 - £45

254 German Luftwaffe flack war badge. £65 - £70

255 German Luftwaffe Flak badge in white metal. GVF £55 - £65
 

256 German Medal for 1st October 1938 with the Prague 
clasp £60 - £65
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257 German Military State Railway Plaque (metal) illustrated 
with the Imperial Eagle and 'K P E V' (Konliglich - 
Pressische Eisenban Venaltaung). Part of the Royal 
Prussian Administration used in WW1. a/f £80 - £100

258 German Mine Sweeper war badge. £70 - £75

259 German Mothers Cross in bronze with packet of issue, 
plus 11x German WW2 postcards £20 - £25

260 German Mothers Cross in silver & Italian/German 
Afrika campaign medal, tiny chip to mothers cross, VF £40 - £45

261 German Nazi Armbands - Wehrmacht Transp. Kdo., 
and ORG. TODT 3315 (2) £30 - £35

262 German pair of Africa Korps pith helmet decals. £20 - £22

263 German Pickelhaube, nice original piece, needing a small 
amount of attention/parts.  £250 - £300

264 German Post-war Presentation case for the 1933 pattern 
Sturm Abteilung (SA) Dagger. VGC £60 - £65

265 German pre WW1 belt buckle on later belt with WW1 
German smoking pipe in original box of issue. £55 - £60

266 German Prussian Hussars leather pouch, nice original 
piece £50 - £55

267 German RAD related photo album with approx 120 
photos including RAD parades training, general military 
life also some good photos relating to a German army 
doctor. £80 - £90

268 German Russian Front medal with award document to 
Obergefriter Paul sauer dated 21-9-1942 £50 - £55

269 German Russian front medal with wound badge in black. £30 - £35

270 German scarce close combat clasp in gilt with stainless 
pin and correct rear hook, GVF £250 - £280

271 German scarce SS dog tag for the 7th / 2nd Regt, North £40 - £45

272 German screw back Iron Cross 1 st . class solid 
construction maker marked on back £65 - £70

273 German SS Belt buckle, maker marked RZM 155 / 43 
SS. VGC   £80 - £90

274 German SS Dog Tag SS Group Motor section Latvian 
SS Volunteer Brigade   £75 - £85

275 German SS Officers brocade dress belt and buckle, 
maker marked "RZM M4/91 W.Bu.S. SS". £140 - £160

 

 
 

276 German SS Tropical M43 Cap, maker stamped inside. 
Rare £2000 - £2200

 

 
 

277 German SS VT Side cap in black with insignia. Rare £600 - £650
 

278 German S.A, sports badge with DVL sports badge. £60 - £70

279 German Tank Battle War badge. £65 - £70

280 German VHF Feldstarke Zeiger Type BN 15012 
Military East German cold war Radio in its leather carry 
case £80 - £85

281 German War Merit Cross 2nd class with swords with 
award document and selection of service documents, 
photo etc all relating to Unteroffizier Heinz Ebert. £80 - £85

282 German war merit with swords with award document to 
Beschlagmeister Schellewald dated 4-9-1941. £45 - £50

283 German Wehrpas soldiers record book, no photo, to 
Fuhrers Signals regt served Russia & Ukraine entitled 
Krim shield, Russian Front medal, KVII, de-nazified 
cover, interesting details. £30 - £35

284 German wound badge in silver with award document to 
Willimlz Obergefr 11/GREN RGT 76 awarded 31-7-
1944. £50 - £55

285 German WW1 and WW2 soldiers medal, documents, 
service books, photos etc to AlOYS THUM Served 
WW1 1915 to 1918 called up for service in WW2 OCT 
1943. £90 - £100

286 German WW1 Cross of Honour and Kaiser Centennial 
medal with soldiers service book and selection of portrait 
post cards. £65 - £70

287 German WW1 gasmask in original storage tin case. £180 - £200
 

 
 

288 German WW1 group of four mounted as worn (4) £120 - £130

289 German WW1 Iron Cross 1st class with Iron Cross 2nd 
class. £120 - £130

 
290 German WW1 Iron Cross 1st class. £70 - £75

 
291 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd class and a boxed 

German smokers pipe with picture of German soldier, IC 
with 1x crack to Iron core and maker marked KO £40 - £45

 
292 German WW1 Iron Cross 2nd Class and Baden Silver 

Medal for Merit, mounted as worn (2) £45 - £50

 
293 German WW1 iron cross 2nd class with award 

document, Cross of honour with award document and 
Kyffhauser medal with award document all relating to 
Ewald kutz with group photo. £100 - £110

 
294 German WW1 Naval Kriegsmarine Binoculars by Goetz 

(later becoming Karl Zeiss Co.) With leather case. £60 - £65

 
295 German WW1 scarce hollow Wound badge in silver. £40 - £45

 
296 German WW1 soldiers documents letters ID, books act 

all relating to a soldier serving in a infantry Reg at the 
beginning of WW1. £45 - £50

 
297 German WW1 soldiers grave markers 6 of all 1918 with 

German WW1 trench art crucifix made from German 
bullets and a German WW1 belt buckle. £60 - £65

 
298 German WW1 wound badge in black and silver hollow 

type. £30 - £35
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299 German WW1 & WW2 group of five mounted as worn 
(5) £140 - £160

300 German WW1 & WW2 soldiers service books, 
documents, Cross of Honour etc, all relating to Fritz 
Keller served with Ersatz - Pian Batt 22 from 1917 and 
as a Police officer after WW1. £65 - £70

301 German WW2 Afrika Korps Armband, original but 
worn £50 - £60

302 German WW2 an interesting selection of paperwork to a 
Luftwaffe airman Stabsfeldwebel Artur Bucksch who 
rescued people during a flood in November 1941, these 
are the witness statements of the rescued together with a 
map of their locations, most interesting documents 
probably in relation to an award recommendation. £40 - £45

303 German WW2 Army Belt Buckle with part of leather 
belt. Maker marked 'N & H 1941'. £30 - £40

304 German WW2 Army buckle & armband "In service of 
the German Army" GVF £40 - £45

305 German WW2 Army Side cap, maker stamped 'Clemens 
Wagner Braunschweig 5/42'. £100 - £120

306 German WW2 badges x10, inc better day badges, mixed 
size & condition. £30 - £35

 

 
 

307 German WW2 BEJA Tank badge. Scarce and original £50 - £60

308 German WW2 binoculars two pairs of 7x50 one marked 
dienstglass 438684 beh the other marked 37965 blc. £150 - £160

309 German WW2 bronze class Panzer Assault badge, maker 
marked "D-H". £80 - £85

310 German WW2 brown leather flying helmet as used for 
training etc in good condition. £90 - £100

311 German WW2 Coastal Artillery side cap with insignia £170 - £180

312 German WW2 collection of paperwork, passbooks, 
documents, certificates, etc (qty) £30 - £35

313 German WW2 collection of various 'Tinnies' (approx 20) £90 - £95

314 German WW2 collection of various 'Tinnies', better 
noted (approx 20) £100 - £120

 
315 German WW2 Combined Pilot / Observers badge with 

A for Assman maker mark, GVF £140 - £160

 
316 German WW2 Cross of Honour with award document. £20 - £25

 
317 German WW2 double decal police helmet. £100 - £110

 
 

318 German WW2 Double Decal SS Helmet with chin strap 
and lining £800 - £850

319 German WW2 E-Boat War Badge 2nd model, maker 
marked 'FEC.W.E.PEEKHAUS BERLIN AUSF. 
SCHWERIN BERLIN 68'. (Small holding pin missing 
from reverse). £100 - £150

320 German WW2 enamelled stick pins (9) £100 - £120

321 German WW2 era pair of private issue binoculars in 
excellent condition made by Busch Rathenow complete 
with strap and eye cover in their brown leather military 
pattern case. £60 - £65

 

 
 

322 German WW2 Field Calculator 'Brunsviga-
Maschinenwerke Grimme Natalis & Co A-G' and 
'171005'. Vendor states brought back by the Suffolks. 
Heavy, buyer collects £180 - £200

323 German WW2 flag with hanging lanyard size 28x54 
inches. £100 - £120

324 German WW2 Generals reproduction tunic with ribbon 
bar etc £85 - £95

 

 
 

325 German WW2 Girls Bund Deutcher Maedel climbing 
jacket, with buttons and insignia £100 - £120

326 German WW2 group mounted as worn - Iron Cross 2nd 
Class, Medal for 1st October 1938 with the Prague clasp, 
and Russian Front Medal (3) £100 - £120
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327 German WW2 Hitler Youth metal buckle, maker 
marked 'RZM M4/45' ? £70 - £80

328 German WW2 Incendiary bomb nice example with 
various marking dates etc £100 - £120

329 German WW2 Iron Cross 1st class maker's marked with 
90 on the pin. The badge has been lacquered £90 - £100

330 German WW2 Iron Cross 2nd class, maker marked '27'. £50 - £55

331 German WW2 Iron Cross Medals 2nd class (4) £180 - £200

332 German WW2 Kregs Marine Naval binoculars stamped 
with eagle with M below and ndf 7x50 4132 optics clear 
body, worn in places. £170 - £180

333 German WW2 Kriegsmarine Captains visor cap, with 
plastic diamond makers label 'Holters - Uniformen Berlin 
W 50'. £250 - £300

334 German WW2 large marble ? plaque with brass base. 
Top engraved with large eagle and swastika, base 
engraved 'Staatsschule fur Fuhrertum und Politik 
Egendorf / Thur'. Heavy, Buyer collects £350 - £450

335 German WW2 Luftschutz beaded pattern helmet. £100 - £110

336 German WW2 Luftwaffe aluminium belt buckle & " 
Deutsche Luftwaffe" armband GVF £35 - £40

337 German WW2 Medic Paratroopers Fallschirmjager 
Helmet in RELIC condition with part of inner liner and 
chin strap, part remnants of Army Medic Red Cross to 
front. Uncleaned and Rare a/f £240 - £260

338 German WW2 Merit Cross with Swords 1st Class in 
original case. Maker marked on pin '4'. Case a/f £50 - £55

339 German WW2 Minesweepers War Badge, no makers 
mark £30 - £40

340 German WW2 Mother Cross Medals with ribbons, in 
Bronze (4) £70 - £80

341 German WW2 Naval Battleship Flag, Naval marked, 
and original ! (143 inches x 113 inches) £1800 - £2000

342 German WW2 Panzer side cap in black, no insignia £140 - £160

343 German WW2 photo album with over 280 photos a 
mixture of family and military photos including some 
good photos of flack guns, soldiers on parade etc £90 - £100

344 German WW2 propaganda folder containing some 
excellent sketches of the German army etc £45 - £50

345 German WW2 replica Cuff Titles (approx 17) £100 - £120

346 German WW2 Russian Front fur covered hat, maker 
stamped and dated 1943 £100 - £120

347 German WW2 SA High Leaders Party Badges, full size 
Numbered 16190 and maker marked "Ges Gesch 
Deschler & Sohn Munchen 9", and dress size Numbered 
30231 and maker marked "Jos Fuess Munchen". In 
original fitted case £200 - £250

348 German WW2 Silver Wounds Badge (solid) maker 
marked '4' to pin £25 - £30

 

 
 

349 German WW2 Single Decal M42 SS Helmet with liner 
and chin strap  £700 - £750

350 German WW2 small framed photo of and SS soldier £60 - £65
 

351 German WW2 SS cap insignia, skull and eagle (2) £60 - £65
 

352 German WW2 SS metal belt buckle, maker marked 
'RZM 155/43 SS'. £120 - £130

353 German WW2 Tank Battle war badge in silver. £60 - £65

 
354 German WW2 U-Boat leather map case, marked 

"U.B.G.D.22". Good condition £45 - £50

 
355 German WW2 War Merit 1st class with swords marked 

on back of pin in its original case £100 - £110

 
356 German WW2 Wehpas for Alois Blochl, who served at 

Dunkirk campaign 1940, the Atlantic Wall & Winter 
War campaign with good detail and photo still present. £40 - £45

 
357 German WW2 Wehpas for Josef Hackel who enlisted 

1938, Construction Bn served in France & Low countries 
campaign in 1940, appears to have been discharged 
1941. with photo. £35 - £45

 
358 German WW2 Wehrpas to Peter Rijard who was K in 

Action in Russia 30-9-1944 and entitled to Krim & 
Kuban shields £55 - £65

 
359 German WW2 wound badge in black in packet with 

Russian front medal in packet. £35 - £40

 
360 Germany - collection of various WW1 and WW2 medals, 

badges, cloth insignia, pin badges, etc. A good lot of what 
looks top be all original items. Worth viewing (approx 26) £340 - £360

 

 
 

361 Germany 20/5/1941 Kreta Medallion, wartime issue in 
fitted case (scarce) £140 - £160

 
 

 
 

362 Germany WW2 Army Tropical side cap (small size) 
maker stamped 'Clemens Wagner, Dez 12, 
Braunschweig-Hamberg'. VGC £300 - £350

 
 

363 Goering Presentation plaque for service to the Luftwaffe, 
GVF £40 - £45
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364 Gooding family - medals mounted as worn on same bar, 
41342 Sjt W H Gooding South Notts Hussars (later 
RAF) BWM & Victory Medal (missing a 1915 Star). Plus 
GSM with Kurdistan bar, Defence & War Medal to 
92805 A C 2 A J Gooding RAF (number corrected) with 
copied service papers. Plus a brass RFC Ash Tray named 
'Presented to Mr A J Gooding from RAFA Ayr & 
Prestwich Branch'. VF (5) £240 - £260

365 Greek War Medals 1940-41 (10) £50 - £55

366 Group mounted as worn - 1935 Jubilee Medal, 1937 and 
1953 Coronation Medals, plus matching Miniatures, all 
unnamed. Toned EF (3+3)  £100 - £110

 
367 Group mounted as worn to 23832772 Spr D C Lester 

RE. Medal mounted as worn GSM QE2 with bars 
Borneo/Radfan/Northern Ireland, and QE2 Regular 
Army LSGC Medal. Toned EF (2) £180 - £190

 

 
 

368 Group mounted as worn to 25192477 Pte L A Chumbley 
Royal Anglians. Courtmounted as worn - Iraq Medal 
2004, and Operational Service Medal with Afghanistan 
clasp aEF (2) £400 - £500

 
369 Group mounted as worn to 351567 William John Frise 

S.B.S. RN (HMS Berbice), with 3x cap tallies including 
HMS Furious and 2x badges, plus photo and copied 
service papers. Its beleived he later became a Surgeon. 
Born Maidstone, Kent (qty) £140 - £150

 
370 Group mounted as worn to 3655 Cpl H Wollaston Royal 

Scots (10820 Cpl H Wallaston R. IR.RIF on Star, and 
10820 C.Sjt H F Wollaston R.IR.RIF on pair). Medals 
mounted as worn QSA with bars CC/OFS/Belfast. KSA 
with bars SA01 & SA02, 1915 Star Trio. GVF (5) £240 - £260

 
371 Group named Captain Reginald W. Williams. Medals 

BWM & Victory Medal with GV Territorial Decoration 
(silver hallmarked). 3rd Class Chaplain the Rev'd R W 
Williams, attached 4th Bn Shropshire L.I. and Labour 
Corps in Italy. Awarded the Territorial Decoration L/G 
30/5/1919. Listed in the Clergy List 1915. Judging by 
the letters and notes in his copied files (included) he was 
not a very popular chap ! Lived Salop Vicarage. GVF (3) £240 - £250

 
 

372 Group to 10385 Sjt Arthur Stevenson 2/Notts & Derby 
Regt (4961495 W.O.CL2 A Stevenson Foresters on 
LSGC Medal). Medals mounted as worn but MBE 
detached and in its original Garrard Case. MBE (Mily) 
1914 Star (slide on Aug-Nov clasp), BWM & Victory 
Medal, GV Army LSGC Medal, GV MSM (swivel), 
Defence Medal. Plus matching original Miniatures. 
MSM L/G 3rd June 1919. MBE L/G 4th June 1934 
Regimental Sgt Major 1st Notts & Derby. VF-GVF (7+7) £300 - £350

 
373 Group to 22233161 Sgt Bernard Dunford RE (RCT). 

Lots includes photos, Soldiers Service & Pay Book, 
Citation for his LSGC Medal 18th June 1968 giving his 
who service history starting in Liverpool, medal boxes, 
ID Pass, etc. Medals including GSM QE2 for Malay 
Peninsula, and GSM QE2 for Arabian Peninsula 
(correction to Regiment on both medals), and QE2 
Regular Army LSGC Medal (qty) £150 - £160

 

 
 

374 Group to 22800115 S.Sgt Donald Fox 3/RE (later 
W.O.CL.1). Medals mounted as worn CSM QE2 with 
bars Radfan/South Arabia/Northern Ireland and 
Mentioned In Despatches, plus QE2 Regular Army 
LSGC Medal. Comes with research confirming the MID 
for 1st June - 1st September 1964, originally 
recommended for the BEM. Plus W.O. leather wrist 
strap. GVF (2) £450 - £500

 
375 Group to 24058080 Sgt K N Eichen RA. Medals - GSM 

QE2 with Northern Ireland clasp, and QE2 Regular 
Army LSGC Medal. Few edge bumps, small file marks to 
both medals GVF (2) £60 - £70

 
376 Group to 24823402 L/Cpl J H Mills Coldstream 

Guards. QE2 CSM for Northern Ireland, Gulf Medal 
1991 with clasp 16 Jan to 28 Feb 1991, Saudi Arabian 
Medal for Kuwait, and Kuwait Liberation Medal (4) 
GVF £340 - £360
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377 Group to 25111958 Pte K R A Martin 2nd Bn Parachute 
Regiment. Medals - GSM QE2 with Northern Ireland 
clasp, MATO Medal for Macedonia, and Operational 
Service Medal 2000 with Afghanistan clasp and Rosette. 
Notes with the lot state "East Tyrone, NI 1999 and Sept 
2002 to March 2003. Operation "Essential Harvest" 
Macedonia 2001. Kabul 2001/02 and Iraq as Close 
Protection Bodyguard 2005/06". nEF (3) Ex DNW 
March 2008, Dec 2010 £650 - £700

 
 
 

378 Group to 2779 Pte William Pearce Cheshire Regt (22993 
Gnr W Pearce RA). Medals - QSA with bars 
CC/OFS/Trans. KSA with bars SA01 & SA02. BWM & 
Victory Medal (1915 Star missing), Death Plaque. Killed 
In Action 9th July 1916, born St Martins, Hereford. 
Buried Ridge Wood Cemetery. VF-EF (5) £200 - £250

 
 
 

 
 

379 Group to 2/Lieut John Aubrey Hadley RFA. Medals - 
Order of St John Neck badge, Order of St John Shoulder 
Badge, BWM & Victory Medal, 1953 Coronation Medal, 
and Service Medal of the Order of St John with two bars 
(named 35528 Cty/Sgn J A Hadley Lincoln SJAB 1945). 
With matching group of five Miniatures. GVF £380 - £420

 
 
 

380 Group to 4907 Pte H Wilson 2nd Wiltshire Regt. QSA 
with bars CC/Trans/Witt. KSA with bars SA01 & 
SA02. Confirmed to Roll. Small edge bump to QSA. 
GVF (2) £180 - £220

 
 

381 Group to 785 Corpl C F Grimshaw APC (later Lieut C 
Grimshaw on GSM). Medals mounted as worn - OBE 
(Military) engraved Capt RAPC, QSA with bars 
SA01/SA02/CC/OFS, GSM with Iraq clasp, 1935 
Jubilee Medal, 1937 Coronation Medal (these engraved 
Major C Grimshaw OBE RAPC), and GV Army LSGC 
Medal. GVF-EF (6) £700 - £800

382 Group to 817 Pte H Callaghan W. Riding Regt (202279 
Pte H Callaghan Rifle Brigade). Mounted as worn QSA 
with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA01. BWM & Victory 
Medal (3) £180 - £200

383 Group to Lieut Frederick Samuel Alexander RE (MSM 
named 109710 A.C.S.MJR F S Alexander RE). Medals 
BWM & Victory Medal, GV Meritorious Service Medal 
(swivel). Commissioned 5/3/1917. MSM Gazetted 
29/8/1917. Mentioned In Despatches 15/8/1917 
Inland Water Transport. Lived Lodge Estate, Grays, 
Essex. Official correction to MSM, and suspenders 
altered on the Pair, otherwise EF (3) £150 - £200

 

 
 

384 Group to Nursing Sister I E Church (Matron I E Church 
Q.A.I.M.N.S.R. on Trio) Mentioned In Despatches L/G 
1/1/1916. and Royal Red Cross 2nd Class (ARRC) GV. 
Medals ARRC GV, QSA, KSA, 1915 Star Trio + MID. 
A superb group ideal for research. GVF (6) (See other 
Church family lots) £600 - £650

 

 
 

385 Group to PLY.8156 Pte Richard Holman RMLI HMS 
Diana (PLY.8156 A.1255 R Holman MNE RFR). 
Medals - Africa General Service Medal EDVII with 
Somaliland 1908-10 clasp, 1915 Star Trio and GV RFR 
LSGC Medal. With copy service papers, born New 
Cross, Bideford, Devon. EF (5) £240 - £260

 
386 Group to W/130738 Cpl W Pash WRAC. 1939-45 Star, 

Italy Star, War Medal, GSM GVI for Malaya, GSM box 
of issue with medal office letter to Miss W Pash. Lived 
Epsom, Surrey. EF (4) £120 - £130
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387 GRV TEM named to 3516436 Cpl J. M. Ratohford 10th 
Manchester Reg, rank part worn & replacement 
suspender. £25 - £30

388 GSM Geo VI bars Palestine 45-48 & Canal Zone 
3044782 L.A.C. T.W.KEIRL RAF £180 - £200

389 GSM GVI with Malaya clasp to 22004852 Pte B J 
Jeremy Suffolk Regt. GVF £80 - £85

390 GSM GVI with Palestine 1945-48 clasp to 14034692 Pte 
N A Shaw AAC (Army Air Corps). nEF £120 - £130

391 GSM GVI with Palestine 1945-48 clasp to 4005144 
A.C.1. M G Jacob RAF. VF £40 - £45

392 GSM GVI with Palestine 1945-48 clasp, and War Medal 
to 14815987 Cpl B O Robinson Royal Lincolns. GSM 
with box of issue EF (2) £50 - £55

393 GSM GVI with Palestine clasp to 2309494 Sjt W Muir 
R. Signals. GVF tiny edge nick £40 - £45

394 GSM GVI with Palestine clasp to 2982346 Pte D 
McCandless A & S H. VF £80 - £85

395 GSM GVI with S E Asia 1945-46 clasp, unnamed as 
issued. GVF £40 - £45

396 GSM QE2 with Arabian Peninsula clasp to 2190 L/Cpl 
Sami Ullah T.O.S. EF £70 - £75

397 GSM QE2 with Borneo clasp to 23851055 Gnr A 
Jackson RA. GVF (1) £50 - £55

398 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp to 23288473 Cpl B R 
Styles RAPC (1) EF £40 - £45

399 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp to 23304419 Sigmn P 
Hayes R.Sigs. VF £50 - £55

400 GSM QE2 with Cyprus clasp to 4192001 SAC G E 
Dawes RAF. EF £40 - £45

401 GSM QE2 with Malaya clasp to 22613116 Pte P A 
Barrow RAPC (correction to Regt) EF £40 - £45

402 GSM QE2 with Malaya clasp to 22973245 Tpr K B 
Wilson 11th Hussars. GVF £85 - £90

403 GSM QE2 with Northern Ireland clasp named to Lt Col 
A E Bush RAPC. Small area of staining near clasp. VF £100 - £150

404 GSM QE2 with Northern Ireland clasp to 24312955 
Gnr G E Shepherd RA. EF £40 - £45

405 GSM QE2 with Northern Ireland clasp to SAC P D N 
Thomson (C8185675) RAF. EF £40 - £45

406 GSM QE2 with South Arabia clasp to F4268801 Act Cpl 
W G Blair RAF. EF £40 - £45

407 GSM with bar for Cyprus to 23183859 SIG R S 
Macleod Royal Signals with award document and 
packing lived at Eltham, London. £55 - £60

408 Harry Patch the Last fighting Tommy a scarce memorial 
booklet from his commemoration service 25-7-2009 and 
two original WW1 scrap books full of interesting 
photographs and write ups from publications of the time. £40 - £45

409 Hitler Youth a belt buckle, 2x diamond shaped lapel 
badges & a scarcer DJ Deutches Youth badge, & 
armband, GVF £55 - £65

410 Holsters x2 (webbing) one a copy with holster filler prop 
gun & with a WW2 era compass & webbing belt attached £40 - £45

411 Home Guard a scarce Home Guard Auxiliary (Ladies 
pin back) plastic badge by Stanley, Walsall & a Bradford 
HG Proficiency badge by Fattorini, Bradford both GVF £35 - £40

412 Home Guard original cloth shoulder titles x1, plus a pair 
of 'NTS 12' titles (5 items) £20 - £25

413 Home Guard original cloth shoulder titles x2, plus a pair 
of 'SOM 8' titles (4 items) £20 - £25

 
414 Home Guard WW2 service scroll with scarce good 

conduct scroll, group photo and Defence medal to 
Sergeant A Moon, 10th Hertfordshire battalion served 
14th may 1940 to 31st December 1944. £45 - £50

 
415 Hong Kong a scarce WW1 BWM Casualty 97706 

Gunner Joseph Bell 83rd Company RGA who died 12-
10-1919 aged only 18 and is buried in Hong Kong 
Cemetery, the BWM his only medal award. Possibly 
lacquered GVF £55 - £65

 
416 Hussars 13th Regiment two different small cap badges £30 - £35

 
 

417 IGS 1854 named Provost Marshal D. Buchanan. 
Reverse of medal with superb enamel work. File mark to 
edge, suspender damaged. Sold a/f £300 - £400

418 IGS 1854 with Hazara 1888 clasp named to 31520 Gunr 
C Henry No 7 Bn 1st Bde N.Dn RA. (7th (Mountain) 
Bty, 1st Brigade Northern Division). GVF £300 - £320

 
419 IGS 1895 with bars Punjab Frontier 1897-98 and Tirah 

1897-98 (these loose from medal) named to 4450 Pte 
John Griffen 2nd Bn Royal Innis Fusiliers. Confirmed to 
roll, test marks to medal, a/f £100 - £120

 
420 IGS EDVII with North West Frontier 1908 clasp in 

silver to 229 Sillagr Mali Khan 51 Camel Corps. NVF £60 - £65

 
421 IGS GV with Afghanistan NWF 1919 clasp named 

163607 Gnr A E Goule MGC, also served with the 
Welsh Regt. GVF (1) £100 - £110

 
422 IGS GV with bars Afghanistan NWF 1919 and 

Waziristan 1919-21 named to 3893 Sepoy Bakar Khan 
1/76/Punjabis. VF £100 - £110

 
423 IGS GV with Waziristan 1919-21 clasp to Lieut Sidney 

Harold Bailey RASC. Lter served as a Captain in 
I.A.R.O. GVF (1) £90 - £95

 
424 IGS GVI with North West Frontier 1937-39 clasp 

named 11513 Hav. Mohindar Singh 1-12 F.F.R. GVF £80 - £85

 
425 IGS with bars Afghanistan NWF 1919 named to Lt G P 

Marsh 1/Duke of Wellingtons Regt. Officially renamed ? 
VF sold a/f £40 - £50

 

 
 

426 IGS with bars Punjab Frontier 1897-98 and Samana 
1897, to Lieut A J B Church 2nd Connought Rangers, 
Awarded the CMG (Most Distinguished Order of St 
Michael and St George (Companion). Mentioned In 
Despatches L/G 12/2/1918. Church ended up as Lt-Col 
& Staff Paymr with RAPD. EF (1) (See other Church 
family lots) £350 - £400
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427 Imperial German Chaplains medals and personal effects 
belonging to A. Oeller. Lot includes original photo 
postcard, Iron Cross 2nd Class for Non Combatants + 
paperwork, Honour Cross, Black Wounds badge, Bayern 
Veterans Cross, Chaplains Cloak Badge, etc. A very 
interesting lot. £150 - £160

428 Imperial German Iron Cross 1st class pin back, named to 
Ltn. Kurt Konig with an original named photograph of 
him, GVF £160 - £180

 
429 Imperial German Machine Gunners sleeve badge maker 

marked, Junker, Berlin   GVF £65 - £75

 
430 Imperial German Pickelhaube case for an Officers 

Pickelhaube with spike still attached. Shows wear, but 
100 years old £65 - £75

 
431 Imperial German two Goetz medallions one for the 

sinking of the U-41 by a British Q-Ship the other a 
British copy of the Lusitania medallion.   £45 - £55

 
432 Imperial German WW1 Pickelhaube Plate (or Wappen), 

to a Bavarian Reservist Regiment £50 - £55

 
433 Imperial Germany - a very unusual boxed Soldiers 

Smoking Pipe. Excellent condition for age £40 - £45

 
434 Imperial Service Medal QE2 named Stanley Ernest 

Edmonds, with named Certificate 28/11/1978 £24 - £26

 
435 Imperial Service Medals, various - John William Bake, 

Arthur Harry Rudderham, Percy George Bachini, Miss 
Clara Joyce Gough, James McEwan, Eli Rush (6) a/f £80 - £90

 
436 Imperial WW1 group mounted as worn - Iron Cross 2nd 

Class, Friedrich August Medaille 1905-1918 in bronze, 
Honour Cross 1914/18 with Swords, Austro/Hungary 
Pro Deo Et Patria 1914-18, and Austria Great War 
Commemorative Medal 1914-18 with Swords (5) £240 - £250

 
437 Imperial WW1 group mounted as worn - Iron Cross 2nd 

Class, Medal for Bravery in Bronze 1917-18, Silver Cross 
of Merit with Crown, Karl Troop Cross 1916, 
Commemorative Jubilee Medal for the Armed Forces 
1898, Diamond Jubilee Cross for the Armed Forces 
1908. With label to reverse 'Uniform Durbeck Wien IX. 
Berggasse 31'. (6) £260 - £270

 
438 India General Service Medal 1854 no clasp, high quality 

early miniature medal £20 - £25

 
439 Indian Mutiny books x3, contemporary & probably 

scarce, "The story of the Indian Mutiny" by Ascott 
R.Hope , Great Historical Mutinies & The History of 
India 1879, condition varies but good contents £30 - £35

 
 

440 Indian Mutiny Medal with Defence of Lucknow clasp to 
Assistant Surgeon Augustine Ernest Fitzgerald attached 
90th Regt. He served in the advance on Cawnpore, the 
first Relief of Lucknow and Defence of Lucknow. Died 
Brighton 1888. During the first Relief on 26th Sept 1857 
the surgeons of the 90th were especially distinguished 
with Surgeon Home and Asst Surgn Bradshaw both 
awarded Victoria Cross's. nEF £1000 - £1200

441 Indian Mutiny Medal (disc only) named to John Osmint 
17th Lancers, with copied service papers, born 
Bedminster, near Bristol. Wounded in Action 1st January 
1859. Not entitled to a clasp. Brooch marks to obverse, 
toned VF (1) £240 - £260

442 Interesting lot of mixed Military Cloth insignia (qty) £50 - £55

443 Ipswich Japanese far East POW Casualty group, 1939-45 
& Pacific stars, 39-45 war medals, boxed with slip, Pte 
F.H.Dearle, The Spinney, 60 Bucklesham Rd, Ipswich, 
2566771 18 Divisional Workshops, RAOC, aged 31, 
Died 25-10-1943, buried Thanbyuzayat War Cemetery, 
meaning he almost certainly died constructing the 
infamous Burma railway, medals NEF £180 - £200

444 Ipswich RAF related documents photo etc to 4196352 
Lac M E Clarke lived at Bramford Rd, Ipswich. £20 - £22

 

 
 

445 Ireland - Garda United Nations Service Medal in box of 
issue (Medal Yearbook E19) EF £70 - £75

446 Ireland a very scarce Dublin Easter Uprising 1916 
participants medal, in perfect condition, unnamed, 
definitely an original piece, very desirable, only around 
2500 ever made. Recipients were mostly members of the 
Dublin Brigade of the Irish Republican Army, 2000 were 
originally struck, then another 450 on the 25th 
anniversary.    NEF £1600 - £1700

447 Irish interest a 7 year Emergency Defence Forces Long 
Service medal, with top bar Seirbis, GVF £45 - £55

448 Italian Military badges all post WW2. £30 - £35
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449 Italy a most impressive Italian Officers shoulder belt & 
pouch with copy photo of similar being worn, GVF £160 - £170

450 Italy WW2 a most impressive album of Raffaello 
Riccardi who was an important Fascist member it seems 
and comes with typed long & detailed account of his 
work, some excellent photographs, letters & telegrams inc 
one possibly signed by Mussolini in 1923, needs a long & 
detailed research project as photographs might relate to 
the script. £280 - £300

451 Jack the Ripper interest a Police Victoria 1887 Jubilee 
with 1897 bar and a 1902 Edw VII Police Coronation 
medal, named PC P.McDonald B Div on first and PC R 
McDonald H Div on second, It was H Division that dealt 
with many of Jack the Rippers gruesome murders. both 
with ribbon pins, GVF £180 - £200

452 Japanese 'Showa Enthronement' medal 1928 in silver, 
with fitted case of issue £20 - £25

453 Japanese Order of the Rising Sun in fitted case. £35 - £40

454 Japanese WW2 cased Occupation of China medal. £45 - £50

455 Japanese WW2 small flag ,booklets, diary, photos, medal 
etc £60 - £65

456 Japanese WW2 soldiers flag 27x37 inches in size. £50 - £55

457 Jersey Light Infantry Blue Cloth large 2x piece Helmet 
plate (Royal Jersey Light inf) and a Royal Berkshire ditto, 
kings crown, minor damage, VF £55 - £65

458 Job lot including Atlantic Star, Defence & War Medals, 
1939-45 Star, and miniature medal group (4+6) £50 - £55

459 Kelat-i-Ghilzie medal for the Defence by around 1000 
soldiers against much stronger Afghan forces until 
relieved, GVF £700 - £750

 

 
 

460 Kent Cyclists and later Superintendent and Deputy 
Chief Constable, Dumbarton County Police. Medals 
named 1932 Pte Walter C. Wells Kent Cyc Bn. Medals - 
MBE (Civil), BWM & Victory Medal, Defence Medal + 
matching original Miniatures. Plus a small photograph 
album of the Battalion in India. MBE L/G 9th June 
1938. Lived Shoreham Road, Otford, Sevenoaks, Kent. 
(4+4) £300 - £350

461 Khedives Star 1882, stamped on reverse '23078'. EF £60 - £80

462 Khedives Sudan Medal in silver, no bar, named to 2050 
Naick Attar Singh 21st Bg Infy. VF £140 - £150

463 Khedives Sudan medal with bars The Atbara & 
Khartoum 4473 Pte A.Deeley 1 R War Regt with 
interesting papers GVF £320 - £360

464 Korea Medal QE2 named to 22435800 Pte B Megson 
Glousters. EF and Rare (1) £500 - £550

 
465 Korea Medal QE2 (silver) named to SA 5244 A.J.Z 

Archer EF (1) £80 - £90

 
466 KOSB a scarce EIIR Drum Majors sash with full Battle 

Honours upto 1991 Gulf War just before they were 
amalgamated , a scarce item from a famous Regiment, 
complete with two drum sticks in their holders. NEF £85 - £95

 
467 KSA with bars SA01 & SA02 named to 30671 Bomb F 

Wilson RHA. GVF £100 - £110

468 Lancashire Fusiliers Officers Casualty group, BWM & 
Victory Maj F.A.H.Bealey Memorial Plaque Frederick 
Arthur Harold Bealey who died as a POW in 1918. He 
served 10 years in the 6th Bn resigning his commission in 
1900 but rejoined for WW1 in his old rank of Captain. 
Promoted major in May 1915 he did not go overseas 
until February 1917. He was wounded in four places on 
21st March 1918 the first day of the Kaiserschlacht and 
taken POW east of Peronne. When wounded a fellow 
Officer wrote he was "setting a fine example of courage 
and steadfastness to the men of his command and 
conducting himself in a manner which made its subject of 
pride to all that the Regiment possessed such a gallant 
Officer". He was in four German camps, the last being 
Bad Colberg where on November 10th 1918 he was 
attacked by Influenza and died on Sunday, 17th of 
November. His Brigadier in Camp wrote "His 
cheerfulness in misfortune and the patient fortitude with 
which he bore the long-lasting trouble of his wounds 
earned for him the admiration of us all". Photo in 
uniform NEF £650 - £750

469 Lancashire Fusiliers "Six VC"s before Breakfast" very 
desirable 1914-15 trio 2230 Pte E Haslam Lan.Fus who 
landed with the 1st Bn on W Beach on the first day 25-4-
1915 against a storm of rifle and machine gun fire 
resulting in countless casualties amongst the 1029 who 
had left England for Gallipoli. After the first day 410 
remained including Haslam who later was wounded 
(Gun shot to foot 22-7-15) amongst other hospital visits 
but possibly gave himself a self inflicted wound in France 
when he lost his trigger finger showing how desperate the 
conditions must have been. He enlisted aged 17 in 1910 
and came from Bury, Lancs, the book "Hells 
Foundations" relates the tragedy of Gallipoli relating to 
Bury, sold with copy of the book Hells Foundations and a 
Lancashire Fusiliers cap badge, scarce group, with copy 
papers, GVF £360 - £380

470 Lancers a scarce 9th Lancers Officers Bronze bladed cap 
badge probably WW1 era, quite scarce, GVF £55 - £65

471 Lapel badges mostly WW2 interest x9 £20 - £25

472 Large framed illustrated silk with two photos, dated 
1918, with possibly Irish connection (buyer collects) £50 - £55

473 Late issue WW2 Stars - 1939-45 Star x4, Italy Star x3, 
Africa Star x2, France & Germany Star x1, Pacific Star 
x1 (11) a/f £25 - £30

 

 
 

474 Lieut Basil Charles Godfrey Place Victoria Cross, DSC, 
RN. A superb marked Cartier Gold Cigarette Case 
(assayed London 1945) in original fitted case, with 
unmarked silver plaque engraved 'Lieutenant B C G 
Place VC DSC RN from the builders of X7 Vickers-
Armstrong Ltd'. Lieut Place was on Midget Submarine 
X7 when he won his VC in 1943. Awarded the VC in 
1944 and released from the POW Camp he was 
presented the VC by King GVI in 1945. On 11th Sept 
1943 a small team of men, crammed into 4 men midget 
submarines and battled for 11 Days across 1100 miles of 
treacherous Arctic seas, their objective was to destroy the 
German Battleship 'Tirpitz' hidden in the Norwegian 
Fjords, by laying mines under her. Only X6 and X7 were 
successful in breaching the torpedo nets.  A superb 
historical item  ! £3400 - £3600

 
475 London Regiments, OCA badges, 8th Bn PO Rifles, 

19th St Pancras, Queen Victorias, & 12th Bn The 
Rangers (4) £40 - £45
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476 Longmuir family ? groups - BWM & Victory to 39203 
Pte G J Longmuir Som L.I., and 1915 Star Trio + Death 
Plaque to S-3898 Pte Percy William Longmuir 8th Bn 
Royal Highlanders, Died of Wounds 19th July 1916, 
buried Heilly Station Cemetery. Born London. EF (6) £200 - £220

 
477 Lowestoft RN casualty group of documents WW1 pair 

medals etc to c/kx98015 Thomas George Graysmark 
HMS Minoss 11, died on 3-11-1942 when driving on a 
night patrol and his car went over the jetty at the 
Lowestoft Naval base comes with original letters, 
telegrams etc from the base Chaplin. Nice lot. £220 - £240

 
478 MBE womans in case with award documents to Miss 

Mary Elizabeth Short MBE JP awarded 1st June 1953. £140 - £150

 
479 MBE (Civil), 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, War Medal, case 

for MBE, plus a small box of various badges etc including 
a 9ct gold Princess of Wales Own Regt Yorkshire (qty) £150 - £200

 
480 Medal group of 6, consisting of 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, 

Defence and War medals with GSM Malaya bar and 
ER11 regular Army Long Service medal to 1871323 
S.O.M.S H G Sharp RE. £200 - £220

 
481 Medal ribbons & cases / boxes, a varied selection   £40 - £45

 
482 Medal to the famous climber Shadbolt who climbed with 

Raymond Bicknell and H E L Porter in the Alps and 
inventor of the 'limpet' technique - WW1 Victory Medal 
named Lieut Leslie Garnet Shadbolt RNVR, with copied 
service records, and Memorial, lived Brackenwood, Ivy 
Heath, Bucks. Wounded 4/6/1915 Dardanelles.  £30 - £35

 
483 Medical badges etc x20 inc silver, several relating to 

Pharmaceuticals. Mostly GVF £40 - £45

 
484 Memoirs of Sergeant Bourgogne 1812-1813, the author 

was one of Napoleons soldiers in the campaign in Russia 
a very scarce over one 100 years old copy of an 
individuals account of the terrible retreat from Moscow £20 - £25

 
485 Memorial Plaque folder & inner envelope plus long 

"casualty length" BWM & Victory medal ribbons, GVF £30 - £35

 
486 Memorial Plaque named to Alaf Din        AVF £45 - £50

 
487 Middlesex Regiment scarce Public Works Battalion cap 

badge with WW1 BWM & Victory medals named to 
PW-4986 Pte F.H. Briden Middx Regt. Frederick Briden 
served in the Public Works Battalion, verdigris on 
Victory medal. GVF £250 - £280

 
488 Militaria - including pair of Black Leather Cavalry 

Officers Boots, Royal Flying Corps Swagger Stick, and a 
plain Burmese sword DHA with light cord bound grip, 
plain blade 22''. In its cord bound 2 piece wooden 
scabbard. (buyer collects) £40 - £45

 
489 Military buttons - all ages and types. Worth a rummage 

(approx 122) £25 - £30

 
490 Military Cross with 1944 dated TD replacement group of 

8 with copy MC, rest of medals poss original mounted for 
wearing. £100 - £110

 
491 Military ephemera - box full of various WW1 and WW2 

paperwork. Good sorting lot ! (qty) £30 - £35

 
 

492 Military General Service Medal with bars Fuentes 
D'Onor, Cindad Rodrigo, Badajoz, Salamanca, Vittoria, 
Pyrenees, Nivelle, Nive, Orthes, Toulouse, correctly 
named to George Garrity 94th Foot. Medal and bars 
confirmed to roll. Medal polished Fine with several edge 
bumps etc, and a split in the bars between Sal/Vit. ex 
Burman 2004 (three bars noted as copies) a/f £2000 - £2500

 

 
 

493 Military General Service Medal with bars Vittoria, 
Pyrenees, Orthes, Toulouse, correctly named to T. Little 
7th Foot. Thomas Little enlisted in Nov 1809 and served 
8 years 5 months. Wounded in the right hand by two 
musket balls, one of which is lodged in the wrist, at the 
Battle of Pamplona in Spain 28 July 1813. Born Kings 
Cliffe, Stamford, near Northampton. With copied 
research, only the first two bars are confirmed to roll, 
however the construction of the medal looks original. 
GVF a few small edge nicks, ex Sotheby Feb 1894. £1000 - £1100

 

 
 

494 Military General Service Medal with Corunna clasp 
correctly named to Christopher Adamson Royal 
Artillery. Confirmed to roll. Ex Sotheby Dec 1921 & 
1987, Spink 1988, Dixons 2000. GVF with old repair to 
claw of suspender £600 - £700
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495 Military General Service Medal with Egypt clasp (also 
entitled to Corunna, Busaco, Fuentes D'Onor). Medal 
correctly named 'J Murray, Drummer, 79th Foot'. John 
Murray's medal has light solder marks to the edge at 3 
and 9 o'clock, and the current clasp has been reattached. 
This piece is a fresh medal to the market, being sold by 
the descendants. GVF a/f £850 - £900

496 Military Manuals x6 inc Tommy Gun, Light Machine 
Gun, Air Power in support of land Ops etc, mostly GVF £20 - £25

 

 
 

497 Military Medal group to 238893 Pte J S Leighton 
Hereford Regt (MM named 238893 Pte J S Leighton 
6/Shropshire L.I.). Medals mounted as worn MM, 
BWM & Victory Medal, Defence Medal. With original 
20th Division citation card '20/11/1917, near Marcoing, 
in removing wounded from in front of a Tank which was 
under very heavy fire'. Plus a Presentation letter from the 
Mayor of Hereford. GVF (4) £350 - £400

498 Military Medal GV and 1914-15 trio 34587 Spr 
G.Metson RE who landed Gallipoli 1915 but later served 
with 224 Field Company RE with whom he won the 
MM London Gazette 17-6-19 his MM was probably for 
the final assault near Mons, October 1918 group comes 
with a most interesting selection of original & copy 
photographs inc portrait photograph. The family wished 
to retain some of the original images, medals GVF £450 - £500

499 Military Medal GV to 5625 Cpl R E Carter 
13/Sge:By:RGA and neatly engraved 'May 1916' after 
official naming. L/G 14th September 1916. GVF £280 - £300

 

500 Military Medal GV to M2/192882 Pte W R Parker 
ASC. Lived Brighton. This very scarce award is for 
Mesopotamia L/G 18/10/1917. Most likely for the 
campaign to relieve Kut Jan to Apil 1917. Only 366 
MM's for Mesopotamia for all units. Toned EF £220 - £240

 

501 Military Medal GV to Welsh Guards, 252 Pte-L.Cpl 
G.Messer 1/Welsh Gds awarded for St.Leger August 
1918. The two days fighting was remarkable for the 
manner in which the enemy stood to be bayoneted, the 
advance was contested all  the way, but the Welsh 
Guards managed to advance 1000 yards, taking 86 
Prisoners, one field gun and seven machine guns, 144 
casualties, L.Cpl Messer noted for good work amongst 
several others. Polished with pride. F-NVF £550 - £600

502 Military Police a selection of cloth & metal badges and 
three Chichester RMP Marching medals. (quantity) £30 - £35

503 Military reference books including Soldiers Died in the 
Great War inc South Staffs, Warwicks, RAOC, The 
Queens Own, etc etc (9) £20 - £25

504 Military scrap album between the two world wars with 
selection of military photos. £30 - £35

505 Miniature Medal group mounted as worn - BWM & 
Victory Medal, IGS with bars Afghanistan NWF 
1919/North West Frontier 1930-31/Mohmand 1933, 
GSM with bars Iraq/Kurdistan, War Medal, India 
WW2 Service Medal. Polished (6) £35 - £40

 

 
 

506 Miniature Medals - a nice old time collection of early 
miniatures + ribbon chart (approx 28) £180 - £200

 

 
 

507 Miniature Suits of Armour on display stands, approx 16" 
high (2) Buyer collects £20 - £25

508 Mixed collection of mostly silver medals including 
Canadian WW2, Masonic, Temperance, etc etc (18 
items) a/f £240 - £260

509 Mixed lot of Military badges, cap badges, etc (approx 22) £50 - £55

510 Montgomery Imperial Yeomanry & Montgomery 
Yeomanry cap badges, VF £30 - £35

 
511 MSM GRV Indian issue named to 2881 N K Imam DIN 

93/INF. £90 - £100
 

512 Napoleon a small selection of Victorian era or older 
books on Napoleon 1st, condition varies, scarce £30 - £35
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513 Napoleonic Wars, Birmingham Civic Issue Medal, silver 
d.48mm: FOR TRUE PATRIOTISM, PEACE 
MDCCCII, classical figures beside symbols of industry. / 
PRESENTED TO 'Lieut Chas Hunter 5th Comp'y 
Birm. Loy'l Associat' (engraved), BY THE TOWN OF 
BIRMINGHAM MAY XXVIII MDCCCII, within 
wreath. This being related to the Treaty of Amiens, the 
'false peace' between England and France. According to 
historians The definitive treaty of the peace of Amiens 
arrived in Birmingham 9th March, 1802, when the 
intelligence was brought from London in ten hours and 
forty minutes. Birmingham was an important centre for 
the war effort against Napoleon. An interesting and 
researchable piece, toned EF £280 - £320

514 Nash medals - BWM to M2-192780 Pte W C Nash ASC, 
and WW2 group mounted as worn to 1440445 Gnr P R 
Nash RA. Medals 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, 
Defence & War Medals, GVI Territorial Efficiency 
Medal. EF (7) £70 - £75

 
515 National Service medal in case. £30 - £35

 
516 National / Royal Defence Company 3x cap badges GV 

EVIIIR & GVI plus two RDC shoulder titles, GVF £40 - £45

 
517 Naval cap tallies a selection of 35x with many HMAS & 

NZ scarce examples £130 - £150

 
518 Naval General Service Medal GVI, disc and part of bar 

only, no medal clasp. Named to P/JX 798430 G D 
Wilson ORD SMN RN. Sold a/f £44 - £46

 
519 Naval General Service Medal QE2 with Near East clasp 

to P/J 926168 B W G Jackson AB RN. Toned EF £90 - £100

 

 
 

520 Naval General Service Medal with St Domingo clasp 
named to Joseph Barnett, L.M. Spencer. ex Weight 
Collection 1909, Glen June 1938. EF £1800 - £2000

 
521 Naval group mounted as worn to 217020 John Stanley 

Ridgeway PO RN (HMS Prince George). 1915 Star Trio 
and GV Naval LSGC Medal. With copied service 
papers, born Harrow. VF (4) £100 - £120

 
 

522 Naval group to 305552 Harry Jasper Mech RN (HMS 
Ceres). Medals - 1915 Star Trio and GV Naval LSGC 
Medal. With copy service papers, born Faversham, Kent. 
Lot also includes several original items of ephemera 
including World Cruise of the British Special Service 
Squadron 1923/24 large photo album, note book, and 
other various pamphlets (qty) £120 - £140

523 Naval GSM GVI with Minesweeping 1945-51 clasp to 
KX 89658 J S Scott STO 1 RN. EF but a few contact 
marks and a correction to surname £100 - £120

524 Naval GSM QE2 with bars Brunei and Palestine (2nd 
bar loose) to RM 20067 D Hill MNE RM. GVF (1) £80 - £85

525 Naval GSM QE2 with Near East clasp named P/JX 
916436 N Bailey L.SIG.RN. Attempted erasure. GVF 
a/f £50 - £55

526 Naval LSGC Medal GV to 146360 Edward Dann, CPO 
HMS Victory. GVF (1) £40 - £50

527 Naval WW1 LS&GC group BWM & Victory J82656 
J.H.U.Yeoman Boy 1 RN & GV LS&GC J82656 
J.H.V.Yeoman A.B, HMS Wren with papers, served on 
HMS Impregnable & Galaka for WW1 service.   NVF-
VF £85 - £95

528 Navy badges a small bag of mixed cloth badges £20 - £25

529 Nazi Blockade breakers badge maker marked. VF £65 - £75

530 Nazi German Armband (red with swastika) and an 
unusual aluminium belt buckle, VF £30 - £35

531 Nazi German Close combat clasp in white metal, maker 
Peekhaus, Berlin, GVF £75 - £85

532 Nazi German Dog Tag SS Training Battalion 9 £55 - £65

533 Nazi German Dog tag "Georgian Legion Foreign 
Volunteers"   £55 - £65

534 Nazi German Soldbuch detached cover, contents fair but 
an interesting recipient entitled to Krim shield, 
Romanian medal, Wounds badge, Eastern front, 
Sudatenland medal, Iron Crosses 1st & 2nd class, 
General Assault badge and Fuhrer Geshank etc no 
photo, poor condition, but a hard fighting soldier. £40 - £45

535 Nazi German SS identity tag, ground recovered but 
readable, SS-VERFUGUNGSTRUPPE STAB 11/SS 
66 £40 - £45

 

536 Nazi German Wehrpas to Otto Holley Infantry Regt 480 
who was Killed in Action in Russia 15-3-1942, includes 
details of his earlier campaigns in France inc the Somme 
down to the Cote d"Or before the invasion of Russia. £65 - £75
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537 Nazi German WW2 Wehpas to Johan Beyer, serving 
with Artillery unit on the Atlantic Wall, no photo. £30 - £35

538 Nazi Iron Cross 2nd class in packet. £60 - £65

539 New Zealand Cross a scarce Museum Specimen of this 
rare award (as listed in medal yearbook) in fitted case 
GVF £550 - £600

540 New Zealand Medal with 1864 reverse, named to 2113 
Thos Ackers, 4th Batn Military Train (naming impressed 
on a reissued medal, number rubbed) Confirmed to Roll. 
Rare GVF a/f £300 - £350

541 Norfolk GRV India General Service Medal with bar 
Wazeristan 1919-21 to Pte 5763791 T B Vince Norfolk 
Regiment MIC states. No WW1 medals awarded. £90 - £100

542 Norfolk Reg WW1 BWM & Victory medals to 37718 Pte 
Alfred Moss Norfolk Regiment also served Essex & Beds 
& Herts Regiment in box of issue. £55 - £60

543 Norfolk Regiment WW1 BWM, & Victory medals to 
203672 Pte H W Cutler Norfolk Regiment with some 
original documents in box of issue. £55 - £60

 

 
 

544 Norfolk Regt Victorian Officers (3 pips) Red Coat and 
Trousers with yellow collar and cuffs, silver coloured 
buttons and collar dogs. Traces of mothing £100 - £120

545 North West Canada Medal no clasp, early high quality 
silver miniature medal £40 - £45

546 Nurses WW1 era selection of badges, a TFNS silver 
hallmarked medal, College of Nursing silver & enamel 
badge, low number 668, General Nursing council silver 
& enamel badge named F.G.Pegg S.R.N 7303, 22-9-23 
all mounted on a old velvet cushion with the ribbon of 
the RRC which the vendor states she was awarded for 
home service 1914-18. GVF £55 - £65

547 Observer Corps Medal (Type B) named to Observer W F 
Barnet EF (1) £100 - £120

548 Officers ASC buttons, odd ribbon bars, a 1914 Hudson 
whistle, Jutland Memorial medal, propaganda Iron X etc £40 - £45

549 Officers OBE, F&G Group of 4 medals in box and case 
to Lt Col William James Scott RE with copy certificate 
for OBE £200 - £220

550 Officers swagger stick with concealed sword blade, very 
old, leather bound, VF £65 - £75

551 Officers Victorian era sidecap, black & buff colours, 
bullion grenade to front with St George killing Dragon 
motif, Regiment unknown to us, certainly old, no moth, 
good used condition. £65 - £75

 

552 Order of St John of Jerusalem serving brothers Breast 
badge, a silver St. John Long Service medal, named to 
31140 Pte J.W.Wall Yorkshire St John Amb.1945 & 39-
45 Defence medal, GVF £75 - £85

 

553 Orford Island Suffolk ballistics testing report for testing 
experiments dated 1944 marked secret. £35 - £40

 
 

554 Original framed WW1 lot to 2/Lieut Marmaduke 
Edward Marjoribanks 1st Bn North'D Fus. Killed In 
Action 21/11/1917, buried Favreuil British Cemetery. 
Lived Cleugh Brae, Jesmond Park East, Newcastle upon 
Tyne. Lot includes BWM & Victory Medal, Death 
Plaque, Scroll. (See also other family lot CBE) £250 - £300

 

 
 

555 Original lot to 1701 Pte Harry Bullock Shropshire 
Yeomanry, Victory Medal and Territorial War Medal 
(only 214 to Regt). Plus a small suit case of various 
personal documents, photos, including his Territorial 
Force Embodiment Notice, Discharge Certificate, etc etc 
(qty)  £400 - £450

 

 
 

556 Original miniature medal group mounted as worn - 
CMG and IGS with bars Punjab Frontier 1897-98 and 
Samana 1897 attributed to Lieut A J B Church 2nd 
Connought Rangers (2) (See other Church family lots) £80 - £100
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557 Original paperwork relating to the sinking of HM 
Submarine M1 at Sea 19th Nov 1925 on which J98756 
W T Clark RN was serving. Various official letters, 
Memorial letter, etc. Clark was born at Sydenham, 
London, and Died on the M1.  £20 - £25

558 Original WW1 paperwork and photos relating to Emil 
Heine, a German who was held POW on the Isle of Man 
during WW1 (qty) £20 - £25

559 Original WW2 Burmese Japanese propaganda leaflets (8) 
Rare £60 - £65

560 Original WW2 War Medal Ribbon (50x 6 inch strips) 
still in wax paper £25 - £30

 

 
 

561 Outstanding MM group of 6 to 325221 Pte L/Cpl J H 
Kitson 1/Cambridge Regt (trio named 1514 Pte J H 
Kitson Camb Regt, TEM named 5931093 Sjt J H Kitson 
MM Camb R). Lot includes original postcard photo, 
reverse signed "James Harry" Kitson 1st Cambridge 
Regt. An original communication from Lt Gen Sir 
Aylmer Hunter-Weston KCB DSO MP, congratulating 
Kitson on his MM in Nov 1918. With an undated 12th 
Div Gallantry Certificate. His home town is 
Trumpington and his address 'The Lanes, Great 
Eversden MM Gazetted 23rd July 1919. Possibly for 
Auby 14/10/1918.   Medals mounted worn MM (small 
edge bump), 1915 Star Trio, GV TEM, GV Efficiency 
Medal with Territorial clasp.   VF-GVF and Rare  (6) £2000 - £2500

562 Pakistan Independence medals x8 all named, various 
units, mostly VF+ £40 - £45

563 Pakistan Independence medals x8 all named, various 
units, mostly VF+ £40 - £45

564 Photographs 2x old original A3 size, one of the 
Household Cavalry 1940"s with the Life Guards 
exchanging duty with the Royal Horse Guards, the other 
shows the band of the Grenadier Guards marching again 
probably 1940"s, some damage to edges but images 
mainly remain unaffected and pleasing. £20 - £25

565 Pilots ? / Motorcycle ? Goggles in brown leather case, 
goggles stamped "Staddium Made In England". £25 - £30

566 Plastic WW2 cap badges, The Welch Regt & Hampshire 
regiment, both maker marked & blades intact, GVF £40 - £45

567 Poland a Virtuti Militari 5th class award for Bravery, 
probably wartime production, GVF £65 - £75

568 Poland a selection of WW2 Polish Old Comrades assn 
magazines, full of interesting articles inc airforce & 
photos x15 £40 - £45

569 Poland a selection of WW2 Polish Old Comrades assn 
magazines, full of interesting articles inc airforce & 
photos x29 £55 - £65

 
570 Police - old handcuffs x3 pairs, plus two Police whistles, 

one marked Leamington Police, plus four badges (9 
items) £25 - £30

 
571 Police 1887 Jubilee medal, 1902 Coronation & 1911 

Coronation Metropolitan Police medals, Constable John 
Dempster E Div Holborn District, who was presented 
with a fine pocket watch after an incident in 
Northumberland Avenue, GVF £130 - £140

572 Police group to Inspector John E. Jones West Riding 
Division. Medals in original boxes of issue, Defence & 
War Medals, QE2 Police LSGC Medal. EF (3) £40 - £45

573 Police helmet plates, and cap badges, old and modern, 
better noted (approx 22) £55 - £60

 

 
 

574 Police truncheon - Blackburn Special Constables transfer 
decorated with a crown over a GR cipher and arms for 
Blackburn inscribed 'SPECIAL CONSTABLE 1914-
1919'. £80 - £85

575 Police truncheon - decorated with Victorian Crown and 
initials £25 - £30

576 Police truncheon - Manchester Special Constables, 
transfer decorated with arms for Manchester, and 
bearing the name 'GEORGE MOULD' and dated 
'1915-1919'. £60 - £65

577 Polish WW2 era bullion cloth badge. Small area of 
damage (1) £20 - £25

 

 
 

578 Polish WW2 group mounted (loose) on shield. Cross 
Numbered 28054 (7) £100 - £120

579 POW guards documents, medals etc Interesting lot 
enlisted RAF 3-5-1940 transferred to the Army 28-
2=1945 served as POW guard Malta. £60 - £65

580 Prestbury, Cheshire. A pair of silver plated cups made by 
Walker & Hall, Sheffield. Each engraved "Prestbury, 
Cheshire, John Thomson Served in the Great War 1914-
1919", and the other "Prestbury, Cheshire, William 
Thomson Served in the Great War 1914-1919". (2) £30 - £35

581 Prison Service LSGC Medal QE2 in original case of issue 
named to OSG M Canham CF. EF Scarce (MYB 288B) £200 - £250

582 Prize medals, 1x silver, The H.L.Brown Challenge Cup 
Team Competition medal and 5th Lancashire Battery 
RFA winner of the Brigade Cup 1911 Lieut.H.Gray 
GVF £40 - £45

583 QE2 1952-2012 Diamond Jubilee medal in box of issue. £60 - £65

 
584 QE2 1952 - 1977 Silver Jubilee medal in box of issue £130 - £140

 
585 QSA no clasp named to 9419 Thomas Allan Jeeves 

Royal Fusiliers with research. £90 - £100

 
586 QSA with bars Belfast /DH/JOHAN/DRIEF Mod river 

/ Belmont with KSA bars SA 02 SA 01 both named to 
1338 G W Brown Coldstream Guards comes with some 
research. £300 - £320

 
587 QSA with bars Cape Colony & Wittebergen 954 Pte 

F.Ellerington 2nd Wilts Regt who was Killed in Action at 
Slabberts Nek on 23rd July 1900 and was one of just two 
casualties for the Wiltshires in the action, scarce NEF £420 - £440
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588 QSA with bars CC,OFS,Transvaal, SA 01, SA 02, 5959 
Pte W.Goodyer Middx R.M.I  & 1914 Star & (copy) bar 
trio L-5959 Pte W.Goodyer Middx R on trio Walter 
Goodyer enlisted 29-9-99 and served continuously until 
WW1 when he landed 22-10-14 serving until 20-2-18 
when discharged with wounds, scarce mounted infantry 
on QSA.   GVF £300 - £350

589 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Belfast/SA01 named to 2761 
Pte S Gregory Royal Warwick Regt. GVF £100 - £110

590 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans named to 456 Tpr J 
Marshall SAC. Confirmed to Roll Small edge bump EF  £100 - £120

 

 
 

591 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA01 named to 7949 
Pte M R Church 40th Coy 10th Imperial Yeomanry. 
Killed In Action 18/2/1901 at Haartebeestftn. EF (See 
other Church family lots) £350 - £400

592 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA01 (last two loose) 
named to 5406 Pte L Cogzill S.Stafford Regt. VF with 
edge knock a/f £80 - £90

593 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA01/SA02 named to 
20216 Tpr T N P Palmer 44th Coy Imp Yeo. (Suffolk 
Imp Yeo), with copied service papers. Born near Cape 
Town. EF £160 - £170

594 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA01/SA02 named to 
8055 Pte E Brown (4th Bn) Rl Fus. Edge bumps, toned 
VF (1) £240 - £260

595 QSA with bars CC/OFS/Trans/SA02 named to 6176 
Pte H Lewis Notts & Derby Regt GVF £80 - £90

596 QSA with bars CC/Paar named to 4622 Pte G Innes 
K.O.Scot Bord. With copy medal roll. EF £120 - £130

597 QSA with bars CC/SA02 to 7421 Pte H Smith 3rd Bn 
Essex Regt. NEF (1) £90 - £100

598 QSA with bars ROK/Paar/Drie and KSA with bars 
SA01 & SA02 named 3123 Pte W Hawkes 1st Essex 
Regt. VF (2) £150 - £200

599 QSA with bars Tug Hei/OFS/RoL/Trans named to 
3522 Pte S Heaysman 1/Rl Dragoons. Confirmed to roll 
GVF £140 - £160

600 QSA with bars Tug Hei/OFS/RoL/Trans/Laing 
named to 1484 Pte A Helstrip W.Yorkshire Regt. 
Confirmed to roll. nVF £150 - £200

601 QSA with Cape Colony clasp to 4527 Corpl H 
Whitehead W.Yorkshire Regt (number and rank altered). 
Confirmed to Roll nEF a/f £60 - £80

602 Queens Sudan Surg:Capt J.E.Trask A.M.S John Trask 
was a prominent Cricketer playing nine times for 
Somerset between 1884-1895, he joined the Army 
Medical Service in 1887, served in India before the 
Sudan campaign (Dongola Expedition) where he died 
aged 34 on 25th July 1896 at Kosheh of Cholera. 
Educated at Bath & Bristol Medical School, he was 
mentioned in despatches by Sir Herbert Kitchener (see 
Wikipedia for lengthy & interesting entry) GVF £700 - £750

 
603 RAF 1920-1930 photo album with approx. 145 photos 

with some excellent aircraft photos of WW1 aircraft, 
including crashed examples. £90 - £100

 
604 RAF a Group Captains Mess dress uniform and some 

RAF ephemeral items. £30 - £35

605 RAF Air Bombers log book and F&G group of 3 medals 
to 1583557 Sgt W V Drummond 297 Sqd Earls Coln 
flying in Halifax aircraft. Some interesting opps including 
SOE drops on Norway, Holland glider towing supply 
drops etc £200 - £220

606 RAF badges small selection inc unusual RAF Medical 
signallers field made badge (quantity) £30 - £35

607 RAF Casualty group in named box of issue with named 
Casualty Slip, 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, 
War Medal. 3010665 Air Gnr Sgt James Leonard 
Forrester RAFVR 75 Sqdn, Killed 20/11/1944, buried 
Reichswald Forest War Cemetery. Lived Bootle, 
Lancashire £80 - £90

608 RAF Escape whistle (downed at sea) AM marked with 
two dog tags (RAF) and an RAF type sweetheart photo £30 - £35

609 RAF group to G Edmonds of Maida Hill, London. 
Named box of issue, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, France & 
Germany Star, Defence & War Medals, plus large 
framed portrait in uniform. £90 - £95

610 RAF interest a piece of Wellington bomber which 
completed 14 Ops over occupied Europe, AM Escape 
whistle, several NZAF buttons, RCAF button & RAF 
buttons various.   £45 - £55

611 RAF interest an Air Ministry Constabulary cap badge, 
Kings Crown, scarce, plus a NZ Land Army cap badge, 
GVF £20 - £25

612 RAF Martlesham Heath W/OP log book to S W Kemp 
flew on early pre WW2 radar trials from Martlesham 
Heath and later RAF Christchurch flew in Harrow, 
Anson, Blenham, Beaufort, Wellington & Whitley 
aircraft etc £160 - £180

613 RAF MK 8 flying goggles in box of issue. £80 - £90

614 RAF Navigators log book, service and release book, 
photo album group of 3 medals all relating to Warrant 
Officer 167290 T.A. Ross who flew mainly in the 
Mediterranean in Anson aircraft on transport duties and 
later Beaufighters. £130 - £140

615 RAF photo album medals service documents etc to 
3060813 LAC A W Ashburner (RAF dispatch rider ). £60 - £65

616 RAF Post WW2 pilots log books two of to squadron 
leader S. G. R. White, Queens Messenger flew a variety 
of military and civil aircraft from January 1968 to Nov 
1983. £60 - £65

617 RAF QE2 (type C) Long Service Good Conduct Medal 
with box of issue to Sgt N D French (W4147649) RAF. 
EF £35 - £40

618 RAF Sweetheart Wings in hallmarked 9ct Gold (1981) 
maker marked Deakin and Francis, Birmingham £50 - £55

619 RAF WW2 Casualty Scroll to 612661 Sergt James 
Ferguson Lindsay Wilson 106 Sqdn RAF. Killed 
5/3/1943, buried Reichswald Forest War Cemetery. 
Lived Kirkpatrick Durham, Kirkcudbrightshire. £80 - £85

620 RAF WW2 Navigators documents, booklets etc to PO 
B.L.E Matthews with RAF uniform £80 - £85

621 RAF WW2 officers hat nice example no moth damage. £100 - £110

622 RAF WW2 pilots service jacket dated 1945 with pilots 
wings trousers hat C type flying helmet with head phones 
RAF pair of escape flying boots etc £450 - £500

 

 
 

623 RAF WW2 Squadron Flag '266' signed by various Pilots 
and Crew of "A" and "B" Flights (25 signatures) approx 
29" by 18". £200 - £250
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624 RAF W/OP log book to 1895115 Sgt S W Woodruff first 
entries 20-1-44 took part in operation Plain Fare (Berlin 
airlift) flying on over 90 operations in Halifax aircraft 
from 1-8-1948 to 29-9-1948 comes with a ID card 1939-
45 War medal and a cased BAOC Berlin Airlift medal . £140 - £150

 
625 Red Cross collection of various items (Norfolk VAD), 

WW1 armband, badges, etc. ID Tag, etc belonging to Y 
M Humphreys BRCS Norfolk 124. (qty) £45 - £50

 
626 RFC Officers casualty BWM & Victory medals to 2/Lieu 

John Elliott Terry died in hospital of illness on 16-10-
1917 buried St Sever cemetery, Rouen, France. Comes 
with research. £180 - £200

 
627 RFC two flechette aerial darts and a RFC brass cap 

badge, GVF £40 - £45

628 RFC / RAF WW1 BWM & Victory pair to Captain 
H.D.Crompton RFC (on Victory) & RAF (on BWM) 
who served on SE5a Fighters in 60 Squadron and was 
credited with several combats and "Kills". Successful 
known claims 1-1-1918 whilst patrolling near Roulers at 
10.45am dived on a 2 seater DFW which after firing at 
him went into a spin and was last seen diving vertically. 
4-2-1918 a single seat enemy scout fired on from 70 
yards, confirmed by ground troops as crashed 9-3-1918 
an Albatross scout which with 8 others had jumped his 
flight, Crompton fired 200 rounds at close quarters, then 
another 100 rounds head on, the enemy went down 
completely out of control, hospitalised shortly afterwards, 
returned to UK. He may well have other combat 
reports/kills but a scarce RFC Flight Commander / 
fighter Pilots pair, from Walton on Thames,Surrey, 
joined Canadian RNAS 1914, at flying school 2-2-16, no 
mention of overseas posting until 60 Squadron 25-8-1917 
on papers. RFC on Victory is correct and rare, as 
returned UK before 1-4-18 birth of RAF.   NEF £550 - £600

 
629 Rhodesian Military badges collection of 20. £25 - £30 
630 Rifle Brigade a Regimental Flag in form of an EIIR cap 

badge, probably mid 1950"s £30 - £35 
631 RNAF scarce 1940 dated B type flying helmet. £250 - £280 
632 RND a Drake Battalion cap badge with two RND 

shoulder titles, VGC £55 - £65 
633 Royal Artillery Busby Grenade Victorian and a large 

Gun arm or pouch badge older type. Some bending to 
grenade. £30 - £35 

 

 
 

634 Royal Canadian Air Force WW2 group to J85932 F/O John George Stanley Joseph Livingstone RCAF. Lot includes medals 
in original boxes of issue 1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe + France & Germany clasp, War Medal, Canadian Volunteer 
Service Medal + clasp. Plus two Logbooks June 1942 to March 1945, Served with 421 Sqdn, 287 Sqdn, 438 Sqdn as a 
Typhoon Pilot. Died 14/4/1945 aged 24, buried Reichswald Forest War Cemetery. Lot also includes two photos, and RCAF 
Logbook transfer letter to Mrs Norma Livingstone of £400 - £450

 
 

635 Royal Fleet Reserve GV LSGC Medal named to 230944 
PO.B.8525 John Webb LS RFR. With copied service 
papers, born Camberwell, London. Served many vessels 
including Submarine D4. GVF (1) £45 - £50

 
636 Royal Flying Corps swagger stick, with '37571' marked 

on cane. Original £30 - £35

 
 

637 Royal Naval Reserve Medal EDVII to D.1438 A L 
Anderson Sea'n RNR. GVF (1) £40 - £50

 
 

638 Royal Naval WW1 & WW2 documents photos etc large 
amount all relating to the service of headmaster 
commander T G Cooke MBE Royal Navy. £100 - £110

 

 

639 Royal Naval WW2 and pre war documents, note book, 
commission scroll etc, all relating to Gerald Harman 
Ward Warrant Engineer RN. £40 - £45

 
640 Royal Observer Corps medal to observer R. E. Lewis 

with Royal Observer Corps hat badge, breast badge, 
lapel badge etc £140 - £150

 
641 Royal Tournament Magazines x10 all old, between 

1920"s and 1930"s mostly, odd damage, mainly good. £20 - £25

 
642 Royal Ulster Constabulary Service Medal QE2 in 

original case, named to R/Const B M Laughlin. EF £150 - £200

 
643 Russian/Soviet Medal collection in folder + special 

Russian Medal Catalogue (27) £60 - £70
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644 Sarawak Centenary Medal 1841 - 1941, reverse 
engraved '1841-1868 James Brooke Rajah, 1868-1917 
Charles Brooke Rajah, 1917 Vyner Brooke Rajah'. 
Scarce £25 - £30

 
 

 
 

645 Sarawak For Long Service pin badge, silver hallmarked 
Birmingham 1954 (45mm) Scarce £60 - £70

 
 
 

 
 

646 Sarawak Government Service Long Service Medal 
(44mm) EF £240 - £260

 
 

647 Sarawak Police Service Good Service Medal with Vyner 
Brooke to obverse. Miniature Medal. EF and Rare  £60 - £65

648 Scotland 3x cap badges The Glasgow Highrs, HLI, ditto 
but 9th Bn HLI, & Bi metal with 42nd to centre   GVF £30 - £35

649 Scotland a mixture of items inc Dirk, badges, plaid 
brooches, sporran etc. £80 - £100

650 Scotland plaid brooches x6 all different. £30 - £35

651 Scotland plaid brooches x8 all different. £45 - £55

652 Scotland Victorian cap badge selection, Royal Scots 
Fusiliers Grenade, KOSB (fittings converted), A&SH 2nd 
Vol Bn, 5th Vol Bn HLI (Glasgow Highrs), mostly GVF £75 - £85

653 Scotland Victorian cap badges Glasgow Highrs 10th 
L.R.V , KOSB, 5th Vol Bn HLI.    GVF £40 - £45

654 Scottish Highlanders XVII, Victorian badge, looks a 
genuine piece, VF £40 - £45

655 Scottish interest 12x mixed white metal cap badges 
mostly GVF £55 - £65

656 Scottish interest 8x brass or darkened cap badges mostly 
GVF £40 - £45

657 Scottish interest a quantity of mostly modern (EIIR 
1950-1970) badges & plaid brooches, many varied 
types/regiments £65 - £75

658 Sherwood Foresters a Dunkirk medal award scroll to 
Warrant Officer George Henry Curtiss along with 
Veterans of Albert 1st Belgium Veterans medal award 
certificate. 2x certificates, matching frames. Can be 
removed for posting, GVF £30 - £35

659 Shoebox of various pin badges, medals, medallions, ID 
Tags, etc etc (qty) £35 - £40

660 Shooting badges a fine selection of Victorian to 
Edwardian bullion & velvet examples in an original 
velvet wallet with gilded shooting badge to front, an 
interesting selection, mostly GVF £120 - £140

661 Shoulder Titles for the 9/JATS x3 and a small collar 
badge (4) £20 - £25

662 Shoulder titles RFC, BTC (Boys Training College), 
Army Apprentice School & six Artillery types all brass. £40 - £45

663 Small job lot including WW2 medals and various WW1 
paperwork (qty) £20 - £25

664 Small light weight jug reputably taken from the Wreck of 
the Zeppelin that crashed at Cuffley 3rd Sept 1916, this 
being the one attacked by Lieut William Leefe Robinson 
VC. Together with a sets of original Crash postcards x9. 
a/f £80 - £100

665 Soldiers documents large amount all relating to 2200163 
Warrant Officer Kenneth Jack de Torre Royal Engineers 
MBE including soldiers service book, letters, photos, 
service documents warrant citation for MBE etc £90 - £100

666 South Africa Medal with 1879 clasp named in the correct 
style (but possibly officially renamed) to 50/1171 Pte W 
R Heather 57th Foot. Confirmed to roll. GVF a/f £450 - £500

667 South African Officers group, 39-45, Africa stars, 
Defence, SA Volunteers medal, War medal this with 
MID emblem, 1953 Coronation medal, mounted as 
worn, 192957 R.N.Rollins MID appears in London 
Gazette 6-4-1944 as Lieut.Rollins South African Forces,   
GVF £120 - £140

 

668 Special Constabulary Medal QE2 (type C) named to 
Bertram G. Nicholls. EF £24 - £26
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669 St Jean D'Acre Medal 1840 in silver (junior Officers). 
Small edge bump, replacement suspender. VF £150 - £160

670 St Johns Ambulance Brigade 1911 Coronation Medal 
named to Cpl J Scaplehorn. Toned GVF (1) £45 - £50

671 St Johns Serving Brother Medal and Defence Medal 
mounted as worn, plus matching medal bar and 
miniatures. £65 - £70

672 Suffolk Artillery Volunteers an other ranks plume holder, 
circa 1860-1878 a white metal fused grenade with pinned 
through mounts, comprising a Cannon over script letters 
SAV complete with long clip holder, slight damage but 
scarce. £45 - £55

673 Suffolk interest a "Bury st Edmunds Rifle Volunteers" 
button Victorian Crown + a WW Victory Medal £20 - £25

674 Suffolk Regiment - unusual silver hallmarked (Birm 
1912) fob engraved 'Cricket 1912 Won by "A" Coy Corpl 
F Hall'.  £20 - £25

675 Suffolk Regiment a scarce plastic economy WW2 cap 
badge, India Command Div patch and IAOC Officers 
collars £30 - £35

676 Suffolk Regiment cigarette case pin badge, hat badges 
etc, including plastic example. £45 - £50

677 Suffolk Regiment History 1946-1959 by F.A.Godfrey £20 - £25

 

 
 

678 Suffolk Regt Helmet plate, O/R's, in white metal £70 - £80

 
679 Swagger stick to the Royal Artillery. £22 - £24

 
680 Swagger stick Victorian poss Rifle Brigade ? £28 - £30

 
681 Swagger sticks - four with Regimental Badges, two plain 

(6) £30 - £35

 
682 Sweetheart brooches, all silver, including 4x RA (one is a 

tie pin), and a silver RAF (5) £24 - £26

 
683 Syria medals all probably from the recent era. GVF (5) £40 - £45

 
684 Tank WW2 interest cap badges, RTC, RAC, Recce 

Corps (Rose) & without, Intelligence Corps, x6 mostly 
GVF £65 - £75

 
685 Territorial Force Efficiency Medal EDVII named to 709 

Pte J Gooding Montgomery Yeomanry GVF (1) £100 - £120

 
686 TFEM Geo VI 6495603 Pte W.J.Palmer Middx R.    

NEF £55 - £65

 
 

687 Thailand - large Order of The White Elephant (1) £80 - £90

688 Thailand - selection of various medals (8) £80 - £100

689 Thailand - small Order of The Crown, and White 
Elephant, mounted as worn (2) £35 - £40

690 Thailand Order of the Crown Commanders neck badge 
minor enamel chip,   in GVF £45 - £55

691 Tribute Medal - CIV London City Imperial Volunteers 
large Boer War tribute medal    VF £55 - £65

692 Turkish Crimea Medal (British Issue) with ornate 
suspender, unnamed as issued VF £80 - £90

693 United Nations Medal collection, all different ribbons 
(approx 19) £90 - £100

694 United States WW1 Doughboy Uniform with jacket, 
trousers, helmet, etc, circa 1917 for a Master Sergt. (no 
boots) Rare £600 - £700

695 USA a scarce Selective Service medal in its original titled 
box of issue, WW2 period, NEF £40 - £45

696 USA three cased awards the DFC the Bronze star and 
the Air medal, all GVF+ £40 - £45

697 Various silver Medals - TEFM x3, GSM x2, RAF LSGC 
Medal x1, all named but sold a/f (6) £90 - £100

698 Victorian Egypt Khedives star to 2245 C Wells, 
Berkshire reg. £90 - £100

 

 
 

699 Victorian group to 209 Pte Michael Ambrose 1st Bn 
Rifle Brigade. With copied service papers, Ambrose 
served Africa, Crimea and North America. Born near 
Cork. Medals - South Africa Medal 1853 (naming very 
rubbed), Crimea Medal with bars 
Alma/Inkermann/Sebastopol (this engraved), Turkish 
Crimea Medal (La Crimea) impressed to edge, Army 
LSGC Medal. Contact marks VF (4) £800 - £1000

700 Victorian group to 3424 Pte T Boraston 1/D.C.L.I. 
Medals - India General Service Medal 1895 with bars 
Punjab frontier 1897-98 and Tirah 1897-98, with QSA 
with bars CC/Paar/Drie/Johann/SA01. Plus original 
Parchment Certificate of Discharge, born Winson Green, 
Warwick. GVF (2) £330 - £350

701 Victory Medal to 6/5533 Pte Henry Albert Lovey 
Harriman 1/6 Bn Durham L.I. Killed In Action 5th Nov 
1916, listed on the Thiepval Memorial. GVF (1) £20 - £25

702 Vietnam a selection of eight awards from the Vietnam 
war era time, all South Vietnamese, mostly GVF £160 - £180

703 Vintage 19th century copper powder flasks two of with 
powder measures and Gunsmith screw driver. £30 - £35
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704 Voluntary Medical Service Medal (silver) named to Miss 
Ellen Rosa Bocock, plus a Saint Mary Brotherhood 
medal named C W Bocock 1895 (2) £30 - £35

705 Volunteer Force LS&GC EDW VII 2616 Sgt J.R.Barber 
3rd V.B.N.R & Special Constabulary LS&GC GV with 
bar Great War 1914-18 John R Barber, stated by vendor 
to be 3rd Bn Norfolk Regt but possibly could also be 
Northamptons if they had a 3rd Vol.Bn ? Requires 
research but a scarce pair, mounted as worn, VF £130 - £140

706 WAAF 8271 Press Officer E M V Fulton, lot includes ID 
Disc, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence & 
War Medal, plus match miniatures mounted as worn, 
these with Miniature Queens Commendation For 
Bravery attached. Plus postcard photo. £50 - £55

 

 
 

707 Waterloo Medal 1815 correctly named to Henry Blakey 
2nd Batt 3rd Reg Guards. Served with Lieut Col Charles 
Dashwoods Company. Confirmed to roll. With 
contemporary straight silver suspender bar. Fine / Good 
Fine. (ex Dixons) £1200 - £1400

 

 
 

708 Waterloo Medal 1815, a high quality early silver 
miniature medal £100 - £120

709 Woman officer's medals etc consisting of GRV1 GSM 
with Malaya bar named to Lieu S. M. Newton 
Q.A.R.A.N., C. 1939-45 Defence medal Queen 
Alexandra's Imperial Nursing Service cape badge, medal 
bar and ID tags. £180 - £200

710 WW1 British batty hand grenade deactivated. £20 - £25

711 WW1 Bullett Pencil from the 1914 Mary Tin, with 'M' 
monogram to Bullett £25 - £30

712 WW1 BWM & Victory medals to 6873 Pte G F Freeman 
Northumberland Fusiliers in boxes of issue. £55 - £60

713 WW1 Flechette darts as dropped by aircraft over enemy 
troops, 3 different patterns. £70 - £80

714 WW1 For Freedom letter from Windsor Castle 26th 
April 1918 written by Mary R, this contemporary print is 
mounted on a large board and was issued by Raphael 
Tuck & Sons (buyer collects) £35 - £40

715 WW1 framed Bansfather prints two of with framed 
WW1 270 siege battery RGA service scroll. £50 - £55

716 WW1 Indian group of 5 medals consisting of 1915 trio to 
1953 DVR Mohd Hussain 6/Mule Corps with GSM 
clasp S. Persia & IGS clasp Waziristan 1921-24. £180 - £200

717 WW1 Memorial Scroll in original frame named to 66463 
Pte Eric William Grant 52nd Bn Bedford Regt, Buried 
Monkton Combe (St Michael) Churchyard, Died 
2/3/1919. Lived Combe Down, Bath. £25 - £30

718 WW1 Memorial Scroll (mounted on card, cut down) to 
11886 L/Cpl Edward Charles Wood 6th Bn Dorsetshire 
Regt, Killed In Action 16/2/1916, listed on the Ypres 
Memorial, Born Clifton, Warwick. £25 - £30

719 WW1 Mercantile Marine medal to Charles Preedy with 
Victory & BWM to C Preedy asst. sto. MFA., mounted 
for wearing with some research. £70 - £75

720 WW1 No 5 MK1 Mills grenade with 1916 dated brass 
base plug. £80 - £85

721 WW1 Officers casualty portrait in frame of 2/Lieut 
Eustace Edward Lovett Philips died on 30-10-1915 
buried Be Court military cemetery Becordel-be Court, 
Somme, France. £30 - £35

722 WW1 Officers casualty scroll with Kings condolence 
letter mounted for display to Lieut Francis Cecil Hyde 
1st Bn. Queens Own ( Royal West Kent Reg). Killed in 
action 9.4.1917 buried Nine Elms military cemetery 
Thelus. £80 - £90

723 WW1 Officers compass in its 1917 dated brown leather 
case. £75 - £80

724 WW1 On War Service Badges 1915 (7) £50 - £55

725 WW1 original Princess Mary Gift Tins, all empty (5) £90 - £100

726 WW1 Pattern soldiers jacket 22 pattern very similar to 
the WW1 pattern. £65 - £70

727 WW1 printed booklets Sir Douglas Haigs the great push 
11 copies. £25 - £30

728 WW1 Prisoner of War postcards sent by G Summons in 
1915 to his wife at Holly Hill, Ditchingham, Norfolk. (4) £25 - £30

729 WW1 RFC and WW2 RAF Officers documents, photos 
etc to Squadron Leader T F Bullen OBE RFC. A Pilot in 
WW1 and a balloon officer in WW2 comes with some 
good WW1 RFC photos. £90 - £100

730 WW1 Royal Naval Division BWM & Victory medal and 
memorial plaque to L.Z. 2788 Arthur Deadman died 6-
12-1918 buried North Fleet cemetery £200 - £220

731 WW1 scarce no. 34 hand grenade deactivated. £90 - £100

732 WW1 Stokes mortar round in excavated condition 
deactivated. £60 - £65

733 WW1 unnamed BWM & Victory medals both very 
neatly erased £60 - £65

734 WW1 Victory medal Depot 249 Mus J.H.Bailey R.M 
John Henry Bailey was born 4-9-1887 and enlisted 16-2-
1905 an unusual naming, ring bent, otherwise VF £20 - £25

735 WW1 Victory medal 1399 A-Naik Talab Khan 
H.K.S.R.G.A (Hong Kong & Shanghai RGA) very 
scarce. VF £65 - £75

736 WW1 Victory Medal to 16775 Pte Thomas Haynes 
6/7th Bn Royal Scots Fusiliers, Died 7th Oct 1917. Born 
Coylton, Ayrshire. Buried Coylton Cemetery. Tarnished 
VF (1) £20 - £22

737 WW1 Victory Medal to 17292 Pte Tom Thackray 8th 
Bn Yorks Regt, Killed In Action 27th Sept 1916, Born 
South Kirby, Yorks. Remembered on the Thiepval 
Memorial. Disc only, VF (1) £20 - £22

738 WW1 Victory Medal to 2101 Pte Frederick Ralph 5th 
Bn Essex Regt, Killed In Action as 250328 on 
26/3/1917, Born Beckenham, Kent. Remembered on 
the Jerusalem Memorial. EF (1) £24 - £26

739 WW1 Victory Medal to 242684 Pte Harold Petch 2/5th 
Bn Yorks & Land Regt, Died of Wounds 12/3/1917, 
Buried Varennes Military Cemetery. Edge nicks, VF (1) £24 - £26

740 WW1 Victory Medal to 25301 Pte Nelson Henry Weller 
11th Service Bn Hampshire Regt, Killed In Action 
8/2/1917, Born Seale, Surrey. Buried Kemmel Chateau 
Military Cemetery. GVF (1) £24 - £26

741 WW1 Victory Medal to T4-159657 Dvr T O'Neil ASC, 
Killed In Action 10th August 1918 while serving as 
53103 Pte in the 2/Manchester Regt. Born Newcastle-
on-Tyne. Buried Bouchoir New British Cemetery. VF (1) £20 - £25

 

742 WW1 wire cutters 4 pairs 3 folding and one double 
handled. £50 - £60
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743 WW1 & WW2 Father & Son medals, documents etc to 
7336 Spr Herbert Saywell Royal Monmouthshire Royal 
Engineers, consisting of 1915 Trio with SWB with his 
sons 1939-45 Star, Africa & War medal two soldiers 
service books, release book, documents etc to 
t/10676438 Driver H F Saywell RASC. £120 - £130

744 WW2 ARP battle dress blouse dated 1943 with trousers 
and ARP wardens helmet. £120 - £130

745 WW2 Casualty scroll to 2078448 Sapper Eric George 
Charnock died at sea on 7-1-1943, whilst serving with the 
585 Corps Field Park Coy RE commemorated Brook 
Wood memorial. £40 - £45

746 WW2 Casualty scroll, medals, photos etc relating to Capt 
Ronald Dunlop RASC died 11-1-1943 buried Moor 
River cemetery, Italy. £100 - £110

 
747 WW2 Distinguished Service Order group to the RAF, lot 

includes DSO, 1939-45 Star, Italy Star, War Medal, 
badges and buttons, pipe, Silk Escape Map, photos, one 
group shot of 'C Wing 9 Squadron. C Flight'. a/f £1000 - £1200

 
748 WW2 Fire Watches helmet with fire guard armband and 

scarce incendiary bomb scoop £50 - £60

 
749 WW2 F&G group of 3 medals with soldiers service & pay 

book release book, reserve certificate, photo etc all 
relating to 589942 SGT 'Frank Arthur Hallatt. £50 - £60

 
750 WW2 German centre section of a flag with selection of 

German WW2 documents. £40 - £45

 
751 WW2 group mounted as worn - 1939-45 Star, Africa 

Star + 8th Army clasp, Defence Medal, War Medal + 
MID, Territorial Decoration 1945. GVF (5) £120 - £130

 
752 WW2 group to 1448479 Sjt W E Morley RA, with 

original named box of issue. 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, 
Italy Star, defence & War Medals, GVI Territorial 
Efficiency Medal. Lived Moors Mill Lane, Tufton, 
Staffordshire. (6) £50 - £55

 
753 WW2 group to 2077823 Spr F H Howell RE, medals 

mounted as worn 1939-45 Star, Pacific Star, War Medal, 
GVI Territorial Efficiency Medal. GVF (4) £50 - £55

 
754 WW2 group to 4698665 Pte J G Mennell West Yorks 

Regt. Lot includes 1939-45 Star, Burma Star, Defence & 
War Medals, Soldiers Release Book, cap badges, cloth 
badges, other paperwork, etc (qty) £50 - £60

 
755 WW2 group to Mr A Flint Royal Signals, of Chelmsford. 

1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence & War 
Medals, named box of issue and a small photo £25 - £30

 
756 WW2 group to possibly to 7013248 Lt R Hurst, medals 

mounted as worn 1939-45 Star, Africa Star + 8 clasp, 
Italy Star, Defence & War Medals £80 - £85

 
757 WW2 groups - 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, 

Defence & War Medal mounted as worn, 1939-45 Star, 
France & Germany Star, Defence & War Medal + GVI 
Special Constabulary Medal to Asst Sergt Robert M S 
Chalk mounted as worn, and 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, 
Italy Star, War Medal loose (13) £80 - £85

 
758 WW2 Home Guard service certificate to Bernar Gash 

with group photo and defence medal. £25 - £30

 
759 WW2 Italy Star group of 3 medals with letters, 

documents, diaries etc all relating to 251546 Gnr D. A. 
Smith RA . £45 - £50

 
 

760 WW2 items belonging to 2/Lieut Frederick Arthur 
Lumkin RE. Lumkin, born Norwich, was a Prisoner Of 
War, Number 3045, Oflag V/A, Captured Libya July 
1942. Lot includes original POW ID Sheet, Officers 
photo, various etchings including Fort Bismarck, leather 
holster and belt, side hat, and green Officers Jacket with 
Officers badges (qty) £40 - £50

761 WW2 medals - all originals - France & Germany Star x1, 
Africa Star x1, Italy Star x2, 1939-45 Star x2, Defence 
Medals x3, War Medals x6 (15) a/f £45 - £50

762 WW2 medals 1939-45 Star, Africa Star + North Africa 
clasp, Italy Star, Defence & War Medals, though to have 
belonged to Edmond Cecil Lea RAF £30 - £35

763 WW2 medals & paperwork to 139570 LAC C L Richens 
RAF, 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, War Medal. (medals 
tarnished) £24 - £26

764 WW2 Mills No. 36 hand grenade deactivated. £90 - £100

765 WW2 Naval group mounted as worn to MX716396 F 
Wellman E.A.1. HMS Reclaim. Medals - 1939-45 Star, 
Atlantic Star + France & Germany clasp, Africa Star + 
North Africa clasp, Italy Star, War Medal, QE Naval 
LSGC Medal. (tiny correction to naming) VF (6) £90 - £100

766 WW2 Officers casualty scroll to Major T C N Hall, 
Shropshire Light Infantry died 18-11-1945. Buried 
Shrewsbury General cemetery awarded the Military 
Cross. £100 - £110

767 WW2 Officers Gresham school Holt Sports medals in 
cases to 2/Lieu Frederick John Durnford Spurrel 9th BN 
Sussex Regiment who died on 19-2-1915 age 19 born 
Aylsham buried Aldborough St Mary churchyard with 
research. £45 - £50

768 WW2 Officers service jacket & trousers, no buttons or 
insignia with a Sam Brown belt and pair officers boots £80 - £90

769 WW2 original medals - Defence Medal x2, War Medal 
x2, France & Germany Star x2, Italy Star x2, Africa Star 
x1, 1939-45 Star x2 (11) a/f £40 - £45

 
770 WW2 paperwork and large kit bag all relating to 

4345832 Fus K A Dinsdale, served East Yorks 1939-45 
and R.S.Fus 1945-46. (qty) £20 - £25

 

771 WW2 photo albums with good selection of photos taken 
in north Africa and UK . £40 - £45
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772 WW2 plus a small amount of WW1 original paperwork 
including several Soldiers Service & Pay Books, Regular 
Army book, etc (qty) £30 - £35

773 WW2 propaganda leaflets etc, British and European. £30 - £35

774 WW2 RAF group attributed to M T Wilde (Weasel). 
Medals 1939-45 Star, France & Germany Star, Defence 
& War Medal, with super group photo marked on the 
reverse 'Nov 1945 Compton Bassett, Nr Calne, Wiltshire. £45 - £50

775 WW2 Royal Naval casualty 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star 
and War medal all privately named to d/jx215173 
Haydn Michael Levey Ord Sig RN died on HM yacht 
Torrent on 6-4-1941 remembered Plymouth Memorial £60 - £70

776 WW2 selection of old Miniature Medals (9) £40 - £45

777 Yorkshire Light Infantry Victorian cap badge, brass   
GVF £30 - £35

778 Zeppelin pendant stamped "LZ 55 Salonica". £60 - £65
 

 
 

779 Zeppelin pendant stamped "Zepp L32 24.9.16". £60 - £65

 

End of Auction in Room 1, Day 1 
 
 
 

Day 1, Room 2, 10.30am 
 

Weapons 
 

780 1821 pattern Volunteer Artillery Sword Edward VII, 
ricasso marked "Robt. Mole & Sons, Birmingham, 
Makers to The War & India Offices". Blade 35" etched 
"Volunteer Artillery, Edward VII" and "Unique" within 
scroll work. Blade top edge stamped 'M:3650'. Good 
wirebound fish skin grip, triple bar plated hilt. In its 
leather field service scabbard with frog tab. GC £350 - £400

781 1822 Pattern Infantry Officers Sword, brass guard (with 
folding side guard) Cypher of William IV. Wirebound 
fish skin grip (minor loss to corner), paper back, quill 
point blade 32", etched with William IV cypher. Brass 
guard slightly misshapen, worn but overall sound 
condition. No scabbard £140 - £160

782 1888 Pattern Mk I Bayonet in its steel mounted leather 
scabbard, double edged blade 30cm, made by Wilkinson 
Sword in Nov 1895, with W/D marks. Worn £45 - £50

783 1897 Pattern infantry officers sword with owners initials 
A . J. L and dated 1934 engraved on the blade with 
retailers name Thurkle Soho London in its brown leather 
scabbard. £160 - £180

784 1899 Pattern cavalry troopers sword scarce complete 
with scabbard £180 - £200

785 18th Century percussion and pinfire pocket pistols 4 of. £280 - £300

786 18th Century Turkish flintlock pistols two of both in need 
of attention. £300 - £320

787 19th Century 1842 pattern sea service percussion pistol. £280 - £300

788 19th Century 3 band Enfield military rifle. £280 - £300

789 19th Century Beals pattern percussion revolver. £260 - £270

790 19th century brass framed percussion box lock pocket 
pistol in fitted case. £190 - £200

791 19th Century double barrel percussion coaching pistol, 
converted from a shot gun. £170 - £180

792 19th Century percussion and pinfire pocket pistols 3 of. £180 - £200

793 19th Century percussion large holster pistol by 
Braithwaite. £300 - £320

794 19th Century unusual large under and over double barrel 
percussion pistol London maker £300 - £320

795 A "FOKE G11" .22 blank fire, single shot pistol, blocked 
barrel, vertical chamber, sheath trigger, chequered grips. 
Circa 1910-30 £20 - £25

 

 
 

796 American M3 fighting knife in its M8 scabbard, worn 
over all. a/f £25 - £30

 

 
 

797 An extremely rare "Titan" Air Pistol .177 Cal. This is the 
3rd Model manufactured circa 1921. Side of action 
marked "The Titan Air Pistol" and "Patent 110999/17". 
Black Vulcanite grips. Serial number "7" (on lower inside 
face of rotating rear plug). Action is a/f, however all parts 
appear present. (Possibly 2nd model as grips lack the "T" 
monogram). Rare £150 - £200

798 An LIA3 knife bayonet in its steel scabbard with white 
canvas frog. Sound condition £30 - £35

 

 
 

799 Attractive French Pistole by French maker "Piactves", 
flint lock, possibly a holster pistol, circa late 1700's, 
replacement ram rod. £150 - £200

800 Attractive small sword circa 1750, tapered slim blade 
32½", 'D' shaped knuckle guard, double shell hand 
guard, Ivory (?) grip with vertical columns. Urn shaped 
pommel, no scabbard, good condition £80 - £85

801 Austrian Pattern 1888 NCO's knife bayonet, single 
edged, fullered blade with reversed cutting edge. Blade 
25cm, in its steel scabbard. On the whole in good 
condition £30 - £35

802 Bag of 5 WW1 & WW2 pocket knives. £35 - £40

 
803 Bayonet - 1888 pattern MK2 bayonet for the Lee 

Metford rifle, made Enfield Feb 1899, with its steel and 
leather mounted scabbard.  £50 - £60

 
804 Bayonet - 1903 British S.M. Lee-Enfield Mk 1 Bayonet, 

Scabbard and contemporary leather frog £70 - £80
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805 Bayonet - 1907 pattern (1916 issue) British S.M. Lee-
Enfield Mk 3 Bayonet, with Scabbard and leather frog, 
this stamped 'No 145, French & Sons Limited, London 
1916'. £50 - £60

806 Bayonet - 1907 pattern (1917 US issue) Remington 
Bayonet, for the P17, 30-06 Rifle, in its green leather 
scabbard and brass belt hook £35 - £40

807 Bayonet - a Pattern 1888 MK1 Bayonet (MK1 second 
type) with two brass rivets and oil hole in grip, in its 
leather scabbard with iron mounts (some dents) leather 
stitched repair at chape. Hilt and scabbard mounts 
lightly pitted. Worn overall, blade dated 1898 for Boer 
War £20 - £25

808 Bayonet - a Pattern 1907 SMLE Bayonet made by 
Sanderson in November 1910, GV Crown. Originally 
hook quillon model, refurbished in 1928, quillon 
removed, oil hole drilled. Grips with wear and bruising. 
In its steel mounted leather scabbard with tear drop frog 
stud and made by HGR in 1911 ? £25 - £30

809 Bayonet - An L.1 A.3 Bayonet in its steel scabbard (some 
abrasions) & webbing frog. Clipped back Bowie blade, 
some sharpening, some wear overall. £20 - £25

810 Bayonet 1903 pat. issued Nov 1904, reissued for use as 
training bayonet 1939 poss for Home Guard £80 - £90

811 Bayonet Canadian WW1 Ross bayonet hatchet point in 
its brown leather scabbard £80 - £90

812 Bayonet German WW1 98-05 butches 2nd pat,, made by 
Alex Coppel soligen dated 1915 in metal scabbard. £45 - £50

813 Bayonet German WW1 98.05 Butchers dated 1915 in its 
black leather scabbard with a German WW1 all metal 
ersatz bayonet. £100 - £110

814 Bayonet German WW1 Saw Back 98-05 butches in its 
metal scabbard £120 - £130

815 Bayonet L1A3 for the SLR very nice example with all its 
finish £45 - £50

816 Bayonet Martini Henry 1879 pattern socket complete 
with scabbard. £80 - £90

817 Bayonet P13 dated 8-17 British marked in scabbard £50 - £55

818 Bayonet scarce 1879 pattern Saw Back sword bayonet for 
the Martini Henry artillery carbine, no scabbard. £190 - £200

819 Bayonet scarce no. 4 MK 1 cruciform pig stick bayonet £80 - £90

820 Bayonet US M8A1 in scabbard. £45 - £50

821 Bayonets - all without scabbards - Gras Model 1874 
Epee, German Model 1898 bayonet, and a Turkish ? 
Knife bayonet (3) £25 - £30

822 Bayonets 2 x 1907 pattern both in scabbards. £80 - £90

823 Bayonets no. 4 MK1 and no. 9 MK 1 both with 
scabbards. £25 - £30

824 Belgian 14 bore Sea Service Flintlock holster pistol. 
Round barrel 9". No provision for ramrod. Lockplate 
with crown and 'ON' marking. Action mainspring good 
but gear is slipping. Walnut full stock (minor distressing 
fractures and minor losses to fore-end ) Brass furniture, 
heavy buttcap with lanyard ring. Dates to Napoleonic 
period circa 1810. A large pistol in good condition for 
age. £200 - £250

825 Belgian Box lock Pocket Pistol hexagonal barrel 4.25". 
Bore approx. 45. Bag shaped polished wooden grips 
(small crack & minor loss) In good working order and 
condition. Circa 1840 - 60. Screw barrel, frame with 
Belgian proof mark, action with Acanthus engraving 
silver escutcheon to butt. £120 - £140

 
826 Belgium Pinfire pocket revolver, Cal: 8mm, barrel 3½", 

folding trigger, sidegate loading, off set rammer (rod 
loose and not secured), simple engraving to 6 shot 
cylinder. Light pitting. No licence required. Sold a/f £80 - £120

 
827 Boer War 1896 Mauser Rifle, with 1990 deactivation 

certificate. Owners initials engraved into the butt. Parts 
stamped 'A7101'. £200 - £250

 
828 Books - Bayonets of the World by Paul Kiesling, 

Volumes 1/2/3, second hand. Scarce (3) £40 - £45

 
 

829 Bowie Knife by Unwin and Rodgers, Sheffield. Clipped 
back 6", faintly etched "Virtue & Liberty & 
Independence". Straight brass crossguard with ball 
finials. Tortoiseshell grip. Overall length 10½". In its 
plated brass mounted leather scabbard (frog stud 
missing). Scarce £100 - £120

 

 
 

830 Bowie type knife, broad Bowie shaped blade 10" and 
marked 'Rogers, Sheffield, England'. Plain cross guard, 
with fluted bone ? handle, silver pommel. A good item 
with heavy single edged blade without usual clipped back 
tip, in fitted leather scabbard £150 - £200

831 British military Lovels pattern short musket no lock or 
barrel markings, stock stamped Black & Co., London 
poss volunteer musket. £350 - £360

832 Brown Bess socket bayonet, blade marked "Osborn & 
Gunby". Overall GC, no scabbard £30 - £35

833 Chinese military type sword, cast brass hilt, steel blade 
28" in its green painted steel scabbard with ring. 
Wirebound grip, possibly wood with mottled design £80 - £110

834 Collection of trench knives fighting knives kukri knives 
etc £70 - £75

835 Colt Brevette .32 Cal Pocket Pistol, barrel 3½". Action 
a/f. Crude Acanthus Engraving, frame engraved 
"ETNALL (?) SYSTEM". Most likely manufactured in 
Turkey. Worn overall, walnut grips. No licence required £150 - £160

836 Colt Brevette .38 Cal Pocket Pistol, 6 shot, walnut grips, 
action a/f. Heavily cleaned overall. Many of these 
"Brevette" copies were made in Turkey. Barrel 4". No 
licence required £150 - £160

837 Continental boxlock percussion single shot pistol, 
octagonal barrel 3", with German proofs to barrel and 
lock plate. Plain bag shape grip. Barrel marked "6 gr BI", 
and "63" and "2G.GP". Plain action, in G.W.O. and 
Condition. Crisp half and full cock, some pitting to L.H. 
Lockplate. An overall decent self defence pocket pistol 
circa 1850. Cal: 11mm. £90 - £100

838 Decorative Indian made flintlock, brass barrelled 
blunderbuss, brass barrel 15 inches, flared muzzle 
(diameter 3cm), brass furniture, working lock. In a walnut 
stock, lacks ramrod. Simple decoration to brass furniture £180 - £220

839 Dutch Kleewany, clipped point blade 62cm, stamped 
"Hembrug" to ricasso. In its brass mounted leather 
scabbard, with frog tab. Wooden grip secured by three 
brass rivets. Small plaque to handguard "2-Inf.IV 135". 
In good condition overall £200 - £250

840 Early 19th century Briquette Sidearm of continental 
(probably French origin). These were issued to artillery 
men and used for self defence. No scabbard £140 - £160

 
841 East India Company Socket bayonet (for the India 

catch). Later model with the fuller running the length of 
the blade, no scabbard. Blade tip broken off (approx 
5mm missing). Farsi marks to blade, 22" inches.  £50 - £55

 
842 Eastern Flintlock pistol of Turkish origin. Signed lock by 

'Wilson', Silver mounts including a large 'skullcrusher' 
buttcap. Heavy relief decoration of military icons 
including cannon, cannon balls, powder keg drums etc. 
Barrel signed 'LONDON' with heavily etched stamp of 
arms. Walnut stock inlaid with silver wire (mirror losses) 
Barrel 25cms and of approx 16 bore. An ornate holster 
pistol made by Wilson of London for old Turkish market. 
Worn overall but would restore well (Lock crack to cock) 
A/F £150 - £200
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843 Edged weapons a selection of mostly smaller knives but 
with a childs sword & Japanese sword (blade broken) 
quantity, buyer collects £120 - £140

844 Enfield No 4 MK I by Savage dated 1943, standard 
specifications. With Beechwood stock. In very good 
working order and condition, with its certificate of 
deactivation. No licence required £270 - £280

 

 
 

845 Enfield three band percussion rifle with bayonet, lock 
stamped '1857 Tower'. One screw missing from trigger 
guard, butt with a black circular stamp and the number 
'2'. £150 - £200 

 

 
 

846 Enfield "P56" three band percussion rifle. Lock signed 
"Tower" and "1857", barrel pitted around nipple, which 
is a replacement, Chequered in the Volunteer style, Lock 
in GWO. Stock stamped with sold out of service mark, 
with its original ramrod, brass furniture, and swivels to 
trigger guard and top band. £600 - £650 

 

 
 

847 English Flint lock pistol with various proof marks to 
barrel and engraved 'London'. Lock engraved 'Clark'. 
Brass trigger guard engraved '383'.  £350 - £400

 

 
 

848 English Flint lock pistol with various proof marks to 
barrel and engraved 'London'. Lock engraved 'Homer'. £350 - £400

849 English percussion box lock travelling pistol, action a/f. 
Plain bag shaped grips, calibre approx .45 inch. Grips 
possibly replaced, post 1813 proofs to the 3½" barrel. a/f £150 - £200

850 Finnish type bayonet marked on ricasso "FISKARS" 
similar to the models 1927/28 bayonets for the Mosin 
Nagant Rifles. In its blued steel scabbard with round frog 
stud. Overall GC. Blade 12" £30 - £35

851 Flintlock boxlock travelling pistol with post 1813 proof 
marks, no makers name, turn off barrel 1½", crisp 
working order on half and full cock. Ring neck cock, 
plain bag shaped walnut grips, simple engraving to 
sideplates. Initials "C.H." scratched into the stocks.  £120 - £140

 
852 French 'Gladuis' pattern 1831 sidearm in it's brass 

mounted leather scabbard. Maker mark 
"OULAUX'......RFS & Co.". Reverse marked 
'N.G.F.T.H.A.L.'. Double edged blade 19" (some 
staining). Heavy brass ribbed hilt with rack number 
'1093'. Scabbard leather dried out . Frog loop broken off. 
Overall good condition for age. £40 - £50

 
853 French 1874 pattern bayonets, one with metal scabbard, 

two without. Good sound condition (3) £45 - £50

854 French model 1886/93/16 epee bayonet with a brass hilt 
in its original blued scabbard. Overall a very good 
example of this WW1 bayonet. Blade 20.1/2'' £35 - £40

855 French Napoleonic Dragoons Sword with brass hilt and 
steel scabbard, two proof marks to blade, flat edge of 
blade engraved 'Mfture Imple du Klingenthal octobre 
1813'. £150 - £200

856 French pattern 1842 Sabre bayonet, blade 22" 
unmarked, and a French pattern 1866 Sabre bayonet 
made at St Etienne, Feb 1875 (no scabbards) (2) £20 - £25

857 French WW1 Model 1886 Epee bayonet with white 
metal hilt and hooked quillon, cruciform blade 21", 
lightly pitted overall. In its steel scabbard £30 - £35

858 French WW1 model 1886/15 with white metal hilt, 
cruciform blade 21", overall sound condition in its steel 
scabbard £30 - £35

859 German 88/98 pattern all steel Ersatz Bayonet, cross 
guard marked '1651' (Turkish Contract) grip with 
rectangular service slot / oil hole on the grip, flat stepped 
muzzle ring. Fullered blade 25cm approx. In its steel 
scabbard with oval frog stud, distressing to pommel. £30 - £35

860 German 88/98 pattern all steel Ersatz Bayonet, cross 
guard marked '4967' (Turkish Contract) grip with oil 
hole. Stepped cross guard, blade 25cm approx fullered, 
in its steel scabbard (dent to tip) £30 - £35

861 German 88/98 pattern all steel Ersatz Bayonet, fullered 
blade 31cm, muzzle ring diameter 17mm. Oil hole. In its 
steel scabbard. No makers mark. Worn £30 - £35

862 German 88/98 pattern Ersatz Bayonet, stepped cross 
guard with muzzle ring guard marked '1651' for Turkish 
Contract. Oil hole /maintenance slot to grip, fullered 
blade 24cm approx, in its steel scabbard £30 - £35

863 German 88/98 pattern Ersatz Bayonet, stepped cross 
guard with muzzle ring guard marked '6059' for Turkish 
Contract. Oil hole to base of grip, fullered blade 24cm 
approx, in its steel scabbard, dented and worn £30 - £35

864 German dress bayonet with working press stud, staghorn 
grips, excellent blade 10", in its steel scabbard £40 - £45

 
865 German GEW '98 Mauser Rifle, with 1990 deactivation 

certificate. Marked 'Waffenfabrik Mauser A - G, 
Oberndorf a/n 1916'.  £100 - £120

 
866 German Hitler Youth Dagger in its original metal 

scabbard with leather frog, blade maker marked 'RZM 
M7/72". Tip of blade rounded off, hooked quillon 
removed £100 - £120
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867 German Hunting dagger 18th century ?, unmarked blade 
approx 16½" inches, with brass animal head decorated 
cross guard and bone handle, wooden scabbard (this 
possibly latter). £200 - £250

 

 
 

868 German hunting knife, black handle, no makers mark, 
leather scabbard (poor condition) but complete with 
metal ends, can be repaired, silver plated mounts ? £40 - £60

 

 
 

869 German Model 1791 Hussar Sabre with curved 36" 
blade, by J J Runkel Solingen. Blade engraved with - a 
mounted hussar wielding a sword, a Turks Head (?), Sun 
motif hatching design to ricasso. Blade in sound 
condition with numerous edge nicks. Stirrup guard with 
two double langets which extend into the grip. Iron back 
piece and pommel (minor rust loss to pommel) Hatchet 
point blade. Housed in its steel scabbard (wooden core). 
Two open panels with remains of hemp and leather 
covering. (Scabbard heavily rusted with some losses) two 
loose hanging rings. Top of scabbard engraved "W.F.B. 
56".  An interesting historical piece. £300 - £350

 

 
 

870 German model 1938 long dress bayonet, blade 10" in its 
black painted steel scabbard, makers mark "PUMA" 
Solingen. Overall VGC, some wear to scabbard £35 - £40

 

 
 

871 German Nazi Luftwaffe Officers, 1st pattern dagger, 
plated blade 12 inches, maker marked "PUMA of 
Solingen". With scabbard and maker marked metal 
hanger "Ges. Gesch" and "OLC" in a diamond. VGC 
and Scarce £400 - £500

872 German Nazi model 1884/98 knife bayonet, blued blade 
25cm, marked on the ricasso/scabbard "EuF Horster, 
1939" and 'A289'. Matching markings on the steel 
scabbard, composite grips. Excellent piece £60 - £65

 
 

873 German Nazi Red Cross Hewer, with sawback blade and 
black painted scabbard, no maker mark. Scarce £300 - £350

874 German Nazi WW2 model 1884/98 knife bayonet for 
the KAR 98 K Rifle. Blade 10", ricasso marked "42 fnj" 
(fnj = Alcoso-Stahlwarenfabrik Gmb H, vormals A. 
Coppel & Cie Solingen) Serial Number 6368 matching 
on the steel scabbard. £50 - £55

875 German SA dagger RZM M7/ 62 /39 marked on the 
blade in its original scabbard in good condition. £330 - £340

876 German SA style Dagger Scabbard, plus 2x blades 
engraved "Alle Fur Deutschland". (3) £50 - £55

877 German style WW2 Naval Officers Dagger with 
Scabbard, no makers mark. a/f £200 - £250

878 German WW1 Cavalry troopers dress sword £120 - £130
 

 
 

879 German WW2 1st pattern Luftwaffe dagger (short 
version) with original scabbard and hanger, blade maker 
marked 'F & A Helbig Steinbachkr.M.' and 'Gaefler'. 
Scarce £400 - £450

 

 
 

880 German WW2 bayonet with staghorn styled handle, with 
black metal scabbard and a black leather frog, this 
marked "KVZ 1943". £40 - £45

881 German WW2 era Hitler Youth Dagger maker marked 
"RZM M7/42, 1942". Together with a German South 
knife maker marked "Rostfrei Solingen" (2) a/f £120 - £130

882 German WW2 Fire Service Parade bayonet, blade maker 
marked "Robert Klaas Solingen", with metal scabbard £70 - £75

883 German WW2 Hitler Youth knife with scabbard and 
leather strap, swastika diamond missing, original but in 
poor condition. Sold a/f £25 - £30

 
884 German WW2 K98 bayonet with matched numbers 

9132 on blade and scabbard. £80 - £90

 

 
 

885 German WW2 Luftwaffe 2nd pattern dagger with 
scabbard and original hangers, blade maker marked 
'SMF Solingen'. £200 - £250

 
886 German WW2 Luftwaffe Dagger with metal scabbard, 

wire missing from handle, no makers mark to blade £100 - £150
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887 German WW2 Luftwaffe Dagger, with original scabbard, 
hangers and pommel. Blade maker marked "Alcosa 
Solingen". £300 - £400

888 German WW2 NSKK Alles Fur Deutschland Dagger, 
maker marked "RZM M7/84" (Carl Schmidt & Sohn), 
blade engraved "Lt Col Paul Queneau". He served with 
the US Corps of Engineers from D-Day to Berlin. Paul 
Etienne Queneau (1911-2012) BA & Professor, awarded 
36 US Patents. Lot also includes US Bronze Star with 'V' 
clasp, and European African Middle Eastern Campaign 
Medal with four stars. Lot includes printout of Queneau's 
history. £300 - £350

889 German WW2 original Hitler Youth knife by Sneidteufel 
Solingen, Germany. With scabbard, but swastika 
diamond missing. Overall worn condition. Sold a/f £35 - £40

890 German WW2 parade bayonet part of a German dagger 
and two German arm bands. £70 - £75

 

 
 

891 German WW2 pattern 1884/98 knife bayonet by E u F 
Horster in its steel scabbard marked "Durkopp 38". 
Parkerised blade dated 1937. Wooden grips with its 
leather frog, eagle stamps to pommel £50 - £60

892 German WW2 pattern 1884/98 knife bayonet. Ricasso 
marked "FZE" and "41" denoting manufacture by 
Waffenfabrik Hoeller, Solingen in 1941. In its steel 
scabbard also marked "FZE 41". Pommel with double 
eagle stamps. With a leather frog, plastic grips £50 - £60

893 German WW2 Red Cross dagger no makers details, 
scabbard repainted £280 - £300

894 German WW2 SA Dagger with early black scabbard and 
one hanger. Blade maker marked 'R CH. ABR. Herder 
Solingen' and 'RZM M7/18 1940'. Piece intact but in 
overall worn condition. a/f £100 - £150

 

 
 

895 German WW2 SA dagger with original dark brown 
scabbard, blade maker marked 'RZM M7/1'. £200 - £250

 

 
 

896 German WW2 SS dagger with black painted scabbard, 
no makers mark, original but has had a hard life ! £200 - £250

897 German WW2 SS Presentation Dagger with scabbard, 
maker marked "FZM M7/36". A post war quality 
reproduction £80 - £85

 

 
 

898 Good quality percussion belt pistol of approx .50 inch 
bore. Octagonal barrel 12cm, post 1813 British Proof 
marks, captive rammer with brass retainer. Sighted (V 
notch) barrel. Quality chequered grip, steel belt clip. 
Acanthus engraving to lock and hammer. Lock in good 
working order. Hammer spur broken off and missing.  £150 - £200

899 GRV 1897 pattern infantry officers sword. £140 - £150

900 GRV Artillery Officers sword IB brown leather scabbard 
blade named to H Geddes made by Robert Mole of 
Birmingham. Needs researching £190 - £200

901 GV Officers Naval Dress Sword with black leather and 
brass scabbard, plus pommel. Blade maker marked 'J. 
Friedberg 8 Queens Street Portsea'. £80 - £100

902 HAC Officers sword with engraved blade HAC badge on 
hilt in its brown leather field scabbard scarce sword. £240 - £260

903 Imperial German Model 1884/98 Saw Back knife 
bayonet (WW1 manufacture 1915-18), by Gebr Heller 
Marienthal, and ricasso stamped "Erfurt", blade 9½". 
Plain wood grips, in its black painted steel scabbard 
(dents) £80 - £90

904 Imperial German officers sword by E & F. Horster, 
Solingen. Double fullered blade 30'' (little wear to tip) 
Brass hilt with Prussian Eagle and cypher of Wilhelm II 
(1888-1918) helmet type pommel, felt covered grip. In its 
steel scabbard. Overall sound condition. £100 - £120

905 Imperial German Pattern 1898/05 "Butcher" Bayonet, 
made by Simson & Co Suhl in 1916. Clean blade with 
good point. Flashguard, good grips in its black painted 
steel scabbard with makers address "Waffenfabrit Mauser 
Obendorf" stamped at throat. Unusual £50 - £55

 

 
 

906 Imperial German pattern model 1898/05 by Simsun & 
Co Suhl in 1915 "High Ears" crossguard and no 
flashguard. Good grips, in its green painted steel 
scabbard £60 - £65

 

 
 

907 Imperial German pattern model 1898/05 "Butcher" 
bayonet by Simsun & Co Suhl in 1916. Short ears with 
steel flashguard. In its black painted steel scabbard. Good 
original grips £60 - £65

 

 
 

908 Imperial German pattern model 1898/05 "Butcher" 
pioneers sawback bayonet by Waffenfabrik Mauser A.G. 
Oberndorf a.N, and dated 1915. Bright steel finish 
scabbard, good grips, VGC overall £80 - £90
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909 Indian example of a 2nd Model Baker Sword bayonet. 
Plain blade 22" inches. Tip rounded off, slim brass 
ribbed grip. Spring and catch absent. Farsi mark to 
langet. In its brass mounted leather scabbard, Farsi 
marks to leather £30 - £35

 
910 Interesting 19th century Mexican loop holster. Tooled 

leather with star & moon decoration. Unusual Chilean 
"Condor on Rock" coin decoration. Overall 9". Appears 
to fit a small calibre revolver.  £25 - £30

 
911 Italian Fascist RSI skeletal brown leather holster for a 

Beretta WW2 £40 - £45

 
912 Italian Model 1891 bayonet, no scabbard, grips replaced. 

Together with a Model 1884/98 knife bayonet (3rd 
Reich) no scabbard, marked "Coppell Gmb H", 
crossguard stamped "O.28781K". Nazi marks to pommel 
(2) £20 - £25

 
913 Italian Model 1891 Carcano bayonet in its brass 

mounted leather scabbard, single edged fullered blade, 
wooden grips, worn but complete £40 - £45

 
914 Japan model 1897. Bayonet with hooked quillon. Clean 

blade 40cm. In its steel scabbard (some dents and wear to 
paint) Grips some wear. Overall sound condition £35 - £40

 
 

915 Japanese cavalry troopers sword. £160 - £180
 

 

 
 

916 Japanese model 1897 bayonet with hooked quillon in its 
steel scabbard. Excellent blade 15½". Two piece wrap 
around walnut ? grip. These type 30 bayonets were made 
at the Kokura Arsenal (1936-1945) and have the arsenal 
stamps to the ricasso. £50 - £60

917 Japanese Sword blade 25" tip broken, type "Katana". 
Round Tsuba, cloth bound rayskin grip with two 
dragoon Menuki. in its lacquered wooden scabbards. 
Blade is likely older than the fittings. Sound condition 
overall £140 - £180

918 Japanese WW2 Officers sword with signed tang in its 
green painted metal scabbard. £550 - £600

919 Job lot of various bayonets (5) Buyer collects £20 - £25

920 Job lot of various old Bayonets, two early Police 
Truncheons and a two pairs of Binoculars (qty) Buyer 
collects £60 - £65

921 K98 Mauser Rifle dated 1939, with 1990 deactivation 
certificate. Various German Nazi military markings £200 - £220

922 Knuckle Dusters a BC42 MkII stamped brass knuckle 
duster, very good copies are known, sold a/f VF £85 - £95

 

 
 

923 Large Bowie shaped "Fulcher" knife, possibly 18th 
century, blade just over 19" inches. £250 - £300

 

 
 

924 Long "Dog-Lock" Musket, brass fittings, various numbers and letters stamped to lock and 
barrel. Brass butt fitting stamped '17/3/18/125'. £350 - £400 

 
925 Lovells Pattern .65 Cal 1842 Constabulary Carbine. Lock marked "Tower", barrel 26", 

smooth bored. Brass furniture, Enfield ramrod, Lovells pattern bayonet catch. Post 1813 proof 
marks to barrel. Full stocked. A tidy example most likely used for Indian Service during the 
Crimea and Indian Mutiny. These carbines are known to have been used by the L.T.C. in the 
Crimea £180 - £200 

926 Masonic dagger by MacDonald & Brown of Dublin. Plain blade 40cm with rounded tip. 
Ornate gilt mounts with Maltese Cross, crossguard (knights Templar?) Wirebound hilt. In its 
brass mounted (green) scabbard. Overall in good condition 

£40 - £50 
927 Mauser export bayonet in its steel scabbard, single edged fullered blade 30cm. Czech model 

1924/30 £20 - £25 
928 Mauser Export bayonets x2 Austrian Model 1912 type 98 with scabbards, and a Turkish 

Model 1903 knife bayonet (no scabbard) ricasso marked "P.R.8. 1828". (3) £25 - £30 
 

 
 

929 MG34 Machine Gun, dated 1945, with 1996 deactivation certificate. Maker marked "dot". 
£650 - £700 

 
 

930 Middle Eastern Commando Knife with brass knuckle 
duster handle, WD stamped, excellent copies of these are 
known but this example does exhibit age, sold a/f £500 - £550

931 MK III SMLE Rifle made at the Rifle Factory Ishapore 
in 1931, standard specifications. These rifles were used 
largely against the Japanese on the Arakan in WW2. In 
very good working order and condition. With its 
certificate of deactivation, in licence required £280 - £300
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932 Model 1941 Spanish Bolo Bayonet blade 9½" marked 
"Toledo", chequered wood grips. In its steel scabbard. £30 - £35

933 No 4 Mk III Spike bayonet, marked 158 & W/D Arrow 
to top of socket, blade 8", stamped "1". One of the 
scarcer No 4 Rifle Spike bayonets, with steel scabbard £20 - £25

934 No.4 Lee Enfield Rifle dated 1942 with 1942 dated 
sniper scope attached (but added at a later date) both in 
very good condition with just minor service wear, comes 
with deactivation certificate. GVF £650 - £700

935 Pattern '07 sword bayonet for the SMLE Rifle, markings 
rubbed, Sold out of service marks to pommel. Sound 
condition overall, in its steel mounted leather scabbard 
with round frog stud £35 - £40

 

 
 

936 Pattern 1859 Cutlass bayonet, plain unfullered blade 
26½" by Clauberg ? MRD 20.6mm. In its steel mounted 
leather scabbard. Overall VGC for age. Scarce £250 - £300

937 Pattern 1860 Yataghan Sword bayonet bushed for the 
Martini - Henry Rifle. Blade 58cm with inspection marks 
and "W B" to flat edge. No Government marks, in its 
steel mounted leather scabbard. Sold out of service mark 
to reverse of pommel. Good collectable example £100 - £120

 

 
 

938 Pattern 1863 bayonet for the Whitworth Rifle. Yataghan 
blade 22.9'' marked Crown & ''VR'' inspection marks 
include ''J.B'' & ''E (crown) 41'' Crossguard marked ''4 
R.B 913'' (4th Bn Rifle Brigade whose 2nd Bn are known 
to have been issued with the Whitworth Rifle and 
Bayonet). Fine leather grips secured by four rivets, and 
with 'E' inspection mark. Pommel with circular mortise 
slot. Overall the bayonet is in excellent condition. It lacks 
its scabbard. Only 9,000 bayonets manufactured. Scarce £80 - £100

939 Pattern 1876 socket bayonet in its brass mounted leather 
scabbard (crude repair to chape leather) some stitching 
A.F., and minor loss. Blade 55cm with Indian farsi mark 
to ricaso £25 - £30

940 Pattern 1888 Mk I 2nd Type Volunteer bayonet in its 
land pattern Mk II scabbard with internal steel chape. 
Good blade 12", scabbard with some wear and minor 
rust to mounts. Nice piece £60 - £70

941 Pattern 1888 Mk II bayonet by Wilkinson, London. 
Worn blade nearly 12", oil hole to pommel, in its steel 
mounted leather Mk I scabbard stamped "EFD". 
Stitching and mounts good. Pommel stamped "1.I.F" (1st 
Irish Fusiliers). Worn by sound condition £50 - £60

 

 
 

942 Pattern 1888 MkII Bayonet in its MkII scabbard with 
leather chape. Made by Enfield in Jan 1900. Excellent 
blade 12". Old hole to pommel, no provision for ramrod. 
VGC £70 - £80

943 Pattern 1898/05 Butcher Bayonet by Holster & Rossman 
Berlin. Date worn off, grips possibly replaced, in its black 
painted steel scabbard (dents), good blade. a/f £40 - £45

944 Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Remington, made Nov 1915. 
Blued pommel stamped "2 E" (possibly 2nd Essex). Light 
rust to pommel and scabbard mounts. Scabbard with 
"EFD" inspection mark and "R. E." to chape.  £50 - £55

945 Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Wilkinson, Pall Mall, 
manufactured in Feb 1917, pommel stamped "GR" 
(possibly Gloucester Regt). No Scabbard £20 - £25

 

946 Pattern 1907 Bayonet for the SMLE Rifle by Sanderson, 
made in Oct 1916, cancelled regimental mark to pommel 
"4 EX" (possibly 4th Essex Regt). No scabbard £25 - £30

947 Pattern 1907 Bayonet for the SMLE Rifle by Wilkinson. 
Date indistinct, possibly 1918.  £35 - £40

948 Pattern 1907 Bayonet for the SMLE Rifle dated 8 - 18. 
Blade 17", in its steel mounted leather scabbard with 
teardrop stud. Overall GC with VG grips £40 - £45

949 Pattern 1907 Bayonet for the SMLE Rifle, made by 
Remington in November 1915. In its steel mounted 
leather scabbard stamped "BBQ 1913-89". Worn but 
sound condition, scarce maker £40 - £45

 

 
 

950 Pattern 1913 Enfield Bayonet for the P14 Rifle. Made by 
Remington in June 1917. English proofs crossed out and 
"US" over stamped. In its green, steel mounted leather 
scabbard with British leather Home Guard frog and wire 
belt clip. £40 - £45

951 Pattern 1917 bayonet by Remington and dated 1922, in 
its steel mounted leather scabbard with a Home Guard 
leather frog. GC £40 - £45

952 Pattern 1917 Enfield Bayonet by Remington and dated 
19020, In its olive green scabbard with wire belt 
attachment and British Webbing frog. Ricasso marked 
"US" with flaming grenade and "1917". £35 - £40

953 Pattern 1917 US Bayonet for the pattern 1917 Service 
Rifle. Made by Winchester, with its WW1 leather 
integral frog and clip. In its faded green leather scabbard. 
Worn but sound condition £40 - £45

954 Percussion rifle, lock engraved 'BA ??? London', with 
ramrod, overall showing its age £100 - £150

955 Prussian Model 1871 Infantry Bayonet by Alex Coppel, 
Solingen. Blade 16½", crossguard marked to the 11th 
Regiment Company No 6. Ribbed brass tip, in its leather 
scabbard. (Chape is from a 1907 pattern bayonet), 
fullered blade £60 - £65

956 RAF - a pattern 1907 Bayonet for the SMLE Rifle, 
pommel stamped "RAF" I - 9996" (this stamp was 
applied in 1920 and refers to the 1st RAF Depot. Blade 
17" marked to the ricasso "5.17" and "Chapman". In its 
steel mounted leather scabbard. Overall a very good 
example of a rare RAF item £100 - £120

 

 
 

957 Rare RAF Servicing Commando Bowie Knife, no 
scabbard, mostly issued by '15 Servicing Commandos' in 
Europe and the Middle East. A very distinctive WW2 
Commando item £150 - £200

 

 
 

958 Rare Zulu War Officers Service Revolver by John 
Adams (Strand, London), calibre .450 C.F. Boxer. Serial 
number 7577. Adams Patent and trade marks to right 
hand side of frame. Serial number dates revolver to 
1873/74. It is designated Adams Model / 1872, Mk III 
Service Revolver. During the period 1872-1880 Army 
Officers were required to purchase their own arms, and 
this was the Standard British Army Revolver for the 
Ashanti and Zulu Wars, replaced in 1881. Revolver in 
this serial number range were also issued to the North 
West Mounted Police in Canada. Good chequered 
walnut grips showing service wear. In GWO and 
condition (trigger return spring A/F). A large impressive 
6 shot .450 Service Revolver. A super piece with 2003 
deactivation certificate. £500 - £550
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959 Rifle by J. Manton & Son Co Calcutta, very attractive engraving to lock, hammer and trigger guard. 
Circa 1820, good rifling to barrel £350 - £400 

 
 

 
 

960 Russian flint lock Musket, steel mounts, full stocked, 1822 stamped to barrel. War Department stamp 
to butt with the number '85'. £150 - £200 

 
 

 
 

961 Scarce No 4 Mk 1 Spike bayonet with fluted blade 8". 
Socket marked "No4 Mk I" and "S.M." (denotes 
manufacture by Singer Factory) Also marked "1 35" and 
"1". With its correct tapered steel scabbard marked "No 
4 Mk1 S286". Scarce £80 - £85

962 Semi-Automatic .30 Cal San Cristobal Rifle, with 30 
round bottom mounted magazine. Manufactured c1950 
& 1966. Standard arms of Dominican Republic. Action 
a/f, with 1995 Deactivation Certificate £100 - £120

 

 
 

963 Six barrelled Pepperbox revolver, no makers details, 
proof marks to the barrel. Engraving to frame, wooden 
grips. Nice piece £350 - £400

 

 
 

964 Six shot Pepperbox revolver circa 1840. Post 1813 British 
proof marks. Bar hammer, double action. Cylinder 
rotation operates, but hammer action requires attention. 
Barrels 3" with flutes. Acanthus scrolling to action, 
walnut grips. No makers marks. Overall GC £200 - £250

965 SMLE III* Lee Enfield .303 Rifle, 1943 dated with 
deactivation certificate    VF £220 - £240

 

966 Socket Bayonets - one without scabbard and stamped 'T 
? Salter' and 'T xB'. The other with its black leather and 
metal scabbard, lot also includes a Buffalos Medal, plus a 
WW2 silk escape map (4) £35 - £40

 

967 Socket bayonets for muskets, both unmarked, one with a 
Lovells catch, circa 1840's (2) £20 - £25

 

968 Spanish Model 1941 Mauser "Bolo" bayonet, chequered 
wood grips, blade 9½". In its steel scabbard £30 - £35

 
 

 
 

969 Spanish three band Musket circa 1800, with a "Miquelet" lock, large proof mark to barrel, 
three initials engraved into the butt £250 - £300 

 
 

970 Spike bayonets for the No 4 Rifle, various types (5) £20 - £25

971 Steel hilted small sword circa 1750, thought to be Anglo 
American Civil War era, all metal construction, with 
triangular blade. circular guard, oval pommel, no 
scabbard £200 - £250

972 Swiss Model 1918 bayonet for the Schmidt-Rubin Rifle 
made by Elsener Schwyz, Victoria. Double edged blade 
nearly 12", in VGC. In its steel scabbard with leather 
tab. A good example £40 - £45
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973 Sword - a good 1821 pattern Royal Artillery officers 
sword by Robert Mole & Sons for Trayler & Co Ltd. 
Portsmouth, numbered M-9082. In its leather field 
service scabbard with belt frog (minor damage to bottom 
of chape) A good wire bound fish skin grip, no damage or 
losses. Good blade with GV cypher & R.A. symbols. A 
good quality sword in good collectors condition £140 - £160

974 Sword - a good GV WW1, 1821 pattern Artillery 
Officers Sword. Straight blade 33½" inches, etched with 
GV cypher and RA symbols. Plated three bar hilt, wire 
bound fish skin grip  £120 - £130

975 Sword - a good unmarked Pattern 1796 Cavalry 
Troopers type sword, broad curved blade approx 33 
inches. Stirrup hilt with langets. Crossguard has a 
lanyard type slot built into the crossguard wirebound 
leather grip. A very attractive sword in GC. No scabbard £240 - £260

976 Sword - a GV 1821 pattern Light Cavalry Officers 
Sword, ricasso signed "J R Gaunt and Son Ltd, Late 
Edward Thurkle London & Birmingham". Finely etched 
blade with GV Cypher and scrolls, right hand side 
further etched "A.E.C.", wirebound fish skin grip. Blade 
90cm. No Scabbard. An excellent example in GC, WW1 
period £200 - £250

977 Sword - an 1895 pattern infantry officers sword by 
Wilkinson of Pall Mall London. Blade numbered 37156 
for 1899. In its leather field service scabbard (throat 
missing). Good wire bound fish skin grip. Some age wear 
to plating on the guard. Finely etched blade. 32 1/2'' 
with VR cypher. A good Boer War Wilkinson sword in 
an indifferent scabbard £140 - £160

 

 
 

978 Sword - an interesting 1796 type pattern Light Cavalry 
Sword, stirrup shaped guard with rounded lancets (one 
absent), etched (blued) blade, sharply curved of approx 
34". Fullered single edged blade with stand of arms 
device and "I.S. & C" within border at the Ricasso. 
Wooden grip with twist wire binding lacking most of its 
original leather cover. In its steel scabbard with two 
hanging rings £250 - £300

979 Trench Club a ground recovered example, wood with 
considerable decay but still exhibits well. Sold a/f £85 - £95

980 Trench knives WW1 two field made examples, rusty, but 
good copies are known of these, sold a/f £65 - £75

 

 
 

981 United States three band Army Musket, lock stamped 
'1865 Remington Ilion. NY'. Butt plate stamped 'U.S.'. 
Initials and number stamped into wood on opposite side 
of the lock £150 - £200 

 
 

982 Unusual dagger, blade 29cm, double edged, bone ? 
handle with plain cross guard, silver coloured mounts, in 
a fitted leather scabbard. Sold a/f £80 - £100

983 US Gun from the American West in relic condition with 
original label reads gun found in the Arkansas river July 
10th 1910 site of ? Railroad war of 1876 a interesting 
relic of the American west . £100 - £110

984 US late 19th century nickel plated 5 shot pocket revolver 
barrel stamped the judge pat. April 28, 1878 obsolete cal. £260 - £280

985 US M3 fighting knife in scabbard 1943 dated in brown 
leather scabbard both very good copies. £50 - £55

986 US WW2 M3 fighting knife with WW2 machete. £100 - £110

987 Very good Czech Model VZ23 long Bayonet. Parkerised 
blade 15". In its blued steel scabbard, excellent grips and 
retains most of its blued finish. Collector grade  £45 - £50

 

 
 

988 Very good quality percussion box lock travelling pistol by 
Sanders of Loughboro (Joseph Sanders, High Street, 
Loughboro, Leics, 1834-41), with patented cap protector 
and sliding safety. Turn off barrel 1½", chequered bag 
shaped grips, concealed trigger. Silver plaque and 
buttcap. Post 1813 proofs. Attractive piece £200 - £250

989 Victorian Army Sword with brass scabbard, no makers 
name £80 - £100

990 Victorian Masonic sword. Brass wire bound hilt with 
Maltese cross, cross guard and ornate bun shaped 
pommel. Etched blade 28'' with lily decoration and cross. 
Red leather scabbard with ornate brass mount (minor 
loss to surface of leather) An attractive piece in good 
condition £40 - £45

991 Victorian Officers Naval Dress Sword with black leather 
and brass scabbard, plus pommel. Blade marked Royal 
Artillery, and made by Henry Wilkinson, No 9275 £100 - £150

992 Victorian pre 1845 pipe back Infantry officers dress 
sword with scabbard. £120 - £130

993 WW1 Cavalry Sword with its chromed metal scabbard, 
blade stamped with W/D Arrow, and 'EFD', '/99'. 
Housed in a leather carry bag with two labels one to a 
Captain, the other Colonel. Blade and scabbard in VGC, 
grips in very poor condition and fragile, very light rusting 
to handle. Much better condition than normal ! £240 - £260

994 WW1 scarce 1918 dated machete in its original 1918 
dated brown scabbard. £70 - £75

 
995 WW1 Turkish model 1887 bayonet, blade 18" with 

Turkish markings, plus a WW2 German model 1884/98 
knife bayonet by "asw". No Scabbards (2) £25 - £30

 
996 WW2 pattern '08 Luger, automatic pistol, breech marked 

1937, and top of the toggle "42" denoting manufacture 
by Mauser Werke, Oberndorf on the Neckar in 1937. 
Mixed numbers, barrel number erased. Chequered wood 
grips, aluminium base plug to magazine. Action in GWO 
and Condition. Most finish remains, some wear to grips. 
With Deactivation Certificate, plus modern handbook 
booklet for the Luger £450 - £500
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Sporting Programmes & Ephemera 
 

997 Amateur Athletic Association Championship Medal 880 
Yards Standard A.D.G.White London 1938 cased, 
Football Medals (4): Wembley Evening Standard London 
Five-a-Side 1970 silvered copper medal encased in a 
clear resin or plastic paperweight, similar for 1982 (not in 
paperweight) EF cased (these two Five-a-Side medals 
apparently have a Tottenham provenance), U.E.F.A. 
Under 18 Youth Championship England May 13-22, 
1983 marble or granite block trophy 76mm tall with 
enamelled plaques attached, Centenary of the Army 
Football Association bright silver metal medal 1888-1988 
d.58mm EF cased, Welsh Cross County Championship 
silver hallmarked medal, engraved to F W White 10th 
Hoath Harriers 1903, boxed  (qty) £30 - £35

998 Bath Rugby Club season 55/56 x6, and 56/57 x14 (20 in 
total) £45 - £50

999 Boxing - a good original lot awarded to D H N Reeve 
during the 1920's and 1930's for Boxing, Football, 
Hockey and Roller Speed. Included are four large silver 
hallmarked trophies 'Braintree Boxing Tournament 9th 
Feb 1927'. Four 9ct Gold hallmarked & enamelled 
LNER Great Eastern Amateur Athletic Ass Boxing 
Medals 1928/29, plus one other in silver. Plus a good 
selection of silver, enamelled pin badges, etc, together 
with an original Boxing Poster Braintree 1927. (see also 
WW1 Medal to Reeve) (qty) £500 - £550

1000 Cigar labels & matchboxes, a large collection in albums 
& loose, well worth a look £40 - £50

1001 Comics - large unsorted lot of British 1950's Comics (qty 
in two boxes) Buyer collects £150 - £200

1002 Cricket - Ayres Cricket Companions for 1910, 1911, 
1913, and 66 Years Memories of Kent Cricket by Sir 
Charles Igglesden (1947) (4) £80 - £85

1003 Cricket Score Cards including Surrey v Middlesex 1946 
+ 1950 both Testimonials Middlesex v Kent 1954, and 
Good selection Northants 70's - 90's (approx 50) £20 - £25

1004 Ephemera - collection of original Victorian Greetings 
Cards (approx 80) £20 - £25

1005 Ephemera - large box full of various paper items 
including programmes, posters, early travel guides, etc 
etc (qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

1006 Ephemera - nice lot including 100x 
Victorian/Edwardian Greetings Cards, approx 42 
bookmarks including 23x Scottish Widows, plus various 
Mabel Lucie Attewell items (qty) £30 - £35

1007 Ephemera selection c1870's to 1920's, letters legal 
documents, maps, etc, some local interest noted (qty) £30 - £35

1008 Football - Colchester United collection inc. Chelmsford v 
Colchester Pearson Charity Cup 7/5/1951, first season 
51/52, plus 3 pages of Autographs Colchester circa 
53/54, plus Exeter 53/54 (5) £30 - £35

1009 No lot. 
-

1010 Football - FA Cup Fine 1952 Newcastle v Arsenal photo 
in presentation form of players, 8"x6", black and white 
(1) £25 - £30

1011 Football - rare set on original display board of Cleveland 
busts 'Joe Mercers Great Britain Soccer Squad 1971'. £40 - £45

 
1012 Football and Rugby Autographs - including Ipswich 

Town 1979 Annual with 18 different signatures inc 
Bobby Robson, a school boy autograph album with mote 
ITFC players plus George Best, and autographed Menus 
with JPR Williams, Mervyn Davies, Martin Corry, Lewis 
Moody, Jeff Winter, Matt Le Tissier, Jeff Probyn and 
Sean Fitzpatrick (qty) £40 - £60

 
1013 Football Annuals 1960/61, plus Football Diary 1961, etc 

etc, plus Football Rosettes including FA Cup Semi Final 
at Hillsborough 11/4/1981, Tottenham v Wolves s/f, 
very large Tottenham Rosette & Wolves Rosette, Match 
Ticket, etc (qty) £20 - £25

 
1014 Football Autographs - an original WW1 era album of 

signatures (family and friends) plus including Leeds 
United 1928-9 £80 - £90

1015 Football Autographs - original 1934/5/6 autograph 
album with a few signed photos inc Barnsley, plus Teams 
on pages inc Sheffield United, Plymouth Argyle, Notts 
Forest, Barnsley, Blackpool, Doncaster, Bradford, 
Tottenham, Arsenal, Southampton, Fulham, West Ham, 
Chesterfield, Walsall, Swansea, Leicester City, 
Newcastle, Burnley, Coventry, Aston Villa, Blackburn, 
Bury, Stoke, Hull, Charlton, Leeds, Tranmere, 
Birmingham, Manchester United, Leicester, Norwich. A 
superb lot which needs viewing £250 - £300

 

 
 

1016 Football programme - Aston Villa v Birmingham 15th 
Sept 1906 First Team (Volume 1, No4) Still with Team 
photo on inside cover. Excellent Condition (removed 
from a bound edition) Rare (1) £150 - £200

1017 Football programme - Aston Villa v Blackburn Rovers, 
played at Villa Park 11/9/1937 (1) £35 - £40

1018 Football programme - Blackpool v Newcastle FA Cup 
Final 28/4/1951 (1) £40 - £45

 

1019 Football programme - Hibernian v Newcastle Special 
Floodlight Challenge Cup, played 27/10/1954 (1) £20 - £25

 

 
 

1020 Football programme - Hull City v Darlington 15th Oct 
1938 First Team. GC £80 - £85
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1021 Football programme - Hull City v Reading 20th Sept 
1926 First Team VGC £100 - £120

 

 
 

1022 Football programme - Hull City v Stockport 24th Sept 
1938 First Team. VGC £80 - £85

1023 Football programme - Manchester City v Blackburn 
Rovers 4/3/1944 1st Rnd 1st Leg League Cup North (1) £20 - £25

 

 
 

1024 Football programme - Rare Kings Lynn v Notts County 
Peter Robinson Benefit Game 29/4/1957, signed to 
team page by 11 Notts County and 11 Kings Lynn, a 
nice unique? item (1) £30 - £35

1025 Football programme - West Bromwich Albion v Preston 
North End 1924/25, played 31/1/1925. Fair but 
complete (1) £35 - £40

1026 Football programmes - 1966 World Cup Final England v 
West Germany 30th July 1966, with the World Cup 
Souvenir Guide (2) £60 - £70

1027 Football programmes - Aston Villa 1924-1925 Season, 
bound edition of home games, no covers, but contents 
VGC £340 - £360

 

 
 

1028 Football programmes - Chelsea home's, a very good 
collection of programmes c1946 to 1961/62 (approx 165) £200 - £250

1029 Football programmes - Chelsea selection of homes 
1952/53 v WBA FAC Middlesborough 1954/55, v 
Walsall FAC v Burnley 54/55 v Wolverhampton etc (11) £20 - £25

1030 Football programmes - Derby County season 47/48 
homes v Liverpool, Blackpool, Charlton, Burnley, 
Sunderland (5) £45 - £50

1031 Football programmes - Gillingham selection pre league 
1949, plus Handbooks from No 1 -8, circa 1948-1950 (9) £40 - £45

1032 Football programmes - interesting selection including 
Middlesborough v Newcastle 49/50, Scotland v England 
15/4/39 (Poor) but virtually complete. Bury v Aston 
Villa 37/38 no cover, etc. (approx 22) Worth a look £40 - £45

1033 Football programmes - Ipswich Town 1980/81 UEFA 
Cup programmes for the away games in rounds 1/2/3 at 
Aris Salonika at Bohemians Prague, and Widzew Lodz 
(3) £45 - £50

1034 Football programmes - Ireland big match selection inc. 
Wales v Ireland 11/4/56, etc (9) £20 - £25

1035 Football programmes - Manchester United homes v 
Arsenal 53/54, v Arsenal 54/55 This was the debut 
match for Albert Scanlon & Fred Goodwin, plus 55/56 v 
Blackpool WBA (4) £25 - £30

1036 Football programmes - Stoke City homes c1960-67 
includes v Man Utd 63/64 (approx 54) £20 - £25

1037 Football programmes - Tottenham selection of 61/62 
season including 13x four page Reserve programmes, 
plus 12 first team games (25) £35 - £40

1038 Football programmes - Walsall 1959-1967 home games 
(approx 46) £20 - £25

1039 Football programmes - Wolverhampton home selection 
1958/59 - 1964/65, includes one signed Jimmy Greaves 
(approx 14) £20 - £25

1040 Football signatures - Ipswich Town FC selection c1946-
1952, approx 51 signatures inc Burns, Parker, Elsworthy, 
etc (6 pages) £30 - £35

1041 Football signatures - Norwich City selection c1946-1952, 
approx 40 signatures inc. Nethercott, Eyre, Proctor etc (4 
pages) £30 - £35

1042 Horse Racing - nice collection of National Hunt Jump 
Jockeys 10"x8" Colour photos (approx 40) £20 - £25

1043 Old photo album circa 1908 of families European 'Grand 
Tour', with some Sporting contents. Interesting lot £20 - £25

 
1044 Olympic 1932 Programme for Rowing at Long Beach 

9/8/1932, Sweden Newspaper covering Opening 
Ceremony and rare Pictorial Souvenir Edition covering 
California for 1932 Olympics (3) £25 - £30

 
1045 Olympics 1948 London - lot includes Visitors Guide 

Report Booklet, Tickets inc. rare Ticket for Closing 
Ceremony (6) £30 - £35
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1046 Olympics 1984 Los Angeles lot including Programme for 
Opening Ceremony with Picasso drawing to front page. 
Closing Ceremony and Ticket and Official Souvenir 
Programme to cover all of 1984 Olympics (4) £30 - £35

1047 Speedway - Harringay Meetings 1939 plus a 1939 
Harringay Arena Christmas Card (4) £25 - £30

1048 Speedway - unsorted lot including Ipswich early 1970's, 
various World Championships, Kings Lynn, etc (approx 
129) £30 - £35

1049 Speedway - Wembley Speedway Supporters Club unused 
application forms x2 for 1937, 1952 Wembley 
Programme, 1950 Speedway Echo, and two 1960's 
Speedway scrap books £20 - £25

1050 Speedway - World Championship Final at Wembley 1st 
Sept 1938 £20 - £25

1051 Speedway Tickets - Riders Championships 1962 & 1970 
Belle Vue, and Speedway World Championship Finals 
etc at Wembley 1969/70/71/72/73 (9) £20 - £25

1052 Tiger Woods Golf programmes, all of which Tiger won 
to complete Grand Slam of Majors in one season, British 
Open 2001, US Open 2000, US Masters 2001 (3) £35 - £40

1053 World Cup Report for 2006 Germany, a large hardback 
well produced report in full colour with dust jacket and 
Certificate. EX CON £30 - £35

 
 

Banknotes 
 

1054 Bank of England limited edition C150, 2000 year prefix 
Lowther £10 serial YR20 000292 Unc in the 
presentation pack of issue £40 - £45

1055 Bank of England limited edition presentation pack C142, 
last Kentfield £5 DL99 999926 & first Lowther £5 EA01 
999926, Unc £50 - £70

1056 Beale Five Pounds 18/6/1952 along with an assortment 
of mainly modern world notes (approx 170) £60 - £90

1057 Bermuda $20 "Specimen" dated 1/5/1984 P31s (no 
price given in Pick) Unc £50 - £100

 

 
 

 
 

1058 Birmingham 1 hour labour note dated 1833, Robert 
Owen issue, 191x Forward Trading stamp reverse, EF £70 - £80

1059 Book - Standard Catalogue of World Paper Money 
Specialised Issues 11th Edition, RRP $85 As New £18 - £20

 
1060 Bradbury Ten Shillings T12 "B2 79" EF or better but 

with "16" lightly written in pencil top right £250 - £300

 
1061 Bradbury Ten Shillings T20 "B35" GF £60 - £80

 
1062 Brazil 5 Cruzeiros (approx 130) all P176d but having low 

serial numbers (under 100). all aUnc - Unc along with a 
small quantity of modern world notes from circulation £25 - £50

 
 

 
 

1063 British West Africa 20 Shillings 1/10/1949 P8b GVF 
with some slight flecking around the edge £50 - £70

 

 
 

 
 

1064 Canada, forgery of an Imperial Bank of Canada $100 
2nd Jan. 1917, EF with 'VOID' punches. This is a 
specimen of a bank note processed by the Imperial Bank 
of Iran, Resht, in the year 1925. The bank notes were 
despatched to London for collection and after payment 
the proceeds were credited to the accounts of Reshti 
businessmen. The notes were in denomination of 100 
Canadian Dollars, bearing the same serial number and 
date of issue - January 1917. After a period of time, 
approximately two years, the Imperial bank of Iran, 
Resht, received notification that the notes were forged 
and were instructed to recover the amounts from the 
sellers. The forgeries were so perfect that not only the 
Canadian Bank of issue but also their London agents 
were unable to detect the spurious notes. It is interesting 
to record that in the year 1925 the rate of sterling was 
between four and five Tomans, and the U.S. Dollar had 
a value of between eight to ten Rials. £70 - £80

1065 Carlisle Banking Company 1 guinea proof printed on 
card dated 180x, Thomas Berwick engraving. aUnc £90 - £100

 

 
 

1066 Ceylon 100 Rupees "Specimen" P82 but unlisted in 
Krauss as a specimen, Unc £220 - £250

 

1067 Cyprus (2) 500mils P42c with Pound P46. both aUnc £30 - £40
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1068 Error note, Fforde One Pound B305 missing three 
colours. aUnc £90 - £110

 

 
 

 
 

1069 Error note, Gill £20 B355 extra paper on right and 
bottom. EF £200 - £220

 
1070 Error note, Kentfield £10 B369 miscut at top therefore 

showing the top of the next note at the bottom. VF with 
"79" ringed in ink at centre £30 - £35

 
 

1071 Error note, Kentfield £20 B375 miscut on edge therefore 
the note seems to have shifted right. aVF £30 - £35

 
 

1072 Error note, Page £10 B326 with offset printing showing 
part of the front of the note on the back. aVF £100 - £110

 
 

 
 

 
 

1073 Error note, Page £10 B330 with only part of the back 
printed. aUnc £140 - £160

 
 

1074 Falkland Islands Fifty Pence P10b 20/2/1974 Unc £25 - £30

 
 

1075 Falkland Islands Five Pounds P9b (30/1/1975) Unc £250 - £300
 

 
 

1076 Falkland Islands One Pound P8b (20/2/1974) Unc £40 - £50

1077 Fforde Ten Shillings (7) All B311 "M80" (last series) 
aUnc - Unc consecutive numbers £80 - £100

1078 Fiji Five Shillings P51d aUnc £80 - £100

1079 Folder of c1960's to 1980's Travellers Cheques in 
Specimen Folders, etc. Including Australasia, Bank of 
Scotland, Hong Kong, etc (qty) £20 - £25

1080 GB in an album, mixed grades noted Peppiatt 10/- x 4. £80 - £100

1081 GB notes in a large frame, includes Beale white £5, 10/- 
& £1, Lion & Key £5, Peppiatt blue £1, mauve 10/-, 
Warren Fisher £1, Hollom £5, £1 & 10/-, Page £10 & 
£1. £180 - £220

1082 GB One Pounds (57) All Series "C" O'Brien & Page, 
average EF some consecutive numbers £70 - £90

1083 GB One Pounds (approx 66) Peppiatt - O'Brien but 
mainly Beales, from circulation with some better £100 - £120

1084 GB Ten Shillings (approx 98) all portrait types, average 
EF £150 - £200

1085 GB (10) Hollom - Fforde. All seem to be high grade and 
includes £10s x 2 £80 - £100

1086 GB (15) Mahon - Peppiatt, a collection of Ten Shillings & 
Pounds, noted Ten Shillings B210 "Y29" VF, B223 
"N07" aEF. £220 - £250

1087 GB (20) Kentfield - Lowther, includes many "01"s etc 
mainly in high grade £400 - £450

1088 GB (9) Beale - O'Brien includes Lion & Key £5 x 2 (both 
EF), Beale replacement Pound "S49S" nEF, Beale 10/- 
"20A" Fine. £80 - £90

1089 GB, Collection of "01" notes (4) Five Pounds B353 
"SD01", B357 "A01". One Pounds B337 (2) both "A01". 
GEF - aUnc £25 - £30

1090 Gibraltar £10 "Specimen" P26as Unc £80 - £90

1091 Gibraltar £20 P23c Unc £50 - £80

 

 
 

1092 Gibraltar £20 "Specimen" P27 Unc £140 - £160
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1093 Gibraltar £5 P19 GF with a very minute tear top centre £20 - £25
 

 
 

 
 

1094 Gibraltar £5 "Specimen" P25s Unc £200 - £220
 

 
 

 
 

1095 Gibraltar £50 "Specimen" P28 Unc £220 - £250

1096 Helston Banking Company, Cornwall £5 dated 1873 
series No.780, For the Company, manuscript signature of 
Thomas Rogers, ink cancelled, about Fine £50 - £100

 

 
 

1097 Henry Hase One Pound 13/7/1815 B201b VG with a 
few tiny holes and small tears, ink written on the back  £500 - £600

 
1098 Henry Hase One Pound 25/5/1819 with FORGED 

stamped over it, Poor - Good £100 - £200
 

1099 Henry Hase, white One Pound B201a dated 10th 
September 1809, very faint watermark, multiple tears, (in 
old frame), Very Poor but scarce  £350 - £400

 

1100 Hong Kong $500 31/3/1981 as part of a group of other 
HK/ Singapore / Cyprus / Mauritius / Malaya/ 
Canada/ Australia etc. Mixed grades needs viewing £80 - £120

1101 Ireland, Lady Lavery notes (6) Ten Shillings 28/5/1957, 
One Pounds 20/11/50, 25/10/55, 29/5/67, 17/9/70 & 
17/5/74 (Replacement). The 10/- GVF with the Pounds 
being EF - GEF £80 - £120

1102 Isle of Man Fifty Pounds Pick 39a Unc  £60 - £70

1103 Isle of Man One Pound Pick 25a serial number 
"A904094" Unc £45 - £55

1104 Isle of Man One Pound Pick 25b serial number 
"C299101" aUnc £40 - £45

1105 Isle of Man One Pounds (2) both P29c with late numbers 
"E999111" & "E999520" aUnc £40 - £50

1106 Isle of Man One Pounds (8) all Pick 40 with prefixes S, T, 
U , V, W, X, Y & Z (replacement). aUnc - Unc £40 - £50

1107 Isle of Man One Pounds (9) Pick 29c x 4 & Pick 38 x 5. 
aUnc - Unc £70 - £90

1108 Isle of Man Ten Pounds Specimen issue Pick 36s1 Unc 
(scarce) £300 - £350

1109 Isle of Man Ten Pounds Specimen issue "Stallard" Pick 
31s aUnc  £225 - £275

1110 Isle of Man Ten Shillings Pick 24a serial number 
"797418" aUnc £25 - £30

1111 Isle of Man Ten Shillings Pick 24b serial number 
"A516210" Unc £35 - £40

1112 Isle of Man (16) in an album, includes Stallard £10 
"000382" VF (needs viewing) £250 - £350

 

 
 

 
 

1113 Jamaica £5 "Specimen" P52 but unlisted in Krauss as a 
specimen, aUnc £600 - £800

1114 Jersey One Pound 1963 issue Pick 8a Unc £35 - £40

1115 Jersey (6) £20, £10(3) £5 & £1. GVF - GEF all with 
slight margin errors £80 - £90

1116 Maldives "Specimens" (6) 2/5/10/20/50 & 100 
Rufiyaa's Pick 9s - 14s. All Unc  £150 - £200

 

 
 

1117 Maldives 50 rupees "Specimen" P6s Unc £80 - £100

 
1118 Malta (6) 1/- on 2/- P15 VF, 2/- P17a nVF, 5/- P12 

VG, 10/- P28 GVF, Pounds P14 VF & P22a nVF £80 - £120

 
1119 Malta £10 "Specimen" P51 but unlisted in Krauss as a 

specimen, Unc £300 - £350
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1120 Malta £2 "Specimen" P45 but unlisted in Krauss as a 
specimen, Unc £160 - £180

1121 Malta £20 "Specimen" P48 but unlisted in Krauss as a 
specimen, Unc £170 - £200

 

 
 

 
 

1122 Malta £5 "Specimen" P50 but unlisted in Krauss as a 
specimen, Unc £300 - £350

1123 Martinique 500F P32 VG with pinholes along with a 
small selection of other world notes £50 - £100

 

 
 

 
 

1124 Nassau (Bahamas) One Pound "Specimen" issue printed 
around the 1870s Pick A4a. GEF and rare thus £400 - £500

1125 Northern Ireland, Bank of Ireland £10 "SPECIMEN" 
serial number U000000 issued 1971, Chestnutt signature, 
Pick63a(s) aUnc £150 - £180

1126 O'Brien Five Pounds B276 19/6/1956 VF £55 - £60

1127 O'Brien Five Pounds B276 29/12/1955 GF with a few 
other world notes £50 - £60

1128 O'Brien One Pounds (10) All B273 "S88K" average EF 
with some consecutive £50 - £60

1129 O'Brien "Lion & Key" Five Pounds (6) All B277 aUnc - 
Unc consecutive numbers £240 - £260

1130 Page (18) a high grade collection which includes £5 B325 
"14M" VF, £10 B327 "M03" EF, £20 B329 "M02" EF, 
Pound B338 "M01" EF. £300 - £400

1131 Page / Somerset One Pounds (approx 45) GEF - aUnc £45 - £50

1132 Peppiatt Five Pounds 14/5/1947 along with a small 
collection of mainly GB one pounds, mixed grades £70 - £90

1133 Peppiatt Five Pounds B255 2/8/1945 VF £60 - £70

1134 Peppiatt One Pounds (3) B260 "S99A" x 2 with B261 
"S02S" VF - GVF £60 - £70

1135 Portugal 10 Esc, P134 13/1/1925 VG £20 - £25

1136 Portugal 100 Esc, P150 13/3/1941 GF £30 - £35

 
1137 Portugal 1000 Esc, P156 29/9/1942 aVF £25 - £35

 
1138 Portugal 500 Esc, P151. 26/4/1938 VF or better £50 - £100

 
1139 Portugal 500 Esc, P155 29/9/1942 GF £30 - £50

 

 
 

1140 Provincial note, Burlington & Driffield Bank £5 dated 
1841 No.8195A for Harding, Smith & Stansfeld, VG 
small hole in centre £40 - £50

 
1141 Provincial Note, Holt House, Derbyshire 20 shillings 

dated 1/4/1801, signed D.Dakeyne Jnr. better than VG 
with a few pinholes, small tear & uneven edges etc £50 - £80

 
1142 Provincial Note, Holt House, Derbyshire 20 shillings 

dated 24/3/1801, signed D.Dakeyne Jnr. near Fine with 
a few pinholes & uneven edges etc £80 - £100

 

 
 

 
 

1143 Provincial note, Leamington, Warwick & Warwickshire 
Bank £10 dated 1884 serial No.L2089 for Greenway, 
Smith & Greenways. GF £70 - £90

 
1144 Provincial note, Liverpool Bank One Guinea, dated 

23/2/1801 GF but some slight damage to the right edge, 
also included a letter about the note. £100 - £120
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1145 Provincial note, The York City & County Banking 
Company £5 unissued dated 18xx serial No.D2682, 
GEF  £100 - £120

1146 Scotland (3) Royal Bank of One Pounds 1/9/1959 & 
1/11/1959 with British Linen Bank Pound 20/7/1970. 
nEF - aUnc £28 - £30

1147 Scotland, National bank of. One Pounds (2) both 
15/6/1946 VF £40 - £45

1148 Scotland, Royal Bank of. Five Pounds P337a 3/5/1976. 
aUnc £30 - £40

1149 Scotland, Royal Bank of. Five Pounds P337a 3/5/1976. 
aUnc £30 - £40

1150 Seychelles 25 Rupees (2) both pick 24 aUnc but low 
serial numbers "A000198 & 199" £30 - £40

1151 Seychelles "Specimens" (4) 10/20/50 & 100R Pick 
23s/24s/25s & 27s. All Unc  £400 - £450

1152 Shares, 19thC, a quantity of shares in The West Par 
Consols Copper & Tin Mines, St Blazey, Cornwall. £100 - £110

1153 Somerset (9) Pounds - £50, includes A01s, first and last 
series. all seem to be high grade £220 - £250

1154 Spain 50 Ptas 15/8/1928 (8) all P75b VF or better £25 - £30

1155 St Helena £1 Specimen issue, Pick 6s Unc £60 - £70

1156 St Helena £10 Pick 8b nice serial number "P/1 001001" 
Unc £25 - £30

1157 St Helena £10 Specimen issue, Pick 8s Unc £160 - £180

1158 St Helena £20 Pick 10a "A/1 077766" Unc £40 - £60

1159 St Helena £20 Pick 13a Unc £40 - £50

1160 St Helena £5 Pick 7a (Incorrect spelling) "H/1 044101" 
Unc £50 - £60

1161 St Helena £5 Pick 7b "H/1 2244331" Unc £25 - £30

1162 St Helena £5 Specimen issue, Pick 7s "H/1 000000" 
Unc £60 - £80

1163 St Helena £5 Specimen issue, Pick 7s "H/1 000000" 
Unc £60 - £80

1164 St Helena £5 Specimen issue, Pick 7s "H/1 000000" 
Unc £100 - £120

 
1165 Switzerland 50F (2) 21/71931 & 15/2/1940. both VG – 

Fine £30 - £40

 
1166 Syria Pound, Specimen issue, P93s Unc £100 - £120

 
1167 The Leonor Nitrate Company Debentures 1908, issue 

£100 numbered 33-40 of 1000 (8) £20 - £25

 
1168 Theresienstadt 1943 Set of seven notes 1/2/5/10/20/50 

& 100 Kronen GEF – Unc £50 - £60

 
 

1169 Uganda 1000 Shillings Pick26 but a uniface Proof. aUnc £120 - £150

1170 Uruguay 100,000 Nuevos, Specimen issue P761s aUnc  £100 - £110

1171 Uruguay, a collection of Specimen issues from the 1930s 
(7) all seem to be unlisted in Krauss. 
P28/29/30/31/38/39 & P45. GEF - Unc with many 
having "official" writing at the top of the notes. £400 - £450

1172 Vanuatu 100 Vatu "Specimen" P1s Unc £80 - £90
 

 
 

 
 

1173 Vanuatu 1000 Vatu "Specimen" P3s Unc £100 - £110

1174 Vanuatu 500 Vatu "Specimen" P2s Unc £80 - £90
 

 
 

1175 Venezuela 10 Bolivares "Specimen" Pick 51s1 aUnc £40 - £50

1176 Venezuela 20 Bolivares "Specimen" Pick 53s3 aUnc £50 - £60

1177 Vietnam 10 Dong (4) All P74 GEF £20 - £25

1178 Warren Fisher One Pound T31 "F1 6". EF with ink 
stamp on the back £70 - £90

1179 Warren Fisher One Pound T31 "M1 66" aVF £40 - £45

1180 Warren Fisher One Pound T32 "K1 14" GF £30 - £40

1181 Warren Fisher One Pound T34 "W1 69". EF £80 - £100

1182 Warren Fisher One Pounds (3) nVF a couple having tiny 
holes £80 - £100

1183 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T26 "E62" VF £100 - £110

1184 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T26 "F40" aEF £150 - £200
 

1185 Warren Fisher Ten Shillings T30 "N55" aEF with pen 
marks on the back £80 - £100

 

1186 Warrren Fisher One Pound T34 "W1 84" aEF but a 
shade darker around the edges £70 - £90
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1187 Western Samoa Specimens (3) 10/-, £1 & £5. P13s/14s 
& 15s GEF - aUnc £400 - £450

 
1188 World in a box (approx 400 notes) mixed Countries, 

denominations etc. £50 - £60

 
1189 World in a Lindner album with another album "Famous 

persons on world Currency" needs viewing £100 - £200

 
1190 World in a shoe box, (approx 1000) noted Norway 500F 

1996 £120 - £150

 
1191 World in a shoe box, (approx 600) strength in pre Euro, 

needs viewing £100 - £150

 
1192 World in a shoe box, (approx 800) £100 - £150

 
1193 World in eight albums, very well laid out with many 

different Countries, mixed grades £300 - £400

 
1194 World in Two albums (includes France, Cyprus, USA 

etc.) £50 - £60

 
1195 World (approx 90) some redeemable currency seen £20 - £30

 
 

Exonumia : Tokens & Medallions 
 

1196 Agricultural Medal in fitted case, awarded 'S.N.F.S.C. 
D.M.Brown Trophy 1961 Wych Cross Estate'. Very 
attractive, white metal ? (51mm) £20 - £22

 
1197 An original red leather purse and order of service for The 

Royal Maundy 1984 at Southwell Minster. £40 - £50

 
1198 Book: Brunei and Nusantara History in Coinage by 

William L.S. Barrett, 1988 (hardback with dust cover) £20 - £30

 
 

1199 British Academic Medal, silver d.54mm: VICTORIA 
BY THE GRACE OF GOD QVEEN, MDCCCLVI, 
portrait l. signed W. Wyon R.A. / NATIONAL 
MEDAL FOR SVCCESS IN ART AWARDED BY 
THE SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT. Edge: 
FRED. W. HATTON, STAGE 23c. 1891. Toned GVF, 
edge knock. £50 - £70

 
 

 
 

1200 British Academic Medal, silver d.56mm: Barber 
Beaumont Philosophical Institution medal, 19thC, 
named on the edge to THEOPHILUS T. BIDDULPH, 
ESQ. MANAGER. VF, edge knocks. The Beaumont 
Philosophical Institution is today part of Queen Mary 
College, University of London. £60 - £80

 
 

1201 British Commemorative Medallions (3): The official gold, 
silver, and bronze d.31.5mm issues for the Coronation of 
King George VI 1937, the gold with proof-like finish 
nFDC a few light hairlines, with original case; the silver 
lightly toned EF with original box (edges split), and the 
bronze EF. £450 - £500

 
1202 British Commemorative Medallions (4) silver by John 

Pinches, two cased sets of two medals: 700th Anniversary 
of Caerphilly Castle, and 150th Anniversary of John 
Keats, iridescent toned aFDC, cased with certs. £50 - £60

 
1203 British Commemorative Medallion, bronze d.76mm: 

Welcome to Alexandra (Wife to be of Edward VII), Mar. 
1863, Eimer 1561, GVF £100 - £110

 
1204 British Commemorative Medallion, silver-gilt 51mm: 

London Bridge Opening 1973, issued by Toye, Kenning 
& Spencer Ltd, Eimer 2127, toned AU with original 
case. £30 - £40

 
1205 British Commemorative Medallion, silver d.56.5mm: 

The Coronation of George VI 1937, official large silver 
issue, without case, nEF, a few light edge knocks. £60 - £70

 
1206 British Commemorative Medallion, silvered bronze 

d.57mm: Battle of London 1940. 1941 / 1944, Eimer 
2066, VF £40 - £50

 
 

1207 British Commemorative Medallion, white metal 
d.46mm: The Reform Bill 1831 by 'H.C.' nEF some light 
scratches. £40 - £50

 
 

 
 

1208 British Horse Show Medal, silver d.44mm: Hackney 
Horse Society, hallmarked Birmingham 1920, features 
an equestrian portrait of George V / horse running left, 
VF, a few edge knocks. £80 - £100
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1209 British Training Ship Medal, silver d.38mm: Double 
portrait l. / H.M.S. "CUMBERLAND", CLYDE 
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING SHIP, Prize PRESENTED 
BY Her Royal Highness THE PRINCESS LOUISE 
MARCHIONESS OF LORNE, 2nd SEPTEMBER 
1871, toned VF, a few edge knocks, scratch obv. £100 - £110

1210 Buffalo Medals (13) hallmarked silver-gilt 20thC pieces. £30 - £40

1211 Canadian & USA Tokens (6) 19thC copper, nF to GVF, 
Hard Times noted. £50 - £60

1212 China, large white metal fantasy charm / medallion, 
d.88mm. £50 - £55

1213 Coin Brooches and Fretwork cut pendants (10) 19th to 
20thC silver and bronze. £35 - £45

1214 Coin Cabinet, large mahogany, by Peter Nichols. 30 
trays, plus other drawers/compartments. Lockable (with 
key). £100 - £120

1215 Coin carrying case 9'' x 7 and a half'' x 2 and 
threequarter'' high, with 6 trays to take 'crown' sized 
coins [72], all fittings of brass and with key to two side 
locks, near as new £30 - £40

1216 Commemorative Medallions (12) hallmarked silver, each 
approx 65g, featuring various famous works of art. £225 - £275

 

 
 

1217 Crown sized medallion for the 450th. Anniversary of 
Thomas Wolsey's Death 1980, struck to look as a Conder 
Token of 1795, Sadler Vol. I, p.144, Fig.340, in original 
box, 200 struck, very rare, one very small carbon spot 
otherwise nUNC £50 - £75

 

1218 Edward VIII AE medallion dated 1927 [no ribbon], 
Charles I copper farthings, 2, first sceptres to edge, harp 
to edge, mm. small lis each side, second with inner 
circles, mm. bell?, both clear F., plus 2 others both base 
one a halfpenny of James Temple, these Fair and lastly a 
silver quarter ecu of France probably of Henry III, GF 
[6] £25 - £35

 

1219 Edward VIII fantasy Sovereign (6g of 9ct) dated 1936 
and struck to a prooflike appearance. aFDC £60 - £70

1220 Edward VIII fantasy Sovereign (6g of 9ct) dated 1936 
and struck to a prooflike appearance. aFDC £60 - £70

1221 Edward VIII fantasy Sovereign (6g of 9ct) dated 1936 
and struck to a prooflike appearance. aFDC £60 - £70

1222 Egyptian Commemorative and Prize Medals etc (6): A 
high quality silver agricultural medal by Spink featuring 
the pyramids, engraved on the reverse to 'Mubar Pashal' 
and on the edge 'POUR TAUREAU BEHARI 1A3 
ANS, EXPO. DECEM. 1898, EF/GEF, a couple of 
French uniface pewter plaques of Egyptian subjects 
(Naploleonic) nEF, Inauguration of National Assembly 
25 Piastres 1957 UNC, Trotter Egyptien Concours 
Hippique silvered copper medal 1905 by 
A.Erdmann/Ad. Rivet nEF, large bronze King Fuad 
medal for the International Congress of Navigation 1926 
EF light scratch, and another large bronze medal of 
Abbas Hilmi II 1897 GVF, altogether an unusual and 
very scarce collection. £80 - £120

1223 Enameled Coin-style Brooch: A probable silver closed 
capsule, glass-backed containing a piece of white fabric, 
remnants of pin and catch, the front engraved and 
enameled in the style of the reverse of a George IV 
Halfcrown. £25 - £30

1224 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1819, pin on 
obverse, reverse finely enameled, a few chips. £60 - £70

 
1225 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1820, pin obverse, 

reverse finely enameled, some chips and wear. £35 - £45

 
1226 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1820, swivel 

mounted in a "ship's wheel" brooch, pin missing, reverse 
finely enameled, some chips. £45 - £55

 
1227 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1821 Secundo, pin 

and hanger on obverse, reverse finely enameled, a few 
small chips. £55 - £65

 

 
 

1228 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1821 Secundo, pin 
obverse, reverse boldly enameled, nice condition. £55 - £65

 
1229 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1821 Secundo, pin 

obverse, reverse finely enameled, lightly stained. £50 - £60

 

 
 

1230 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1844, pin obverse, 
reverse finely enameled, some chips. £45 - £55
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1231 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1887, pin obverse, 
reverse finely enameled, nice condition. £30 - £40

 
1232 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown 1889, pin obverse, 

reverse finely enameled, some chips. £35 - £45

 
 

1233 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown of George III, pin 
obverse, reverse finely enameled, light 
chipping/hairlines. £50 - £60

 
 

1234 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Crown of George III, pin 
on obverse (missing catch), reverse finely enameled, a few 
chips. £45 - £55

 
 

 
 

1235 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Double-Florin 1887, pin 
obverse, reverse finely enameled, a couple of small chips. £45 - £55

 
 

 
 

1236 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Double-Florin 1887, pin 
obverse, reverse nicely enameled in 'velvet effect' red, 
white and other colours, a few tiny chips. £50 - £60

 
 

1237 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Double-Florin 1887, pin on 
obverse, reverse enameled in pale blue, cream and other 
colours, a surface chip. £50 - £60

 
 

1238 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Florin 1887 in a decorative 
mount with pin and a broken hanger, reverse enameled 
in light blue, pink and other colours, only light surface 
marks. £40 - £50

 

 
 

1239 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Florin 1887, pin obverse, 
reverse enameled in pale pink, white and other colours, 
lightly chipped. £35 - £45

1240 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1816, remnants 
of pin and catch obverse, reverse simply enameled in 
blue with chased details, a couple of chips. £30 - £40

1241 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1820 of George 
IV, pin obverse, reverse enameled in 4 colours, some 
chips. £30 - £40

1242 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1834, pin 
obverse, reverse enameled in 6 colours, chipped. £30 - £35

 

 
 

1243 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1835, pin 
obverse, reverse enameled in 6 colours, light surface 
marks. £30 - £40

1244 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1836, remnants 
of pin obverse, reverse enameled in 6 colours, some 
surface marks. £30 - £40

 

 
 

1245 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1880, pin 
obverse, reverse finely enameled, chipped. £30 - £35
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1246 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1887 Jubilee, pin 
obverse, reverse nicely enameled in 5 colours, tiny 
surface marks. £25 - £30

 
 

1247 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1887 Jubilee, 
remnants of pin and catch obverse, reverse enameled in 6 
colours, slightly chipped. £35 - £45

 
 

1248 Enameled Coin Brooch: GB Halfcrown 1899, pin 
obverse, reverse enameled in 5 colours, some chips. £30 - £40

 
 

 
 

1249 Enameled Coin Buckle: GB Crown of George III in a 
circular silver (probably) mount with fittings, reverse 
finely enameled, slightly scuffed. £45 - £55

 
 
 

 
 

1250 Enameled Coin Lapel Badges (4): Shilling 1725 roses & 
plumes, Shilling 1758, Sixpence 1697 and Sixpence 
1757, all with lapel button catch on obverse and with 
reverses enameled in matching colour scheme with black 
fields, some chips/surface marks. £180 - £200

 
 

1251 Enameled Coin Pendant: GB Halfcrown 1915 with a 
Threepence 1914 affixed centre, reverse enameled in 6 
colours, some chips. £30 - £40

1252 Enameled Coin: GB Crown 1819, ex-brooch mount, 
reverse enameled in 3 colours and the details chased, 
some surface marks. £50 - £60

1253 Enameled Coin: GB Crown 1821 Secundo, ex-brooch 
mount, a pendant loop obverse, reverse finely enameled, 
a couple of chips. £40 - £50

1254 Enameled Coin: GB Crown 1890, mount remnants 
obverse, reverse finely enameled, some chips. £40 - £50

 

 
 

1255 Enameled Coin: GB Crown 1891, 12 o'clock mount 
missing (hole on edge), reverse finely enameled, lightly 
chipped. £55 - £65

1256 Enameled Coin: GB Halfcrown 1834 ex-brooch mount, 
reverse enameled in 6 colours, chipped. £25 - £30

 
1257 Enameled Coin: Sovereign 1821 with the obverse 

enameled in blue and a dark red (rare) £500 - £800

1258 Engraved Coins (30) a collection in an album page, 
mostly silver threepence engraved medalets, a 'Godless 
Florin' noted, an interesting lot. £50 - £60

 
1259 Engraved Coin: England Crown of William III Fair date 

worn, engraved on obverse: (E*S), (G*C), NOVr 7th, 
1813. Probably to mark the occasion of a wedding. £40 - £50
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1260 Error 10p coin struck on the incorrect flan, plus a small 
box of early 'Toy Money'. £20 - £22

 
1261 Error Coin: GB Penny 1948 mis-strike, brown EF £30 - £40

1262 European Commemorative Medallions (4), an impressive 
bronze medal of Charles de Gaulle by A. Rivaud 1945, 
an art medal for the University of Estonia, a Greek 1989 
commemorative bronze medal, and a French masonic 
token 1994. £35 - £45

1263 Exonumia (30) an album page of various tokens. £10 - £20

 
1264 Fantasy Ancient Greek gold stater of Pharsalos, Thessaly, 

9.9g, Obv. Zeus facing r., legend either side. / Rev. 
horseman r., VF with edge knocks and a test scratch. 
(Pharsalos never issued gold coins) £300 - £350

1265 Forgeries & Reproductions (35) many different types, 
ancient to modern. £20 - £30

 
1266 Forgery: An electrotype copy of an Oliver Cromwell 

Crown 1658/7, toned EF £30 - £40

1267 Freetown Golf Club April 1912 named to J.V.Shepherd 
Nett Score 63 (51mm) EF £40 - £45

1268 French Commemorative Medallions (22) large bronze 
commemorative art medals celebrating various Nobel 
Prize winners: Henry Dunant 1828-1910 by Bureau, 
Erwin Schrodinger 1887-1961 by Louise Cazenasette, 
W.C. Rontgen 1845-1923 by A. Bourroux, Martin 
Luther King by Courbier, President Wilson by Rene 
Gregoire 1917 (restrike), Roger Martin du Gard by M. 
Macquot, Bertrand Russell 1872-1970 by Jose de Mouro, 
Francois Mauriac by M. Courbier, Agnon 1966 by 
Helene Guascalla, Jane Adams 1860-1935 by Maria 
Parreira, Egas Moniz 1874-1974 by Cabral Antunes 
(large), Irene Joliot Curie by L. Muller, Selma Lagerlof 
1858-1940 by Delannoy, Gabriel Lippmann 1845-1921 
by A. Paoli, Albert Luthuli 1898-1967 by J.M. Baumel, 
Jacques Monod by A de Jaeger, Prof. Egas Moniz 1874-
1974 by Cabral Antunes, H. Sienkiewicz 1846-1916 by 
S. Ponomarew, Aristide Briand by H. Varenne, Charles 
Edouard Guillaume 1861-1938 by M. Rips, Enrico 
Fermi 1901-1954 by JAS Selbergs, and Ivan Petrovich 
Pavlov 1849-1936 by A. Bloc. £100 - £150

 
1269 GB & World Commemorative Medallions (9), 19th to 

20thC, mostly silver. £150 - £250

 
1270 GB, Australia and New Zealand Tokens & Medallions 

(6), noted Queen Anne brass medalet 1702 GF, Australia 
Borough of Clunes silver medallion of the Diamond 
Jubilee of Queen Victoria 1897 VF, etc. £40 - £50

 
1271 George II Copper Coachman's Pass, oval d.35mm, holed 

at 12 o'clock: Crowned GR within circle / THE KINGS 
PRIUATE ROADS 1737, JR. Also the number 1416 
countermarked on reverse near edge. VF for type. £100 - £150

1272 George V 1d 1913 Penny with "VOTES FOR 
WOMEN" stamped across the Kings face , it is & was an 
offence to deface the coins of the realm , along with a 
lapel badge "Rally !, For the Woman's Suffrage 
movement" this rusty & coin worn. £40 - £45

1273 German commemorative medalet, gold .900, 3.4g, for 
the Munich Olympics 1972, GVF £80 - £100

1274 German commemorative medalet, gold .900, 7,2g, for 
N.A. Otto-Eugen Langen 1864-1964, EF £150 - £200

1275 German Commemorative Medallion, silver d.34mm: 
100th Anniversary of the Birth of Kaiser Wilhelm I of 
Prussia 1897, EF, a couple of edge knocks. £50 - £60

1276 German Medallions and Tokens (27) 19th-20thC, mostly 
modern, includes 4x hyperinflation 10,000 Mark medals 
1923 VF-EF, an unidentified billon coin or medalet 
1802? VF, and many modern silver pieces. £70 - £100

1277 Good quality lockable wooden coin cabinet, with key, 14 
draws, 2nd hand but VGC £40 - £45

 
1278 Hop Token, a large attractive white metal piece 

d.44.5mm: Obv. EDMUND AUSTEN, TEN within 
crude foliage / Rev. EA, 120, countermarked T.A, GVF 
with an edge flaw and a tiny piercing. £40 - £50

1279 Ireland, 19thC bronze farthing token d.22mm: D. 
O'CONNELL, THE FRIEND OF HIS COUNTRY, 
portrait l. / ERIN GO BRAGH over crowned harp and 
sprigs, nVF £30 - £40

1280 Lapel badges etc x5 cased Royal Agricultural Society 
lapel badge (numbered 1088 high quality) a French 
Congress International de Agriculture Paris 1900 lapel 
badge, cased, 1912 Horticultural Exhibition pass medal, 
Daughters of the British Empire, USA branch 1920 
medal, 1911-12 City of London sports medal named on 
rim for Football, mostly GVF £20 - £25

1281 Large box of various 2nd hand coin accessories, 2nd 
hand (buyer collects) £20 - £25

1282 Marriage of Charles I to Henrietta Maria, 1625, silver 
medal, obverse:- Busts face to face, reverse:- Cupid 
walking right, scattering roses and lilies, Eimer, p.42, 
105B ie. 23mm., cast, light marks in fields, VF £90 - £100

1283 Masonic Medals - small collection of mostly attractive 
silver hallamrked and enamelled medals (8 medals + 3 
bars) £100 - £150

 
1284 Medalets, Society Pins and Sweetheart Badge (12) 

including some interesting military related items, silver 
noted. £50 - £60

 
1285 Medallions, tokens and misc., a box of assorted material, 

silver noted. Some interesting pieces! £80 - £100
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1286 Medals - The John William Barker Medal to F W Harris 
1935/36 (silver hallmarked), and a large silver 
hallmarked Gardening Medal Awarded by Thyne & Son 
Dundee 1928 S.A.H.A A Tollington. (2) £50 - £60

1287 Metal detector finds box containing Roman and Saxon 
items. £50 - £55

1288 Milk Tokens (100) Goole Co-Op Society 1 Pint, copper, 
high grade. £40 - £50

1289 Milk Tokens (91) Goole Co-Op Society 1 Pint, 
aluminium, from circulation. £25 - £30

1290 Northumberland, Newcastle-on-Tyne, silver 12 pence, 
issued by J.Robertson, 1811, Withers p.406, 10-13, 
obverse a few very light spots [only just visible] GF £35 - £45

1291 Olympics 3x "Olympischer Tag" lapel badges with bars 
1975-1980-1982, two with Teilnehmer bars from DDR 
& 2 more £30 - £35

1292 Pinches "Kings and Queens of England" gold medallion 
set. This set contains 43 x 22ct gold medallions (approx 
3g each) all struck to a prooflike appearance and housed 
in a plush wooden box with certificates £3000 - £3500

1293 Portugal silver 1000 reis of Carlos I, 1899, nEF £60 - £70

1294 Rowing Club Medals (8) hallmarked silver awards of the 
Oaklet Rowing Club, some enameled, some gilt, all 
named to E.H. Clouder and dating from the 1928 to 
1933, aEF to GEF £30 - £40

1295 Royal Artillery Golfing Society Medals (2) bronze 63mm: 
'1920 Foursome Bogie Competition Mid Surrey April 9th 
Won By Lt. Col. W.D.W. Morris, Major A.O. Boyd', 
and 'Singles Bogey Competition Oct. 12th 1922 
Addington Won By Major A.O.Boyd', both EF, a couple 
of tiny edge nicks, with original cases. £50 - £60

1296 Scottish Communion tokens first of 'Stow Church 1846' 
stamped '3' [with an old ticket] second of 'Dryfesdale 
1837' and thirdly of 'Carluke Free Church 1843', all VF 
[3] £30 - £35

1297 Small collection of medallions (mostly white metal from 
the early 20th Century). £40 - £50

1298 Small mixed lot including Ancient Order of Foresters 
silver hallmarked medal (London 1867), 1970 & 1971 
GB Proof sets, and a FIDE World Chess Championship 
Reykjavik 1972 Medal plus special Comic postcards (qty) £20 - £25

1299 Somerset, Bristol 19th. century silver 12 pence, issued by 
W.Sheppard 1811, grained edge, Withers p.411, 49, GF £35 - £45

1300 Somerset, Bristol 19th. century silver sixpence, issued by 
Messrs. Fras. Garratt, Wm. Terrell, Edwd Bird, Lant. 
Beck and Frans H. Grigg, 1811, grained edge, Withers p. 
409, 55 GF/F £30 - £40

 

 
 

1301 Specimen Set Case 'JOHN COOKE. TO HIS 
BELOVED GRANDSON JANUARY 1st. 1845', lined 
with silk and velvet, space for 15 coins (looks to be Crown 
- Half Farthing and including the maundy set) and a 
central medal. A unique and unusual early coin case. £50 - £100

 
1302 Staffordshire, Fazeley, silver sixpence, issued by Peel, 

Harding & Co. 1811, grained edge, Withers p.413, 12-
13, VF £30 - £35

 
1303 Steam Railway brass tokens, first round, officially holed, 

with grained edge of 38cm., uniface, reads:- '8451' 
punched in, second, also round and officially holed of 
31cm., reads:- 'LOCO', third, half-round, uniface of 
40cm., reads:- 'B R [W] PAY CHECK' and stamped 
'166' all VF [3] £35 - £45

1304 Steam Railway brass tokens, first six sided, uniface, 
reads:- 'B R [M] PAY CHECK' and stamped '195', 
second, round with square bottom, of 44cm., uniface, 
reads:- 'BRM 429' over '421' and thirdly a round piece of 
30cm., reads:- 'LMS 33 PW' and the other side '33', all 
punched in, all VF [3] £35 - £45

1305 Steam Railway brass tokens, first square uniface, 
c.30x32cm., reads:- 'BR M. T F C 1724 EUSTON' in 
four lines, second six sided and c.40cm., reads:- '74 
STARBECK N F R' and '74 on the other side and lastly 
a round piece, uniface of c.30cm., reading 'RY 470 S M', 
all lettering punched in, VF [3] £35 - £45

 
1306 Suffolk, Bungay piedfort copper halfpenny, obverse 

reads;- BUNGAY HALFPENNY 1796, Remains of 
Bigods Castle, reverse reads:- FOR THE USE OF 
TRADE, Figure of Justice standing, edge reads:- 
DOUBLE TOKEN PAYABLE BY S. PRENTICE X X 
X , just a hint of impaired lustre, NEF £150 - £200

1307 Suffolk, Ipswich 17th. century, square halfpenny token of 
William Doggett, Grocer, 1668, W.174, rare, F £85 - £115

1308 Suffolk, Ipswich Condor halfpenny, 1794, Ancient 
Marklet Cross / Legend in Six Lines, D&H p.250, 
No.35, full, round, well centred, EF £35 - £45

 
1309 Suffolk, Woodbridge, Thomas Seckford token 1796, 

D&H p.246, No.15, slight impaired lustre, GEF £100 - £140
 

 
 

1310 Suffragettes Interest (2): A GB Edward VII Penny 1908 
countermarked in letter punches obverse: VOTES FOR 
WOMEN, plus a very likely contemporary original pin 
badge: 'RALLY FOR THE WOMAN SUFFRAGE 
AMENDMENT', some rust reverse. £50 - £60

1311 Token 18th. century Colchester halfpenny, 1793 
depicting the castle, edge:- PAYABLE AT CHARLES 
HEATHS BAY MAKER COLCHESTER, D&H Essex 
No.9, scarce EF £40 - £50

1312 Token 19th. century Norwich penny 1811, 'Norwich 
Castle / Barker, Woollen Draper', Davis No.19, dark, 
nEF  £40 - £50

1313 Tokens & Medallions: 19th to 20thC market tokens, 
British Armed Forces and communion tokens, plus 
others, a quantity. £80 - £120

1314 Tokens (29) 19th and 19thC copper, a good assortment 
of British and Empire issues. £50 - £60

 

1315 Tokens, 17thC (16) with tickets of identification. £40 - £50
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1316 Tokens, 18thC (2): Lace Manufactory Halfpennies: 
Leighton Buzzard 1794, Bedfordshire no. 3c GVF, and 
Moore's 1795, Middlesex no.389 GVF £40 - £50

1317 Tokens, Medalets & Misc. (19): 18th to 20thC 
assortment. £30 - £40

1318 Token, 18thC: Beccles Halfpenny 1795, D&H Suffolk 
no. 16, EF with lustre. £30 - £50

 
1319 Token, 18thC: Birmingham, 'Industry Has its Sure 

Reward' Halfpenny 1793, AU with lustre. £30 - £35

1320 Token, 18thC: Bungay, Bigod's Castle Halfpenny 1794, 
D&H Suffolk no. 22d, lustrous AU £30 - £35

1321 Token, 18thC: Bungay, Bigod's Castle Halfpenny, D&H 
Suffolk no. 23, GEF with lustre. £30 - £35

1322 Token, 18thC: Bury St Edmunds Halfpenny, D&H 
Suffolk no. 26, UNC with lustre. £30 - £35

1323 Token, 18thC: Bury St Edmunds, Michael Apseys 
Halfpenny, milled edge, D&H Suffolk no.28, lustrous AU £30 - £35

1324 Token, 18thC: Bury St Edmunds, Michael Apseys 
Halfpenny, milled edge, D&H Suffolk no.28, lustrous 
AU, a few carbon spots. £30 - £35

1325 Token, 18thC: Emsworth, Sailing Ship Halfpenny 1794, 
GEF with lustre. £30 - £35

 
1326 Token, 18thC: Holt Spa House, 'To The Illustrious 

Duke' Halfpenny 1795, D&H Wiltshire no. 8, AU with 
lustre. £30 - £35

1327 Token, 18thC: London, Shackelton Candles Halfpenny 
1794, tail to O, Suffolk-Street edge, D&H Middlesex no. 
377, EF trace lustre. £30 - £50

 
1328 Token, 18thC: Northiam Halfpenny 1794, D&H Sussex 

no. 35, GEF with lustre. £30 - £35

1329 Token, 18thC: Unidentified pewter piece d.23.5mm: 
L&F: 1756 over crude foliate dots decoration / M.I.A. 
over similar, GF, edge knock. £40 - £50

1330 Token, 19thC: Bristol B&B Copper Co Penny 1811, 
milled edge, brown EF £40 - £45

1331 Token, 19thC: Bristol Penny 1811, Withers no. 415-25, 
EF trace lustre, a museum ink number obverse. £30 - £50

1332 Token, 19thC: Dolcoath Mine, Cornwall Penny, Withers 
no. 680, EF with lustre, a couple of museum ink 
numbers. £30 - £50

 

1333 Token, 19thC: Rose Copper Company Penny 1812, 
'Birmingham and Swansea', Davis Warwickshire no. 98, 
EF trace lustre, a few museum ink numbers. £30 - £50

 

1334 Trade Union lapel badges a varied selection of 19x Lapel 
badges and a commemorative T&GWU medallion, 
mostly GVF £40 - £45

1335 Ukraine Silver Ingot 124.4g of 999.9 fine silver, 
replicating a 1 Hryvnia banknote, aFDC cased with cert. £50 - £100

 

 
 

1336 USA / GB Commemorative Medallion, bronze d.75mm: 
GENERAL WASHINGTON, INSCRIBED TO HIS 
MEMORY BY D. ECCLESTON LANCASTER 
MDCCCV (1805), portrait r. / HE LAID THE 
FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN LIBERTY IN 
THE XVIII CENTURY, INNUMERATE MILLIONS 
YET UNBORN WILL VENERATE THE MEMORY, 
OF THE MAN WHO OBTAINED THEIR 
COUNTRYS FREEDOM, THE LAND WAS OURS, 
native standing centre with bow and arrow, aVF with 
scratches/knocks, and some verdigris obverse. £280 - £320

 
1337 USA Hard Times Copper Token: 'Webster' 1841 / 'Van 

Buren' 1837, ship on the rocks, as L60/HT18 but 
without the lightning, EF-GEF with lustre. £30 - £40

1338 Wales, Anglesey halfpenny 1788, thick flan, D&H 292, 
no corrosion NEF £35 - £45

 

 
 

1339 WW1 silver ? medallion 'VA ET FAIS DE MEME' and 
'Souvenir Reconnaissant De La Fete De Charite du 5-6 
Mars 1915, La Colonie Belge Du Nord de la Chine'. 
(46mm) £40 - £45

 
End of Auction in Room 2, Day 1 
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Day 2 : Sunday 15th September 2013 
 

Two auction rooms: 
 

Page Room 1 Order of Sale (9.30am)  Lot Numbers 
   

56 English Gold Coins 1340 - 1437 
59 English Coins 1438 - 1696 
67 World Coins 1697 - 1824 
74 Ancient & Hammered Coins 1825 - 1977 
84 Bulk Coin Lots 1978 - 2154 

 
 

Page Room 2 Order of Sale (9.30am)  Lot Numbers 
   

87 GB Stamps 2155 - 2234 
91 World Stamps 2235 - 2404 
96 Covers 2405 - 2422 
96 Postcards 2423 - 2704 

101 Cigarette & Trade Cards 2705 - 2809 
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Day 2, Room 1, 9.30am 
 

English Gold Coins 
 

 
1340 Guinea 1681 VF/aVF £1200 - £1400

 
1341 Guinea 1689 elephant below bust with the G being 

struck over an over I (spink only list a G over E variety) 
GF but ex traces of mount removal on edge  £1800 - £2000

 
1342 Guinea 1701 (S3463) EF with traces of original brilliance 

still remaining £3500 - £4000

 

 
1343 Guinea 1726 GVF £900 - £1100

1344 Guinea 1771 near Fine £300 - £320

1345 Guinea 1773 bright GF ex jewellery £240 - £260

 

 
1346 Guinea 1775 Fine £280 - £320

1347 Guinea 1787 VF but ex mount on a slightly uneven flan £240 - £260

1348 Guinea 1791 better than VF with loop mount at top £250 - £300

 

 
1349 Guinea 1791 nEF £400 - £500

1350 Guinea 1793 better than VF with loop mount at top £250 - £300

 
1351 Guinea 1794 VF £320 - £350

 
1352 Guinea 1796 VF or better with evidence of mount 

expertly removed under magnification (does not detract) £320 - £350

1353 Guinea 1798 GVF £350 - £400

1354 Guinea 1798 VF with evidence of mount expertly 
removed at top (does not detract) £275 - £325

 
1355 Half Guinea 1695 Fine/VG £200 - £250

1356 Half Guinea 1695 near Fine probably ex detector find £180 - £200

1357 Half Guinea 1788 near Fine with a couple of light scuffs 
obverse under magnification £140 - £150

 

 
1358 Half Guinea 1790 GF £180 - £220

 

 
1359 Half Guinea 1797 VF £225 - £275

1360 Half Guinea 1801 GF but scuffed across bust £130 - £140

1361 Half Guinea 1801 nVF but signs of mount removal £140 - £150

1362 Half Guinea 1802 bright GF ex jewellery with a solder 
mark on the reverse £130 - £140

1363 Half Guinea 1802 bright nVF but signs of mount 
removal £140 - £150

1364 Half Guinea 1804 GF but obverse cleaned with a couple 
of scratches £140 - £150

1365 Half Guinea 1804 GF with a small edge nick and small 
scratch obverse field £140 - £150

 

 
1366 Half Guinea 1804 GVF £250 - £300
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1367 Half Guinea 1809 VF or better with evidence of mount 

expertly removed under strong magnification (does not 
detract) £220 - £250

 
1368 Half Sovereign 1817 GF £140 - £150

1369 Half Sovereign 1824 GF but traces of mount removal 
around edge £120 - £140

 
1370 Half Sovereign 1824 nEF/GVF £300 - £350

 
1371 Half Sovereign 1824 nVF £160 - £180

 
1372 Half Sovereign 1842 VF/GVF £150 - £200

1373 Half Sovereign 1844, slightly cleaned GF £120 - £140

1374 Half Sovereign 1865, die no. 41 (die number not in 
Marsh) GF scuffed. £120 - £140

 
1375 Half Sovereign 1870 course border teeth (S.3860A) die 

no. 2 (die number not in Marsh) Fine. £140 - £160

1376 Half Sovereign 1870 course border teeth (S.3860A) die 
no. 2 (die number not in Marsh) GF, scratched. £130 - £150

 
1377 Half Sovereign 1871, nose points to T (S.3860C), die no. 

71 (die number not in Marsh) aVF, rare. £300 - £350

1378 Half Sovereign 1872 (dn100) nVF £100 - £120

 
1379 Half Sovereign 1872 (S.3860D) die no. 33 (die number 

not in Marsh) aVF £120 - £140

1380 Half Sovereign 1872 (S.3860D) die no. 58 (die number 
not in Marsh) bold Fine. £120 - £140

1381 Half Sovereign 1872 (S.3860D) die no. 96 (die number 
not in Marsh) cleaned GF with scratches and an edge 
nick. £120 - £140

1382 Half Sovereign 1872, die no. 91 (die number not in 
Marsh) GF, light edge knock. £120 - £140

1383 Half Sovereign 1873, die no. 204 (die number not in 
Marsh) GF £120 - £140

1384 Half Sovereign 1873, die no. 248 (die number not in 
Marsh) Fine with scratches. £120 - £140

1385 Half Sovereign 1873, die no. 303 (die number not in 
Marsh) F/GF £120 - £140

1386 Half Sovereign 1873, die no. 320 (die number not in 
Marsh) nVF £120 - £140

 
1387 Half Sovereign 1873, die no. 79 (die number not in 

Marsh) VF £120 - £140

1388 Half Sovereign 1874, die no. 11 (die number not in 
Marsh) ex-mount F/GF, edge damaged 12 o'clock. £120 - £140

1389 Half Sovereign 1874, die no. 28 (die number not in 
Marsh) cleaned VF £120 - £140

1390 Half Sovereign 1876, die no. 36 (die number not in 
Marsh) Fine, tiny edge nick. £120 - £140

1391 Half Sovereign 1876, die no. 77 (die number not in 
Marsh) cleaned Fine, possibly ex-mount. £120 - £140

 
1392 Half Sovereign 1878, die no. 60 (die number not in 

Marsh) GVF-nEF £140 - £160

1393 Half Sovereign 1887 (JH) VF £90 - £100

1394 Half Sovereign 1998 Proof FDC boxed as issued £110 - £120

1395 Half Sovereign 2003 BU in the "Royal Mint" packaging £100 - £110

 
1396 Quarter Guinea 1718 GVF with ex mount £100 - £120

1397 Quarter Guinea 1762 VF but flan a little uneven £150 - £200

 

 
1398 Sovereign 1817 better than VF £500 - £600

1399 Sovereign 1817 bright GF ex mount £250 - £300

1400 Sovereign 1817 EF but evidence of mount on edge (could 
be removed ?) £400 - £600

1401 Sovereign 1817 Fine £300 - £320

1402 Sovereign 1817 GF £350 - £400

1403 Sovereign 1817 GF £350 - £400

1404 Sovereign 1817 nVF ex mount £250 - £300

1405 Sovereign 1820 bright Fine ex jewellery £240 - £260
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1406 Sovereign 1820 bright GF ex jewellery £250 - £300

1407 Sovereign 1820 GF small dig in "0" of date £300 - £320

1408 Sovereign 1820 (closed 2) Fine £300 - £320

1409 Sovereign 1820 (closed 2) near Fine £300 - £320

1410 Sovereign 1820 (open 2) Fine £300 - £320

 
1411 Sovereign 1820 (open 2) VF £600 - £650

 
1412 Sovereign 1821 better than VF with a very tiny edge 

bruise obverse £400 - £450

1413 Sovereign 1821 near Fine £300 - £320

1414 Sovereign 1821 nVF but small scuff under bust £300 - £320

 
1415 Sovereign 1822 bright GVF possibly ex mount but 

expertly removed if so £320 - £350

 

 
1416 Sovereign 1822 GF £350 - £400

1417 Sovereign 1822 GF but ex mount and scratches / gold 
testing marks reverse field £240 - £260

1418 Sovereign 1822 near Fine very tiny edge nick £300 - £320

 

 
1419 Sovereign 1824 aEF £900 - £1100

 

 
1420 Sovereign 1824 nEF, a couple of tiny edge nicks. £1000 - £1100

1421 Sovereign 1825 bright GF ex jewellery £240 - £260

1422 Sovereign 1827 GF with a bright mark in front of bust £300 - £350

 
1423 Sovereign 1835 GF £350 - £400

 
1424 Sovereign 1835 (bare head) GF but ex brooch mount and 

scuff across bust £250 - £300

 

 
1425 Sovereign 1836 VF/GVF £500 - £600

 
1426 Sovereign 1837 GVF but ex detector find and therfore 

has a few digs/ nicks £300 - £320

 
1427 Sovereign 1843 GF/VF £300 - £350

 
1428 Sovereign 1845 (wider date) GF £240 - £260

 

 
1429 Sovereign 1850 aEF £400 - £500

 
1430 Sovereign 1884s (shield) EF and scarce in this grade £280 - £300

 
1431 Sovereign 1898m GF £180 - £200

 
1432 Sovereign 1908 VF+ £170 - £180

 
1433 Sovereign 1915 GEF £180 - £200

 
1434 Sovereign 1928 GEF £180 - £200

 
1435 Third Guinea 1809 EF £350 - £400

 
1436 Third Guinea 1809 EF £350 - £400

 
 

 
1437 Third Guinea 1810 EF small mark on reverse under date £200 - £250
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English Coins 
 

1438 Britannia 20th Anniversary Silver Proof One Pound 
Collection 2007 (six 1/2oz silver proof Britannias) aFDC 
cased with cert. £60 - £80

1439 Britannia Silver Proof 4-Coin Set 2003, aFDC cased with 
cert. £70 - £80

1440 Crown 1662 bright Near Fine with a small flan flaw 
under bust £80 - £100

1441 Crown 1663 Fine £80 - £100

1442 Crown 1664 VG £60 - £80

1443 Crown 1666 near Fine £180 - £220

1444 Crown 1666 VG £100 - £130

1445 Crown 1671 VG £50 - £60

1446 Crown 1671 Vg/Fair with the "71" worn £40 - £50

1447 Crown 1671 V. Tertio, third bust, VG, edge knock. £60 - £70

1448 Crown 1672 GF but evidence of mount removal on 
obverse £70 - £90

1449 Crown 1676 VG a little weak around reverse edge £60 - £70

1450 Crown 1679 Bold Fine £150 - £180

 
1451 Crown 1679 T. Primo, bold Fine, a die flaw fills the O of 

CAROLVS. £140 - £150

1452 Crown 1680 VG £50 - £60

1453 Crown 1696 VG - nF £50 - £60

 
1454 Crown 1707 Roses and plumes VF/GVF struck on a 

large flan £300 - £400

 

 
1455 Crown 1707E Sexto nVF/VF £250 - £300

1456 Crown 1819 LIX. bold VF £60 - £80

 
1457 Crown 1844 stars, VF £130 - £140

 

 
1458 Crown 1847 "Gothic" aUnc/GEF £1400 - £1800

 
1459 Crown 1887 nEF £30 - £40

 
1460 Crown 1890 nEF £50 - £70

 
1461 Crown 1902 GVF £60 - £70

 
1462 Crown 1902 GVF – nEF £100 - £120

 

 
1463 Crown 1933 wreath, EF £200 - £300

 

 
1464 Crown 1935 (raised edge proof) aFDC in the original red 

box £250 - £280

 
1465 Crowns (2) 1819 VF with a few digs & 1821 Fine with a 

small edge bruise £40 - £50
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1466 Dollar 1804 VF or better for issue £200 - £250

1467 Double Florin 1888 aUnc/Unc £80 - £100

1468 Double Florin 1889 (inverted 1) aEF £150 - £180

1469 Double Florins (2) both 1887 Arabic 1. EF £40 - £50

1470 Farthing 1675 VF £100 - £120

1471 Farthing 1694 no stops obverse, VG £40 - £50

 

 
1472 Farthing 1799 copper-gilt proof, EF, some hairlines. £300 - £320

 
1473 Farthings (2): 1694 Fine, light porosity, and 1696 Fine, 

edge flaw. £50 - £60

 

 
 

1474 Florin 1849 'godless' gothic, slabbed PCGS MS 66 
(lightly toned UNC) £450 - £500

 

 
 

1475 Florin 1874 gothic, slabbed PCGS MS65 (lightly toned 
UNC) £450 - £500

 

 
1476 Florin 1875 gothic, EF £180 - £220

 
1477 Florin 1890 GEF £200 - £250

 
1478 Florin 1898 toned AU £80 - £100

 
1479 Florin 1900 UNC £60 - £80

 
1480 Florin 1901 lustrous AU £60 - £70

1481 Florin 1905 Fine. £40 - £50

 

 
1482 Florin 1910 lightly toned UNC £180 - £220

1483 Florins (2): 1893 nEF, and 1902 toned EF/GEF £50 - £70

1484 GB Copper (2): Cartwheel 2d and Cartwheel Penny 
1797, Fine. £35 - £40

1485 GB Maundy oddments (14) all George V, 4ds 1915 & 
1919, 3d 1911, 2ds 1917 & 1927, 1ds 1911(2), 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 32 & 1933 EF - Unc £200 - £250

1486 GB Maundy oddments (9) 4ds 1902/46, 3ds 1902, 2ds 
1942/48/57 & 1ds 1910/42/45. EF - Unc £140 - £180

1487 GB Silver Proof £1 collection 1994 - 1997. FDC boxed 
as issued £30 - £40

1488 GB Silver Proof £1 collection 1999 - 2002 (the 2001 & 
02 have a frosted finish). FDC boxed as issued £40 - £50

1489 GB Silver Proof £1 collection 1999 - 2002. FDC boxed 
as issued £30 - £40

1490 GB Silver Proof £1 collection 2003 - 2007. FDC boxed 
as issued £50 - £60

1491 GB Silver Proof £1 Piedfort collection 1994 - 1997. FDC 
boxed as issued £60 - £70
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1492 GB Silver Proof £1 Piedfort collection 1999 - 2002. FDC 
boxed as issued £60 - £70

1493 GB Silver Proof £1 Piedfort collection 2004 - 2007. FDC 
boxed as issued £60 - £70

1494 GB Silver (2): Halfcrown 1930 nVF, and Shilling 1708 
E* below bust, Edinburgh Mint, S.3615 VG, scarce. £45 - £55

1495 Groat 1836 GEF £50 - £60

1496 Groat 1843 Unc with a nice tone but very tiny edge flaw 
under magnification £80 - £100

1497 Halfcrown 1676 V. Octavo, bold VG £50 - £60

 
1498 Halfcrown 1682 GF/Fine but date weak £80 - £100

1499 Halfcrown 1687 double-struck Fair. £50 - £60

1500 Halfcrown 1698 DECIMO, small carbon spot on lower 
hair VF/NVF £160 - £180

 
1501 Halfcrown 1698 nEF with traces of original brilliance still 

remaining £225 - £275

1502 Halfcrown 1707 roses & plumes, S.3582, bold F/GF £160 - £180

1503 Halfcrown 1708 E below bust, Edinburgh Mint, Fine, 
slightly off-centre. £60 - £70

1504 Halfcrown 1708 E below bust, Edinburgh Mint, S.3605, 
GF £90 - £110

1505 Halfcrown 1817 VF/GVF £60 - £70

1506 Halfcrown 1828 aVF £120 - £150

1507 Halfcrown 1836 VF £40 - £50

1508 Halfcrown 1837 VF small edge nick £90 - £110

1509 Halfcrown 1904 nVF £160 - £180

1510 Halfcrown 1904 VG £25 - £30
 

 
1511 Halfcrown 1905 the obverse being better than VF with 

the reverse GVF £1300 - £1500

1512 Halfcrown 1908 EF £250 - £300

1513 Halfcrown 1930 VF/GVF £30 - £40

1514 Halfcrown 1936 EF/GEF, and Florin 1936 lightly toned 
AU £30 - £40

1515 Halfpennies (2): 1698 date in legend, stop after date, 
Fine, and 1699 date in exergue Fine. £35 - £45

 
1516 Halfpenny 1799 aUnc with lustre. £45 - £55

1517 Halfpenny 1806 with just a hint of impaired lustre, nEF £30 - £35

1518 Maundy 3d 1953 (scarce) GEF £80 - £100

1519 Maundy Set 1674 VF, with a 20thC case. £120 - £140

1520 Maundy Set 1692 GF - nVF some adjustment lines on 1d £100 - £150

1521 Maundy Set 1824 GEF £120 - £150

1522 Maundy Set 1825 4d VF, 3d VF, 2d EF & 1d EF £100 - £120

1523 Maundy Set 1839 EF - GEF £120 - £140

1524 Maundy Set 1840 EF £120 - £140

1525 Maundy Set 1841 nEF £100 - £120

1526 Maundy Set 1848 GEF £120 - £140

1527 Maundy Set 1849 EF £120 - £140

1528 Maundy Set 1854 EF - GEF with the 4d GVF £120 - £140

1529 Maundy Set 1856 EF £100 - £120

1530 Maundy Set 1857 EF - GEF £140 - £160

1531 Maundy Set 1862 EF - GEF £120 - £140

 
1532 Maundy Set 1865 GEF £120 - £140

 
1533 Maundy Set 1892, toned UNC (all slabbed by PCGS: 4d 

MS65, 3d MS66, 2d MS65, and 1d MS64) £140 - £150

 
1534 Maundy Set 1897 aUnc £70 - £90

 
1535 Maundy Set 1897 (3d is 1895) EF in an old box £70 - £80

 
1536 Maundy Set 1905 Unc £80 - £90

 
1537 Maundy Set 1907 toned Unc £70 - £90

 
1538 Maundy Set 1913 aUnc £80 - £100

 
1539 Maundy Set 1914 aUnc in an old box £80 - £100

 
1540 Maundy Set 1920 aUnc with the 1d GVF £70 - £80

 
1541 Maundy Set 1921 EF – GEF £70 - £90

 
1542 Maundy Set 1924 Unc £70 - £90

 
1543 Maundy Set 1927 GEF £70 - £90
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1544 Maundy Set 1985 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

1545 Maundy Set 1987 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

1546 Maundy Set 1989 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

 

 
 

1547 Maundy Set 1990 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

 
1548 Maundy Set 1991 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 
1549 Maundy Set 1992 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 

 
 

1550 Maundy Set 1993 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

 
1551 Maundy Set 1994 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 
1552 Maundy Set 1995 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 
 

1553 Maundy Set 1996 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

1554 Maundy Set 1997 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

 
1555 Maundy Set 1998 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 

 
 

1556 Maundy Set 1999 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £140

 
1557 Maundy Set 2000 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 
1558 Maundy Set 2001 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140

 

 
 

1559 Maundy Set 2002 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £150

 
1560 Maundy Set 2003 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 

box £120 - £140
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1561 Maundy Set 2004 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £150

1562 Maundy Set 2005 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £150

1563 Maundy Set 2006 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £120 - £150

 
1564 Maundy Set 2007 FDC with a small trace of toning, still 

sealed and in the Royal Mint box £120 - £150

 

 
 

1565 Maundy Set 2008 FDC still sealed £120 - £150

 
1566 Maundy Set 2009 FDC still sealed £180 - £220

 

 
 

1567 Maundy Set 2010 FDC still sealed £180 - £220

 
1568 Maundy Set 2011 FDC still sealed £180 - £220

 
1569 Maundy Set 2012 FDC still sealed £200 - £250

 
 

1570 Maundy Set 2013 FDC still sealed and in the Royal Mint 
box £200 - £250

1571 Maundy Set (misisng 2d) 1844 Unc with a nice even tone £120 - £150

1572 Part Maundy Set 1678 (missing fourpence): 3d toned EF 
scratch rev, 2d GVF couple of small surface flaws, and 1d 
EF light adjustment mark rev, similar tones. £100 - £120

1573 Part Maundy Set 1680 (missing penny), VF-GVF, the 2d 
1680/79, all similar grey tone, stain on reverse of 3d. £50 - £60

1574 Part Maundy Set 1682 (missing penny): 4d bold nVF, 3d 
and 2d 1682/1 VF, similar tones. £60 - £80

1575 Part Maundy Set 1684 (missing penny): 4d 1684/3 VF, 
3d 1684/3 VF-GVF speckles, 2d 1684 VF, similar tones. £60 - £70

1576 Part Maundy Set 1691 (missing twopence): 4d VF, 3d 
second busts Fine, 1d 1691/0 aEF haymark, similar 
tones. £80 - £100

1577 Part Maundy Set 1693 (missing 3d) 4d GVF but traces of 
mount removal, 2d VF & 1d GVF £100 - £120

1578 Part Maundy Set 1700 (missing threepence): 4d EF, 2d 
EF, 1d VF, similar tones, penny a little darker. £160 - £180

1579 Part Maundy Set 1705 (missing threepence): 4d aVF, 2d 
VF, 1d nEF, similar tones. £100 - £120

1580 Part Maundy Set 1710 (missing fourpence): 3d aEF, 2d 
VF, 1d GVF scratch obv, the 2d and 3d similar tone, the 
penny darker. £90 - £110

1581 Part Maundy Set 1723 (missing threepence): 4d GF, 2d 
EF, 1d nEF, similar tones. £100 - £120

1582 Part Maundy Set 1729 (missing 4d) 3d VF, 2d GVF & 1d 
GVF £60 - £80

1583 Part Maundy Set 1731 (missing threepence): 4d aEF, 2d 
GVF, 1d VF light scratch, similar tone except the 4d 
slightly lighter. £70 - £80

1584 Part Maundy Set 1737 (missing fourpence): 3d EF, 2d 
EF, 1d GVF, similar tones. £90 - £110

1585 Part Maundy Set 1739 (missing twopence): 4d VF/GVF, 
3d GVF speckles, 1d nEF, similar tones. £70 - £90

1586 Part Maundy Set 1772 (missing penny): 4d 1772/0 GVF, 
3d large 3 EF, 2d nEF, similar tones. £70 - £80

1587 Part Maundy Set 1786 (missing fourpence), EF to FDC, 
similar tones. £100 - £120

1588 Part Maundy Set 1822 (missing 3d) EF £50 - £60

1589 Part Maundy Set 1837 (missing 3d) GEF - aUnc £80 - £100

1590 Part Maundy Set 1847 (missing 2d) GEF £70 - £90

1591 Part Maundy Set 1853 (missing 3d) GEF £60 - £70

1592 Part Maundy Set 1855 (missing 1d) GEF - aUnc £50 - £70

1593 Part Maundy Set 1859 (missing 3d) GEF £60 - £70

1594 Part Maundy Set 1864 (missing 4d) GEF £50 - £60

1595 Part Maundy Set 1872 (missing 3d) GEF £60 - £70

1596 Part Maundy Set 1873 (missing 1d) EF £50 - £60
 

1597 Part Maundy Set 1879 (missing 2d) EF, edge nick on 4d £50 - £60
 

1598 Part Maundy Set 1880 (missing 3d) aUnc £60 - £70
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1599 Part Maundy Set 1881 (missing 2d) GEF £50 - £60

1600 Part Maundy Set 1889 (missing 4d) GEF £50 - £60

1601 Part Maundy Set 1891 (missing 3d) GEF £50 - £60

1602 Part Maundy Set 1900 (missing 2d) GEF - aUnc £50 - £60

1603 Part Maundy Set 1912 (missing 4d) GEF - aUnc £50 - £60

1604 Part Maundy Set 1918 (missing 4d) GEF £50 - £60

1605 Part Maundy Set 1934 (missing 4d) GEF £50 - £60

1606 Part Maundy Set 1944 (missing 4d) GEF £50 - £60

1607 Pennies (2): 1897 O'NE error, clear VG, and 1897 higher 
tide VG £30 - £40

1608 Pennies (2): 1911 lustrous AU, and 1913 EF with some 
lustre. £30 - £40

1609 Penny 1797 nEF with slight traces of lustre still 
remaining £100 - £150

1610 Penny 1797 VF with traces of gilding on obverse £30 - £50

 
1611 Penny 1841 GEF £120 - £150

 

 
1612 Penny 1860 dies 6+D, lustrous AU £200 - £220

 

 
1613 Penny 1863 obv 6, rev G, iridescent toned UNC £120 - £160

 

 
1614 Penny 1873 obv 6, rev G, UNC with 50% lustre. £200 - £250

 

 
1615 Penny 1875H obv 8, rev J, GVF £200 - £250

 
1616 Penny 1877 obv 8, rev J, proof-like UNC with subdued 

lustre. £220 - £250

1617 Penny 1879 obv 9, rev J, GEF with lustre. £60 - £80

 
1618 Penny 1880 obv 9, rev J, lustrous UNC £300 - £350

 
1619 Penny 1880 obv 9, rev L, lustrous GEF £150 - £200

1620 Penny 1881H obv 11, rev M, toned GEF, some lustre. £80 - £140

 
1621 Penny 1881H (obv 11) EF/GEF with some lustre. £60 - £70

 

 
1622 Penny 1882H obv 12, rev N, lustrous UNC £180 - £200

 

 
1623 Penny 1883 obv 11, rev N, AU with lustre, a few tone 

spots. £140 - £180
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1624 Penny 1883 obv 12, rev N, UNC with lustre. £200 - £220

1625 Penny 1884 EF with some lustre. £40 - £50

1626 Penny 1884 obv 12, rev N, EF with streaky lustre. £50 - £70

 

 
1627 Penny 1885 obv 12, rev N, UNC with lustre. £150 - £180

 

 
1628 Penny 1886 obv 12, rev N, lustrous UNC £180 - £200

1629 Penny 1887 obv 12, rev N, GEF with lustre. £70 - £90

 

 
1630 Penny 1888 obv 12, rev N, UNC with lustre. £150 - £200

 

 
1631 Penny 1888 obv 12, rev N, UNC with streaky lustre. £120 - £160

1632 Penny 1889 obv 12, rev N, EF with lustre. £70 - £90

1633 Penny 1889 obv 13, rev N, EF with lustre. £40 - £60
 

1634 Penny 1890 obv 12, rev N, EF with lustre. £40 - £50
 

1635 Penny 1891 obv 12, rev N, GEF with lustre. £80 - £100

 
1636 Penny 1892 obv 12, rev N, lustrous UNC £150 - £180

 
1637 Penny 1893 obv 12, rev N, lustrous AU £100 - £140

1638 Penny 1894 obv 12, rev N, EF trace lustre. £50 - £60

 
1639 Penny 1895 lustrous UNC £60 - £70

1640 Penny 1895 UNC with lustre, a few small spots. £35 - £45

1641 Penny 1896 lustrous UNC £45 - £50

1642 Penny 1897 'wide date', toned UNC, trace lustre. £35 - £45

1643 Penny 1897 lustrous AU £35 - £45

1644 Penny 1898 GEF with lustre. £30 - £40

1645 Penny 1899 AU with lustre. £30 - £40

1646 Penny 1899 lustrous UNC £45 - £55

1647 Penny 1900 lustrous AU £30 - £35

 

 
1648 Penny 1900 lustrous UNC £40 - £50

 
1649 Penny 1901 lustrous UNC £30 - £35

 
1650 Penny 1902 low tide, EF, lightly polished. £50 - £80

 
1651 Penny 1902 lustrous UNC £30 - £40

 
1652 Penny 1903 open 3, VG £35 - £45
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1653 Penny 1904 lustrous UNC £90 - £110

 
1654 Penny 1905 iridescent lustrous UNC £50 - £60

 
1655 Penny 1907 lustrous UNC £50 - £60

1656 Penny 1908 lustrous AU £40 - £50

1657 Penny 1908 lustrous UNC, patchy tone. £35 - £40

1658 Penny 1909 UNC, subdued lustre. £50 - £60

1659 Penny 1911 lustrous UNC £35 - £40

 
1660 Penny 1912 lustrous UNC £40 - £45

 
1661 Penny 1912H, GEF trace lustre. £100 - £120

1662 Penny 1913 AU with lustre. £30 - £35

 
1663 Penny 1913 lustrous UNC, light fingerprint. £45 - £50

 
1664 Penny 1915 lustrous AU £30 - £35

 
1665 Penny 1917 lustrous UNC £35 - £40

 
1666 Penny 1918H GEF trace lustre. £325 - £375

 
1667 Penny 1918KN, toned AU with underlying lustre and a 

proof-like sheen, a nice example. £600 - £700

 
1668 Penny 1919 UNC with lustre. £30 - £40

 
1669 Penny 1919H, GEF with some lustre. £250 - £300

1670 Penny 1921 aUnc with much lustre £35 - £40

1671 Penny 1926 1st bust, UNC with subdued lustre. £50 - £60

 
1672 Penny 1926 Modified Effigy, S.4054, EF £300 - £400

 

 
1673 Penny 1932 AU with lustre. £50 - £60

 

1674 Proof Set 1951 aFDC in the purple box of issue £75 - £85
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1675 Proof Set 1951 (10 coins farthing to crown) cased, the 
coins nice aFDC, a little toning, the case damaged. £60 - £80

1676 Proof Sets (2) 2009 & 2010 both FDC and in the black 
leather cases of issue £35 - £40

1677 Shilling 1685 VF maybe once lighlty cleaned £300 - £350

 
1678 Shilling 1707 E below bust, Edinburgh Mint, nVF, 

adjustment mark obv. £130 - £140

 
1679 Shilling 1713/2, roses & plumes in angles, VF £130 - £150

 
1680 Shilling 1737 roses & plumes in angles, last A of 

GRATIA seems unbarred, VF £100 - £120

1681 Shilling 1868 (ESC 1318) slabbed by CGS as Unc 80 £150 - £180

1682 Shilling 1890 GEF, patchy tone. £35 - £45

1683 Shilling 1905 GF £80 - £100

1684 Shilling 1905 VF but patchy black toning and a small 
scratch obverse field under magnification £120 - £150

 

 
1685 Shilling 1907 aUnc £100 - £120

 

 
1686 Sixpence 1703 VIGO, GVF £170 - £200

1687 Sixpence 1745 (roses) GVF £40 - £60

1688 Sixpence 1834 nEF, small graffiti scratch behind head. £70 - £80

 

 
1689 Sixpence 1877, no die number, S.3911, lightly toned AU £150 - £200

1690 The United Kingdom 2003 Coronation Anniversary 
Crown and Banknote Collection comprising of three 
crowns (Gold Silver & Cu-Ni) with Banknotes (£20, £10, 
and £5) all with matching numbers "QC60 000141" Unc 
/ Mint and housed in a plush wooden box with 
certificate £900 - £1000

 
1691 Third Farthing 1835 aUnc with traces of lustre £120 - £130

1692 Tin Farthing, Charles II, porous VG £50 - £60

 
1693 Twopence 1797 copper cartwheel GVF, some edge 

nicks. £100 - £120

1694 Twopence 1797 copper cartwheel nVF, couple of edge 
knocks. £80 - £90

1695 Twopence 1797 VF £40 - £50

1696 Twopence 1797 VF £40 - £50

 
 

World Coins 
 

1697 American Colonial copper VOCE POPULI Halfpenny 
1760 Fine. £140 - £150

 
1698 American Colonial Rosa Americana Penny 1723 GF, 

light porosity. £180 - £220

 

 
1699 American Colonial Rosa Americana Penny 1723 (weak 

on date) otherwise bold Fine for type. £180 - £200

 

 
1700 American Colonial St Patrick's Farthing, 17thC, VG 

with some nicer patches, light porosity. £170 - £180
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1701 American Colonial St Patrick's Halfpenny, 17thC, 

VG/Fair with a clear brass plug (as issued) £340 - £360

 
1702 American Colonial Virginia Halfpenny 1773, no stop 

after GEORGIVS, GF £140 - £160

 
1703 American Colonial Wood's Farthing 1723 'DEI 

GRATIA' nVF. a couple of surface marks, die flaw on 
date. £50 - £60

1704 Australia Fine Silver Proof 2006 Year Set FDC with 
wooden case, and box. £50 - £80

1705 Australia Florin 1927 aUnc (8 pearls and FCD) £25 - £30

1706 Australia Half Sovereign 1857 Fine £120 - £140

1707 Australia Half Sovereign 1863 GF £130 - £150

1708 Australia Sovereign 1865 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

1709 Australia Sovereign 1865 (Sydney) GF but a few contact 
marks £220 - £250

1710 Australia Sovereign 1866 Sydney mint. GF with a few 
digs £170 - £190

 

 
1711 Australia Sovereign 1866 (Sydney) aEF £260 - £280

1712 Australia Sovereign 1866 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

1713 Australia Sovereign 1866 (Sydney) GF - nVF £220 - £250

 

 
1714 Australia Sovereign 1866 (Sydney) VF £220 - £250

1715 Australia Sovereign 1867 (Sydney) Bright GF ex 
jewellery £220 - £250

 
1716 Australia Sovereign 1867 (Sydney) GF a few scratches 

and contact marks £220 - £250

 
1717 Australia Sovereign 1868 (Sydney) Bright GF £220 - £250

 
1718 Australia Sovereign 1868 (Sydney) GF - nVF £240 - £280

1719 Australia Sovereign 1868 (Sydney) GF - nVF small edge 
bruise £240 - £280

1720 Australia Sovereign 1868 (Sydney) VF but test mark 
obverse £220 - £240

1721 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) aVF £240 - £280

1722 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

 
1723 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

1724 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

1725 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GF £220 - £250

 
1726 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GVF £260 - £280

 
1727 Australia Sovereign 1870 (Sydney) GVF £260 - £280

1728 Australia (2): Shilling 1915 VF, and Sixpence 1912 VF £60 - £80

 

 
1729 Austria silver Thaler 1698, KM# 1275.5, GVF, light 

adjustment marks. £80 - £120

 

 
1730 Brazil gold 4000 Reis 1700, KM# 98 (1601-1700) aEF £500 - £700
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1731 Brazil silver 640 reis 1820R, well struck, dark even tone, 

one very small area of discoloration, NEF £120 - £140

 
 
 

 
1732 Brunei tin Double Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century 

in the name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. 
camel facing left, d.34mm, see type SS 15 (Brunei and 
Nusantara History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett). 
There were only three varieties of these double pitis 
known in 1988, all of which unique. The dies of the 
present coin do not exactly match any of these published 
types although stylistically they are similar to SS 15A. 
Fine and possibly unique. £50 - £100

 
 
 

 
1733 Brunei tin Double Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century 

in the name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. 
camel facing left, d.34.5mm, see type SS 15 (Brunei and 
Nusantara History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett). 
There were only three varieties of these double pitis 
known in 1988, all of which unique. The dies of the 
present coin do not exactly match any of these published 
types although stylistically they are similar to SS 15A. VF 
and possibly unique. £100 - £150

 
 
 

 
1734 Brunei tin Half Pitis AH1285 (1868 A.D.), d.23.5mm, 

top flag to left, of the type SS 48 (see Brunei and 
Nusantara History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett, 
be aware some of the reverse photographs are upside 
down), Krause #1, rare, GF/F, some corrosion reverse. £40 - £50

 
1735 Brunei tin Half Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century in 

the name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. tiger 
facing left, d.23mm, type SS 7 (Brunei and Nusantara 
History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett), rare, VF 
with a chipped edge. £40 - £50

 

 
1736 Brunei tin Half Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century in 

the name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. tiger 
facing left, d.23.5mm, type SS 7 (Brunei and Nusantara 
History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett), rare, VF 
with a chipped edge and a piercing. £40 - £50

 
1737 Brunei tin Pitis (2), late 18th to early 19th Century in the 

name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. camel 
facing left, d.28mm, both type SS 13 (Brunei and 
Nusantara History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett) 
rare, one aVF with large edge chip, the other VG. £40 - £50

 

 
1738 Brunei tin Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century in the 

name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", d.28mm, type 
SS 23 (Brunei and Nusantara History in Coinage by 
William L.S. Barrett), slightly corroded GF £50 - £70

 

 
1739 Brunei tin Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century in the 

name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. camel 
facing left, d.27mm, type SS 13 (Brunei and Nusantara 
History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett), rare, GF £50 - £70

 

 
1740 Brunei tin Pitis, late 18th to early 19th Century in the 

name of "Sultan Al Adil Malik Al Dzahir", obv. camel 
facing left, d.28mm, type SS 13 (Brunei and Nusantara 
History in Coinage by William L.S. Barrett) rare, VF for 
type with a chipped edge and piercing. £50 - £70
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1741 Canada $10 1914 PCGS 63+ "Canadian Gold Reserve" £900 - £1100

1742 China 2x 20 Cash Yr 13 (1924) F-GF, a little weakly 
struck. £60 - £80

 
1743 China bronze d.45mm Qing(?) Dynasty Ammulet for 

unknown purpose. Obv. Warrior fighting dragon. Rev. 
Two pilgrims approaching temple. Mitchiner No. 4220, 
VF-EF green patina. £40 - £50

1744 China bronze d.57mm Qing Dynasty Charm based on 
design of the Chou Yuan (Shih Tsung) 954-9 AD cash, 
GVF slightly irregular flan. £40 - £50

 
1745 China bronze d.57mm Qing(?) Dynasty Charm based on 

Ta Kuan (1107-1110 AD) cash of Hui Tsung (1101-1125 
AD), Northern Sung Dynasty, porous VF with a few 
holes as cast. £30 - £40

 

 
1746 China, Szechuan Province Silver Dollar, early 20thC, 

VF, light edge knock. £30 - £50

 
1747 China, unidentified bronze charm d.35mm, 4mm thick, 

with two holes for cord. £20 - £30

 

 
1748 Colombia gold peso 1825, one very small edge tap, VF £50 - £70

 

 
 

1749 Danzig silver 1 Gulden 1923, KM# 145, slabbed PCGS 
MS64 £100 - £120

 
 

1750 Danzig silver Marienkirche 5 Gulden 1932, KM# 156, 
slabbed NGC AU50, rare in this grade. £500 - £600

1751 France 5F 1856BB nVF couple of light edge taps £20 - £25

 
1752 France silver 1 Franc 1826A, VF £40 - £50

 
1753 France silver Ecu 1762A, VF (a few swivel mount 

piercings in the edge) £40 - £50

 
1754 German States, Nurnberg Goldgulden 1514, 3.23g, obv. 

St Lawrence, rev. eagle, Friedberg No. 1801, slightly 
crinkled VF/GVF, small test cut on edge. £180 - £220

 

 
1755 German States, Saxony 1/3 Thaler of Duke Augustus 

(1619-1656) F/GF, trace ex-mount. £40 - £50

 
1756 Germany silver 50 Pfennig 1877H EF, scarce date, a 

little infill reverse. £60 - £70

 
1757 Germany States (2): Lubeck 2 Mark 1905A, VF-GVF, 

and Wurttemberg 2 Mark 1900F, VF £40 - £50

 
1758 Germany , Prussia Gold 20M 1888 KM515 "Friedrich 

III" EF £200 - £220

 
1759 Germany , Prussia Gold 20M 1888 KM516 "Wilhelm II" 

GEF £200 - £220
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1760 Greece cupro-nickel 10 Lepta 1895A, KM# 59, very 

rare, VF, hairlines. £150 - £180

1761 Guernsey 2 Doubles 1917H aUnc with some lustre £40 - £50

1762 Holland Ducat 1809 "Koningrijk Holland" aVF/GF £200 - £250

 

 
1763 Holland silver ducaton [rider] of Overijssel, 1742, with 

unbroken obverse legend:- MO. NO. ARG. CONFOE. 
BELG. PRO. TRANSISALANIA, see Davenport, 
p.305, No.1830, large, full, round flan, reverse struck a 
little high, GVF/VF £240 - £280

 

 
1764 Hong Kong 5 Cents 1901 UNC £30 - £35

 

 
1765 Hungary Goldgulden of Albrecht of Habsburg 1437-

1439, 3.53g, Friedberg No. 12.(7), VF slightly bent. £200 - £250

 
1766 India Rupee 1908 aUnc/Unc £40 - £50

 

 
1767 India unidentified gold Pagoda, 3.44g, c.1300's?, F/VG £80 - £100

 

 
1768 India (2), imitations / repros in gold of ancient 

Samudragupta staters, 7.6g and 7.7g, EF £200 - £250

 
1769 Indian Princely State Bundi silver Rupee in the name of 

Queen Victoria VS1934 (1877)?, EF, a small test mark 
on the edge. £50 - £60

 
1770 India, a curious possibly contemporary copy of a Bengal 

Presidency Calcutta Mint gold Mohur dated 1202 (late 
18thC) in good gold, weight 12.62g (more than the 
genuine article!) nEF with some edge knocks. £300 - £350

 
1771 Iran gold 1/4 Mohur of Karim Khan Zand, 1166-93H 

(1753-79 AD), Qazwin Mint 1191H, VF £80 - £100

 
1772 Islamic, Abbasid gold dinar, 4.23g, Al-Iraq, year 199H, 

Bernardi No. 104 (rare), VF £180 - £220

 
1773 Islamic, Umayyad gold dinar, 3.98g, year 97, no mint 

name, F/GF edge knocks. £120 - £140

1774 Italian States, Venice gold Zecchinos (3): Pasquale 
Cicogna 1585-95 wt.3.39g crinkled VG, Paolo Renier 
1779-89 wt.3.52g slightly crinkled nVF holed, and a 
modern forgery of a Lodovico Manin 1789-1797 
wt.3.51g (possibly gold?) GVF £220 - £240

 

 
1775 Italy 20 Lire 1928 VF or better £50 - £60

 
1776 Italy silver 10 Lire 1930 toned VF, light edge knock. £60 - £70

 
1777 Japanese cast silver? ingot of 'boat' shape, wt. 129.5g., 

plus 2 x Japanese oval pieces with stamped in characters, 
characters on paper stuck on and each with a small 
countermark, all VF [3] £40 - £50
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1778 Netherlands, Zeeland silver 6 Stuivers 1669, KM# 47, 

4.9g, a little under the weight in Krause for #47 but 
correct for issue #50, irregular flan VF-GVF, weak in 
places. £60 - £80

 
1779 New Zealand Florin 1934 KM#4 CGS Unc 82 £100 - £120

 

 
 

1780 New Zealand Proof Set 1953 aFDC boxed as issued £50 - £60

 
1781 New Zealand Sixpence 1934 CGS Unc 82 £50 - £70

 
1782 New Zealand Threepence 1934 KM#1 CGS Unc 82 £20 - £25

 
1783 Norway 10 Ores (3): 1882 F, 1883 aVF, and 1892 F £40 - £45

 

 
1784 Papal States copper Un Baiocco Romano 1758 VF, a 

couple of light edge knocks. £50 - £60

 

 
1785 Portugal gold 1/2 Escudo 1726 'closed crown', KM# 

218, nVF slightly crinkled, tiny dent reverse. Comes with 
a letter from Spink dated 7th September 1981 describing 
it as a 1 Escudo. £50 - £60

 
 

 
1786 Romania Leu 1900 Unc (scarce in this grade) £50 - £60

 
1787 Russia - Siberia 10 Kopecks 1780, VF £100 - £200

 
1788 Russia 10 Rouble 1900 aEF/EF £200 - £250

 
1789 Russia silver rouble 1823, light edge taps, NVF £100 - £120

1790 Saudi Arabia 100 Halala (1 Riyal) AH1397, 1977 A.D. 
KM#59, rare date, Unc £40 - £50

 

 
1791 South Africa Pond 1893 better than VF with a minute 

edge bruise £240 - £260

 

 
1792 South Africa Pond 1894 EF £300 - £400

 
1793 South Africa Pond 1894 VF £180 - £220

 
1794 South Africa (2) 2½ Shillings 1897 GVF with 2 Shillings 

1896 GF £20 - £30

 

 
1795 South Africa ½ Pond 1893 VF but scratches both sides 

(rare) £500 - £1000
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1796 Spain & Spanish Colonial Shipwreck Pieces (2): Segovia 
8 Reales 1651-I (possibly overdate 5/3?), mintmark 2-tier 
aquaduct, KM# 76, VF with light water damage and a 
prominent die flaw reverse (this from HMS Association 
which sank in 1707), along with a water worn colonial 
cob 8 Reales Fair in a silver-gilt mount. £200 - £250

1797 Spain & Spanish Colonial (2): Seville 2 Reales 1722S J 
toned VF, plus an unidentified cob silver 1 Reale Fair. £40 - £50

1798 Spanish Netherlands (shipwreck) silver Ducaton 1666, F-
GF, small edge split. £80 - £100

1799 Strait Settlemants Dollars (3) 1907 GEF, 1908 VF & 
1909 GVF £50 - £70

 
1800 Strait Settlemens Dollar 1904 GEF - aUnc £80 - £120

 

 
1801 Straits Settlements One Cent 1876 brown nEF £35 - £45

 
1802 Straits Settlements (2): 10 Cents 1895 VF, and One Cent 

1903 GVF with an old ticket. £40 - £50

 
1803 Switzerland (3): 5 Rappen 1876B VF a few tiny edge 

nicks, One Rappen: 1866B GVF, and 1877B GVF (all 
scarce) £90 - £100

 
1804 Turkey large billon 2 Zolota AH1187//5 (18thC) of 

Abdul Hamid I, KM# 401, VF, a little weak in places. £30 - £40

 

 
1805 USA Colonial Woods Halfpenny 1723/2 Fine. £80 - £90

 
1806 USA Dollar 1873 GF £60 - £80

 
1807 USA Dollar 1876 VF with a toning patch on Eagle £60 - £70

 
1808 USA Dollar 1877 nVF £60 - £70

 
1809 USA Dollar 1878s VG £40 - £50

 

 
1810 USA Gold Dollar 1853 GVF £80 - £100

 

 
1811 USA Half Dime 1834 toned AU £70 - £80

 
1812 USA Indian Head Cent 1874 VF/GVF, light scratch. £40 - £50

 

 
1813 USA Large Cent 1846 brown GEF, a few light contact 

marks. £60 - £70
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1814 USA Post-Colonial copper Washington Portrait Piece 

1783 small military bust, plain edge, VF-GVF, light edge 
knock. £140 - £160

1815 USA Post-Colonial copper Washington Portrait Piece 
UNITY STATES Cent 1783 VG £60 - £80

 
1816 USA $ 2½ 1861 GVF very light scratch obverse under 

magnification £180 - £200

 
1817 USA $10 1894 VF – GVF £400 - £450

1818 USA $20 1876s nVF/VF £800 - £900

 
1819 USA $20 1878 VF/GVF £800 - £900

 
1820 USA $20 1924 VF £850 - £900

 

 
1821 USA $5 1878s VF £200 - £220

 

 
1822 USA $5 1913 GVF £200 - £220

 
1823 Vatican silver 10 Lire 1934 toned aEF £30 - £40

 
1824 Venezuela 1 Centavo 1863 VF £40 - £50

 

Ancient & Hammered Coins 
 

1825 Abbasid silver dirhems (8), size and weights 20mm. 
2.96g., 21mm. 2.95g., 23mm. 2.77g., 23mm. 2.82g., 
23mm. 2.90g., 23mm. 2.94g., 23mm. 2.95., and 25mm. 
2.74., all with pen and ink tickets of details by Dr. Vezin, 
average VF £90 - £120

 
1826 Aelius brass sestertius struck as Caesar under Hadrian, 

reverse:- Spes advancing right, Sear 3986, scarce and 
with a clear reading of AELIVS, NF, with an as of 
Antoninus Pius, reverse:- Britannia, ticket states 'found 
North Yorkshire', Sear 4296, Poor and lastly a 
dupondius/as of Diva Faustina Senior, reverse:- Ceres, 
Sear 4646, at sometime gilt with silver, F, all with old 
tickets [3]  £40 - £50

 

 
1827 Aethelred II silver penny, Small Crux Issue, wt.1.3g., 

Spink 1149, J.J.N. Vol I, p. 122, obverse:- Bust left with 
hair swept back at the front, long thin sceptre into 
drapery, half-rosette not pellet as drapery tie, reverse 
extra pellet in first and second quarters, lettering with 
plain serifs, reverse legend:- +AELFGET M-O LVN 
['AE' ligulate] London Mint moneyer Aelfget and found 
on a London building site in 2012, the piece must have 
been lost shortly after being struck as it is in near mint 
condition, well centred and of even colour, scarce GEF £600 - £700

 

 
1828 An unidentified ancient or early medieval imitation of a 

Byzantine gold solidus of Justinian II, 685-695 AD. This 
struck in gold to a weight approaching that of a stater, an 
antiquated standard by that point. The overall style is so 
barbarous it would suggest that it is a copy of a copy. The 
portrait in particular resembles a monkey and is also in 
high relief. VF with a scuff or test scratches reverse. £250 - £300

 

 
1829 Ancient British, Celtic silver unit of the Catuvellauni by 

Epaticcus son of Tasciovanus, brother of Cunobelin, 
obverse:- Head of Hercules, reverse:- Eagle standing on 
snake, annulet enclosing pellet above, Spink 356, reverse 
struck slightly low, nice portrait GVF/VF £100 - £140

 

 
1830 Ancient Greek gold stater wt. 8.5g. of Alexander the 

Great of the Kingdom of Macedonia, light graffiti above 
the head of Athena, well centred and of very good artistic 
style, VF £1800 - £2000

 
1831 Ancient Greek silver drachm, wt. 4.3g., of Alexander III 

the Great of Macedonia, obverse:- Head of Herakles, 
clad in lion's skin headress, right, reverse:- Zeus seated 
right on backless throne, holding long sceptre and eagle, 
one leg pulled back, 'ME' ligulate below throne and 
object/symbol before, nice metal VF £40 - £50
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1832 Ancient India, Gupta gold stater of Chanragupta II, 380-

414 AD, 8.00g, M.4796-9, VF with a loop mount at 12 
o'clock. £180 - £220

 
1833 Anglo-Saxon silver sceat, Secondary Series c.710-c.760, 

Series K, Type 33, Spink 803, obverse:- Diademed bust 
right, cross before, reverse:- Large wolf's head with long 
tongue, found Kent, slightly rough surfaces but a clear 
example of this scarce type, NVF/GF £150 - £200

 

 
1834 Antoninus Pius, brass sestertius, Rome Mint 145 A.D., 

reverse reads:- LIBERALITAS AVG IIII, in exergue 
COS IIII, above in left and right field S C, Antoninus 
seated left on curule chair, placed on platform, behind a 
standing officer holding spear, in front and facing front, 
Liberalitas, holding accounting board and cornucopiae, 
below left a citizen facing platform, holding out fold of 
toga, Sear 4187, see also RIC III, 774, a clear example of 
this scarce type VF/GF £180 - £220

 

 
1835 Augustus and Agrippa brass dupondius, struck at 

Nemausus 29B.C. on, obverse:- Heads of Agrippa and 
Augustus back to back, reverse:- Crocodile right, chained 
to braches of a central Palm Tree, a wreath above left 
with long ties, above right, palm branches below, Sear 
1728, round, well centred, reverse sharply struck for this 
issue, VF £220 - £280

 

 
1836 Byantium gold Histamenon of Romanus III 1028-34, 

4.39g, Sear 1819, VF, scuffed and possibly deliberately 
defaced on the portrait of Christ. £110 - £130

 

 
1837 Byzantine Empire, Carthage gold solidus of Constans II 

& Constantine IV, 641-68 AD, 4.28g, Sear 1042, MIB 
69, GVF £180 - £220

 
1838 Byzantine Empire, Carthage gold solidus of Constans II 

& Constantine IV, 641-68 AD, 4.38g, Sear 1040, nEF, a 
few light scratches rev. £180 - £220

 
1839 Byzantine Empire, Carthage gold solidus of Constans II 

& Constantine IV, reverse Heraclus & Tiberius, 641-68 
AD, 4.35g, Sear 1043, aEF £180 - £220

 
1840 Byzantine gold solidus of Anastasius I, wt. 4.27g., 

Constantinople Mint, Sear 5, lightly crinkled, GF £120 - £160

 
1841 Byzantine gold solidus of Heraclius, wt. 4.42g., 

Constantinople Mint, Sear 738, VF £150 - £200

1842 Byzantine gold solidus of Justinian I, wt. 4.23g., 
Constantinople Mint, Sear 137, lightly crinkled and 
'water worn', looks to be from a claw mount, NF £120 - £150

1843 Byzantine gold solidus of Justinian I, wt. 4.28g. [holed], 
Constantinople Mint, Sear 139, very lightly crinkled, 
holed, GF £120 - £150

 
1844 Byzantium gold solidus of Heraclius, 610-41 AD, 4.39g, 

Sear #738, VF £130 - £150

 
1845 Byzantium gold solidus of Theophilus, 829-42 AD, 

Constantinople Mint, Sear #1653, Fine, mounted as 
pendant (4.56g total) £100 - £120

 

 
1846 Byzantium gold tremissis of Leontius, 695-8 AD, 

Ravenna Mint, 1.46g, Sear 1354, EF and rare. £300 - £400

1847 Carausius antoninianus with PAX AVG reverse, the 
piece having 'turned in the die' exhibits the bust of 
Carausius each side plus portions of Pax, so much so that 
the mint appears in the exergue below bust of Carausius 
and seems to read IXX, the London Mint usually = 
XXI, possibly unrecorded, Sear - , oval flan, interesting, 
clear F £40 - £50

1848 Carausius antoninianus, obverse legend ends 'AVGG', 
reverse legend reads:- SALS AV[G?], ie. no 'V', reverse:- 
Salus standing feeding snake arising from altar, in left 
hand a spear not as Sear 13715 where she holds a 
cornucopiae, somewhat barbarous, perhaps unofficial?, 
reverse die off centre, clear, F £30 - £40
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1849 Celtic bronze unit, Thurrock type, Head left / Bull right, 
Spink 62, a clear example with 'metal flow' edges, F £30 - £35

1850 Celtic Gaul, 7 x cast bronzes, a silver unit found Kent of 
the CVNO in angles of a Cross/ Capricorn type, Spink 
322 [see also ABC 2843], scarce, light chips NF with a 
ditto but bronze, Winged Horse/Winged Horse, Spink 
60, also scarce, well centred, NF £60 - £80

 
1851 Charles I gold unite, Group F Bust 6, mm. bell which is 

not given in Spink under 2694 but is in Brooker pl. IX, 
88/89, full and round, well centred, even strike NVF/VF £1000 - £1200

1852 Charles I Scarborough seige piece shilling, Spink 3165, 
sruck on a round flan, a copy, VF  £40 - £50

1853 Charles I silver groat, Oxford Mint 1642-1646, mm. 
floriated cross/ - , obverse:- Oxford bust, plume before, 
IIII behind, reverse:- Legend in three lines, three 
Shrewsbury plumes above, 1644 below, Spink 2985, full 
but slightly mis-shapen flan, holed at centre by hand cut 
nail [diamond shaped piercing], a good space filler of a 
rare type, portrait clear, GF £90 - £110

1854 Charles I silver halfgroat, Tower Mint under the King 
[1625-1642], mm. castle [1627-1628], no inner 
circle/beaded inner circle, no wire lines, with an old 
ticket which states 'D.N.W. 10 Dec 03, lot 602', round 
and central NVF £40 - £50

 
1855 Charles I silver halfgroat, Tower Mint under the King 

[1625-1642], mm. heart over anchor / heart [very clear], 
Type 1a, Spink 2823, with an old ticket which states 
'D.N.W. 25.6.03, lot 445, SCBI 661', a rare variety, nice 
round and central, NVF £40 - £50

1856 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under Parliament 
1643-1648, mm. not clear but probably from Series G, 
seventh bust, type 4/5, Spink 2802, double struck on 
XII, GF £50 - £70

1857 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under Parliament 
[1642-1649], mm. [P] [1643-1644], Spink 2800, large 
but slightly ragged flan, F £40 - £50

1858 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 
[1625-1642] mm. plume [1630-1631], Group C, Third 
Bust, Type 2a, reverse:- Oval garnished shield with CR 
above, Spink 2787, full, round, well centred, has in the 
past been bent as a love token, portrait gone, rest of coin 
GF £40 - £50

 
1859 Charles I silver shilling, Tower Mint under the King 

[1625-1642] mm. possibly crown over bell [1634-1636], 
Group D, Type 3b, Spink 2793, plume above oval shield, 
a scarce type, with two old tickets of which one states 'Ex. 
Richard Hodgkinson, Spink 98 16.6.93', round, well 
centred a little smoothed but a clear example, F £40 - £50

 
1860 Charles I silver sixpence, Tower Mint under the King 

[1625-1642] mm. possibly triangle over bell / triangle, 
Group E, Fifth Bust 'Aberystwyth' with single arched 
crown Type 4.2, Spink 2816, reads:- MAG BR FR ET 
HI, see BNJ XV, p.99, No.8 'very rare reading', with old 
ticket which states Ex. Middleham Hoard, F/GF £40 - £50

 
1861 Collection of ancients, 20 bronzes from a sestertius of 

Vespasian to the 'radiates' plus Greek and Indo-Greek 
together with 3 silver denarii, one of which is 
Republican, the others of the Empire, one chipped, one 
repaired, Fair to VF [23] £50 - £60

 
1862 Commodus copper as, Rome Mint 192A.D. [the year of 

this insane Emperors murder, who thought himself a 
reincarnation of Hercules], obverse:- Bust of Commodus, 
right clad in lion's skin head-dress, reverse:- Laurel 
wreath enclosing vertical club of Hercules, which divides 
legend, Sear 5864 dark even colour, nice portait, 
GVF/VF £225 - £250

1863 Constantius I as Caesar under Maximian I, 293-305 
A.D., follis, Ticinum Mint 295-299 A.D., obverse reads:- 
CONSTANTIVS NOB CAES, reverse reads:- GENIO 
POPVLI ROMANI, mint officina, star in left field, ST. 
in exergue, Sear 14047, with an old pen and ink ticket, 
full, round, GVF £30 - £40

1864 Constantius I Chlorus, Caesar 293-305 A.D., follis, 
Lugdunum Mint, obverse reads:- CONSTANTIVS 
NOB C, reverse:- Genius, mint officina 'A' in field, in 
exergue 'PLG', Sear 14042, Ex. Capt.J. Haigh and 
W.A.Milne Collections [his rubbings book p.95, No. 4], 
bought Seaby 29 July 1949, light deposit, VF/NVF £30 - £40

 

 
1865 Contemporary forgery of a Roman gold solidus of 

Valentinian I 364-75 AD (Sirmium Mint), 3.90g, Fine 
with a piercing. £50 - £70

1866 Crusades, Frankish Greece, Duchy of Athens, base silver 
denier tournois,wt. 0.75g. Mint of Thebes, Guy II de la 
Roche Majority 1294-1308, star below castle, Malloy 
p.388, 95, silver looking GF £30 - £40

1867 Crusades, Frankish Greece, Epirus, base silver denier 
tournois, wt. 0.85g., Philip of Taranto [1294-1313], 
Nepanto Mint, before 1306, Malloy 1116, silver looking, 
GF £30 - £40

1868 Diocletian follis, Trier Mint 302-303 A.D., reverse:- 
Genius of the Roman People, S F in field, I I TR in 
exergue, Sear 12762, Ex. Capt. J. Haigh and W.A Milne 
Collections, Ex. Grey Collection May 28, 1943, GF/F, 
with a ditto but Heraclea Mint 296-298 A.D., HTB in 
exergue, Sear 12787, Ex. Capt. J. Haigh and W.A.Milne 
Collections, GF and lastly Galerius as Caesar under 
Diocletian, Trier Mint 303-305 A.D., S F in field, PTR 
in exergue, Sear 14349, Ex. Capt. J. Haigh and 
W.A.Milne Collctions, NVF all with old tickets [3] £70 - £80

1869 Diocletian, follis, Rome Mint 302-305 A.D., obverse 
reads:- IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F AVG, reverse 
reads:- SAC MON VRB AVGG ET CAESS N N, star in 
left field, RP in exergue, Sear 12814var., NVF/GVF £30 - £40

 

 
1870 Diva Faustina Senior gold aureus struck by Antoninus 

Pius, Rome Mint 142 A.D., wt. 8.14g., reverse:- 
Carpentum drawn by two mules, Sear 4560, a few very 
light file marks in reverse field, possibly test marks, well 
centred, scarce, F £500 - £600

 
1871 Domitian sestertius, reverse, GERMANIA CAPTA type 

with female captive seated left and male captive standing 
right, trophy between, Sear - , RIC II, p.189, 278, scarce, 
NF/Fair, with a ditto but an as, reverse:- Moneta, Sear 
2807, GF, plus a colonial copper of Trebonianus Gallus, 
reverse:- Temple, NF and lastly a Byzantine follis Class 
A2 of Basil II and Constantine VIII, Sear 1813, Fair/F, 
all with old tickets [4] £40 - £50
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1872 Eadgar silver penny, Two Line Type, Spink 1129, 
obverse reads:- .EADGAR.REX, reverse reads:- 
HERIGER MO ['HE' ligate, small 'o', line above 'M'], 
moneyer Heriger [see J.J.North p.109], lightly crinkled, 
full and round, VF £400 - £500

 
1873 Eastern Roman gold solidus of Theodosius I, 379-95 AD, 

Constantinople Mint, Mazzini #9, 4.46g, struck from 
rusty dies? (or otherwise a pressure cast copy in gold) 
Sold As Seen, VF £100 - £300

1874 Edward I silver pennies all of London, Class Ic, 2a and 
2b, all with old tickets, average VF [3] £65 - £75

 
1875 Edward I silver pennies first in the name of Henry III, 

Class VI, Bury St Edmunds, second of York Class 3c and 
third of London, Class 3d, all with their old tickets, one 
crinkled F others NVF [3] £65 - £75

 
1876 Edward I silver pennies, first and second of Bury St 

Edmunds both Class 10cf, NVF and GF, together with a 
10cf4 of London, VF, all with their old tickets [3] £65 - £75

 

 
1877 Edward I silver penny in the name of Henry III, Bury St 

Edmunds Mint, Class VI, moneyer Ioh, crude face, 
single line of pellets for beard, realistic curls, E and N 
ligulate, Spink 1377, only known of this mint and 
Durham, a little weakness but a clear example, GF [looks 
same dies as other piece of this type in this sale and 
almost certainly Ex. Colchester Hoard] £60 - £80

 

 
1878 Edward I silver penny in the name of Henry III, Bury St 

Edmunds Mint, Class VI, moneyer Ioh, crude face, 
single line of pellets for beard, realistic curls, E and N 
ligulate, Spink 1377, only known of this mint and 
Durham, a little weakness on legend but a clear example, 
GF [looks same dies as other piece of this type in this sale 
and almost certainly Ex. Colchester Hoard] £60 - £80

 
1879 Edward II silver pennies, first 11a of London, NVF 

second of Berwick-on-Tweed, reads 'EDWA', NVF and 
lastly a 11b of Bury St Edmunds, VF, all with their old 
tickets [3] £65 - £75

 
1880 Edward III gold half-noble, Treaty Period [1361-1369], 

saltire before EDWARD, double saltire stops, legend 
ends HYB Z AQT, reverse:-closed 'E' in centre, London 
Mint, Spink 1506, a full round well centred coin, very 
light scuff obverse which has left dent and short crack 
from edge, toned NVF £750 - £950

 
1881 Edward III silver groat, Treaty Period [1361-1369], 

London Mint, annulet before EDWARD, Spink 1617, 
full, round, well centred, 'spotty' uneven tone, GF 
together with a silver farthing of Edward I, probably 
Class 10 [oval flan], a little double struck but quite nice 
portrait, GF and a halfpenny of Richard II, 'N's in 
LONDON not visible, breast also not visible but 
probably Spink 1699, GF [3] £50 - £60

 
1882 Edward III, silver halfgroat, Pre-Treaty Period 1351-

1361, Series E 1354-1355, lis on breast, York Mint, 
Spink 1582, a hairline crack into legend [only just 
visible], scarce VF £180 - £200

 
1883 Edward IV, First Reign 1461-1470, silver groat, London 

Mint, Light Coinage 1464-1470, mm. sun, quatrefoils at 
neck, Spink 2000, full, round, a little uneven tone 
reverse, VF £100 - £150

1884 Edward the Confessor silver penny of the Pyramids 
Type, Spink 1184, obverse reads:- EADPARD REX, 
reverse reads:- .SCVLA ON EOFER., York Mint, 
moneyer Scula, an annulet is placed in the first quarter of 
the reverse, full, round, well centred, a scarce type VF £320 - £350

1885 Edward the Elder, central fragment of a silver penny, 
probably struck at Norwich, under Spink 1084, found 
Framlingham Earl on the Bungay/Norwich Road 
c.1995, the Bust is Type B2, typical East Anglian. I have 
checked the Morley St Peter Hoard of 1958 of 882 coins, 
37 of which were of this bust, fragment only but with 
some fine detail, rare, VF £75 - £125

1886 Edward VI 'silver' shilling, Second Period 1549-1550, 
similar to Bust 4, contemporary forgery, base with the 
remains of a silver wash, corroded, Fair £40 - £50

1887 Edwardian silver pence, 4 x London, 4 x Canterbury, 1 x 
Bristol, 1 x Bury St Edmunds and one later of York, 2 
chipped, 2 crinkled, average NF [11] £40 - £50

1888 Edwardian silver pennies, first of Berwick-on-Tweed, 
reads:- EDWAR, trifoliate crown, pellets decorate crown, 
VF, Edward II, London Class 11b, VF, Edward III Pre-
Treaty, Class D, GF and lastly Edward III, Pre-Treaty, 
Class Ga, annulet below bust of Durham, F, last two with 
old tickets, [4] £140 - £150

 
1889 Elizabeth I gold angel, Third Coinage [1583-1603], mm. 

hand [1590-1592], J.J.N. 2005, full, round, well centred, 
small hole at obverse 3 o'clock, VF £1250 - £1500

 

 
1890 Elizabeth I Shilling (mm Tun) S2577. GF with a good 

portrait £70 - £90

1891 Elizabeth I silver shillings mm,s. cross-crosslet, crescent 
and 1, two with scratches one chipped with a sixpence 
mm. coronet F/GF, Charles I halfcrowns mm's. tun, [P] 
or [R], [R] and 2 x triangle within a circle, average F, 
Charles I silver shillings, mm's. harp, coronet and [P], 
one with old small chip, average F [12] £500 - £550
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1892 Elizabeth I silver shilling, Sixth Issue [1582-1600] mm. 
hand [1590-1592], Spink 2577, full, round, well centred 
and even strike, very light graffiti on obverse also uneven 
tone on the obverse, overall a nice coin with portrait 
struck up, NVF/VF £80 - £100

1893 Elizabeth I silver shilling, Sixth Issue [1582-1600] mm. 
key [1595-1598], Spink 2577, light scuff obverse, 
GF/NVF, with a silver halfpenny, same issue mm. hand 
[1590-1592], GF [2] £50 - £60

1894 Elizabeth I silver sixpence, Third and Fourth Issues 
[1561-1577], mm. castle [1569-1571] and dated 1570, 
Intermediate bust 4B, Spink 2562, full, round, well 
centred, all portrait visible GF £110 - £130

1895 Elizabeth I silver threepence, 1562, mm. pheon, crinkled, 
Fair/F, 1575, mm. eglantine, F/GF, 1578 mm. Greek 
Cross, scuffed, NF/NVF, 1578 mm. Greek Cross, light 
scuffs, F and lastly a silver penny, mm. A [1582-1584], F 
[5] £40 - £50

 
1896 Elizabeth I, silver penny, Second Issue [1560-1561] mm. 

cross-crosslet, Spink 2558, all portrait visible. tone a little 
uneven, portrait VF rest NVF £50 - £70

1897 English hammered gold half-angel on a large full flan but 
has probably been in farm machinery and is much 
crinkled and scuffed, hENRIC can just be seen, condition 
as stated £100 - £150

1898 English hammered silver, cut-halfpenny of Henry II, 
'Tealby' and 5 x ditto but Short Cross, 2 x Short Cross 
cut-farthings, plus a round silver halfpenny, probably 
Richard II, Intermediate style as 'LONDON' has 
Lombardic 'N's, Spink 1699, average F [9] £45 - £55

 
1899 Forgery of a Ptolemaic Egyptian gold octodrachm of 

Arsinoe II Philadelphos, VF. A cast copy in the right 
weight but the wrong volume (larger) . According to 
specific gravity testing this seems to be 22ct. Sold as seen. £600 - £700

 

 
1900 France hammered gold Ecu d'Or au Porc-epic 

(porcupine piece) of Louis XII, 1498-1514, Mint of 
Tours, Duplessy #655, slightly crinkled GF, mounted as 
pendant 12 o'clock. £120 - £140

1901 French mediaeval coins in billon, copper and silver, 1 
holed, 1 cracked, 2 x large fragments and 1 chipped [11], 
together with 8 x brass vending machine tokens of the 
mid 20th. century, all different and including P.R.W., R 
& W, P E etc. various grades [19] £40 - £50

1902 Galerius as Caesar under Diocletian, 293-305 A.D., 
follis,Trier Mint 303-305 A.D. with the scarce obverse 
reading MAXIMIANVS NOBIL C, reverse:- GENIO 
POPVLI ROMANI, mint officina S F in fields, PTR in 
exergue, Sear 14349, large, full, round piece, reverse 
slightly off centre, exhibiting silver wash, VF £30 - £40

1903 GB & World Coins & Tokens (18): England Henry III 
long cross penny Nicole on Lund class IIIb S.1363 GF-
nVF, a Swedish occupied Riga 1/24 Thaler 17thC GVF, 
and a bag of European jettons and counters medieval to 
19thC. £40 - £50

1904 Germanicus copper as struck by Caligula in honour of 
his deceased father, Rome Mint 40-41 A.D., with the 
obverse spelling AVG F for AVGVST F, Sear 1822, with 
even blackish-green patina, clear, F £40 - £45

1905 Group of ancient bronzes mostly Roman but including 
an Indian piece and a piece of mediaeval Europe but 
including a silver denarius of Severus Alexander, Rome 
Mint 230 A.D., reverse:- Alexander in military attire, 
standing left, foot on helmet, holding spear and globe, 
Sear 7938, GVF average F to GF [12] £50 - £60

1906 Group of forgeries/fantasy pieces, Roman to modern 
including Spanish America, German talers and others, 3 
look to be struck in gold, F to EF [10] £150 - £300

1907 Group of mostly English hammered silver coins and 
fragments but including a William and Mary 1693 
sixpence and a Philip and Mary sixpence, 1554, lightly 
crinkled and polished, Poor to GF [46] £100 - £150

1908 Hadrian brass sestertius, Rome Mint 133 A.D., reverse:- 
Felicitas standing left, holding cornucopiae and olive 
branch, Sear - , but see 3595, RIC II, 751, slight infill of 
design, GF £65 - £75

 
1909 Henry I silver cut-halfpenny, Facing Bust/Quatrefoil 

with Piles Issue, BMC 7, Spink 1268, obverse reads:- 
]ENRIRE[, reverse reads:- +?[ ]S:ON:LV, London 
Mint, first letter of moneyers name seems to have a 
straight upright, presently no London moneyer is 
recorded ending in an 'S', see J.J.N. p.161, found Kent, a 
well struck up piece, rare, VF £120 - £160

 
1910 Henry I silver penny, Facing Bust / Cross Fleury Type, 

BMC 10, Spink 1271, reverse reads:- +[ ]E[D? LorE]VS 
ON LVN ['S' sideways on its face], London Mint the 
moneyer possibly unrecorded, full and round, couple of 
hairline surface cracks into legend, obverse double-
struck, rare, NF/F £150 - £250

 
1911 Henry III silver penny Long Cross Type, Class IIIb, no 

sceptre, small round face, REX.III with single pellet stop, 
reverse reads:- TOMAS ON NORh [OR ligulate, M 
Lombardic?], Northampton Mint, Moneyer Tomas, 
Spink 1363, slightly oval flan, a little edge weakness, VF £50 - £55

 
1912 Henry III silver penny Long Cross Type, Class IIIb, no 

sceptre, small round face, seems to read REX.III, with a 
single central pellet stop, reverse reads:- IACOB ON 
BRVST [OB,NB ligulate], Bristol Mint, moneyer Jacob, 
Spink 1363, top of obverse slightly weak otherwise VF £50 - £55

 

 
1913 Henry III silver penny Long Cross Type, Class II, 

obverse reads:- hENRICVS REX TERCI [NR, ER 
Ligulate], reverse reads:- WILLEM ON NO?, Norwich 
or Northampton, moneyer Willem, Spink 1361, reverse 
slightly off centre, VF £50 - £55
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1914 Henry III silver penny Long Cross Type, Class Va, with 
sceptre, pointed chin, neck indicated by two lines, ball 
tailed 'R', reverse reads:- IOhS ON SEIT ED [ON 
ligulate], Bury St Edmunds Mint, moneyer Iohs, Spink 
1367, reverse slightly off centre, VF £50 - £55

1915 Henry III silver penny of London with sceptre, Class Vg, 
Spink 1373, reverse reads:- hENRIC ON LVNDE, edges 
a little turned up but very nice portrait, with an old 
ticket, GVF, together with a ditto but of Edward I of 
Canterbury, reads:- EDWAR, Class 10ab, Spink 1409B, 
VF [2] £50 - £60

 
1916 Henry III silver penny, Short Cross Class 7a, reverse 

reads:- +SAMVEL ON C, Canterbury Mint, moneyer 
Samuel, Spink 1356A, both dies very slightly off centre, 
nice portrait, NVF £65 - £75

1917 Henry III silver penny, Short Cross Type, Class 7c, 
reverse reads:- +NIChOLE ON CAN, Spink 1356C, 
large but slightly irregular flan, has been bent leaving 
surface cracks NVF £50 - £60

1918 Henry III, Long Cross silver penny with sceptre, reverse 
reads:- WILLEMONLVND, ['EM','ON','ND' all 
ligulate], together with 3 x Edward I pennies of 
Canterbury and 2 x London, average GF [4] £50 - £60

 
1919 Henry II, silver penny, Cross and Crosslets or 'Tealby' 

Type, Class A, obverse reads:- +hENRI REX[ ], reverse 
reads:- +TVRSTAIN[ ], almost certainly of Thetford as 
the moneyer is known for Ipswich but is unknown in 
Class A, Spink 1337, large round flan, part flat but as 
struck as flatness each side points to moneyer leaning 
upon striking, GF £160 - £180

 

 
1920 Henry II, silver penny, Cross and Crosslets or 'Tealby' 

Type, Class E, Spink 1342, obverse reads:- +hENR[I 
R]EX:, reverse reads:- +RAVL:[ON:S] EDMV: [ the 'S' 
face down], same dies as BMC 33A, pl.XXII, 19, Bury 
St. Edmunds Mint, moneyer Raul, very lightly crinkled 
and a very short crack [hardly visible], GF £120 - £140

 

 
1921 Henry V gold quarter noble, Series G, lis over shield only 

other marks, mullet before DEI and annulet after, mm. 
pierced cross, Spink 1758, full, round, well centred, EF £1000 - £1250

 
1922 Henry V silver halfpenny of London, Series C, Spink 

1794, broken annulets by crown, lightly crinkled, NVF 
together with a Henry VI, First Reign [1422-1461], silver 
halfgroat, Annulet Issue of Calais Mint, with annulets 
reverse, Spink 1840, full, round, well centred, very light 
scuffs, grey even tone, VF [2] £50 - £60

 
1923 Henry V silver penny, York Mint, Class F, mullet and 

trefoil by crown, quatrefoil at centre of reverse, Spink 
1788, smallish flan but quite nice portrait, NVF £100 - £120

 
1924 Henry VI First Reign, 1422 -1461, gold half-noble of 

London, Annulet Issue [1422-c.1430], annulet by sword 
arm, lis after hENRIC, reverse:- annulet stops and a 
single mullet, annulet in one spandrel, 'h' at centre, Spink 
1805, probably a little small, VF £1000 - £1500

 
1925 Henry VII gold angel, mm. cross-crosslet [1504-1505] 

with tall thin lettering each side, Spink 2186, pierced in 
the upper portions of the angel, a full round coin, very 
well centred and lightly toned, VF £1000 - £1200

1926 Henry VII silver groat, London Mint, Facing Bust Issue, 
tall double-arched crown, outer jewelled inner plain, 
seems no other marks, mm is interesting as it seems Cross 
fitchee but has double ended tail? see Buck p.51 seems 
unlisted or is it Lis issuant from rose? Type IIIc, Spink 
2199, flan probably full but reverse slightly off centre, 
lightly scuffed, GF, a ditto but a silver halfgroat of 
Canterbury, mm. tun, rosette stops, Type IIIb, Spink 
2210, well centred GF and lastly ditto, small, damaged, 
Fair [3] £50 - £60

 

 
1927 Henry VIII gold Half-sovereign, Third Coinage [1544-

1547], mm. annulet enclosing a pellet, Spink 2294, full 
round flan, weak in places as these often are, GF £1000 - £1500

1928 Henry VIII silver groat, Laker Bust D with Roman nose 
and fluffy hair and Lombardic lettering, mm. lis, Spink 
2337E, a little weak on a section of obverse legend NEF £250 - £300

 

 
1929 Henry VIII silver halfgroat, Second Coinage 1526-1544, 

Canterbury Mint, W A by reverse shield, Archbishop 
Warham, mm. cross patonce / T, Spink 2343, full, 
round, well centred, a little weak on reverse shield, 
VF/NVF £120 - £140

 

 
1930 Henry VIII, silver groat, Second Coinage [1526-1544], 

Laker Bust D, Roman nose, fluffy hair, Lombarbic 
lettering, mm. muled lis / rose, Spink 2337E, full, round, 
well centred, NVF £110 - £140
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1931 Henry VII, silver penny of York of Archbishop 

Rotherham, keys below shield, single pillar to throne, 
Spink 2236, clear GF £40 - £50

 
 

1932 Hungary goldgulden, c.1438, strangely cut into 3 sections 
before being fitted into a ring mount, mount gold?, 
damaged F £100 - £150

 
 

1933 Indian Kingdom of Mysore, silver half-rupee, wt.5.51, 
Tipu Sultan 1782-1799, year 8 [1789], Tufnell [1889], 
127, scarce VF, with a silver rupee of Jaipur State of 
Madho Singh II 1880-1922, Mint of Sawai of year 7, VF 
and lastly a quarter rupee of Hyderabad, NEF, all in old 
paper packets with details, [3] £40 - £50

 
 
 

 
1934 Ireland, silver halfpenny of John, Second Coinage 

[c.1190-1199], Group 1b, moneyer Norman, Spink 
6205, with nice provenance, ticket by Baldwin 
'12.7.[19]07 3/- and 6/6' and a paper packet by Seaby 
dated 'JAN 1958', VF £250 - £280

 
 
 

1935 Irish silver shillings of James I, one square beard the 
other pointed [mm. martlet], Spink 6512 and 6513 and a 
ditto but a silver sixpence, mm. bell, Spink 6514 with 
English silver sixpences of Elizabeth I, 1576, 1596 and 
1602, plus an Edwardian silver penny, London Mint, a 
William III shilling, 1696 of Chester and lastly a ditto but 
of George III, 1787 with semee of hearts, needs viewing, 
NF to GVF, [9] £110 - £130

 
 
 

1936 James I Irish silver shilling, Second Coinage [1604-1607] 
with title 'MAG.BRIT.FRA.ET HIB. REX' mm. rose, 
Third Bust with square-cut beard, Spink 6515, unusually 
round and well centred, light marks, a little weak at 
centres, NVF £150 - £180

 
 
 

1937 James I silver shilling, First Coinage [1603-1604], square 
cut beard, reverse reads:- EXVRGAT, Spink 2645, full, 
round, well centred, light marks under magnification, 
NVF £150 - £180

 
1938 James I silver shilling, Third Coinage 1619-1625, mm. 

thistle 1621-1623, Sixth Bust, very curly long hair, Spink 
2668, full and round, very lightly double-struck, but well 
centred and even strike with all features, little areas of 
weakness on legends, GVF £325 - £375

 
 

1939 John silver penny, class 5b, Spink 1351, reads:- ABEL 
ON LVNDE, both dies slightly off centre, light scuffs 
NF/F, together with a silver penny of Edward IV, First 
Reign [1461-1470], York Mint, local dies, Light Coinage 
by Archbishop Neville, G and key by neck,Spink 2062, 
mis-shapen [probably as struck], nice portrait, GF [2] £35 - £45

 
 

 
1940 Julia Mamaea silver denarius, Rome Mint 230A.D., 

reverse:- Felicitas seated left, holding caduceus and 
cornucopiae, Sear 8210, well centred NEF £30 - £40

 
 

1941 Marcus Aurelius brass sestertius, Rome Mint 174 A.D., 
reverse:- Jupiter enthroned left, holding small statue of 
Victory and long sceptre [strangely this die alines the 
long sceptre with the back of the throne], Sear 4975, no 
corrosion, nice portrait, GF/F £40 - £50

 
 

1942 Mary silver groat, reads:- VERITAS, Spink 2492, full, 
round, looks to have been bent as a love token at some 
time, NF £40 - £50

 
 

1943 Maximinus II reduced follis, London Mint, reverse:- 
Genius, turreted, standing left, holding patera and 
cornucopiae, star in right field, Sear 14856, reverse 
slightly off centre, a hoard coin, dark even colour GVF 
with a ditto but Constantine I, London Mint, reverse:- 
Sol raising right hand and holding globe, T F in field, 
Sear 16046 again a hoard coin, dark even colour, GVF 
[2] £60 - £80

 
 

 
1944 Maximinus I, sestertius, Rome Mint 236-238A.D., 

obverse reads:- MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG GERM, 
Laureate and draped bust right, reverse reads:- SALVS 
AVGVSTI S C , Salus seated left, feeding serpent arising 
from altar, Sear 8338, dark even colour, nice portrait 
VF/GVF £110 - £130
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1945 Museum quality copy of a gold 4 Aurei, 'Rome Mint' of Constantius I as Caesar under Maximian 293-305 A.D., probably made from 'old' 

ancient yellow gold, wt. 21.0g., obverse:- Bare headed bust of Constantius right, legend:- CONSTANTIVS NOB CAESAR, reverse:- 
Constantius standing left, holding long sceptre and right hand raised, before a military standard, legend:-PRINCIPI IVVENTVTI in exergue 
P R, during this reign the famous gold 10 aurei piece was made which depicts the recovery of London and Britain from the regimes of 
Carausius and Allectus in 296 A.D., present piece full, round, a very small blemish under Constantius's elbow but as struck and a chance to 
acquire a medallion which would never grace the cabinets of most numismatists, of superb workmanship and as produced, UNC £1500 - £2500

 
 

 
1946 Museum quality copy of a gold 4 Aurei, 'Rome Mint' of Maxentius, 306-312A.D., probably made from 'old' ancient yellow gold, the weight 

and axis of the present piece are also exactly the same as the piece the master craftsman copied. If you look at the Sotheby Auction which 
took place in Zurich, Switzerland on 26 October 1993, lot 125, you will note the medallion which has been reproduced, a medallion which is 
probably unique and has provenance, 'Ex. Parthenico Hoard, NFA XXVII, 1991, lot 185'. Obverse reads:-  IMP C M VAL MAXENTIVS 
P F AVG, Bare head of Maxentius left, reverse reads:- CONSERVA TO R VRBIS SVAE, Roma seated left on round shield, holding long 
sceptre and small statue of Victory on globe, who is about to place wreath on Roma's head, the round shield depicts the She-Wolf and Twins, 
a chance to acquire a medallion which would never grace the cabinets of most numismatists, of superb workmanship and as produced, UNC £1500 - £2500
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1947 Museum quality copy of a gold 4 Aurei, 'Thessalonica Mint' A.D.305-306 of Constantius I as Augustus, gold 4 aurei are known from this 

reign but from the Sisca Mint, it would seem improbable that they were struck at Thessalonica, although Constantius I was Caesar 293-305 
he was only Augustus 305-306 A.D. hence production of these multiple medallions was probably very small as Augustus, plus we cannot trace 
this type hence it is probably a fantasy piece, made from 'old' yellow gold, wt. 13.5g. which seems light, obverse:- Bust of Constantius I left, 
wearing pearl diadem with rosette, draped and cuirassed, right hand raised, legend:- CONSTANTINVS P F AVG, reverse:- Constantius I 
standing front in military attire, laureate head right, holding military standard topped by helmet, spears and cuirass, seated at foot of standard 
a barbarian, hands tied behind his back, looking back and up, another seated female barbarian at right, looking back and up, in his left hand 
Constantius I holds a small statute of Victory on globe, who is about to place a wreath upon his head, legend:- GLORIA EXERCITVS in 
exergue TSE, full, round, well centred and a chance to acquire a medallion which would never grace the cabinets of most numismatists, of 
superb workmanship and as produced, UNC £1500 - £2500

 
 

1948 Nero brass sestertius, obverse:- Laureate bust, left, 
reverse:- Nero on horseback, prancing right, holding 
spear, second horseman in background, legend:- 
DECVRSIO S C Sear 1957var., large flan, reverse 
slightly off centre, rough surfaces and some ancient 
surface loss reverse, F/NF £80 - £120

 
1949 Philip and Mary silver groat, mm. lis, Spink 2508, lightly 

crinkled, light marks reverse, features of portrait lightly 
double-struck but a good even stike, VF £325 - £350

1950 Philip and Mary silver shilling 1554, full titles, with mark 
of value, Spink 2500, full and round, F/GF £280 - £320

 

 
1951 Philip and Mary silver sixpence, full titles, date above 

shield 1554, Spink 2505, full, round, very light scuffs 
lower obverse under magnifiying glass, portraits well 
struck up, VF £1000 - £1100

 

1952 Postumus bronze sestertius, Cologne Mint 260 A.D., 
reverse:- Victory advancing left, holding wreath and 
palm [seems no seated captive at feet] small but thick 
flan, wt, 12.7g., style somewhat barbarous with mistakes 
in the legend, sestertii are scarce at this period, clear, F £40 - £50

1953 Probus silver washed antoninianus, reverse:- ROMAE 
AETER, Roma seated facing, holding long sceptre and 
small statue of Victory, within hexastyle temple, Sear 
12027, large flan, silvering evident, a little double-struck 
on legends, good portrait VF £20 - £25

1954 Roman Colonial AE 5 assarii of Marcianopolis, 
Caracalla and Julia Domna, heads facing each other, 
reverse:- Dionysos seated on Panther, right, Fair/F ditto 
but Caracalla and Geta, heads facing each other, 
reverse:- Tyche, F and lastly ditto but Gordian III and 
Tranquillina, heads facing each other, reverse:- Standing 
male deity, holding cornucopiae and ?, E T in left and 
right fields, all with old tickets, F/GF [3] £55 - £65

 
1955 Roman gold solidus of Magnus Maximus, 383-8 AD, 

Trier Mint, 4.5g, RIC 8 28, #76/21, Hunterian 5 428, 
#2, VF with some tiny surface marks, scarce. £500 - £700

 
1956 Roman gold solidus of Zeno, 474-491 AD, Rome Mint, 

4.46g, RIC 10 3651, VF £280 - £320

1957 Roman pieces all with their old tickets, Nero billon 
tetradrachm, reverse:- Bust of Alexandria, Sear 2004, a 
ditto but of Probus, reverse:- Nike of year 5, Sear - , and 
a Constantine I reduced follis, Sear 16076 [trace of 
silvering] and Crispus, London Mint bronze, Sear 16727 
and lastly a bronze of Tetricus I, Old Sear 3178, all 
collectable grade, average NVF [5] £50 - £70
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1958 Roman Republican silver denarius 211-206 B.C., 
obverse:- Helmeted head of Roma, X behind, reverse:- 
Dioscuri right, 'ROMA' below, from the series with 
symbol below, Sear 39, present piece possibly exhibits a 
crocodile's head, with an old ticket which ponders the 
mint symbol, VF £50 - £60

1959 Sabina brass sestertius, Rome Mint 136A.D., reverse:- 
Venus standing right, drawing out fold of drapery from 
shoulder and holding apple, Sear 3941, a little area of 
deposit on reverse, clear, F £40 - £45

1960 Sassanian silver drachm (7), Khusru II, 590-627 A.D., x 
5 also of Shapur I and II, Mitchiner 811 and 880, full 
details written on pen and ink tickets by Dr Vezin, VF to 
EF £120 - £150

1961 Sassanian (2) unidentified hammered silver coins 31 and 
34mm. £40 - £45

 

 
1962 Scottish James VI gold Sword and Sceptre piece, Eighth 

Coinage, dated 1602, Spink 5460, looks once to have 
been bent as a love token but full flan and well centred, 
holed with what looks like a hand cut nail at 5 o'clock 
obverse, otherwise VF £400 - £500

 

 
1963 Scottish silver thistle-merk of James VI, Eighth Coinage, 

1602, Spink 5497, large flan, well centred, nice even 
strike, GVF/VF £350 - £400

 
1964 Short Cross silver pennies, 1, Canterbury, creased, 2, 

WILLEM ON LVN centres worn, 3, ]HTA[, mis-
shapen, bent, 4, +SALEMVN ON CAN, Poor/NF, 5, 
+IOAN ChIC ON CA, obverse off centre, short cracks, 
legends Fair, centres NVF, 6, IOhAN.F.R ON CANT, 
well centred GF, 7, +FVLKE.ON.LVND, VF, 8, Walter 
of Northampton, if so scarce, well centred but on a small 
flan, centres VF and lastly 9, +STIVENE ON LVND, 
GF [9] £125 - £175

 
1965 Silver cut-halfpennies, 3 x Short Cross, 4 x Long Cross, 1 

x Scottish, cut-fathings x 5, an Irish round farthing of 
Dublin NF/NVF and 2 x silver 20 pence of Charles I of 
Scotland, one holed, Poor, the other NF [15] £30 - £40

 

 
1966 Stephen silver cut-halfpenny, BMC 7, Cross pommee or 

Awbridge Type which continued into the reign of Henry 
II, reverse reads:- ]PAEN[ and the only moneyer Paien 
presently known to have struck this issue worked at 
Northampton, see J.J.N. p.166, found Kent, a full cut-
halfpenny, short hairline crack from cut edge, both dies 
slightly off centre, rare, F/NVF £60 - £80

 
1967 Thrace as a Roman Province, bronze of c.23mm. of 

Rhoemetalkes I, obverse:- Laureate head of Augustus, 
right, capricorn before, reverse:- Diademed head of 
Rhoemetalkes, Sear 5395, obverse very slightly off 
centre, very light pits, strong strike, unusually fine, EF £110 - £130

 
1968 Titus as Caesar under Vespasian, gold aureus, Rome 

Mint 77-78A.D., reverse reads:- COS VI in exergue, 
Roma seated right on pile of shields, holding spear,she-
wolf suckling twins at her feet, two birds in left and right 
fields, Sear 2417, somewhat bent and worn and possibly 
edge tested at bottom of the obverse but of good metal, 
scarce, F £400 - £500

1969 Tryphon 142-138 B.C. silver tetradrachm, wt. 18.2g. of 
the Seleukid Kingdom, obverse bust of Diodotos, draped 
and wearing crested helmet with long back ties, reverse:- 
Spiked Macedonian helmet dividing legend, because of 
colour, edge, weight etc. we would place this as a later 
concoction, possibly 18th. or 19th. century, VF £50 - £60

1970 Umayyad silver dirhem all of the Wasit Mint for years 
107, 113, 123 and 124, the second clipped, wts. 2.80g., 
2.27g. [clipped], 2.91g. and 2.94g., 3 are high grade EF, 
EF and EF/GVF, full details on pen and ink tickets by 
Dr.Vezin, [4] £35 - £45

 
1971 Unidentified Islamic gold dinar, Crusader period c.12th-

13thC AD, contemporary Fatimid imitation, 4.19g 
(correct weight) nVF for type, small test scratch, short of 
flan - outer legend patchy. (These pieces are known to 
numismatists but no one is sure who produced them). £140 - £160

1972 Unidentified Islamic gold dinar, heavily clipped and 
pierced twice, 2.65g, Fine. £70 - £80

 
1973 Valentinian I gold solidus, wt. 4.55g., [with ring mount], 

reverse:- Valentinian standing front, head right, holding 
labarum and small statue of Victory who is about to 
place a wreath on the emperors head, Old Sear 4088, 
Nicomedia Mint, full, round, well centred, smoothed and 
ring mounted, F £120 - £160

 
1974 Vespasian brass dupondius, Rome Mint 71 A.D., 

reverse:- VICTORIA NAVALIS S C, Winged Victory 
on forepart of galley, holding palm and wreath, Sear 
2355, reverse very slightly off centre, GF/F together with 
a ditto but a copper as, Lugdunium Mint 77-78 A.D., 
Bust of Vespasian resting on small globe, reverse:- Eagle 
standing facing on globe, wings open, head right, both 
with old tickets, F/GF [2] £40 - £60

 

 
1975 Vespasian silver denarius, Rome Mint 69-70A.D., 

reverse:- Judaea, as captive, mourning, seated right, on 
ground at base of trophy, legend below:- IVDAEA, Sear 
2296, of good metal, F £75 - £100
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1976 Viking silver penny of East Anglia, Memorial Coinage of 

St Edmund, from the series struck on slightly smaller 
flans, with legends punched in with large irons and of 
semi-barbarous form, Spink 961, obverse reads:- +.SC 
EAIDNI, ['S' on its face], reverse reads:- +.BADI MOI 
[J.J.N. lists a 'Bado' as a moneyer, see p.79], full round, 
well centred with a few small spots of dark, bright green 
deposit, VF £200 - £300

 
1977 William I silver penny, Two Stars Type, obverse reads:- 

+PILLELM REX I, reverse reads:- +GODRED ON 
DTI [third 'D' with thorn], Thetford Mint, moneyer 
Godred, Spink 1254, the cataloguer knows of only two 
other specimans of this issue for Thetford by this 
moneyer [both in museums], Norwich Castle Museum, 
Sylloge 1366, No. 1366 and BMC 375, present coin has 
a little edge damage, repair and loss at obverse, 7 o'clock, 
and is weak on a small portion of legend each side but 
round, well centred and rare VF £480 - £540

 
 

Bulk Coin Lots 
 

1978 Assortment of mainly pre 1947/1920 GB silver from 
circulation with other GB / USA included £180 - £220

1979 Australia Florins (7) 1925 to 1951, grades F to EF £55 - £65

1980 Australia (13 - a couple are New Zealand) predecimal 
silver and bronze. Includes Threepence 1915(L) aVF, 
Shilling 1915(L) Fine, etc. £35 - £45

1981 British Commonwealth Coins (18) Canada, India etc, 
bronze and cupro-nickel 19th-20thC, silver noted. £40 - £50

1982 British Commonwealth Silver Proofs & 
Commemoratives (18) including 11 of the 'History of the 
Royal Navy' Channel Islands issues, housed in a plush 
case. £120 - £150

1983 British Commonwealth Silver Proofs (12) with gilt 
portraits, various issues of the Golden Jubilee 2002, 
aFDC-FDC in a wooden box without certs. £120 - £150

1984 British Empire & Commonwealth (43) 19th to 20thC 
silver and copper, including India, Africa, Australia, 
Palestine, Egypt, South Africa, Cyprus, mixed grade. £80 - £100

1985 Cambodia 1/8th Ticals (52) c.1847, catalogue at $27 to 
$50 each in Krause. £150 - £170

1986 Canada Montreal Olympics 1976 commemorative silver 
coins (8) in two cased sets with certificates: Series VI 
Olympic Team & Body Contact Sports, and Series VII 
Souvenir Issue. £90 - £120

1987 Canada Silver Coins (56) a collection of Dollars, 50 
Cents and 25 Cents various 20thC 1918 to 1960s, mixed 
grades. £300 - £350

1988 Canada (27), a collection of high grade and scarce date 
coins, silver and bronze, Queen Victoria to George V, 
assorted denominations Cents to 25 Cents, ideal for 
slabbing. £2500 - £3000

1989 Canada (72) silver, copper, bronze and cupro-nickel, 
19th-20thC, mixed denominations One Cents to 25 
Cents, mixed grade. £50 - £80

1990 China (4): Hupeh Province Dollar VF, 2x Yuan Shih Kai 
Dollars and similar 10 Cents F-GF £50 - £70

1991 Coin and stamp covers (approx 15 albums) includes 2 x 
Half Sovereign covers £300 - £400

1992 Egypt (66) regal and republic 20thC milled, mixed 
denominations and grades, includes silver. £40 - £60

1993 France (54) 18th to 20thC, mainly copper, noted some 
colonial, countermarked pieces, a few silver. £100 - £140

1994 GB Brass 3ds (approx 10Kg) from circulation £50 - £60

1995 GB Coins (4): Halfcrown 1950 proof GEF, Halfcrown 
1953 proof nFDC, Halfcrown 1970 proof GEF, and 
Florin 1953 proof GEF, £30 - £40

1996 GB Commorative Coins, Medallions and Stamps: a 
stacker box containing three albums of philatelic-
numismatic covers from the 1990s to 2000s, also noted a 
'Libra Solidus Denarius' predecimal coins set, and a 1oz 
silver Britannia 2003 on presentation card. £200 - £300

1997 GB Copper Coins & Tokens, an accumulation in a box, 
17th to 20thC, low to middle grade. £40 - £50

1998 GB Copper & Bronze (25) mixed denominations 
Farthings to Cartwheel 2d, 17th to 19thC, grades Fair to 
VF £50 - £60

1999 GB Copper & Bronze (33): Halfpennies, Farthings, and 
Fractions, 18th-19thC, mixed grade. £80 - £100

2000 GB Copper (11) Halfpennies William & Mary to Queen 
Victoria, grades Fine to nEF £100 - £120

2001 GB Copper (4): Halfpenny 1772 GEORIVS error GF, 
Farthings: 1739 GF, 1754 aVF, and 1775 Fine. £55 - £65

2002 GB Copper (9) George III including 6x Cartwheel 
Twopences 1797 and 2x Cartwheel Pennies 1797, grades 
VG to GF £180 - £200

2003 GB Crowns (4): 1820/19 LX VG, 1845 cinquefoils GF, 
1891 GF, 1893 LVI nF, plus a Double Florin 1889 Fine. £90 - £110

2004 GB Crowns (63) comprising 1935x4, 1937 x2, 1951 x12 
(some with boxes), 1953 x38 and 1960 x7. £100 - £120

2005 GB Crowns (7) All Victoria JH & OH. Average GF £120 - £140

2006 GB Crowns (9): 1819 to 1935, VG to aEF, including 
1822 Secundo GF, 1844 cinquefoils nF, 1845 cinquefoils 
Fine, 1892 GVF etc. £160 - £200

2007 GB Crowns (approx 400) All 1965 Churchill. GEF - Unc £100 - £120

2008 GB Crowns (approx 400) All 1981 Charles & Diana. 
GEF - Unc £100 - £120

2009 GB Early Milled Silver Coins of Queen Anne (5): 
Shillings: 1711 VF, ditto GF, Sixpences: 1703 VIGO GF 
slightly bent (possibly ex-mount), 1711 VF and ditto nVF £80 - £100

2010 GB Farthings (28) George V, most with some lustre. £70 - £80

2011 GB Farthings (692) comprising Edward VII x67, George 
V x223, George VI x270, and Elizabeth II x132. £30 - £50

2012 GB Farthings (7) 1696 to 1856 various, grades Fair to 
nVF £30 - £35

2013 GB Farthings (9): Farthing 1673 CAROLA error, Poor 
to Fair, type clear, Farthing 1699, date in legend, no stop 
after GVLIELMVS, also possibly M over a small A, Peck 
685 (ER) clear VG, 1699, date in legend, last A of 
BRITANNIA possibly unbarred but not clear, Fair, 1700 
porous Fine, 1700 unbarred A's in BRITANNIA, Peck 
669 (R), Fine, 1853 GF, 1853 VF, 1865/2 GF-nVF, and 
1895 Young Head brown EF trace lustre. £80 - £100

2014 GB Festival of Britain Crowns (76) all seem to be aUnc - 
Unc with 37 being in the original boxes of issue £200 - £250

2015 GB Fifty Pence Silver Proofs (12) Piedforts 1992/3(2), 
1998 "EEC" x2, 1998 "NHS", 2000 "Libraries". 
Standard 1992/3(2), 2000, 2003, 2004, 2006(two 
different) & 2007. aFDC - FDC all boxed as issued with 
certificates but some slightly toned as usually found on 
these types £120 - £140

2016 GB Florins (11) assorted 1849 'godless' to 1944. grades 
VG to nEF £20 - £30

2017 GB Florins (approx 1000) all post 1947 from circulation £100 - £110

2018 GB George I Farthings (8): 1717 dump issue Fair-VG, 
1719 small letters Fair, 1719 large letters porous aF, 1720 
GF, 1721 porous aF, 1722 VG, 1723 Fine, and 1724 
Fair. £70 - £90

2019 GB George III Silver (3): Shilling 1787 without hearts 
EF, ditto with hearts F/GF, and Sixpence 1787 without 
hearts GVF £50 - £60

 

2020 GB Halfcrowns (10) George V various 1915 to 1919, 
grades aVF to AU £80 - £100

 

2021 GB Halfcrowns (17) assorted 1817 to 1915, grades VG to 
VF £90 - £110
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2022 GB Halfcrowns (73) a collection from young head 
Victorian to George VI, most in plastic capsules, mixed 
grades low to high : early to late. £280 - £320

2023 GB Halfcrowns (approx 800) all post 1947 from 
circulation £100 - £110

2024 GB Halfpennies (16): 1694 nF, 1697 nF (interesting to 
note that on this coin all the left serifs at the bases of the 
T's are missing), 1699 GF, 1699 no stops on obverse, and 
no stop after BRITANNIA, Peck 693 (VR) VG, 1700 
unbarred A's in BRITANNIA, Peck 697, scarce, aF light 
porosity, 1701 inverted A's for V's obverse, unbarred A's 
in BRITANNIA, Peck 705, rare, porous VG with clear 
legends, 1701 unbarred A's in BRITANNIA, Peck 703, 
very scarce, bold VG, 1719 Fine, light porosity, 1723 
VG, 1771 no stop on reverse, Peck 897, rare, GF, 1806 
rev. no berries, on obverse a die flaw that looks 'a little 
like a beard', EF trace lustre, Halfpenny 1860 dies 1+A, 
beaded border, legend die flaw and a tiny bit double 
struck, GEF with lustre, 1860 dies 1+A beaded border 
VF, 1862 EF subdued lustre, 1863 EF trace lustre, 
surface flaw on chin, and 1865/3, F.297, R3 
Cope/Rayner, F-GF £180 - £200

2025 GB Maundy Oddments (10) 18th-19thC George III to 
George IV: 1d 1763 VF, 4d 1780 EF, 1d 1780 VF-GVF 
flaw obv, 4d 1784 EF, 3d 1784 GVF, 4d 1820 AU, 3d 
1820 aVF tiny nick, 1d 1829 EF, 3d 1830 normal head 
nFDC, and 1d 1830 GEF £200 - £240

2026 GB Maundy oddments (41) all Victoria in high grade, a 
good assortment including many earlier dates. average 
EF - GEF £600 - £800

2027 GB Maundy Oddments (5) 18thC pre-George III: 4d 
1701 VF, 1d 1701 GVF, 2d 1709 VF, 4d 1760 EF a few 
haymarks, and 2d 1760 EF £180 - £200

2028 GB Maundy Oddments (6) 17thC scarce early milled: 3d 
1676/5 ERA for FRA aVF surface flaw below bust, 1d 
1676 GVF, 4d 1694 small lettering VF-GVF, 4d 1698 
GF-nVF, 3d 1699 bold VF, and 1d 1699 bold VF with 
scratches. £170 - £190

2029 GB Mint Sets (28) 1982 - 2008 ( both types) with the 
1997 being the baby gift set. £140 - £160

2030 GB Mint Sets (28) 1982 - 2009. BU as issued £150 - £180

2031 GB Mint / presentation packs (a box full) good face value £300 - £350

2032 GB Pennies (40) a collection 1911 to 1951, noted: 1912H 
VF, 1913 EF with lustre, 1914 aEF trace lustre, 1919 
lustrous AU, 1920 lustrous GEF, 1921 EF trace lustre, 
1922 EF with lustre, 1926 modified effigy Fine, 1928 EF 
with lustre, 1936 lustrous AU, 1939 AU, 1944 EF trace 
lustre, 1947 AU, 1951 lustrous EF-GEF, etc. £120 - £160

2033 GB Pennies (4) rare or impossible date modern 
repro/fantasy space fillers: 1887 Jubilee, 1933, 1937 
Edward VIII, and 1952, proof-like BU £30 - £40

2034 GB Pennies (92), a collection in an album, 1860 to 1970, 
noted: 1862 6+G VF,1864 upper serif VG, 1870 VF-
GVF, 1874H 7+G GF, 1875 8+J nVF, 1876H 8+K 
GVF, 1896 EF/GEF, 1903 normal 3 EF with lustre 
(stain reverse), 1905 EF streaky lustre, 1906 EF/GEF 
trace lustre, 1908 VF/GVF, 1909 GVF, 1910 EF, 1913 
EF with lustre, 1914 GEF with lustre, 1915 EF-GEF with 
lustre, 1916 GEF with lustre, 1916 AU subdued lustre, 
1919KN GF, 1920 GEF with lustre, 1921 EF with lustre, 
1921 Au with lustre, 1922 1st bust GEF trace lustre, 1927 
UNC, 1928 AU, 1929 AU, 1930 AU, 1931 EF-GEF, 
1934 EF, 1935 UNC, 1935 AU, 1936 UNC, 1937 proof 
aFDC, 1940 GEF, 1946 ONE' die flaw nVF, 1947 UNC, 
1948 UNC, 1950 AU, 1950 proof nFDC, 1951 iridescent 
UNC, 1951 proof nFDC, 1953 proof nFDC, etc etc. £600 - £700

2035 GB Pennies (approx 1000) All Edward VII from 
circulation £80 - £100

2036 GB Pennies (approx 1000) All Victoria from circulation £80 - £100

2037 GB Proof Sets (10) 1983, 84, 85, 87, 90, 97(red), 99, 
2001, 02 & 2003. aFDC - FDC with the earlier ones 
showing signs of toning £70 - £80

2038 GB Proof Sets (10) 1989, 90, 92, 94, 97(2), 98 & 99(3) All 
in the red leather cases, aFDC - FDC £100 - £120

 

2039 GB Proof Sets (12) 1971 - 1982 aFDC - FDC £40 - £50
 

2040 GB Proof Sets (15) 1988 - 2005 (no 1990, 91 & 2000) 
FDC and all in the red leather case of issue. £150 - £180

2041 GB Proof Sets (16) 1971x4, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77x3, 78, 
79x2 & 1982. aFDC - FDC £55 - £65

2042 GB Proof Sets (17) Royal Mint standard sets cased with 
certs and packaging: 1990 to 2006 date run. £140 - £180

2043 GB Proof Sets (18) 1983 - 2000 aFDC - FDC (all in the 
blue cases apart from the 2000) some earlier sets maybe 
slightly toned £110 - £130

2044 GB Proof Sets (30) complete run from 1970 - 1999 aFDC 
- FDC with the 1973 set toned £150 - £180

2045 GB Proof Sets (33) mixed dates from the 1980s and 90s 
and all in the blue cases of issue. aFDC - FDC £180 - £200

2046 GB Proof Sets (6) 2001 - 2007 (no 2005) All FDC and in 
the red leather case of issue £80 - £100

2047 GB Proof Sets (6) All 1970 aFDC - FDC £50 - £60

2048 GB Proof Sets (9) 1990 - 1998 aFDC - FDC in the blue 
cases of issue £70 - £90

2049 GB Proof & Unc Sets, in two stacker boxes. Standard 
Proof Sets: A complete run 1970 to 2007, missing only 
1978 and 1979, with certs where applicable, plus a 
selection of various Unc Sets and base commemoratives 
in presentation packs, books, etc. £180 - £220

2050 GB Shillings (11) assorted 1696 to 1918, grades VG to 
GF, noted 1696 Exeter 1st bust aF, 1696 Norwich 1st 
bust VG, 1723 SSC Fine, 1741 roses aF, etc. £100 - £120

2051 GB Shillings (14) 17th to 19thC, Fair to VF, a few 
holed/mounted etc. £160 - £200

2052 GB Shillings (29) a collection of George V, 1911 to 1936, 
noted: 1911 Proof lightly toned nFDC, 1915 nEF, 1918 
EF, 1920 deep portrait EF, 1921 shallow portrait GVF, 
1923 EF, 1926 2nd Coinage nEF, 1930 aEF, 1932 aEF, 
etc etc. £120 - £160

2053 GB Shillings (approx 2000) all post 1947 from circulation £100 - £110

2054 GB Silver Pre-1920 Coins (61) from George IV to 
George V, most are Edward VII (from circulation) £120 - £140

2055 GB Silver Proof boxed items, includes silver set 1996, 
some with certificates £175 - £225

2056 GB Silver Proofs (4) Crowns 2001 (Victoria), 2002 
(Jubilee), 2002 (Memorial) & Fifty Pence 1992/3. All 
FDC boxed as issued £50 - £60

2057 GB Silver Threepences (9) Edward VII complete set, 
some high grade noted: 1902 BU, 1903 VF, 1904 nVF 
dents, 1905 Fine, 1906 Fine, 1907 EF, 1908 BU, 1909 
VF, and 1910 Fine. £40 - £50

2058 GB Silver Threepences (approx 100) All Edward VII 
clear dates from circulation with little or none damaged £60 - £70

2059 GB Silver Threepences (approx 175) All Victoria clear 
dates from circulation with little or none damaged £100 - £120

2060 GB Silver Threepences (approx 200) All Edward VII 
clear dates from circulation with little or none damaged £120 - £140

2061 GB Silver Threepences (approx 200) all seem to be post 
1920 from circulation £60 - £65

2062 GB Silver Threepences (approx 200) all seem to be post 
1920 from circulation £60 - £65

2063 GB Silver (13) from Crowns to Maundy Oddments, 
18th-20thC, mixed grade. £170 - £190

2064 GB Silver (21) Halfcrowns and Shillings, George IV to 
Edward VII, grades Fair to GF £80 - £100

2065 GB Silver (33) George V & VI, Halfcrowns to Sixpences , 
mixed grade, many high grade. £80 - £100

2066 GB Silver (4): Shilling 1787 with hearts VF, Sixpences: 
1757 VF, 1787 with hearts VF, and 1787 without hearts 
GVF £60 - £80

2067 GB Silver (4): Trade Dollar 1902B GVF, Double-Florin 
1887 arabic 1 aEF, Three Shillings Bank Token 1814 
nVF, and Shilling 1825 Fine. £70 - £90

2068 GB Silver (7): five George III Sixpences 1787 GF-VF, 
Maundy Twopence 1766 VF with a small edge split, and 
Charles II undated Maundy Twopence aVF £50 - £70

2069 GB Sixpences & Maundy Oddments (12): Sixpences 
assorted 1696 to 1946, grades Fair to VF, Maundy odds: 
3d 1694 aVF scratched, 3d 1763 GF ex-mount, and 4d 
1679 Fine. £60 - £70

 

2070 GB Sixpences (7): 1723 to 1850, grades Fair to VF, two 
holed. £70 - £90
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2071 GB Sixpences (9) Edward VII complete set, some high 
grade noted: 1902 VF, 1903 VF, 1904 nVF edge nick, 
1905 nVF, 1906 aVF, 1907 lightly toned UNC, 1908 
GEF, 1909 VF, and 1910 GF £80 - £120

2072 GB Sixpences (approx 4000) all post 1947 from 
circulation £150 - £180

2073 GB Twopences (9) All 1797 "Cartwheel" Average Fine - 
GF £120 - £150

2074 GB & Commonwealth sets and crowns in a box, 1970s-
1980s, one silver noted. £25 - £35

2075 GB & Commonwealth Silver Proofs (12): Seventieth 
Birthday of Her Majesty The Queen 1996, aFDC-FDC 
in original case with certs. £120 - £15

2076 GB & Commonwealth Silver Proofs (18): Queen 
Elizabeth II 40th Anniversary Coronation Crown 
Collection 1993, aFDC-FDC in original wooden case 
with certs. £200 - £250

2077 GB & Commonwealth Silver Proofs (24): Queen 
Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee Collection 2002, aFDC-FDC 
in original wooden case with certs and cloth bag. £250 - £300

2078 GB & Commonwealth Silver Proofs, Commemoratives, 
Medallions and Misc. Coins, a stacker box full of 
material. £180 - £200

2079 GB & Commonwealth, a stacker box containing crowns, 
£5 coins, base commems in presentation packs, silver 
proofs (regarding empty boxes see the large case for the 
coins), Britannia silver ounces, a 2002 deluxe proof set, 
etc. £250 - £300

2080 GB & Commonwealth, a stacker box full of year sets, 
proof sets, Whitman folders, coin covers and misc. £80 - £100

2081 GB & Regional Copper Coins (32) 18th-19thC, Farthings 
to a Cartwheel Twopence. £60 - £80

2082 GB & World Coins & Tokens (8): Elizabeth I Sixpence 
1568(?) mm. crown, slightly convex Fine, a Royal Mint 
'Trial Die' 1957 nEF, Scotland, Edinburgh Farthing 
Token 1792 plain edge (in collar?) D&H Lothian 66b, 
VF gilt, Norwich 'More Trade and Fewer Taxes' 
Halfpenny Token (18thC) plain edge, D&H Norfolk 23b 
VF, a 'Shakespeare' / North Wales evasion piece Fair, 
etc. £50 - £60

2083 GB & World Commemorative Medallions & Prizes, a 
box full of cased items, mostly 20thC, silver noted. £50 - £70

2084 GB & World Copper Coins & Misc. (25) 18th-19thC, 
mixed grade, Russian noted. £50 - £60

2085 GB & World Copper Coins & Tokens (30) ancient to 
20thC, includes British & Commonwealth 18th and 
19thC tokens and a few late Roman pieces etc. £40 - £60

2086 GB & World Copper Coins & Tokens (98) a large 
assortment 17th to early 20thC, mixed grade. £180 - £220

2087 GB, Regional & Ireland (24), 18th-20thC silver and 
copper, noted Maundy 3d 1706 VF, edge knock, Ireland 
Easter Uprising 10 Shillings, etc. £70 - £100

2088 Germany (18) Third Reich silver 5 Reichsmarks, F to 
GVF £100 - £110

2089 Germany (36) silver and base, States to Federal, noted a 
kriegsgeld token of Danzig, etc. £70 - £100

2090 Germany (9) 19thC silver 50 and 20 Pfennigs, grades F-
VF £60 - £70

2091 Halfpennies (6): 1723 Thin Flan? S.3660, Fair, 1724 Fair 
of the same series for comparison, 1730. (stop after date) 
Peck 838 rare, GF, 1732 with unusual die flaws on the R 
and I of BRITANNIA, Peck 842, GF/nVF, 1735, 3 over 
5, Peck 863*, very rare (not in Spink), GF, and 1736 Fair. £60 - £80

2092 Iceland - The Settlement of Iceland 1100th Anniversary 
1974 sterling silver set 1000 Kronur and 500 Kronur, 
plus an Iceland Currency set EF £40 - £50

2093 India (3) two temple tokens and a square rupee (?) £30 - £35

2094 Indian & Islamic Coins & Tokens (26) noted Indian 
States silver rupees and minors, needs viewing. £50 - £70

2095 Indian & Islamic Coins & Tokens (30) noted Indian 
States silver rupees and minors, needs viewing. £60 - £80

 

2096 India, two modern 2-coin commemorative coins sets in 
display cases as issued: Silver proof 100 Rupees and 
nickel-bronze proof 5 Rupees 2011 for 100 Years of Civil 
Aviation, and similar set 2011 for 100 Years of Indian 
Council of Medical Research. £50 - £60

2097 Ireland Coins & Tokens (6), a group of gunmoney pieces 
low grade to nF, an Eire 10 Pence 1969 countermarked 
'NO SURRENDER', and a Communion token O. 
Kilpatrick RLL 1796 pitted VF £40 - £50

2098 Jersey & Guernsey (10) bronze, mainly 19thC, includes 
some lustrous Victorian/Edwardian pieces. £40 - £60

2099 Large collection of World / GB Silver proofs, pre 
decimal, mint issues etc, mainly displayed in "MDM 
trays. housed in four stacker boxes and includes many 
empty boxes , certificates etc.. Needs viewing £1800 - £2200

2100 Netherlands (11) 18th to 19thC silver, copper and other 
base, noted 1 Gulden 1795 aVF, 10 Cents 1890 nVF, 
Curacao 1/10 Gulden 1901 nEF, etc. £50 - £60

2101 Palestine (25) silver, cupro-nickel and bronze 1920s-
1940s, mixed grades. £40 - £50

2102 Russia (3): Quarter Kopek 1736 VF, 2 Kopeks 1761 VF, 
and 2 Kopeks 1840 EM GF £30 - £40

2103 Scandinavia (94) coins of Denmark, Finland, Norway 
and Sweden, including Denmark 5 Kroner 1960, 2 
Kroner 1958, 1 Kroner 1926, 1 Kroner 1841, 1/2 
Kroner 1924, etc etc, silver noted. £80 - £100

2104 South Africa & Southern Rhodesia (18) includes much 
Kruger Silver, mixed grade. £70 - £90

2105 South Africa (21) Kruger silver coins (one bronze), late 
19thC, mixed grades. £80 - £100

2106 Stacker box of GB mint sets / presentation packs, good 
face value £180 - £200

2107 Stacker box of mainly GB proof sets (without outer 
sleeves) & mixed world/ GB coins etc. £70 - £90

2108 Stacker box of Whitman folders (some with coins in) 
sandhill cased sets etc. some silver noted £60 - £70

2109 Switzerland (14) 18th to 20thC, silver, copper, bronze 
and cupro-nickel, mixed grades, high grade noted. £40 - £50

2110 Tokens & Misc. Coins (24) mostly British 18thC 
provincial copper, mixed grade. £40 - £60

2111 Tokens & predecimal coins, a biscuit box full of material. £30 - £40

2112 UK 1oz Silver Britannias (8): 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007, EF to UNC £120 - £150

2113 USA in an old stock box, all seem to be either Cents or 5 
Cents with may being pre 1920 £40 - £50

2114 USA Indian Head Cents (32) 19th to early 20thC, from 
circulation. £30 - £40

2115 USA Morgan Silver Dollars (5): 1879, 1882O, 1886, 
1887 and 1900, grades aEF to UNC £80 - £100

2116 USA Morgan & Peace Silver Dollars (17) 1881S to 1927 
various, nVF to UNC £240 - £280

2117 USA Nickels (17) mostly 'Buffalos', mixed grade. £30 - £40

2118 USA (12) silver and copper 19th-20thC, noted early 
Indian head cents, Quarter 1833 GF, etc. £80 - £120

2119 USA (13), noted: Half Dollars 1853 VF holed, 1906D G, 
Dime 1875 G, Large Cent 1810 normal date VG, Flying 
Eagle Cent 1858 VF, Indian Head Cent 1867 nF, etc. £80 - £120

2120 USA (23) 19th-20thC assorted denominations Quarters 
to Cents, mixed grades, high grade noted. £120 - £150

2121 USA (27) assorted denominations Cents to Half Dollars, 
19th-20thC, mixed grades Good to UNC, includes silver. £50 - £60

2122 USA (30) small cents and nickels including Buffalos, late 
19th-early 20thC, mixed grade. £40 - £50

2123 USA (34) 19th-20thC, assorted denominations Half 
Dollar to Cents, mixed grade, includes silver. £120 - £140

2124 USA (48) including Mercury Dimes, early 20thC Nickels, 
and other minors, mixed grade. £70 - £80

 
2125 USA, a collection of Slabbed Cents, 5c & Quarters 

(approx 230). All high grade and from the 1940s - 2000s, 
all seem to be MS 67 - MS70. no silver issues seen £600 - £800

 
2126 USA, Walking Liberty Dollars (29) a mixture of dates, 

GEF - Unc and housed in plastic capsules £400 - £450

 
2127 World Banknotes, loose and framed/sealed in 

paperweights. A stacker box of material, includes a 
framed white fiver 1950 and some modern coin sets £80 - £100
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2128 World Coins (11): 19th-20thC mostly crown-size silver, 
noted: Switzerland 5 Francs 1923B GVF, Romania 
100,000 Lei 1946 GVF-nEF, Curacao 2&1/2 Gulden 
1944D UNC, Colombia Peso 1956 UNC, Canada 
Dollar 1952 nEF, France 5 Francs 1868 VF, Peru Sol 
1869 EF, Canada 25 Cents 1919 aEF, Norway 1 Krone 
1940 BU, etc. £100 - £140

2129 World Coins (23) from crown-size silver to ancient 
bronze minors, noted Spanish colonial shipwreck pieces, 
German thalers, British India silver rupees, etc. £150 - £200

2130 World Coins (6) 19th-20thC silver and copper including 
scarce date Swiss and USA. £40 - £45

2131 World Coins (73) 18th to 20thC including much silver, 
noted Russian material, Poland commemorative 5 Zloty 
1930 nVF, etc etc. £120 - £150

2132 World Coins, a large quantity in a shoe box, ancient to 
20thC, silver noted. £200 - £220

2133 World Coins, a metal box full of assorted material, silver 
noted. £40 - £60

2134 World Coins, a shoebox of assorted material ancient to 
modern. £50 - £70

2135 World Coins, a small box of material 18th-20thC, silver 
noted. £30 - £40

2136 World Coins, an accumulation of mixed world coins, 
silver noted, a collection of Denmark mostly 20thC, and 
a couple of folders of GB predecimal. £50 - £70

2137 World Coins, ancient to 20thC in a box, mostly copper, 
mixed grade, silver noted. £100 - £120

2138 World Commemorative Coins and Banknote & Security 
Printing Conference Medals, a collection in a stacker box 
including material from Russia, Ukraine, Tajikistan, 
Korea, Bulgaria etc. £60 - £100

2139 World Commemorative Coins & Medals (35) 20thC 
including silver, noted Pope John Paul II large bronze 
medal EF £60 - £80

2140 World Copper Coins, Tokens & Medallions (6) 18th-
19thC, noted: Canada Nova Scotia Halfpenny Token 
1856 no LCW, EF with lustre, USA Cent 1818 GF, 1852 
Fine, etc. £40 - £50

2141 World Copper, a cigar box full, ancient to 20thC, mixed 
grade. £180 - £220

2142 World Crown-Size Silver Coins (9 plus 1 forgery), 18th to 
20thC, noted USA Walking Liberty Silver Dollars x4 
UNC-BU, Greece 5 Drachma 1876 GF, etc. £150 - £170

2143 World Silver coins (approx 1Kg) mixed Countries, grades 
& denominations £275 - £325

2144 World Silver coins (approx 1Kg) mixed Countries, grades 
& denominations £275 - £325

2145 World Silver coins (approx 1Kg) mixed Countries, grades 
& denominations £275 - £325

2146 World Silver Proofs and other Commemorative Coins (9) 
1990s to 2000, includes three silver items, all coins but 
one in capsules only, the other cased with cert noted 
Canada 'Voyage of Discovery' Silver Proof Dollar 2000. £40 - £45

2147 World Silver Proofs (12) All Crown size FDC and in hard 
plastic capsules £120 - £150

2148 World Silver Proofs (12) All Crown size FDC and in hard 
plastic capsules £120 - £150

2149 World Silver Proofs (12) All Crown size FDC and in hard 
plastic capsules £120 - £150

2150 World Silver Proofs (12) All Crown size FDC and in hard 
plastic capsules £120 - £150

2151 World Silver Proofs (12) All Crown size FDC and in hard 
plastic capsules £120 - £150

 

2152 World Silver Proofs (36): United Nations 50th 
Anniversary Commemorative Coin Collection 1995, 
issued by the Royal Mint, coins noted of China, Ireland, 
Cyprus, Norway, Russia, Oman etc etc, aFDC-FDC in 
original case with many certs but no central booklet (?) £400 - £500

 

2153 World Silver Proofs (8): Second World War 50th 
Anniversary International Coin Collection 1995, issued 
by the Royal Mint, missing one central coin (almost 
certainly the UK 'dove of peace' £2 which is easy to find) 
, nFDC-FDC cased with cert and booklet, includes coins 
of Russia, Israel, Norway, the Netherlands, France, and 
the Channel Islands. £80 - £100

2154 World / GB Silver proof boxed items (22) includes World 
Crowns, GB Fifty Pences etc. aFDC -FDC some with 
slight toning £225 - £275

 
End of Auction in Room 1, Day 2 

 
 
 

Day 2, Room 2, 9.30am 
 

GB Stamps 
 

 
 

2155 GB - 1840 Twopence blue (Q-K) with four clear 
margins, no tears of thins, light red MX. Cat £875+ (1) £60 - £70

 

 
 

2156 GB - 1853 Embossed 10d with 1d red imperf (M-D) 
identified as Plate 161, lavender tinted paper on 1853 
cover to overseas, Poste Restante, various back stamps. 
(1) £200 - £250

2157 GB - 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 blue vertical corner 
pair with cylinder number, cat £80+ £25 - £30

2158 GB - a superb untouched collection of mostly 
Commemorative Issues circa 1980's to Mid 2013. 
Including UM Sets, FDC's (noted London 2012 Gold 
Medal Winners set in special album). Prestige Booklets, 
Booklets, etc. Massive FV in two large storage boxes 
(buyer collects) Must be viewed £800 - £1200

2159 GB - binder of more unusual UM Commemorative 
m/sheets, Presentation Packs, with much modern 
material upto 2010. Needs viewing (qty) £70 - £80

2160 GB - box of various material in stockbooks and on 
hagners (qty) £25 - £30

2161 GB - collection in stockbook of Gutter Pairs from cJan 
1984 to July 1987. Thirty Three plus sets UM £30 - £35

2162 GB - collection in stockbook of Gutter Pairs from cJune 
1971 to March 1984. Fifty plus sets UM £50 - £55

2163 GB - collection of material in Windsor loose leaf albums 
and Stockbooks, UM, Mint and Fine used (heavy 
duplication of high values F/U) (7 albums) Buyer collects £70 - £75

2164 GB - EDVII 1901-1910 mint & used range, Victorian 
1887 Jubilee used set to 1/- (both) on 3x stockcards, total 
cat £1250 approx (qty) £25 - £30

2165 GB - fine collection in Royal Mail special album + 
slipcase, with material from c1980 to 1999, unmounted 
mint. Over 100 sets plus Commems (qty) £60 - £70

2166 GB - green stocbook of better QE2 UM 
Commemoratives including Regionals, Olympic Games 
2012, Commemoratives, M/Sheets, etc. Decimal UM 
FV £160 (qty) £110 - £120

2167 GB - large blue stockbook of full Unmounted Mint 
Commemorative sets, approx FV £400, better noted 
(qty) £280 - £300

 

2168 GB - large box of 'all sorts' including albums, loose, Post 
Office Posters (buyer collects) Needs viewing £25 - £30
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2169 GB - large collection in box, mostly on Lindner Pages, 
mostly UM from c1971/92, plus various collections in 
albums, with used & mint (qty) Needs viewing £180 - £200

 
2170 GB - large collection of Presentation Packs upto c2004 in 

albums x5 (some Royal Mail) (approx 300) Buyer collects £180 - £200

 
2171 GB - large collection of Presentation Packs, mostly loose, 

but some housed in two Royal Mail Albums. Good range 
with several in the 2000's. Good lot (approx 250) Buyer 
collects £180 - £200

 
2172 GB - large collection of unsorted Presentation Packs, 

many from the 2000's (approx 300) £200 - £220

 
2173 GB - large untouched Presentation Pack collection c199 

to May 2012, in 7x Royal Mail binders. (approx 336 
packs) Buyer collects £200 - £250

 

 
 

2174 GB - Penny Black (C-I) Plate 4, close margins, tied with 
black MX on envelope to Newcastle under Lyne, 
Staffordshire, back stamps include Newcastle under Line 
JUNE 2 1841. Cat £750 (1) £90 - £100

 
 

 
 

2175 GB - Penny Black (E-A) Plate 5, four margins but with 
creases, tied with brown MX, on envelope to Bromhead 
Butt, 79th Highlanders, Warrington. Back stamped 
Newcastle under Line, Staffordshire NO 19 1840. Cat 
£750 (1) £70 - £75

 
 

 
 

2176 GB - Penny Black (J-B) Plate 3, 2+ large margins, tied 
with red MX on front to Cornhill London, two line ST 
JAMES's LIVERPOOL alongside. Cat £900 (1) £45 - £50

 
 

2177 GB - Penny Black (K-K) Plate 7, four margins, tied with 
red MX, on written letter sheet to Newcastle under Lyne, 
Staffordshire, town cancel ?Warrington JA 13 1841 along 
side. Cat £800 (1) £130 - £140

 

 
 

2178 GB - Penny Black (N-H) Plate 5, four margins but close 
at centre top, tied with red MX, on wrapper to Captain 
Spiller, Ipswich. Back stamped 24 OC 1840. Cat £750 
(1) £140 - £150

 

 
 

2179 GB - Penny Black (T-B) Plate 10, three margins, tied with 
black MX, part entire to Bromhead Butt, 79th 
Highlanders, Gibraltar. Back stamped Newcastle under 
Line FE 11 1841. Endorsed Paid 1/- but in fact only 
needed 1d as to British Forces overseas. Cat £3500 (1) £350 - £400

 
2180 GB - plastic tub full of Presentation Packs, circa 1980's to 

mid 2000's, FV £235 approx (approx 170 packs) £170 - £180

 
2181 GB - Presentation Packs circa late 1980's to late 1990's 

selection (approx 100) £65 - £70

 
2182 GB - Royal Mail Yearbooks (hardback) some still sealed, 

2001/2002/2003/2004/2005/2006/2007/2008/2009 
(9) £60 - £65

 
2183 GB - white box of mixed unsorted material, in albums 

and loose (qty) Buyer collects £45 - £50

 

 
 

2184 GB 1918 Seahorse (Bradbury) set SG414/7 fine mounted 
mint cat £780 (3) £140 - £150
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2185 GB 1924/26 GV set SG418/429 fine mounted mint cat 
£110 (12) £25 - £30

 

 
 

2186 GB 1929 PUC set SG434/8 fine mounted mint, cat 
£766 (tiny tone spot to £1 reverse) (5) £260 - £280

 

 
 

2187 GB 1934 Seahorses (re-engraved) set SG450/2 fine 
mounted mint, cat £575 (3) £140 - £150

 

 
 

2188 GB 1938-48 GVI High Values set SG476/478c fine 
mounted mint cat £425 (6) £80 - £85

2189 GB 1965 Presentation Pack 700th Anniversary of 
Parliament cat £85 (1) £24 - £26

2190 GB and British Commonwealth - a large heavily 
duplicated lot of miniature sheets, UM high values up 
£10, modern Presentation Packs, etc. Plus a quantity of 
Coin Covers (several silver). Very good lot which needs 
viewing (4 plastic crates) Buyer collects £450 - £500

2191 GB collection in a special Davo Album + Slipcase, 
stamps start with 1840 Penny Black through to c1990 
mint and used £40 - £45

2192 GB collection in Davo Album + Slipcase, mint and UM 
range with some fine used. Better noted include 1948 £1 
RSW, 1948 GVI 10/- Dark Blue, 1951 HV set, etc etc. 
Needs Viewing (qty) £200 - £250

2193 GB collection in Davo Album + Slipcase, very clean lot 
of UM material with Commemoratives from c1971 to 
1988 virtually complete, plus Definitives (qty) £70 - £75

2194 GB collection in SG One Country Album, with value in 
UM Commemoratives (qty) £20 - £25

2195 GB collection of UM Commemoratives, on hagners in 
binder, circa 1978 to 1989 (qty) £70 - £75

2196 GB collection on hagners in folder, starting from Victoria 
1840 Penny Black onwards, better noted, mint and used 
(qty) Nice lot £90 - £100

2197 GB collection on leaves, mint and used, early Victorian 
to early QE2 range, better noted (2x albums) £40 - £45

2198 GB collection on loose hagners, Victoria to QE2, both 
mint and used, with better noted, cat £2000 approx (qty) £80 - £85

2199 GB GV 1912-24 set to 1/- SG351/395 fine mounted 
mint cat £250 (15) £30 - £35

 

 
 

2200 GB GV £1 PUC SG438 fine mint example but no gum 
cat £1100 (1) a/f £200 - £250

2201 GB PHQ Card collection - large unsorted lot of mostly 
Mint sets still in Royal Mail bags (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £25

2202 GB Postal History - 1865 small single ring L&E/R.P.O. 
Cancel on envelope to South Wales. Various other 
cancels and a manuscript 'Insufficiently addressed having 
been at Newport Station' added. Scarce item £30 - £40

 

 
 

2203 GB Postal History - 1869 two line 'Ipswich/Dist - Sort - 
Carge' (Ipswich District Sorting Carriage). On Official 
paid envelope to Norwich. Rare cancel, mentioned but 
unpriced in Whitney and SG Catalogues. One of three 
known ! £200 - £250

2204 GB Postal History - 1907 Peterborough Sorting Tender 
single ring cancel on PPC £25 - £30

2205 GB Postal History - 1908 Norwich Sorting Tender/Up 
single ring cancel on picture postcard. Additional cachet 
boxed 'Posted Without Late Fee' in black added. Scarce 
item £30 - £40

 

 
 

2206 GB Postal History - 1909 Norwich Sorting Carriage. 
Norwich S.C./IP skeleton cancel on picture postcard of 
Military Camp in Norwich. Very scarce £80 - £100

2207 GB Postal History - 1912 Ipswich Sporting 
Carriage/Night Down single circle on stampless 
envelope to London. Script '1' tax mark. Nice clear 
cancel £25 - £30
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2208 GB Postal History - 1919 Norwich Sorting 
Carriage/Down single ring cancel on PPC. Additional 
boxed 'Posted Without Late Fee' Cachet + 1d Postage 
Due cancelled at Lowestoft £40 - £50

2209 GB Postal History - 1937 Tamworth - Lincoln S.C. Oval 
registered cancel on reverse of envelope to Binbrook. rare 
cancel mentioned in Whitney but no SG £50 - £60

 

 
 

2210 GB Postal History - TPO: 1868 London - Cambridge: C 
C S.C. small single ring cancel on envelope to Ware. 
Mentioned and priced in Whitney and SG. Rare cancel £100 - £150

2211 GB Presentation Pack collection - wide range from 1980's 
to late 2000's (approx 208) £130 - £140

2212 GB Presentation Pack collection c1984 to 1990 including 
Castles to £5 value, plus a few m/sheets (approx 66) £45 - £50

2213 GB Presentation Pack collection c2007/2009 (approx 44) £40 - £45

 
2214 GB Presentation Pack collection in Royal Mail binder, 

circa 1991 to 1996, with high values upto £10 (approx 
58) £50 - £55

 
2215 GB QE2 High Values set (D.L.R.) SG595/8 mounted 

mint cat £195 (4) £30 - £35

 
2216 GB range of early material housed in small white binder, 

lots of material including better surface printed, postal 
history Well worth viewing (qty) £150 - £200

 
2217 GB Royal Mail Millennium Collection in special folder + 

slipcase, with UM Stamps/Packs/FDC's (qty) £20 - £25

 
2218 GB Royal Mail Yearbooks c1985 to 2009, several 

duplicates, plus 3x Royal Mail Stamp Album Year books. 
All complete with stamps (x37) Buyer collects £200 - £250

 

 
 

2219 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG178 2s6d lilac fine mounted 
mint cat £600 (1) £100 - £120

 

 
 

2220 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG181 five shilling fine mounted 
mint cat £975 (1) £180 - £200

 
 

2221 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG187/90 ½d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d 
LMM cat £144 (4) £20 - £25

 
 

 
 

2222 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG191 3d lilac LMM cat £100 (1) £20 - £22

 
 

 
 

2223 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG192 4d dull green LMM cat 
£200 (1) £25 - £30

 
 

 
 

2224 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG193 5d dull green VLMM cat 
£200 (1) £25 - £30

 
 

 
 

2225 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG194 6d dull green fine 
unmounted mint cat £600 (1) £80 - £85

 
 

 
 

2226 GB Victorian 1883/4 SG196 1s dull green fine 
unmounted mint cat £1500 (1) £180 - £200
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2227 GB Victorian 1887 Jubilee set to Shilling Values 
SG197/214 fine mounted mint cat £650 (14) £140 - £160

2228 GB Victorian Penny Black Plate 4 (I-H) several faults, 
Cat £350 Spacefiller a/f (1) £18 - £20

2229 GB Victorian Penny Black Plate 4 (R-E) four margins 
(very tight left & right), no thins, horizontal crease, nice 
black MX, Cat £350 Good used (1) £25 - £30

2230 GB Victorian Penny Black Plate 5 (D-H) four margins 
but torn corner s/w, badly thinned. Cat £350 Spacefiller 
a/f (1) £18 - £20

2231 GB Victorian Penny Black Plate 5 (F-F) with four 
margins, no thins or creases, lightly cancelled, slight tone. 
Cat £350 Good used (1) £60 - £65

2232 GB Victorian Penny Black Plate 7 (R-K) three margins, 
no thins or creases, Cat £375 Good used (1) £25 - £30

2233 GB Victorian Penny Black (R-?) hidden by postmark, 
four margins, no thins. Good used (1) £25 - £30

2234 GB/Channel Islands - box of various material in albums, 
stockbook, loose in packets, etc. Worth a rummage, 
Buyer collects (qty) £40 - £45

 
 

World Stamps 
 

2235 Australia - a fine used collection, looks to be almost 
complete upto 1992, very early key values missing, cat 
£2000+ (2) £150 - £200

2236 Australia - fine mainly unmounted mint collection on 
hagners in binder. Worth a look (qty) £35 - £40

2237 Australia - large stockbook of mainly UM blocks (qty) £40 - £45

2238 Australian Officials on pages, used range, cat £345 
approx (qty) £40 - £45

 

 
 

2239 Australian States fine mint and fine used collection on 
leaves, a much better than normal selection including 
Western Australia, high values, etc. Well worth viewing 
(qty)  £340 - £360

2240 Austria - fine unmounted mint collection in special 
album, c1948 onwards (qty) £45 - £50

2241 Aviation Heritage collection in three special albums, 
including Coin Covers (one silver), various Autographed 
Covers including Jim Mitchell (Artist), and many 
thematic sets UM (3 albums) £50 - £60

2242 Banana box of various albums, some special issue, all 
Royalty themed (qty) Buyer collects £24 - £26

2243 Black banana box of various old collection in loose leaf 
albums, plus one of UM GB on hagners (5) £50 - £60

2244 Box of Commonwealth stamps on leaves, many better 
noted including sets to £1 (qty) Worth viewing £50 - £60

2245 Box of various collections in albums, and loose leaf 
albums, many stamps (8 albums) £25 - £30

2246 Box of various collections in albums, binders, etc, all 
World range (approx 12) Buyer collects £40 - £45

2247 Box of various collections in stockbooks, albums, and a 
small tub of loose off paper material (qty) Buyer collects £30 - £35

2248 Box of World material in large stockbooks (mainly USA), 
plus other in binders (9 albums + others) Buyer collects £70 - £75

2249 Box packed full of various collection in albums, loose, 
plus Covers, etc etc (qty) Buyer collects £35 - £40

2250 Brazil - large mainly mint collection on approx 55 
various pages, many better (qty) £70 - £80

2251 Brazil - miniature sheets from 1930's to 1980's, cat £400 
(qty) £60 - £70

2252 British Commonwealth - a fine mainly mint selection on 
hagners, many better items, very good cat value, needs 
viewing (qty) £240 - £260

2253 British Commonwealth collection and GB with better 
noted, needs viewing (qty) £40 - £45

2254 British Commonwealth collection in old stockbooks, 
mostly used, good Hong Kong noted (2) £35 - £40

2255 British Commonwealth collection on approx 70 hagners 
in binder, many better noted. Needs viewing (qty) £100 - £120

2256 British Commonwealth GVI mint collection in red 
stockbook, good range with better noted (qty) £45 - £50

2257 British Commonwealth mainly Norfolk Islands, plus 
A.A.T. set. All mint (qty) £25 - £30

2258 British Commonwealth on 7x stockcards and hagners, 
including Newfoundland 1837 um set, Hong Kong 1935 
Jubilee set x5m, British SA Comp, Fiji, Grenada. All pre 
1938. Plus Lagos + Ceylon range of earlies. Total cat 
£1000 approx (qty) £60 - £70

2259 British Commonwealth on 7x stockcards including 
Australia 1935 Jubilee m set, 1937/39 HV set, better 
Canada, Sierra Leone, NZ high cat stamps, Samoa £10, 
etc etc, total cat £1300+ Needs viewing (qty) £60 - £70

2260 British Commonwealth range in several stockbooks and 
albums (approx 15) Buyer collects £50 - £55

2261 British Commonwealth range in small stockbook, all fine 
mint, with many key stamps, high cat value. Must be 
viewed (qty) £300 - £350

2262 British Commonwealth + World collection on leaves in 
red binder, unpicked (qty) £25 - £30

2263 British Empire, Victorian, GB SG55, 97, 109 and 162 
these space fillers, cat. £1,345, together with Southrn 
Nigeria SG 1,2,3,4,5 and 7 LMM, cat £61, other 
Victorian Issues which brings total cat. to £1,480 £55 - £65

2264 Canada - collection in brown stockbook of QE2 Plate 
Blocks, all Unmounted Mint (approx 270+) £40 - £45

2265 Canada 1859 SG29 u x2, SG31 u, SG36 u, SG40 u, 
SG42 u, total cat £344 (6) £30 - £35

2266 Canada 1893 SG115 x4 u £60 each, SG116 u x4 £45 
each, etc etc, total cat £482 (10) £35 - £40

2267 Canada 1897 Jubilee SG121 m x2 cat £65 each, plus 
SG122 m, SG124 m, 126 m, 128 m, etc, total cat £324 
(9) £25 - £30

2268 Canada 1898 issues SG150/165 used set + extras, note 
SG155 m plus SG162 m slight crease, total cat £360 (16) £30 - £35

2269 Canada collection in SG One Country Album, with 
material to late 1980's. Cat £1300 approx (qty) £30 - £35

2270 Canada large heads 1868-71 SG56 u x2 cat £80 each, 
1868-71 SG57a u x3 cat £48 each, SG59 u x2 cat £42 
each, SG60 u cat £40, SG61 u cat £30. Total cat £460 
(9) £40 - £45

 
2271 Canada small heads 1868 SG54 x3 cat £60 each, 1870-

88 SG73 m cat £90, 1870-88 SG77 m cat £85, SG82 m 
cat £80, 1889-97 SG106 x2m £65 each, SG110 x3 u cat 
£24 each. Total cat £635 (11) £50 - £55
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2272 Channel Islands - almost complete collection of Jersey 
and Guernsey on Lindner pages, plus some covers and 
packs. Much UM material (qty) £60 - £70

2273 Channel Islands Presentation Pack collection in binders, 
Alderney c1983 to 2007 and Guernsey c1969 to 2007. (7 
albums) Buyer collects £100 - £120

2274 China - unpicked collection on leaves, mint and used, all 
periods (qty) £20 - £25

2275 China and Japan - a very interesting collection of mostly 
older material including Postal History and 
Postcards/Postmarks. Needs careful viewing ! (2 albums) £150 - £200

 
2276 Chinese Taiwan collection unmounted mint 1956/72, 

cat £1500+ qty in stockbook £400 - £450

 
2277 Collections in various old time albums including The 

Lincoln x2, SG Improved, Royal Mail (4) £40 - £50

 
2278 Commercial Covers - an interesting old time lot 

including several Chinese from around the 1950's (qty) £45 - £50

 
2279 Commonwealth and World range in old albums, 

stockbooks and loose (qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

 
2280 Commonwealth collection in old Simplex Album, some 

better noted, both mint and used, includes GB (qty) £40 - £45

 
2281 Danzig mint collection from c1920 on leaves in red 

binder (qty) £25 - £30

 
2282 Denmark - a very fine collection on leaves in binder, 

earlies used, but from 1875 fine mint, better noted 
including Parcel and Official stamps (qty) Needs viewing £200 - £220

 

 
 

2283 Denmark - interesting Cover with 5 ore green and a 4 
ore blue bisect (1) Scarce £40 - £50

 
2284 Early SENF Illustrated Postage Stamp Album 1840-

1895, GB has been picked, but still good range of 
Europe, Commonwealth and World (qty) £240 - £260

 
2285 Finland - collection of mint and used in blue stockbook, 

good range cat £600+ £60 - £65

 
2286 Flat white box of mixed loose World material (qty) £20 - £25

 
2287 France 1893, 5 cents Preoblitere. Ceres 15, cat F.F. 3500 

(£350). Sound used (1) £55 - £60

 
2288 Gambia ½d 1886-93 SG22 complete sheet of 15 stamps, 

MM to edges, cat £75+ some faults a/f £20 - £25

 
 

2289 Germany - early sets on leaves in binder, including 1933 
Welfare and 1934 Air, plus some Greece (qty) £40 - £45

 

 
 

2290 Germany 1936 Olympics, pair of miniature sheets, UM, 
cat £240 by michel (2) £60 - £65

2291 Germany mainly mint collection c1970 period including 
UM, in stockbook £20 - £25

2292 Germany Nazi era collection in stockbook, mint and 
used plus overprints and Occupation issues, lots of 
material, worth viewing (qty) £150 - £200

2293 Germany Nazi era collection in stockbook, mint and 
used plus Souvenir sheets, lots of material (qty) £60 - £80

2294 Germany SG1103/1122 and SG1219/23 complete 
mounted mint sets on pages, cat £400 £80 - £85

2295 Glory box of material including loose Br Commonwealth 
in packets, several children's albums, various FDC and 
Commercial Covers (qty) buyer collects £25 - £30

2296 Glory box of material, mostly GB but British 
Commonwealth and World noted (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £22

2297 Glory box of mixed World stamps, loose, in packets, 
albums, etc (qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2298 Greece SG692/7 Reconstruction set mounted mint cat 
£290 (6) £60 - £65

 

2299 Gulf States - interesting mixed selection of mint & used, 
Covers, etc, including Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait, etc (qty) £40 - £45

 

2300 Hungary - large comprehensive Mint/UM and fine used 
collection circa 1850 to 1992 housed in albums. Much 
more comprehensive than normal (x11) £200 - £250
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2301 Imperial Postage Stamp Album Vol 2, from 1928, British 
Commonwealth. few stamps but good condition £20 - £22

2302 India and Indian States collection on leaves in green 
binder, mint & used (qty) £25 - £30

 

 
 

2303 India and Indian States on hagner type pages, cat £750 
approx, all mint (qty) £80 - £85

2304 India + States 1900-55 various Postal Stationary, etc 
Used (x14) plus North Borneo Red X overprints 1918 
SG235-245 fine used, cat £133 (qty) £40 - £45

 

 
 

2305 Indian Independence FDC 15th August 1948 with clear 
Calcutta GPO postmarks, and Gandhi stamps 1½a, 3½a 
and 12a £25 - £30

2306 Indian Postal History - early 1841 entire from Camp 
Sheerghatty to Stratford-on-Avon (1) £40 - £50

2307 Indian Postal History - early cover from Gwalior to 
England January 1935, underpaid with 5d Postage Due 
(1) £20 - £25

2308 Iran - unusual collection of mostly used material in 
stockbook, many better noted, cat £2900+ approx. 
Needs viewing £160 - £180

2309 Ireland selection on hagner page from c1922-60's, mint 
& used, singles and sets, total cat £550+ (qty) £40 - £45

2310 Isle of Man UM collection in a Special Davo Album, 
with stamps from 1973 to c1989 (qty) £35 - £40

2311 Israel mint and used collection in stockbook, several with 
Tabs, cat £500 approx  £45 - £50

2312 Jersey collection in special lindner albums with slipcases, 
with Unmounted Mint material from c1969 to 1999 (2 
albums) £40 - £45

2313 Large box containing collections of British 
Commonwealth (nice lot in KABE Album), Thematic 
collections of Christmas and Horses (better noted), 
Covers, British C/W on hagner sheets, etc etc. Heavy, 
buyer collects (qty) £200 - £250

2314 Large box housing an original lot in stockbooks and on 
leaves, plus loose. Needs viewing as better Middle East 
and India noted (qty) Buyer collects £140 - £160

2315 Large box of World collections in albums and 
stockbooks, much sorting, good lot (approx 14) Buyer 
collects £70 - £75

2316 Large box of World collections in albums. Buyer collects 
(x10) £50 - £55

2317 Large box of World material loose in boxes and packets, 
much sorting (qty) Buyer collects £35 - £40

2318 Large box of World stamps in various albums and 
stockbooks, plus a few loose (9 albums) Buyer collects £60 - £65

2319 Large Glory box of material in stockbooks, albums, small 
box and tin, plus loose. World, Br Commonwealth noted 
(buyer collects) £55 - £60

2320 Luxembourg 1852 SG2/3 used, etc, total cat £390 (4) £30 - £35
 

 
 

2321 Luxembourg 1951 SG543/48 m set (L.H.R.) total cat 
£336 (6) £25 - £30

2322 Malayan States, Hong Kong and Canada in stockbooks, 
much material noted, worth a look (5 stockbooks) £80 - £90

2323 Mauritius - fine mint and used collection in stockbook, 
including many earlies and complete sets GVI and QE2 
(qty) £70 - £80

2324 Military Aviation Thematics - several unusual modern 
UM Commemorative sheets (qty) £20 - £25

2325 Monaco 1885 SG1 x5 m, SG2 x3 m, total cat £335 (8) £25 - £30

2326 Monaco 1885 SG4 x2 u, SG6 x2 u, SG7 u, etc etc, total 
cat £423 (8) £30 - £35

 

 
 

2327 Monaco 1949 Red Cross fine used m/sheet SG408 cat 
£500 Scarce (1) £80 - £100

 

 
 

2328 Monaco 1949 Red Cross mint Imperf m/sheet SG409 
cat £500 Scarce (1) £80 - £100

2329 Netherlands 1852 SG 1 u cat £50, SG2 u cat £39, SG3B 
u cat £190, total cat £279 (3) £24 - £26

2330 Netherlands 1867 SG19c u x2 £45 each, SG20 u cat 
£33, SG15 u cat £140, etc, total cat £485 (space fillers) 
(5) £35 - £40

2331 Netherlands 1869 SG53 u cat £100, SG55a u cat £110, 
SG56 mint cat £85, SG62 u cat £100. Total cat £395 
(4) £30 - £35
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2332 Netherlands 1872 different FU (10c x2 shades) inc SG75 
(2 Guild 75c). Total cat £285 (11) £24 - £26

2333 Netherlands 1891 fine used from SG147a to 157 (3c & 
25c x 2 each). Total cat £200 (13) £20 - £25

2334 Netherlands 1891 SG157 u 1G violet cat £110, SG161 u 
Blue/Red 2G 50c, total cat £310 (2) £24 - £26

2335 New Zealand collection in stockbook inc. several earlies, 
plus 2x Yearbooks and an album of FDC's c1965-1993 
(qty) £80 - £100

2336 New Zealand fine used collection on leaves c1935 to 
c1974, unpicked with a few mint noted (qty) £25 - £30

 

 
 

2337 Norfolk Islands 2002 Sixth South Pacific Games, pair of 
unissued M/Sheets (ss after SG796, these two M/Sheets 
depicting South Pacific Sports, were prepared but 
withdrawn prior to issue for legal reasons (mainly 
copyright issues). A small number however were issued to 
the Crown Agents in the UK. Very Rare £500 - £600

2338 Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Rhodesia, Southern 
Rhodesia, range in a black stockbook, mint and fine 
used, high values noted (qty) £140 - £160

2339 Old Imperial Postage Stamp Album 1st Edition, British 
Empire, many stamps loose and stuck in (qty) £120 - £140

2340 Old large Triumph Stamp Album (no cover) with many 
stamps, loose in the pages (qty) Worth viewing £40 - £45

2341 Old time lot on large Majestic Album leaves, mint and 
used including fine set of French Equatorial Africa £30 - £35

2342 Original old time collection of Europe and 
Commonwealth in three old ledgers, lots of material, 
unpicked (3) £70 - £80

2343 Palestine, Jordan, and Lebanon mint and used collection 
in two stockbooks, cat £500 approx (2) £50 - £55

2344 Persia - an interesting early range on old album page 
including SG337/350 and SG361/381, plus earlier. Cat 
£950 approx £40 - £45

2345 Portugal - collection of earlies on leaves, mainly used, 
typical varied condition but fine used noted, with many 
highly catalogued stamps including imperfs 1866/7 to 
120r, 1867-70 to 240r, 1870-84 range to 1000r including 
scarce 240r, 1882-7 500r p.12½ (both colours), 1892/3 
overprint vals, Prince Henry and St Anthony to 150r etc. 
Cat £8000+ Needs viewing £250 - £300

2346 Romania 1903 New Post Office SG477 MM cat £160 
(1) £18 - £20

2347 Romania selection 1862-1957 on hagner pages, 
UM/LHR/Used, duplication, total cat £1300, good 
clean lot (approx 73) £80 - £90

2348 Romania various earlies on stockcard, all used, circa 
1869, total cat £231 (11) £20 - £25

 

2349 Royal Events - large collection of Sets, M/Sheets, 
Covers, etc housed in special folders (x15) buyer collects £50 - £55

2350 San Marino - a superb fine mint/UM and fine used 
collection in blue Schaubek Albums + slipcases and a 
packed stockbook. c1877 to 2009 looks nearly complete 
(3). £780 - £820

2351 San Marino 1877 m/u range cat £254 (6) £24 - £26
 

 
 

2352 San Marino 1877 SG6 mint no gum, 30c brown cat 
£1000 VGC (1) £60 - £70

 

 
 

2353 San Marino 1950 Air Views high values, mint no gum, 
SG412/14 cat £379 (3) £30 - £35

2354 Scandinavian range of early period UM (couple used) on 
hagners, including Norway, Holland, Finland, Denmark, 
Sweden, total cat £375 (qty) £30 - £35

2355 Serbia mint and used collection of early issues on a stock 
sheet (approx 30) £24 - £26

 

 
 

2356 Small collection British Empire Victorian, including a 
couple of higher values, mostly FU, cat. £420 £35 - £45

 
2357 Small mixed lot including Iran SG479 UM cat £90 asm, 

plus SG882/3 FU cat £60, plus Bavaria 1920 final issue 
SG257-273 (missing 2½m SG269) fine used on piece cat 
£115 approx, plus Italian Occupation of Aegean Is 1943, 
the complete issue fine used on piece cat £48 (qty) £50 - £55

 
2358 Small old black box with packets of Commonwealth (qty) £24 - £26

 
2359 South Africa - a superb collection in Davo Albums, 

nearly complete Fine Mint and Unmounted Mint from 
1910 to 2012, nearly complete. Cat £10000+ (4 albums) 
well worth viewing £1800 - £2000
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2360 South Africa - small collection on well written up leaves, 
better noted including a Boer War POW Cover (front 
only). £25 - £30

2361 South Africa 1963-7 One Rand SG236 wmk RSA 
upright (x10) cat £380, plus 1976 One Cent sheet of 100 
with the flying saucer flaw on stamp 84 (row 9/4) unique 
to this printing. £30 - £35

2362 South Africa small album of four Constituent Colonies 
stamps used within the four Colonies, interesting lot (qty) £40 - £45

2363 St Helena 1861-80 range on hagner pages, good range, 
duplication noted, mint and used, total cat £550 approx 
(approx 67) £45 - £50

2364 St Lucia 1864 m/u SG15-28, various perfs, wmks, total 
cat £400 approx (12) £35 - £40

2365 Stamps and ephemera - small selection including several 
Harrison & Son Packs, plus a board of 'Original Tickets 
for Covent Garden Opera House and Crystal Palace", 
sadly stuck to a board (qty) a/f £30 - £40

2366 Stockbook of various British Commonwealth Victoria to 
early QE2. Unusual mix worth viewing Indian States 
noted (qty) £80 - £100

2367 Stockbook white 32 sides, outer space and USA 
collections, mint and used £35 - £40

2368 Stockbook, white 32 sides of British Commonwealth, all 
periods £25 - £30

2369 Stockbook, white 32 sides of World stamps, all periods £25 - £30

2370 Sweden - fine unmounted mint collection from 
c1967/78, plus a quantity of Booklets. Good lot (2 
albums) £40 - £45

2371 Sweden mint and used collection of early stamps on 
stockcards etc (qty) £24 - £26

2372 Switzerland collection in binder on leaves, mostly Fine 
Used, circa 1862 to 1980. Better noted (qty) £40 - £45

2373 The Royal Wedding 1981 collection housed in special 
albums (4 binders) £25 - £30

2374 Uganda collection on leaves in ring binder, starting with 
1895 earlies to circa 1991 (qty) £25 - £30

2375 United States stamp books and special issues, Spanish 
Colombian set and Canadian Wild Life books (qty) £24 - £26

2376 United States unopened Commemorative Stamp Year 
Books for 2006/7/8/9. Cover price $260 approx (4) £60 - £70

2377 Untouched collection of Australia and New Zealand on 
leaves, mint & used in blue binder. Better noted (qty) £60 - £65

2378 Unusual lot of loose Br Commonwealth and World 
stamps slipped between the pages of Gibbons Catalogues 
(approx 8 books) Heavy, Buyer collects £40 - £45

 
2379 Unusual World collection of Frama Labels housed in 

albums, on Cover and Mint sets (2 albums) £24 - £26

 
2380 US Lakehurst Trans Atlantic 1936 First Hindenburg 

Flight Cover (1) £20 - £25

2381 USA - white box of various Unmounted Mint 
Commemoratives, good thematics noted, Face Value 
$600 approx, plus a blue stockbook of better US material 
(qty) £200 - £250

2382 Vatican - a superb fine mint/UM and fine used 
collection in green Schaubek Albums + slipcases c1922 
to 2009 looks nearly complete (3) £340 - £360

2383 Victorian British Empire mainly used but a few MM, 
some early, a few space fillers, very high cat. c. 200 
stamps £80 - £100

2384 White Glory box of very mixed World material, loose, in 
albums, packets, etc (qty) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2385 World - large box packed with collections in albums (x11) 
Buyer collects £40 - £45

2386 World collection housed in old Stamford Albums, better 
noted including nice lot of China (3 albums) £70 - £75

2387 World collection in old Quick change Album, mint 
China noted (qty) £24 - £26

2388 World collection in small old album, better 
Commonwealth and USA noted. Great Britain removed, 
but rest not remaindered. Lots of early material £60 - £65

2389 World collection in small well filled album, better Cyprus 
noted (qty) £40 - £45

2390 World collection in well filled black Devon Album, plus a 
half full Green Devon Album (2) £40 - £45

2391 World collection on leaves in blue binders, many 
unpicked stamps (3)  £40 - £45

2392 World collection on leaves in two grey folders, much 
material (2 albums) £30 - £35

 
2393 World collections in two old loose leaf albums, mint and 

used, with better China noted (2 albums) £40 - £45

 
2394 World Covers all Opened by Censor c1940's (approx 51) 

Worth a look £50 - £55

 
2395 World lot in stockbooks including European, Middle East 

and other areas, plus some Br Com (3 albums) £50 - £55

 
2396 World range in stockbooks and loose leaf albums, lots of 

material (approx 10) Buyer collects £70 - £80

 
2397 World range in white stock book, 32 sides mostly used, all 

periods £25 - £30

 
2398 World ranges in 7x loose leaf binders and three 

stockbooks, including British Commonwealth, France, 
Germany, Austria, etc. Many 1000's (buyer collects) £60 - £70

 
2399 World stamps in white stock book with 26 sides, all 

periods £20 - £30

 
2400 World wide range of mint and used in a Meteor Album, 

better French & German noted (qty) £45 - £50

 
2401 World wide range of World and GB collectable 

commercial covers, better noted (qty) £24 - £26

 
2402 World & British Commonwealth lot in large box, loose, 

in albums & stockbooks (qty) Buyer collects £50 - £55

 
2403 World, Europe, Br Commonwealth and GB collections 

in large box (10 albums) Buyer collects £40 - £45

 
2404 Yellow plastic tub full of various British Commonwealth 

and GB material on leaves, loose, in albums (qty) Buyer 
collects £24 - £26
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Covers 
 

2405 Australia and Territories collection of FDC's and 
Commemorative Covers, better noted (qty) £20 - £25

 

 
 

2406 Autographed Cover - Arthur T. Harris (Bomber Harris) 
on 19th Nov 1981 Jersey Cover (1) £25 - £30

 

 
 

2407 Autographed Cover - Douglas Bader on 12th Oct 1977 
RAF Cover (1) £30 - £40

2408 Box of various GB FDC's and Commemorative Covers 
in 3x albums (200+) £24 - £26

2409 Box of various loose FDC's plus some in Royal Mail 
binder (approx 240) buyer collects £25 - £30

2410 Clean lot of GB FDC's in four Royal Mail Albums, circa 
early 1980's to early 2000's (qty) £60 - £65

2411 GB - large collection housed mostly in Royal Mail 
Albums + slip cases, c1987 to 2008, much material, 
mostly FDC's, better noted plus various Presentation 
Packs (approx 15 albums in total) £180 - £220

2412 GB - large collection of various clean FDC's and a few 
Commemorative Covers in binders (approx 420) Buyer 
collects £35 - £40

2413 Interesting selection of World Commercial Mail (qty) £24 - £26

2414 Kings & Queens of England Sumner collection + album 
of WWF Covers (2) £18 - £20

2415 Large box full of GB FDC's and Commemorative Covers 
in albums, unsorted lot (11 albums) Buyer collects £25 - £30

2416 Large box of GB and Channel Island FDC's in various 
albums upto 2000's, better p/m's noted, plus a binder full 
of Prestige Booklets (10 albums) £100 - £120

2417 Large box of GB FDC's and Commemorative Covers all 
in albums (17 albums) Buyer collects £50 - £55

2418 Large unsorted lot of GB FDC's and Commemorative 
Covers in albums x8 + some loose (approx 500) Buyer 
collects £60 - £65

2419 Railway Commemorative Cover collection by Benham, 
together with various UM Railway sets, all in one album 
(qty) £20 - £25

2420 Shoebox packed with various unchecked FDC's (approx 
200) £20 - £25

 

2421 Small box full of clean GB FDC's, many NOT Bureau 
Cancelled (approx 250+) £30 - £35

 

2422 Various British Forces Commemorative Covers 
c1970's/80's, some signed (approx 70) £20 - £25

 

Postcards 
 

2423 A R Quintion - various old postcards (approx 50) £25 - £30

2424 A R Quintion - various old postcards (approx 50) £25 - £30

2425 A R Quinton, small collection (54) £25 - £30

2426 Advertising, small general mixture (approx 60 cards) £30 - £35

2427 Advertising, small selection (approx 72 cards) £30 - £40

2428 Advertising, small selection, theatres etc nice lot (approx 
73 cards) £50 - £60

2429 Agnes Richardson - selection of old postcards (approx 35) £24 - £26

2430 Album of mixed cards, some Comic and Norfolk and 
Suffolk [156] £45 - £55

2431 Album, My Film Favourites, containing postcards & 
photos of 1950's - 1970's stars, Bardot Collins, etc. some 
stuck at corners, an interesting lot (approx 195 cards) £100 - £125

 

 
 

2432 Angels & Cherubs, nice collection in a small box, early 
chromos noted (approx 150 cards) £60 - £70

2433 Animals & Birds in shoebox varied selection with better 
noted (approx 600 cards) £130 - £150

2434 Art Drawn Children on old Greetings Cards (approx 74) £25 - £30

2435 Art Drawn Children on old postcards (approx 65) £20 - £25

2436 Art Drawn Children on old postcards (approx 70) £24 - £26

2437 Art Drawn range of old UK Topo's, various artists 
(approx 70) £22 - £24

2438 Assorted selection in shoebox, needs viewing (approx 550 
cards) £75 - £100

2439 Autographs on postcards, small album, mainly Theatrical 
& Sport, better noted (approx 100 cards) £90 - £120

2440 Autographs, small selection, mainly Theatrical, in small 
box (approx 125 cards) £60 - £70

2441 Autographs, very varied selection (approx 73 cards) £50 - £60

2442 Aviation postcards & two Airship volumes, collection of 
early 1900's R/P Aviation postcards together with two 
splendid volumes on Airships, these contain ephemera 
relating to Raids etc and a number of Zeppelin Flight 
Covers (approx 26 postcards) £60 - £70

2443 Aviation, a superb collection of military aircraft housed 
in a modern album, English & foreign, pilots events, 
aircraft taking off from ships, etc (approx 173 cards) £500 - £600

2444 Aviation, Airports, an interesting lot of early French (7) £30 - £40

2445 Aviation, airports, English & foreign, very nice collection 
(19) £80 - £90

2446 Aviation, American airports, interiors & exteriors, 
interesting collection (approx 51 cards) £30 - £40

 

2447 Aviation, Circuit European, June - July 1911, nice 
assortment £45 - £50

 

2448 Aviation, Disasters, a superb collection housed in a 
modern album with interesting details written about the 
event, a very good! (approx 65 cards) £500 - £600
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2449 Aviation, Flying at Hendon series, various pilots & 
machines (8) £60 - £70

2450 Aviation, La Voyage de Coste et Le Brux, Paris - San 
Francisco 1927 - 1928, very interesting lot with pilots, 
routes, landings etc (12) £60 - £70

2451 Aviation, Locomotion Aerienne, early French air shows 
(9) £30 - £40

2452 Aviation, M Bleriot, the first man to fly the Channel, 
interesting assortment of cards (17) £40 - £45

2453 Aviation, military, good small selection, R/P's & artist 
drawn, includes crashes etc (approx 70 cards £80 - £90

2454 Aviation, mixed collection in small box, better noted 
(approx 110 cards) £90 - £100

2455 Aviation, nice collection housed in modern album & well 
written up, aerodromes, RAF bases, camps, aircraft, etc 
Sumburgh aerodrome on Shetland noted (approx 107 
cards) £200 - £250

2456 Aviation, Paris - Madrid 1911, including Memorium 
cards (7) £30 - £40

2457 Aviation, small collection of early meetings 1910 - 1912 
(8) £40 - £50

2458 Aviation, small collection of interesting events (15) £25 - £30

2459 Aviation, small selection of early aviators (19) £80 - £90

2460 Aviation, small selection of French aviation events etc 
Wilbur Wright noted (approx 31 cards) £60 - £70

2461 Aviation, vintage, modern, planes, balloons, airships, etc 
in shoebox (approx 150 cards) £50 - £60

2462 Blue plastic tub packed with old postcards (qty) £50 - £55

2463 Box containing sets of Dalkeith cards in their original 
envelopes. many Railway sets, over 200+ sets (approx 
1200+ cards). High retail lot, most are limited editions 
(qty) £80 - £90

2464 Box containing small general collection (approx 157 
cards) £30 - £40

2465 Box full of various older moderns, loose and in four 
albums (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £22

2466 Box of greetings cards, scraps & ephemera £20 - £25

2467 Box of various mixed older postcards (qty) £18 - £20

2468 Brian Gerald Art Drawn old UK postcards (approx 70) £24 - £26

 
2469 Bridges - old Countrywide topo selection (approx 175) £20 - £25

 
2470 Brown drawer containing mixed foreign, English subjects 

etc (approx 600 cards) £75 - £100

 
2471 Bury St Edmonds 1907 Pageant (approx 64 cards in old 

album), plus a 25th Dec 1826 entire letter from Norwich 
to BSE (qty) £40 - £45

 
2472 Cambridge Colleges, range of old postcards in album 

(approx 125, 6 duplicates) £25 - £30

 
2473 Captain Fryatt postcards - March 1915 SS Brussels 

rammed a German Submarine U33, June 1916 SS 
Brussels was Captured. Capt Fryatt was shot, his crew 
interned by the Germans. Several RP's (38 cards + two 
other) £100 - £120

 
2474 Cats, small selection mainly artist drawn (29 cards) £35 - £40

 
2475 Children, artist drawn & coloured in shoebox, good 

artists noted (approx 550 cards) £200 - £250

 
2476 Children, black & white & photographic, Father 

Christmas noted, in grey drawer (approx 375 cards) £30 - £40

 
 

2477 Children, mainly artist drawn, with toys & Nursery 
Rhymes, in shoebox, good lot must be viewed (approx 
200 cards) £150 - £200

2478 Children, small selection, fairies, etc   (approx 48 cards) £30 - £40

2479 Children, toys, fairies, Father Christmas noted, in 
shoebox (approx 170 cards) £80 - £100

2480 Children, toys, teddies, dolls, rocking horses, etc (approx 
86 cards) £75 - £80

2481 Circus, small assortment includes freaks (15 cards) £40 - £50

2482 Comic assorted mixture (approx 180 cards) £30 - £40

2483 Comic postcards, old range (approx 70) £28 - £30

2484 Comic range of mostly Edwardian postcards + a few 
WW1 (approx 76) £28 - £32

2485 Comic, general mixture (approx 88 cards) £40 - £50

2486 Comic, McGill, Tom Browne, Cynicus etc interesting lot 
in small box (approx 168 cards) £75 - £80

2487 Comic, selection in small box, McGill, Spurgin, Carter, 
etc (approx 165 cards) £65 - £70

2488 Cornwall, shoebox containing mixed assortment, 
interesting lot, needs viewing (approx 350 cards) £100 - £125

2489 Cricket, team & players, Bradman noted, nice selection   
(38) £75 - £100

2490 Cumberland, mixed selection in shoebox (approx 275 
cards) £50 - £60

2491 Cumbria range of postcards including Lake District, vast 
majority RP's including Abraham (approx 225) £20 - £25

2492 Derbyshire old topo selection including Buxton, Matlock, 
Derby, etc (approx 225) £20 - £25

2493 Derbyshire, collection in a small box (approx 175 cards) £30 - £40

2494 Devon + Cornwall old topo selection including 
Lynmouth, Polpero, Okehampton, etc (approx 230) £20 - £25

 
2495 Devon, mixed selection in shoebox, Chapmans & better 

noted (approx 360 cards) £125 - £150

 
2496 Disasters, Louth floods (8) £40 - £50

 
2497 Dorset, general collection in small box, better noted 

(approx 200 cards) £50 - £60

 
2498 Early cards, Gruss Aus, court size, etc nice selection, 

English & foreign in small box (approx 190 cards) £100 - £120

 
2499 East Midlands range in old album including Linc's, 

Lanc's, Yorks (approx 216) £30 - £35

 
2500 Edmonton, very early R/P's (6) £30 - £40

 
2501 Edwardian actors & actresses contained in 2 drawer cases 

and a box (approx 1700 cards) £200 - £250

 
2502 Entertainment interest large original collection of 

postcard & photos, film stars, actors, musicians of all 
periods, some signed, must be viewed (approx 675 items) £300 - £400
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2503 Essex - a superb collection of RP's including WW1 
Military, Essex Regt, Essex & Suffolk Regt, Dovercourt 
Station, Harwich Parade, Floating Dock, Captain Fryatts 
Funeral, etc etc (18 cards) Needs viewing £150 - £200

2504 Essex, interesting collection in shoebox, worth a look 
(approx 575 cards) £180 - £200

2505 Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk range of old postcards in large 
album (approx 304) £50 - £60

2506 Ethnic, grey card file containing interesting assortment, 
worth a look (approx 600 cards) £100 - £150

2507 Exhibitions & Pageants in shoebox, some unusual views 
(approx 375 cards) £30 - £40

2508 Exhibitions, English & foreign, small selection (62) £30 - £40

2509 Fairies / Father Christmas, small selection, Cloke, 
Sowerby, etc (27) £30 - £35

2510 Felixstowe - small collection of old postcards, few better 
noted including RP's (approx 36) £24 - £26

2511 Film Stars, large album with nice mixture of male & 
female stars (approx 400 cards) £350 - £400

2512 Film & stage stars mixed assortment (approx 240 cards) £150 - £180

2513 Flowers, good mixture, chromos noted, in small box 
(approx 175 cards) £30 - £40

2514 Foreign, all continents noted, contains Gruss Aus, 
Chromos, Adverts, etc (approx 650 cards) £150 - £200

2515 Foreign, Far East, small selection Burma, Java, Japan, etc 
(approx 42 cards) £30 - £40

2516 Foreign, France, appears to be sorted into Departments 
(approx 600 cards) £50 - £60

2517 Foreign, grey card file with interesting collection, South 
America noted (approx 450 cards) £75 - £100

2518 Foreign, mainly Belgium but also Ceylon & Australia, 
better cards noted (approx 500 cards) £50 - £60

2519 Foreign, mainly France with some Italy & Switzerland, 
varied selection (approx 900 cards) £70 - £80

2520 Foreign, mixed assortment in shoe box, worth a look 
(approx 475 cards) £50 - £60

2521 Foreign, mixed collection in shoebox, interesting lot, very 
varied (approx 375 cards) £150 - £180

2522 Foreign, mixed collection of postcards & photos in small 
box, Fiji, Singapore, Jamaica noted, worth a look (approx 
275 items) £160 - £200

2523 Foreign, mixture in a small box (approx 120 cards) £45 - £50

2524 Foreign, mixture of France, Belgium & Germany, good 
assortment (approx 750 cards) £50 - £60

2525 Foreign, original mixture in vintage red album, Malta, 
Kameran noted, worth a look (approx 90 cards) £120 - £150

2526 Foreign, shoebox containing mixed selection, better 
noted (approx 500 cards) £100 - £150

2527 Foreign, small box containing original selection of old 
cards, better noted (approx 250 cards) £25 - £30

2528 France, mixed assortment of mainly topographical cards 
with some better noted, contained in a suitcase (approx 
2000 cards) £100 - £120

2529 France, mixed assortment of mainly topographical cards, 
some better noted, contained in a suitcase (approx 2000 
cards) £100 - £120

 

 
 

2530 France, Paris, mixed selection in shoebox (approx 700 
cards) £40 - £50

2531 France, shoebox containing varied assortment (approx 
800 cards) £70 - £80

2532 France, suitcase & albums containing mixed assortment 
of mainly topographical cards, some better noted (approx 
2400 cards) £120 - £150

2533 General assortment in shoebox, glamour noted (approx 
600 cards) £100 - £150

2534 General mixed collection in shoebox, needs viewing 
(approx 600 cards) £100 - £130

2535 General mixed selection in shoebox, needs viewing, 
many better noted (approx 500 cards) £150 - £200

2536 General mixture in shoebox with better noted (approx 
600 cards) £150 - £200

2537 General mixture with better noted contained in grey 
drawer (approx 600 cards) £75 - £100

2538 Glamour, Art Deco, nudes, Penot, Zandrina etc in 
shoebox (approx 200 cards) £150 - £200

2539 Glamour, good selection, many better artists noted, in 
shoebox (approx 255 cards) £200 - £250

2540 Great Eastern Railway Steamers Harwich - Hook of 
Holland (18) £60 - £80

 
2541 Greetings and Comic range of old postcards in three 

modern albums (approx 336 cards) £40 - £45

 
2542 Greetings postcards, good Embossed selection (approx 

100) £25 - £30

 
2543 Grey drawer containing assorted collection of cards 

(approx 550 cards) £75 - £100

 
2544 Hampshire - Basingstoke station interior £30 - £40

 
2545 Hampshire, assorted collection in shoebox, better noted 

(approx 275 cards) £60 - £70

 
2546 Hereford, Gloucestershire & Worcestershire, nice 

collection in shoebox, many better noted (approx 325 
cards) £125 - £150

 
2547 Hotels - old Countrywide selection (approx 125) £20 - £22

 
2548 Islands, Channel Isles, Isle of Man, Isle of Wight, 

collection in shoebox (approx 350 cards) £60 - £70

 
2549 Jotter / Haywood Young, large collection in brown 

drawer, hotels & better noted (approx 475 cards) £150 - £200
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2550 Jotter, very nice collection in album & loose, many hotels 
& better cards (approx 450 cards) £150 - £300

2551 Kent & Sussex old topo selection including Worthing, 
Hastings, Brighton, Folkestone, etc (approx 275+) £30 - £35

2552 Kent, shoebox with assorted selection, worth a look 
(approx 600 cards) £100 - £150

2553 Lancashire, nice mixture in shoebox, better noted 
(approx 550 cards) £125 - £150

2554 Large album with general mixture, comic, HTL, 
topographical, etc   £150 - £200

2555 Large box of assorted postcards, 100's of them!   BUYER 
COLLECTS £75 - £100

2556 Large brown modern album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards with the theme of Postcard 
Clubs and Exhibitions and other Themes. Some of these 
are very scarce (approx 200++) £40 - £50

2557 Large carton containing mixed assortment of cards 
(approx 800 cards) £75 - £100

2558 Large modern black album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards with the theme of Margaret 
Thatcher (approx 160++) Also other modern cards, 
some of these are very scarce (approx 200++ in total) £40 - £50

2559 Large modern blue album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards with a Transport Motoring 
and Railways theme. Very attractive and many are now 
quite scarce (approx 200++) £40 - £50

2560 Large modern blue album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards with the theme of Postcard 
Clubs and Exhibitions and other Themes. Some of these 
are very scarce (approx 200++) £40 - £50

2561 Large modern blue album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards, many themes including 
Transport, Football, Posters, etc etc. Very attractive and 
many are now quite scarce (200++ cards) £40 - £50

2562 Large modern blue album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards, Raflet cards, PPC 
Centenary 1994 and other themes. Very attractive and 
many now quite scarce (approx 200++) £40 - £50

2563 Large modern brown SG Postcard Album with a 
collection of modern (many limited edition) cards. Mostly 
Military with some Birds and Glamour. Very attractive 
and many are now quite scarce (approx 200++) £40 - £50

2564 Large modern green album with a collection of modern 
(many limited edition) cards, mostly Transport. Mumbles 
Railway cards (catalogue/lists included) plus many poster 
type transport cards. Most attractive lot (approx 300++) £50 - £60

2565 Large old album of postcards including Essex, Suffolk, 
Norfolk, plus Actresses (approx 242) £35 - £40

2566 Large original collection of early postcards in album, East 
Anglian interest noted, Actresses, topos, subject (approx 
790) Needs viewing £250 - £300

2567 Large plastic crate full of mixed postcards, 100's!   
BUYER COLLECTS £75 - £100

2568 Large red modern 6up album of old postcards (approx 
432) £50 - £60

2569 Large vintage album housing original collection, comic, 
topographical, subjects, etc (approx 300 cards) £80 - £100

2570 Large white crate packed with old and modern postcards 
(qty) buyer collects £35 - £40

2571 Lincolnshire, Grantham, small collection in modern 
brown album, includes Peace celebrations, nice lot (34) £80 - £90

2572 Literature, small selection of mainly artist drawn (approx 
60 cards) £30 - £40

2573 London and Suburbs range of old postcards in blue 
album (approx 135) £25 - £30

2574 Long box of various postcards, old to modern, some 
philatelic interest noted, all Countries (approx 850) £45 - £50

2575 Louis Wain, small selection (7) £60 - £80

2576 Louis Wain, Three of Kissingen, Driving to the Races, 
For the Moments, We enjoyed ourselves & Cheer Up (5) £60 - £70

2577 L.L. small collection including better (approx 57 cards) £30 - £40

2578 Midlands old topo selection including Derby, Leicester, 
Notts, Oxford, Warwick, Staffs (approx 225+) £24 - £26

2579 Midlands, small box with original mixture, R/P's & 
better noted, nice lot, must be viewed (approx 208 cards) £70 - £75

2580 Military mixed selection in box, artist drawn, R/P's, 
maps, camps, comic, etc interesting lot (approx 115 
cards) £75 - £100

2581 Military original mixed collection, includes POW, 
leaders, camps, etc. (approx 60 cards) £25 - £30

2582 Military small selection, postcards & photos, includes 
Red Cross Vehicle (30) £30 - £40

2583 Military, artist drawn, R/P's, camps, comic, patriotic, 
English & foreign, a real mixture in small box (approx 
160 cards) £150 - £180

2584 Military, Harry Payne, R/P's, camps, postmarks, 
English, German, French, very interesting collection in 
shoebox, needs careful viewing (approx 200 cards) £150 - £180

2585 Military, interesting collection of WW1 & just after, 
R/P's etc mainly German but written up on reverse by 
English soldier £60 - £70

2586 Military, small assortment in box, includes postmark 
interest (approx 100 cards) £50 - £60

2587 Military, very varied general mixture, interesting lot in 
small box (approx 185 cards) £75 - £100

2588 Mixed assortment in shoebox, better noted (approx 650 
cards) £75 - £100

2589 Mixed assortment in shoebox, many better noted (approx 
475 cards) £100 - £150

2590 Mixed assortment in shoebox, many better noted (approx 
550 cards) £150 - £200

2591 Mixed bundle of old World postcards, better noted 
including RP's (approx 72) £30 - £35

2592 Mixed collection in large carton (approx 800 cards) £75 - £100

2593 Mixed lot including several WW1 Postcards including 
'Passed by Censor' marks x37 (57 cards in total), plus a 
selection of old British Commonwealth stamps in 
packets, 1987 GB Year Book, and some ephemera (qty) £35 - £40

2594 Mixed Original Collection in small box, old range, better 
noted, needs viewing (approx 300 cards) £30 - £35

2595 Mixed selection in brown drawer, needs viewing (approx 
600 cards) £75 - £100

2596 Mixed selection in shoebox, English, foreign, subjects, etc 
(approx 600 cards) £75 - £100

2597 Mixed topographical in shoebox, nice collection, R/P's 
etc needs viewing (approx 600 cards) £200 - £250

2598 Morocco, mixed selection, many Spanish Morocco, in 
shoebox (approx 600 cards) £150 - £180

2599 Naval shipping, small collection (22) £40 - £50

2600 Naval, ships, men, funeral, fleets, etc (approx 75 cards) £50 - £60

2601 Naval, small interesting selection of postcards & photos 
showing life on-board at home & overseas, mainly to do 
with HMS Repulse (approx 139 items) £80 - £100

2602 Naval, superb collection in original album, includes the 
travels of HMS Weymouth to St.Vincent, Chile, 
Falkland Isles, whaling, etc must be viewed £250 - £300

 

2603 Northern England old topo selection including T + W, 
Cheshire, Cumbria, Yorks, Northumberland (approx 
250) £28 - £30

 

2604 Northumberland, large assorted collection in shoebox, 
better noted (approx 400 cards) £100 - £120
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2605 Norwich assorted selection of old postcards (approx 46 
cards) £20 - £22

2606 Novelty / Fantasy, mechanicals, HTL's, wood, real hair, 
etc (approx 280 cards) £100 - £150

2607 Novelty, small box, appliqué etc (approx 75 cards) £30 - £40

2608 Nudes, reproductions & 20th century models (40) £30 - £35

2609 Old album of postcards, with the postally used ones all to 
one lady (approx 194 cards) £35 - £40

2610 Old album of various old postcards, mostly WW1 
(approx 180) £30 - £35

2611 Open Book and Written postcards, selection of old cards 
(approx 88) £24 - £26

2612 Original assortment in 2 old time albums & loose, silks, 
adverts, lifeboat day, military, Essex, Bamforths all noted, 
some R/P's, needs viewing £150 - £170

2613 Original assortment in box, mixture of old cards, needs 
viewing, better noted (approx 470 cards) £70 - £75

2614 Original collection in 2 albums, cats, comic, etc (approx 
278 cards) £30 - £40

2615 Original collection in 2 albums, general mixture, racing 
at Epsom Downs noted (approx 110 cards) £30 - £40

2616 Original collection in 2 albums, general mixture, West 
country noted (approx 300 cards) £50 - £60

2617 Original collection in 2 albums, R/P's & better noted   £70 - £80

2618 Original collection in box, general mixture of older cards 
& worth a look (approx 400 cards) £25 - £30

2619 Original collection in large album, R/P's, military, 
comic, children, etc. several R/P's by Tilly of Ledbury 
(approx 435 cards) £200 - £230

2620 Original collection in large box. UK & overseas 
topographical, children, comic, song cards, etc. better 
noted (approx 550 cards) £150 - £200

2621 Original collection in modern blue album, good mixture 
of mainly subject cards, comic, children, glamour, Father 
Christmas, etc (approx 400 cards)   £250 - £300

2622 Original collection in modern green album, includes 
silks, military, comic, glamour, etc (approx 235 cards) £60 - £75

2623 Original collection in modern red album, good mixture, 
R/P's, etc (approx 335 cards) £150 - £200

2624 Original collection in old time album, R/P's, English & 
foreign with better noted (approx 290 cards) £50 - £60

2625 Original collection in red album, children, Father 
Christmas noted £30 - £40

2626 Original collection in small box of older postcards, very 
mixed (approx 250 cards) £25 - £30

2627 Original collection in small red album, Disney, children, 
comic noted (approx 50 cards) £70 - £80

2628 Original collection in vintage red album, English, 
foreign, R/P's, subjects, better noted (approx 100 cards) £120 - £150

2629 Original collect, 2 small albums & loose in box worth a 
look £100 - £120

2630 Original mixed collection housed in flip up albums (7 
albums) £40 - £45

2631 Original mixture in large box, better noted (approx 600 
cards) £60 - £75

2632 Original selection contained in 4 vintage albums within a 
box £40 - £50

2633 Original selection in shoebox, good mixture, worth a 
look (approx 450 cards) £80 - £100

2634 Oxfordshire, general assortment in shoebox, better noted 
(approx 200 cards) £50 - £60

2635 Palestine, selection in small box, worth a look (approx 
128 cards) £80 - £100

2636 Piers & Harbours range of old postcards (approx 125) £20 - £22

2637 Political Suffragettes at Ledbury & cats (3) £40 - £50
 

2638 Post Offices, small mixed selection (20) £40 - £50
 

2639 Postmarks on old postcards including Duplex, square & 
circle, RSO, Machine, small circle (some local) plus 
earlies (approx 200) £20 - £25

2640 Postmarks / Slogans very interesting lot in shoebox, 
needs careful viewing (approx 600 items) £200 - £250

2641 Postmarks, English, foreign, military, etc. Very good lot 
in shoebox, needs careful viewing (approx 400 items) £200 - £250

2642 Postmarks, large interesting selection in shoebox across 
all categories, English & foreign (approx 350 items) £200 - £250

2643 Railways, officials, shipping, miniature, etc nice lot 
(approx 90 cards) £40 - £50

2644 Railway, officials, locomotives, miniature, disasters etc 
small collection (approx 68 cards) £40 - £50

2645 Road transport, cars, bikes, etc small collection (approx 
48 cards) £30 - £40

2646 Royal Naval Barracks Shotley 'HMS Ganges' (30 original 
cards, mostly RP's) £100 - £150

2647 Royal Navy - large collection of original and reprint 
postcards and photos. Lots of Harwich and East Anglian 
Interest noted (approx 240 items) £150 - £200

2648 Royalty, British & Foreign, in shoebox (approx 240 
cards) £60 - £70

2649 Scotland - fine collection of postcards housed in two old 
volumes, these are a real mixture of R/P's and printed 
cards from the mainland and Islands (approx 280) Worth 
viewing £80 - £90

2650 Scotland, general assortment in shoebox (approx 575 
cards) £30 - £40

2651 Selection of good UK topo's housed in two small modern 
albums, these include R/P's and Cards from Essex, 
Norfolk and Suffolk (approx 130+) £30 - £40

2652 Selection of various postcards in an old red corner slot 
album, cards include UK topos from many Counties 
with Norfolk and Suffolk featuring plus theatre, greetings, 
novelty, etc. Good mixture (approx 320+) £50 - £60

2653 Shipping various lines, R/P's & artist drawn, includes 
launch of Aquitania, plus RMS Olympic & Hovercraft 
(53 cards) £25 - £30

2654 Shipping, all forms of noted, including The Lusitania 
(approx 70 cards) £50 - £60

2655 Shipping, nice collection in shoebox includes liners, sail, 
paddle steamers, etc. Artist signed & R/P's, must be 
viewed (approx 240 cards) £250 - £300

2656 Shoebox containing general mixture, better noted 
(approx 675 cards) £100 - £150

2657 Shoebox containing mixed selection of cards, better 
noted (approx 600 cards) £200 - £230

2658 Shoebox of mixed cards, needs careful viewing (approx 
500 cards) £100 - £130

2659 Silks, assorted selection in small box, better noted 
(approx 75 cards) £80 - £90

2660 Silks, general assortment in small box, better noted 
(approx 70 cards) £70 - £80

2661 Silks, mixed selection in small box, woven etc (approx 75 
cards) £50 - £60

2662 Silks, small box mixed assortment with better noted 
(approx 70 cards) £70 - £80

2663 Silks, small bundle, better noted (23) £45 - £50

2664 Small album of railway related postcards & photos, 
Surrey Border Camberley Railway noted (approx 56 
cards) £60 - £70

2665 Small box of various mixed postcards (qty) £20 - £22

2666 Small box of various old postcards including Subject and 
topo (qty) £25 - £30

2667 Small box packed with old postcards and postal 
stationary, lots of postmark interest, all World (qty) £30 - £35

2668 Small modern album with a very good selection of old 
Topo's including Street Scenes (City, Town, Village), few 
War Memorials, and local Shipping. Lots of RP's (approx 
168) £180 - £220

2669 Small selection of better R/P's (8) £30 - £40
 

2670 Somerset, general mixture in shoebox   (approx 325 
cards) £100 - £130

 

2671 Somerset, mixed selection in shoebox (approx 275 cards) £50 - £60
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2672 South & South West England range of old postcards, plus 
a few Killarney & I.O.M. in large old album (approx 
179) £30 - £35

2673 Southern England old topo selection including Cornwall, 
Devon, Dorset, Hampshire, I.O.W. (approx 225+) £24 - £26

2674 Sport, General, boxing, football, Olympics, etc   (35) £35 - £40

2675 SS Berlin postcards, Wrecked in 1907 Harwich. (24 
original cards) £60 - £80

2676 Suffolk - a superb collection of postcards from all parts of 
Suffolk housed in two albums, cards arranged A to Y and 
feature many Villages throughout the county. These 
include many R/P's and cover a wide range of scenes 
(approx 320) Must be viewed £550 - £600

2677 Suffolk and Essex range of postcards housed in an old 
black album, places include Halesworth, Ipswich, 
Danbury, and a large number of villages. Featured are 
Trams, boats, pubs, rivers and street scenes, etc. (approx 
170, plus a few moderns) good lot £90 - £110

2678 Suffolk Post Officers, a super range of postcards in a 
small grey corner slot album, including approx 30x 
R/P's, with scarce noted (approx 47) £280 - £300

2679 Suffolk, general mixture in shoebox, better noted (approx 
250 cards) £75 - £100

2680 Suffragette, comic situations (3) £30 - £40

2681 Surrender of German U Boat Fleet, including Salvage 
Vessel 'Cyklop', Harwich Harbour 1918 (11 originals + 
1x reprint) £60 - £80

2682 Surrey, nice large collection in shoebox, many better 
noted (approx 400 cards) £200 - £250

2683 Sussex, assorted selection in shoebox, interesting lot 
(approx 600 cards) £100 - £130

2684 Sydney Street Siege 1911 "The Battle of Stepney" with 
Winston Churchill (5 cards) £20 - £22

2685 Topographical, mixed selection in shoebox, many better 
noted, must be viewed (approx 550 cards) £200 - £230

2686 Tottenham station, interior & exterior, very early R/P's 
(2) £50 - £60

2687 Tottenham, early R/P's, Old Lordship Lane & 
Tottenham Marshes noted (20) £50 - £60

2688 Tottenham, superb collection of very early R/P's (15) £40 - £50

2689 Tottenham, superb early R/P's including flood, shops, 
pub, etc (10) £60 - £70

2690 Tottenham, superb early R/P's including the original 
Seven Sisters Trees (21) £45 - £50

2691 Tottenham, White Hart Lane, very early R/P's (12) £50 - £60

2692 UK and Foreign postcards in box, including old black 
album heavily featuring UK topo's with many Norfolk 
noted, another album has a mix including exhibitions 
and another Norfolk, plus a modern album of modern 
and a blue box crammed with an assortment (qty) buyer 
collects £60 - £70

2693 U.S.A. mixed selection including Red Indians (approx 
525 cards) £40 - £50

2694 Very large carton of assorted postcards, many 100's   
BUYER COLLECTS £100 - £125

2695 Vintage album containing original collection, English, 
foreign, political, glamour, theatrical, etc £120 - £150

2696 Vintage blue album containing original mixture, R/P's 
etc £35 - £45

2697 Wales + West Country range of old postcards including 
Glos, Hereford, Somerset, Wilts, Worcs (approx 250+) £28 - £30

2698 West Country, small box containing assorted collection, 
better noted (approx 207 cards) £50 - £60

2699 Westmoreland, assorted collection in shoebox (approx 
425 cards) £40 - £50

2700 Windmills, Watermills & Canals, small mixed selection 
(53) £50 - £60

2701 WW1 Silk postcards, various (14) £40 - £50

2702 Yorkshire, Atwick, donkeys carrying gravel & sand, great 
cards (3, 1A/F) £70 - £80

 

2703 Yorkshire, Atwick, small selection including hunt, R/P's 
(6) £30 - £35

2704 Yorkshire, nice collection in shoebox, R/P's etc worth a 
good look (approx 250 cards) £100 - £150

 
 

Cigarette & Trade Cards 
 

2705 A & B C Gum album containing part sets of various 
football issues together with a few other sports cards, 
mixed condition mainly G - VG, cat value £1000+ £80 - £90

2706 A & B C Gum Football part sets (orange back 171-255) 
x40, and Did You Know (1-109) odds x71 cat £365 G-
VG £40 - £45

 

 
 

2707 A & B C Gum odds in sleeves including Battle of Britain, 
Planes, Battle Cards, etc. Good cat value F-VG (qty) £30 - £35

2708 A & B C Gum, Battle Cards set 1966 cat £130 G-VG £25 - £30
 

 
 

2709 A & B C Gum, Beatles (black & white) set 1964 cat £270 
F-G £35 - £40

2710 A & B C Gum, Footballers (Green Back, Scottish 1-85) 
set 1970 with unmarked check list, cat £382.50 VG+ £200 - £220

 

 
 

2711 A & B C Gum, Outer Limits set 1966 cat £275 F £80 - £85

 
2712 A & B C Gum, The Champions odds x36 cat £135 VG £20 - £25

 
2713 Adkin & Son, Notabilities set 1915 cat £110 G-VG £25 - £30
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2714 Adkin & Son, Sporting Cups & Trophies 1914 part set 
24/30 cat £396 P-VG £45 - £50

2715 Albums, modern type, containing number of sets & part 
sets (includes Lambert & Butler Dance Band Leaders) 
mainly G - VG or better (4 albums) £70 - £90

2716 Albums, old type contained in a box, cards within 
include sets & part sets with many earlier issues, mixed 
condition with good cat value, worth a look (6) £80 - £100

2717 Album, old style containing quantity of part sets from 
many good issues, includes Ogden's Flags & Funnels 
24/50, Boy Scouts 60 cards from various series, Soldiers 
of the King 32/50, Racehorses 16/50 & other similar 
period issues, mixed condition but mainly G or better, 
high cat value & worth a look £120 - £150

2718 Album, small old style containing number of early issue 
cards, includes Taddy, Morris, Cohen Weenan, 
Gallaher's, Salmon & Gluckstein, Hills etc, mixed 
condition with many cards only P - F but does contain 
some high cat value cards & worth a look £50 - £70

2719 Box containing 5 old tins of cigarette cards in sets, part 
sets & odds, mixed condition but many G - VG with 
several better noted & worth a look £50 - £70

2720 Box containing a mixture of cigarette & trade cards some 
sets better issues noted & worth a look, mixed condition £50 - £70

2721 Box containing a number of sets, part sets & odds, 
including Adcock's, Ancient Norwich, complete set 
together with some odds (odds include the rare no.6), 
B.A.T. Beauties, tobacco leaf back (P/C inset) complete 
set, Phillips, Beauties of Today, 2nd series (36) complete 
set & odds, amongst the various odds is noted some 
B.A.T. Sporting Girls plain back, includes Golf & various 
film star cards, mixed condition but worth a look. £70 - £90

2722 Box containing approx 100 complete sets (not checked) 
both cigarette & trade issues, mixed condition, cat value 
£1700+ £180 - £200

2723 Box containing approx 65 complete sets (not checked) of 
Will's issues with some duplication, mixed condition, cat 
value £1450 £100 - £120

2724 Box containing large assortment of part sets & odds from 
many different issuers, both tobacco & trade, mixed 
condition but many G or better £140 - £160

2725 Box containing large assortment of part sets & odds, 
mainly smaller companies, several Carreras Turf noted, 
mainly VG, high cat value £140 - £160

2726 Box containing large number of part sets in pages, good 
mixture, worth a look £100 - £120

 

 
 

2727 Box containing large quantity of loose cigarette cards, 
part sets & odds, mixed condition £70 - £80

2728 Box containing large quantity of loose trade cards, part 
sets & odds, mixed condition £70 - £80

2729 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 119) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2730 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 129) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2731 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 139) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2732 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 149) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2733 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 152) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2734 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly Players & Wills 
(approx 110) sets not checked, buyer collects £40 - £45

2735 Box of mixed manufacturers sets, mainly Players & Wills 
(approx 191) sets not checked, buyer collects £70 - £75

2736 Box of mixed Players & some Churchman sets, mainly 
cigarette (approx 87) sets not checked, buyer collects £35 - £40

2737 Box of mixed Players & Wills sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 120) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2738 Box of mixed Players & Wills sets, mainly cigarette 
(approx 152) sets not checked, buyer collects £50 - £55

2739 Boxes containing large quantity of assorted cigarette & 
trade cards in sets, part sets & odds, old & newer issues & 
well worth a look, mixed condition with many in VG - 
VG+ (2 boxes) £70 - £90

2740 Boxing, Wills overseas Scissors issue, Boxers part set 
12/36 & British Army Boxers Series part set 12/43, 
mainly G or better cat value £174 £40 - £50

2741 Brooke Bond, very large collection of sets & part sets, 
mainly contained in plastic pages, majority G - VG or 
better BUYER COLLECTS £100 - £120

2742 Carreras, Women on War Work set 1916 cat £350 P-F £40 - £45
 

 
 

2743 Churchman Men of the Moment in Sport no.27 R.T. 
(Bobby) Jones , a very scarce card, G - VG £30 - £50

2744 Churchman, Famous Golfers set 1927 cat £650 F-VG £150 - £200

 

 
 

2745 Churchman, Frisky odds x38 cat £133 F-G £20 - £22
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2746 Churchman, Frisky set 1935 cat £182 F-VG £30 - £35

2747 Churchman, modern albums (6) containing large 
quantity of part sets & odds from various issues, better 
cards noted, mixed condition but high cat value £150 - £200

2748 Cigarette card sets in sleeves, all Aviation related inc. 
Lambert & Butler, Carreras, etc, total cat £577 G-VG 
(7) £70 - £80

2749 Cigarette card sets loose in sleeves, Ching & Co Jersey 
Past & Present A Series, 2nd Series, 3rd Series, Around 
& About in Jersey 1st Series, Guernsey Alderney & Sark, 
Channel Islands 3rd Series, plus three South Africa sets 
stuck in original albums, with a 1986 Daimler Benz 
Medal (qty) £30 - £35

2750 Cigarette cards in sleeves, sets and odds including 
Gallaher Fables & their Morals (thick numbers) set, 
Carreras Believe it or Not set, Wills Garden Flowers by 
Sudell, Gallaher Kute Kiddies odds x24, and Players 
Bonzo Dog Series part set 20/25, total cat £311 P-VG £40 - £45

 

 
 

2751 Collection in 13 albums contained in 3 crates together 
with large number of stuck in albums (some complete, 
some part full & others empty) collection comprises of 
sets, part sets & odds, very mixed condition, needs 
viewing   BUYER COLLECTS £180 - £200

2752 Cope, Photo Albums for the Millions, each card opens to 
show 4 separate photos, part sets 10/12 (Green covers) & 
2/12 (Buff covers) mainly G condition, all parts joined 
together, cat value £193 £90 - £110

2753 Crate containing assortment of cards from various 
cigarette & trade issues, well worth a sort through. £50 - £70

2754 Crate containing large number of sets, in packets, sleeves 
& albums, mixed condition but many G - VG or better 
(some duplication) needs viewing £70 - £90

2755 Football - large green plastic tub full of modern Football 
cards loose and in albums (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £25

2756 Football - large red plastic tub full of modern Football 
cards loose and in albums (qty) Buyer collects £20 - £25

2757 Football - Topical Times selection inc Album Panel 
Portraits of Football Stars, full set + loose, plus others, 
Typhoo - Footballers/Teams odds x47 (E size). Mixed 
(qty)  £40 - £45

2758 Football (mainly!) box containing large quantity of cards 
from both cigarette & trade issuers, in sets, part sets & 
odds, interesting mixture with high cat value, well worth 
a look through £200 - £250

2759 Football, issues from the Sun newspaper, 3-D Gallery of 
Football Stars, complete set of 50, How to Play Football, 
complete set of 6, Gallery of Football Action cards, part 
set 47/52, all VG - EXC, cat value £400+ £50 - £70

2760 Football, Topical Times Footballers 1936 (Coloured) 
complete set of 16 & Stars of Today, both SCOTTISH 
issue & very rarely seen! G - VG, these cards are not 
quoted in any catalogue but are listed in the Cartophilic 
Society trade reference book (ref.TOP.140 & TOP.170) £150 - £200

2761 Gallaher, albums/sleeves containing several sets, part sets 
& odds with better cards noted, very mixed condition. 
Worth viewing. High cat value (2) £120 - £130

 
2762 Gallaher, modern albums containing large quantity of 

sets, part sets & odds, mixed condition with high cat 
value, needs viewing (4 albums) £50 - £55

 
2763 Gallaher, modern albums (6) containing large quantity of 

part sets & odds from various issues, better cards noted, 
mixed condition but high cat value £120 - £140

2764 Golf, part sets in pages, Wills, Famous Golfers 9/25 + 1 
duplicate mainly G or better & Churchman, Famous 
Golfers 49/50 (missing no.4) mixed condition but many 
G (including nos. 27 & 28) cat value £800 £200 - £250

2765 Gum cards, from many different series with better noted, 
together with a few Barratt, Thunderbirds, mixed 
condition £30 - £50

2766 Gum cards, mainly A & BC various football series but 
also issues from Chix, Famous Footballers, series of 50 & 
Philadelphia Chewing Gum Corp. all mainly G - VG 
with high cat value of £1000+ £240 - £260

2767 Horse Racing, 3 complete sets & 1 part set, Sandorides, 
Famous Race Horses (Lucana Cigarettes) 50/50, Wills, 
Scissors, Derby Day Series 25/25 & Racehorses & 
Jockeys 1938 40/40 & United Tobacco Cos (South) Race 
Horses - South Africa (set 2) 51/52, all G - VG, cat value 
£500+ £150 - £200

2768 Horse Racing, Derby Winners, F & J Smith, complete 
set, G - VG cat value £750 £200 - £240

2769 Kellogg, Motor Cars (black & white) set 1949 cat £140 
G-VG £25 - £30

2770 Large album containing 26 complete sets of cigarette 
cards, many better sets including Ogden's British Birds 
(series 1 & 2), Orders of Chivalry, Captains of 
Association Football Clubs, Football Club Colours, & 
Famous Footballers, Wills Musical Celebrities & Time & 
Money, Gallaher's Lawn Tennis Celebrities, G - VG with 
cat value £2600+, a good lot £300 - £350

2771 Large box containing large quantity of part sets & odds, 
majority sorted into separate plastic boxes and others in 
pages & old albums, mixed condition but majority G - 
VF, cat value £4000+ (Buyer collects) £200 - £250

2772 Large box crammed full of various part sets & odds 
(maybe even sets included!) mixed condition but worth a 
sort through £70 - £90

2773 Large cards, mainly Wills, in shoebox, contains sets, part 
sets & odds, (some duplication) includes Lawn Tennis, 
mixed condition but mainly G or better, cat value 
£1200+ £25 - £300

2774 Military part sets and odds in sleeves including Gerard, 
Wills, Tony Oliver, Gallaher VC Heroes, etc. High cat 
value. P-VG (qty) £40 - £45

2775 Mixed manufacturers, a collection of sets, part sets & 
odds in plastic pages, sets include Gallaher, Royalty 
Series (P - G) Phillips British Butterflies no.1 issue (G - 
VG) plus a further 7 sets, there are 3 Churchman part 
sets, Interesting Door-Knockers 24/25 (missing no.5) 
Sporting Trophies 24/25 (missing no.1) & Sports & 
Games in Many Lands (missing no.25) together with a 
number of other part sets, mixed condition and really 
needs viewing, cat value £1000+ £200 - £250

2776 Modern album of cigarette card sets in sleeves, Players, 
Ogdens, etc, cat £435 F-VG (10) £40 - £45

2777 Modern albums (5) containing large quantity of part sets 
& odds of various issues from Carreras (4) & Lambert & 
Butler (1), better cards noted, mixed condition but high 
cat value £70 - £90

2778 Modern albums (6) containing large quantity of part sets 
& odds of various issues from Phillip's (3), Player's cigar 
cards (1) Pattreiouex (1) & Wix (1), better cards noted, 
mixed condition but high cat value £70 - £80

2779 Modern albums (7) containing large quantity of part sets 
& odds of various issues from Hill's (2), Millhoff (1), 
Cavanders (3) & Ardath (1), better cards noted, mixed 
condition but high cat value £100 - £120

2780 Ogden, a collection of 13 complete sets in large size 
pages, sets are How to Swim, A B C of Sport, Leaders of 
Men, Cathedrals & Abbeys, Applied Electricity, Poultry 
Rearing & Management 1st series, Picturesque People of 
the Empire, Actors Natural & Character Studies, Cricket 
1926, Jockeys & Owners Colours, Jockeys 1930, Derby 
Entrants 1926 & Trick Billiards, mainly G - VG cat value 
£1000+ £240 - £260

 

2781 Ogden, modern albums (4) containing large quantity of 
part sets & odds from various issues, better cards noted, 
mixed condition but high cat value £120 - £140

 

2782 Original old album of cigarette cards including Mitchell's 
Arms & Armour, and Medals which look to be sets, etc 
(qty) £70 - £90
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2783 Reproduction cigarette card sets Ex-Mint (approx 45) £24 - £26

2784 Reproduction cigarette card sets in sleeves (approx 13) 
All good subjects Ex-Mint £20 - £22

2785 Selection of Players and Wills Large cards sorted into 
what looks to be sets (not checked), better than normal 
condition (qty) £70 - £80

2786 Sets in sleeves - Players History of Naval Dress, Modern 
Naval Craft, Shipping, Famous Beauties, British Naval 
Craft, Ogdens Ocean Greyhounds, Wills Famous British 
Authors, Cope Castles, Carreras Our Navy, ATC Naval 
Battles, and Ardath Cricket Tennis & Golf Celebrities 
part set 44/50. Total cat £510 F-EX £50 - £60

2787 Sets of Trade cards in sleeves inc. Fizzy Fruit, Shell, 
Bean, Kane, etc, total cat £379.50 VG-EX (10) £38 - £42

2788 Shoebox containing quantity of sets & part sets, large 
number of Cartledge, Prize Fighters noted, includes some 
modern reprints, worth a look, mixed condition, together 
with modern album & slip case containing complete set 
of glamour cards EXC £50 - £70

2789 Silks, assortment contained in a shoebox, various issues 
including Kensitas flowers, mainly G - VG £70 - £90

2790 Silks, box containing a good assortment with some better 
noted £50 - £70

2791 Silks, mixed assortment, Home Mirror & Irish Patriots 
noted £30 - £40

2792 Silks, modern albums (2) containing selection of issues 
from various manufacturers, mixed condition £50 - £60

2793 Silks, small box containing an assorted selection £40 - £50

2794 Sport, small box containing complete sets & odds of 
various sets, includes Typhoo Tea International Football 
Stars, both series, Kane Products, 1956 series Cricketers, 
both series together with speedway, football & other 
cricket cards, mixed condition but mainly G or better £40 - £60

2795 Suitcase containing various tins, bags, boxes & packets of 
various cigarette & trade cards (plus some loose), noted 
are some silks of different sizes not flowers) needs sorting! 
   BUYER COLLECTS £120 - £140

2796 Sun Soccer Cards - full set of 1000 cards in plastic sleeves 
VG-EX £40 - £45

2797 Taddy, Territorial Regiments set 1908 cat £600 F-G £100 - £120

2798 Topps Footballers odds x226 (red back) cat £305 G-VG £35 - £40

2799 Topps Footballers odds x297 (blue back) cat £356 G-VG £40 - £45

2800 Topps Footballers odds x361 (orange back) cat £108 G-
VG £24 - £26

2801 Topps Footballers odds (blue back) x114, and Topps 
Authentics Footballers x46 G-EX £25 - £30

2802 Topps, Comic Book Heroes 1975 odds x41 cat £92.25 
includes two unmarked check lists. VG £25 - £30

2803 Topps, Footballers odds x89 (yellow back) G-VG £30 - £35

2804 Trade sets in sleeves inc. Barratt, Daily Ice Cream, Lyons 
Maid, etc, total cat £319.50 VG-EX (8) £35 - £40

2805 Various Tobacco odds in sleeves including Morris, G. 
Phillips, Hills, Muratti, Faulkners, etc total cat £340 
mixed condition £30 - £35

2806 Very mixed range of unsorted Cigarette/Trade cards + 
old postcards and a few stamps (qty) £80 - £100

2807 Whitbread Inn Signs, good range of mixed odds 
including First Series Metal issues. No duplication, plus 
Inn-Signia by Brian Hill (approx 113) £30 - £40

2808 Wills, Nelson Series 1905 set cat £275 F £40 - £45

2809 Wills, overseas Scissors issues, includes Beauties (P/C 
inset - Lattice Back) part set 51/52, Indian Regiments, 
part set 30/50 together with oddments from a few other 
similar series, very mixed condition but many G cat value 
£500+ £100 - £120

 
End of auction in room 2, day 2 
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Bidders Terms 
 

ESTIMATED VALUES: The estimated values shown after each lot are the auctioneer’s opinion of what each lot may realise. 
The price realised may be in excess of this figure, it may also be less than. 
 

POSTAL BIDDING: You may bid by mail before the sale. Please use the form provided. Enter the maximum you are 
prepared to offer for each lot and the auctioneer will represent you. Lots are knocked down at one step above the next 
highest bid, and not necessarily your highest bid. For example: Your highest bid is £110 and the next highest bid is £80: the 
hammer price is £85. 
 

Lots purchased on behalf of postal bidders will be forwarded by the most practical method at the risk of the purchaser. 
Postage, packing, freight and insurance costs or part thereof shall be borne by the purchaser. 
 

Each lot is sold as genuine unless otherwise described in the sale catalogue. 
 

Any lot listed under collections and various or stated to comprise or contain a collection that is under-described shall be put 
up for sale not subject to rejection and shall be taken by the purchaser with all (if any) faults.  Lots offered “as is” or “offered 
on their merits” may contain items that are not genuine and therefore may not be returned for any reason. 
 

E-MAIL & INTERNET BIDS: Bids by E-mail, or via our internet bidding form at www.lockdales.com will be accepted up 
to 2.30pm prior to the date of sale. Any bids received after that time will not be valid unless Lockdales have specifically 
acknowledged the bids by returning confirmation prior to the commencement of the sale. Any bid made by electronic means 
should be acknowledged by 3.00pm on the day prior to the sale – if confirmation has not been received please telephone to 
confirm bids, between 3.00pm and 4.30pm.  In all other respects the receipt of electronic bids will be dealt with in the same 
manner as postal bids, as detailed in the section dealing with postal bidding above. 
 

TELEPHONE BIDS: Telephone bids may be made. We do not accept any responsibility for errors made in taking bids, 
especially by telephone, though every effort is made to ensure accuracy. 
 

INVOICE & PAYMENT: Successful postal bidders will be sent a Pro Forma invoice immediately after the sale with details 
of payment methods. All invoices must be paid within seven days of the sale or the lot(s) may be deemed in default and any 
subsequent loss incurred on resale becomes the responsibility of the bidder. 
 

ROOM BIDDERS: Room bidders must register and obtain a bidding number on arrival. If successful in obtaining a lot, 
please ensure that you display your bidding number clearly to the auctioneer and that it is your number that is called out. If 
you have any doubt about the price or buyer: please draw this to the auctioneer’s attention immediately.  Room bidders may 
settle their invoices on the day of sale, or within seven days at our offices. You may pay for and collect your purchases at any 
time during the sale. 
 

A Buyers Premium of 17.25% will apply to all lots. 
 

AUCTIONEER: The bidding advances shall be regulated by the auctioneer and shall be at his discretion. He has the right to 
refuse any bids.  The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients and vendors, but shall not be liable for errors or 
omissions in executing instructions to bid. The auctioneer acts as agent only, and shall not be liable for any default of the 
purchaser or vendor. 
 

Methods of Payment 
 

£ cash and cheques made payable to Lockdale Coins Ltd.  If you wish to pay by US$ or Euros we accept this in cash form 
only.  Otherwise please negotiate payment with your bank by British Pound Sterling.   
 

All major credit cards and debit cards. There is an additional charge of 2.5% for payments made by credit card (not for debit) 
 

PAYPAL: Our Paypal address is the same as our email: sales@lockdales.com  An extra charge of 4% must be added if you 
wish to pay by this method. You must pay in Pound Sterling through Paypal. 
 

£ Transfer: to Lockdale Coins Ltd: National Westminster Bank, Tavern St, Ipswich, Suffolk, UK, IP1 3BD 
GB £ Sterling: Account: 64217752  Sort Code: 536124  IBAN: GB10NWBK53612464217752  BIC: NWBKGB2L 

 

When paying by Bank Transfer the customer must cover the banking charges.  Include your name and bidder number when 
sending instructions to the bank, and please inform Lockdales of your decision to pay by Sterling transfer. 
 

If purchases are not collected, or postal arrangements made, within a period of 3 weeks after the auction: 
We reserve the right to charge storage fees based on the size and value of items. 

 

By the act of bidding in our auction you therefore agree to these terms and conditions. 
 

For the Prices Realised in our previous sale see our website www.lockdales.com 
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